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“By the almost illimitable extent of our fertile lands, by tradition, by the 

number and character of our people engaged in farming, by the amount and 

excellence of our agricultural surplus, we are an agricultural nation. Agri- 

culture is easily the paramount industry of the United States. It is by our 
agriculture that we are distinguished above all other nations. Agricultural 

supremacy and ascendency is the natural, logical and manifest destiny of 

this nation. Agriculture, unaided and unprotected, is exporting one thou- 

sand millions of surplus as against five hundred millions of all manufac- 

tures and other commodities together. We are capable, naturally capable, 

without artificial aid, without bounties or tariffs of increasing this enormous 

surplus almost indefinitely. Agriculture is in fact and of right imperial 

among the industries of the United States. The sphere of agricultural infiu- 
ence extends to the legislation affecting agriculture or the relations of agri- 

culture to other industries of the country, and that influence is, and should : 
be, preponderant.” 

Extract from address of President McKinley at the Pan-American Exposi- 

tion, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1901. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
Hon. J. H. Srovur, 

President of the Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 
Sir:—I have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 16, of 

Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfully yours, 

GEORGE McKERROW, Superintend:at. 
Mapison, Wis., Nov. 25, 1902.
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Late B. S. HOXIE, Evansville, Wis. 

Born 1846; died 1901. Sec. State Horticultural Society 6 yrs. Pres. Wis. 

Forestry Association 3 yrs. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

Board of Regents. 

The President of the University, er officio. 

The State Supt. of Public Instruction, ex officio. 

State at Large, William F. Vilas. 5th Distiict, Arthur J. Puls. 

State at Large, Almah J. Frisby. 6th District, Major C. Mead. 

1st District. H. C. Taylor. 7th District, Edward Evans. 

2d District, B. J. Stevens, Vice-Presi-8th District, James C. Kerwin. 
"dent. 9th District, E. A. Edmonds. 

8d District, Dwight T. Parker. 10th District, George F. Merrill. 

4th District, James M. Pereles. llth Disrict, J. H. Stort, President. 

Colleges. 

College of Letters and Science. Ccllege of Agriculture. 

College of Mechanics and Engineeting.College of Law. 

School of Pharmacy. School of Music. 

School of Economics and Political Schcol of Education. 
Science. Schcol of Commerce. 

School of History. 

Courses. 

Long Agricultural Course. Pre-Metaliurgical Course in Engineer- 

Mechanical Engineering Course. ing. 

Electrical Engineering Course. Englich Course. 

Law Course. Civic Historical Course. 
Ancient Classical Course. Courses in Eccnomics and Political 
General Science Course. Science. 
Short Agricultural Course. Special Science Course, antecedent to 

Dairy Course. Medicine. 

Civil Engineering Course. Special Courses for Normal School 

Pharmacy Course. Graduates. 

Modern Classical Course. Ccliegiate and Academic Courses in 
Sanitary Engineering Course. Music. 

Applied Electro—Chemistry Course. General Course in Engineering. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study, embracing more than three 

hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be in- 

dicated by the following synopsis: Eleven languages are taught, viz.: 

Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Norse, French, Italian, Spanish, 

Anglo-Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are twenty-six special 

courses. Under the Sciences there are a large number of courses in each 

of the following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Zool- 

ogy, Botany, Bacteriology. In History there are thirty-six courses; in Civics, 

twenty-eight; in Economics and Sociology, thirty-nine; in Mental Sciences 

there are twenty-three, embracing Psychology, Ethics, Aesthetics and Logic. 

There are eighteen courses in Pedagogics, and eight courses in Music, and 

two courses each in Military Drill, and Gymnastics.
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Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest build- 

ings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the 

country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hy- 

giene, and for class and individual exercise in ail the forms of gymnastic 

practice. There are also the most abundant and approved facilities for 

shower, sponge, and swimming baths. 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the woman's gymnastics 

by the construction of an addition to Chadbourne Hall, which has been 

fully equipped. This furnishes ample facilities’ for systematic courses 

for young women, and is under the immediate direction of a trained in- 

structor. ; 

In Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Ma- 

terial, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory ef Construction, Thermodynam- j 

ics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Surveying, Geod- ‘ 

esy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineering, Hy- i 

draulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of Loco- j 

motives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Location, Railway Equipment, | 

Construction and Maintenance cf Way, Railread Field Work. { 

In Electricity: Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construction, : 

and various forms of drawing are ; ven; also shop work in wood, iron, j 

brass, both hand work and machiixe work, machine designing, construc- 1 

tion and testing machines. 4 

in Agriculture:—Various courses are givea in agriculture. Animal Hus- 

bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agriultural Chemistry, Veteri- 

nary Science, Agricuitural Physics, Horticulture and Economie Entomoi- 

ogy, ete. 

In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jur-sprudence, Real Property, Constitutional 

Law, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 

Corporations, Domestic Relations, Aamiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Part- 

nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Jurispru- 

dence, ete. 

tn Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany, and Practical Laboratory Work. 

General Facilities:—The Facuity embraces upward of 170 mstructors. The 

_ laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; embracing the Chem- 

ical, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological, Zoological, Botan- Ke 

ical, Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, Agri- i 

cultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories. Seminars are held for ad- 

vanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathematics, and other : 

branches. y 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 70,000 

volumes; of the State Historical Society, 215,000 volumes, including pam- 

phlets; of the State Law Departmni, 35,000 volumes; of the city, 18,000 vol- : 

umes, besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all more 

than 338,000 volumes, thus affording very exceptional opportunities for read- 

ing and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or 

schools, should apply to W. D. HIESTAND, 

Registrar.
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Officers and Instructors. 
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Farmers’ Institutes. 
Grorce McKerrow - - - - - °- Superintendent. Netuie E. Grievirus - > : - - Clerk and Stenographer. 1. The Agricultural Experiment Station is devoted to a study of prob- lems incident to the agricultural development of our commonwealth. It is supported jointly by the general government and the State of Wisconsin. Each year an annual report of several hundred pages and frequent bulletins are issued and distributed gratuitously among the farmers of the State. Any farmer wishing to receive these reports and bulletins regularly should send his request on a postal card addressed to Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 

Il. Agricultural Instruction at the University. The College of Agricul- ture offers instruction in agriculture to graduates of our own or other col- leges, a four years’ course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, special instruction to students of mature years, instruction in the Short Course in Agriculture requiring two winter terms of fourteen weeks each, and the course in Dairying lasting one term of twelve weeks. For information concerning these courses see this bulletin and write for catalogue, illustrated circulars, ete., addressing W. A. Henry, Dean, College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. 
Ill. The Farmers’ Institute. Each year this practical school for the farmer holds more than a hundred two-day meetings in the farming districts of our commonwealth. These meetings are for practical instruction and con- ference on all matters nertaining to the farm and farm life, and at them 60,000 copies of the Farmers’ Institute Bulletin are distributed annually. Any community can- secure an institute upon early application to the Superintend- ent. For further particulars concerning this school for the farmer, write George McKerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis.
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: PROCEEDINGS 

’ OF THE 

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL | 

, | c t | 
CLOSING FARMERS’ INSTITUTE i 

e 
HELD AT , I 

OCONOMOWOC, WIS., MARCH 18, 19, 20, 1902. c 
! a 

The meeting was called to order by Superintendent McKERROW. Conduc- 

tor H. M. CULBERTSON in the chair. i 
jm 

Invocation by Rev. D. C. Garrett, of Oconomowoc. 2 

| ADDRESS OF WELCOME. i 
eine | t 
—. .. | |G. Meissner, Mayor of Ocoromowoc, } 

a | 2 j 

ee : | It is a very pleasing task which to f 

eo . ~ oe ly | fulfill I have been honored with by our 

poe 2 ss | ejtizens, to extend to every one of you 
te i ] ‘a hearty welcome. 

‘ af ee ' | Judging from this large assembly 
ll (sz a |and from the fact that we have been 

M4 Uf ae. Uy : | | honored with the Closing Institute, it 

- 3 or | |seems to me that we must have been 
i E le - ue jsuecessful in- entertaining you last 

; ie fey ~=—=—S~*és=S_—CCi ear, and, this being true, rest assured 
by | Bi A  ~—SC | that we will do also this year atl there 
& | L ay a y |is in our power to make your stay here 

gE | Pe oe B A {a pleasant cne and to make you feel 

e i oa 2 ‘home-like. 
7 ; E | Your close attention to all pertaining 

MY ' ys F to Institutes is very commendable and 

5 ] ee | hichly appreciated and gives us the 

* j S avsurance that you are progressive 
} - | 
| jand public-spirited people, who never 

A |lose a chance of adding to their stock 
G. Meissner. lof knowledge and give of the same and
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of their experience to their, in this re-] power you hold in your hanas! Sup- 

spect, needy and wanting neighbors. pese you would lock your granaries 

It is with your occupation like with| and store rooms for some weeks only, 

any other, the more a man knows of|--both man and beast would have to 

lis trade, profession, art or science,| perish. 

the more hungry he becomes for more But away with such thoughts,—we 

knowledge and skill; the more interest} would not like to see you do this, we 

he takes in his vocation and the more} are fully aware of the fact and are 

satisfied ne is with the same, and if;glad of it and thank you very much for 

you can accomplish the latter,—to be| it, that—You feed us all! 

satisfied with and be happy in your 

vocations as farmers, and, more es-| RESPONSE TO THE ADDRESS OF 
pecially, if you can elevate yovr daugh- WELCOME. 

ters and sons to such a high standing, 
you will have made the farmer what| Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis. 
he ought to be,—the most looked up| Mr. Mayor, Citizens of Oconomowoc 
to and the most independent rerson in]-—On behalf of the Farmers’ Institute 
the universe, and this should be your] workers and the farmers from outside 
ambition. districts who are here in attendance 

In order to advance to such a high} at this meeting, I wish to thank you 

standing, the love and interest for|for your words of welcome, and the 

farming must not only be impressed] words of wisdom, which we may well 
upon the child by his parents as soon] ponder over. I wish to thank you for 
as he takes notice of his surroundings,| riacing the farmer upon the high pin- 
but as early as practicable farming] nacle which you have, and we will en- 
must be taught in your schools; there} deavor while here in your midst not to 
the love and interest for the same} lower ourselves in your estimation and 
must be developed, and there are many} {to keep the good standing and high 

weys of doing it, if you engage the] position where you have placed us. 
proper teaching for this purpose; but} Now, we are here for business; we 
house or family and school must work}are here to follow out the program 

hand in hand in order to be success-| which you have in your hands, and to 

ful. draw from this program all the prac- 

After your boys have learned of the] tical knowledge bearing upon our line 
advantages the farm offers, they will] of work that we can. Therefore, I 

not feel so much like going to the} will say to you all that in order to 
cities and enter into sharp competi-] make this meeting a success we de- 
tion with shrewd business men, fret-] pend upon all of you, and without your 
ting and worrying away the best years] aid it cannot be a success. 
of their lives with many a chance of] We will now take up the regular 

being swamped, nor will they feel like] work of the morning. I am pleased to 
going to the gold mines and dig for|say that the city has furnished us an 
mineral gold, while they can raise the] excellent orchestra which will give us 

vegetable gold; for instance, the gold-| some music to break up the monotony 
en wheat and yellow corn, and many} of our hard work. 
other paying products with more ease Thanking you again, Mr. Mayor, we 

and pleasure at home. will proceed with our work for the 
How may it swell a farmer’s breast] morning. 

to look around and down upon thewhole| The Chairman appointed Committee 
animal and human kingdom and to] on Resolutions as follows: C. H. Ever- 
know and to feel that both of them are] ett, Racine; L. BE. Scott, Neenah; Thee 

cepending upon him! And what a! Convey, Ridgeway.
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THE CHICKEN ON THE FARM. 
Cc. A. SMITH, Knapp, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Sette | Soneaniree poultry are tender, yet 

men:—Doubtless you have neard of|I Have never found this to be the case. 

the proverbial fondness of a Methodist | Inragine a man trying to run a success- 

preacher for Torey ees chickens. | ful dairy ee on this line. Suppos- 

That undoubtedly explains my pres-|ing the choice is two of each of the 

ence here today, not to feast, but to tell : popular dairy breeds, Guernsey, Jersey, 

scme of the things I know about/Arrshire and Holstein. Turn into 

chickens. jone common feed-lot, with the same 

My predecessors have covered the | care and feed. Let them propagate 

ground pretty thoroughly in the Bul-| their species and then after about a 

letins issued, so the scope of my talk| half dozen out-crosses imagine their 

is necessarily limited. ‘ewner to say: “There’s no money in 
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Mr. Smith and one of his choice birds. 

Advantages of Pure Bred Poultry. 2 hs eee specs — 

I wish, in the first place, to empha-|the course that is pursued with poul- 

size the advantages of keeping pure-|try, and cattle will stand such treat- 

bred or thoroughbred poultry. ment better than hens, because we 

The improvement so generally | treat cows more or less as inaividuals, 
noticed in all farm stock is sadly want-| while the flock of heus is treated as a 

ing in the line of our poultry. Mongrel | unit. 
bred poultry i$ the rule rather than the! To make a success of a flock of poul- 

exception on the average farm, owing|try, we must have as near as possible 

to the mistaken notion, I suppose, that | these conditions:
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First. Similarity of Temperament. |o? poultry as nearly alike as two peas? 
—A Brahama and a Leghorn are as|I doubt if anything is even gained by 

much different in this respect as aj one cross, for if we are after any par- 

Shorthorn and a Jersey or a Clydes-|ticular line in poultry, our standard 

dale and a roadster; one is phlegmatic, | bred varieties are so numerous one 
tke other highly nervous and excit-}can be found to just suit our needs. 

able. If you feel you cannot invest ina 

Second. Similarity of Appetite—J|tric of thoroughbred fowls or ina 

To get eggs from a hen she must be|ccuple of settings of eggs, then after 

just in the proper condition of flesh,|choosing your breed, purchase, say 

neither too fat nor too lean. In either}/every second year, a thoroughbred 
of these states she is not in business | male to head your flock. You can mate 
form. The Brahama has « strong ten-|him to his own pullets, but don’t in- 

dency to fatten. The Leghorn is all| breed more than one year; get a new 
nerve and will stand heavier feeding.| male then. Don’t under any circum- 
In a mixed flock, some get too much,|stances use one of the grade males, 

while some too little. for the moment you do you deteriorate. 
Third. Similarity of Age—Adult| Every breeder of thoroughbred fowls 

hens and pullets will never do well to-|has males off in some fancy points, 

gether. The one having her growth|such as color of the eye, etc., that are 

cempleted needs only food to supply|as good as any for crossing purposes, 

waste tissue and to produce eggs. The|he will sell very reasonable. 

other needs enough to supply waste 

tissue, to produce eggs, and to grow Ty 

her frame. ae Ea I | 
Better mark your chickens with a| | ie cad 

punch, so as to tell their age. Pullets <— a 1) | 
give a very much greater profit as egg- i i Hi B 

producers than hens. Yearling hens ¥ ie rs \ a | 

come next. Hither do better when| | Sean. cous ie | 
separate than when allowed together. . > p 

Now, if even pullets and yearling at 

hens do not go well together, how] |f 2 F | 

about the average flock on the farm, ff 

composed of birds all the way from L 

late fall-hatched up to the patriarchs ~ 

of the flock, that even a butcher feels ! | 
a twinge of conscience to call “spring y | 
chickens.” Judging by the apparent 

age of some specimens I have seen, : 
Noah during the time of the deluge 
must have had several first-class incu- A pen of Mr. Smith’s Winners. 
bators in operation. Never, as a rule, 

keep a hen longer than the second sea- i 
son. Put her on the market in July or Roper: Housing (nin prtage: 
August, just before she begins to| Then see that these birds are prop- 
moult. The market, as a rule, is high-| erly housed. The best house is the 
er then than later on and the hen is| scratching shed house, built on an 
about through her season’s production.| elevated spot, with a southern ex- 

The first two points I have men-| posure, as near air-tight as possible; 
tioned are only possessed by a flock of| no top-ventilators by all means. It 
thoroughbreds or high-grades. Be} should have at least a Wead-air space 

sides, nearly all admire the beautiful,| of four inches and not too much glass 
and what is more pleasing than a flock] surface.
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A very neat and convenient arrange-j well with kerosene emulsion made as 

ment for roosts is to make a platform follows: One pound soap well shaved 

to catch the droppings, say fdur or five|in one gallon water. Bring to a suf- 

feet wide, and as long as desired, ficient heat to dissolve the soap. Re 

about thirty inches above the floor,|move from the fire and add one gallon 

not too high, as jumping down too far|kerosene. Agitate thoroughly until 

is a fruitful source of Bumble-foot. of the constituency of cream. “A spray 

Then set the roosts on benches about}pump is an excellent agitatcr. You 

eight inches above these éropping | can now add ten or twelve gallons of 

boards. For roosts use two by fours, | water. Use this mixture to spray 

fiat side down. Never use a sloping | house and everything thoroughly. Re- 

reost arrangement, as it results in aj peat in ten days to get the nits. Spray- 

continual battle to see which will oc-|ing with a liquid lice killer I consider 

cupy the seat of honor—highest up.|more efficacious but more costly. 

Don’t use poles, as you will have 

crooked breast bones. Setting the Hens. 

Feed. Every poultry place should be pro 

- vided with a hatching pen, separate by 

For feed give plenty of grit, chafcoal | itself, in which to set the hens when 

and fresh water once a day in winter|/they become broody. Let them re- 

and twice, or oftener in summer. Feed] main on their usual nest for a couple 

fer morning a mash composed of cut-}of days; then after night remove to 

clover or clover chaff, ground corn,| their new quarters. Place a “dummy” 

ground oats and bran. Steam the clover} setting of eggs under her, make her 

over night, about one quart to a dozen| nest box dark by means of a gunny 

hens, then in the morning mix one} sack or board, place feed and water 

quart of equal parts of the ground| before her, when she comes off see 

corn, ground oats and bran. Feed only| she goes back on; if necessary fasten 

about one-half what they willeat, then| her on, and in a couple of days she 

afterwards scatter some millet seed—| will get down to business and will be- 

about one gill to a dozen hens—in the} come as firmly established as a mule 

litter in the scratching shed. that doesn’t waht to draw. 

Keep the hens busy scratching all) Now dust her thoroughly with some 

déy, working in the litter, but see they} good insect powder. I use Lambert’s 

have enough to fill their crops at sup-| “Death to Lice.” Three days before 

per. Feed all grain in the litter. Feed| she is due to hatch, dust her again. It 

a variety of food. Cabbages, mangolds| won’t hurt the eggs nor chicks. 

occasionally, are excellent. Green cut Should an egg become broken in the 

bone is the greatest egg-producing| nest, wash the smeared eggs in tepid | 

food, about one ounce three times a| water, clean out the nest from the 

week to each hen. If skim milk is fed,| broken egg and place them back again. 

feed in curd form. Eggs smeared over with broken egg 
are hermetically sealed and will not 

Vermin. hatch. 

Keep your fowls free from vermin. 

Provide a dust bath; paint the drop- Care of Young Chicks. 

ping boards at least twice a Year with 

some good liquid lice killer; white-} Leave the chicks in the nest for 

wash the house twice a year, spring) twenty-four hours, thirty-six hours 

and fall. If mites ever get in the| won't hurt, then remove and feed small 

house take everything out, for| grit and water. Ina little while after 

in a  wellregulated poultry-house| feed some dry bread steeped in sweet 

everything is movable. Spray it| milk and squeezed dry. Some advo-
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cate hard-boiled eggs. I do not find it} Top is movable so as to clean readily. 

necessary. I like a Johnny-cake made | Hen is kept in by lath gate; front hood 

as follows: One pint water, twoj|can be set at any angle to keep out 

. eggs (infertile), one-half teaspoonful|sun or rain; it can be laid clear back 

salt, one-half teaspoonful saleratus,|to admit sunlight; it fits against top 

corn meal to thicken. Dissolve salt} with a mitre joint; it is hinged to top; 

and soda in the water, add the milk.| top is held in place by screw eyes and 

Stir well and add meal and bake. hooks; hood fastens down at night and 
This Johnny-cake will crumble fine.|is fastened by screw eye and hook. 

Recipe is enough for one hundred; The half-inch cleat on the inside gives 

5 chicks. Do not bake any more than | eonttlation, Material is novelty sid- 
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Coop as Described. 

will last for two days, as it may be-)ing or matched flooring. When painted 

- come sour and that is fatal to young|and put up, after using they will last 

chicks. They can be fed fhis three|for years. They are rat-proof and 

times a day, up to three or four weeks|storm-proof; cost about one dollar 

old, when cracked corn, cracked wheat | each, but will more than pay for cost 

and wheat screenings may be sub-|in the extra chicks saved. 

stituted. al Before placing in coop, grease the 

Description of Coop. head and neck and fluff of the old hen; 
I find it best to keep the mother hen | Watch out for head lice on the chicks. 

confined in a coop and I have found Gee sweet oil or lard, mixed ies Lam: 
this style of coop the best I have ever | bert’s “Death to Lice” on the heads; 
seen. Here is a photo of the coop. Di- apply very lightly and rememher about 

¢ a five drops of pure grease will kill the mensions are: : ha Hes Gea 
Bottom 2 ft. x 18 inches. jchicks and I suppose the lice at the 

Rear 12 inches high. i time. 
Front 21 inches high.
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DISCUSSION. March or April. This is the reason the 

- Leghorn has gained a wonderful repu- 

Mr. Matteson—Do you think it is|tation in Wisconsin as an egg-pro- 

really necesary to use this lice killer,| ducer. She matures about two months 

don’t you think that kerosene is just] earlier than the American breeds,— 

as effective? gets her adult plumage before cold 

Mr. Smith—No, sir, not as effective,| weather and is in shape to lay. If 

because with kerosene you must give| we have larger birds we must ge 

every louse a personal application. It|them well matured before cola 

you don’t get it on, it won't kill. If| weather. 

you use aliquid lice killer within six] Question—Would you feed raw corn 

inches the fumes will penetrate and| meal? . 

kill where you cannot get the kero- Mr. Smith—You had better make 

sene. Jchnny-cake. You can feed raw food, 

Mr. Matteson—Do you think that|but be very careful. You should 

those fumes are more or less injurious| moisten it. If the chicks are fed out- 

to the poultry? doors, it will blow away and will get 

Mr. Smith—No, sir. wasted if not moistened. If you 

Mr. Matteson—It is my experience,| moisten it, moisten it very little. I 

where used as recommended, that the] prefer to bake it. 

kerosene is far more penetrating than| Question—Won’t rolled oats and 

the liquid lice killer and the cost is| bread crumbs, equal parts, do as well? 

but one-eighth. I have used this for a number of years. 

Mr. Smith—Kerosene is not more| We save the crusts and put them 

penetrating than liquid lice killer, be-| through the bone-cutter. 

cause the base of the lice killer is ker- Mr. Smith—Up in our country we 

ogene, crude petroleum. It is more] have to eat the crusts and we do not 

penetrating and so far as hurting my| have enough to go around. 

fowls is concerned, and I have some] Mrs. Vincent—We want to save the 

birds which are very valuable to me,| farmer’s wife the work of baking the 

—some that I would not take a goqdj Johnny-cake when we have so mutch 

sum of money for, I have never had an| other work. I want to know whether | 

adult fowl injured. it is safe to feed the chickens after 

Question—How is carbolic acid| they are two or three weeks old a 

mixed with kerosene oil? mixture, either with water or sweet 

Mr. Smith—It is a very good disin-| skimmed milk, and of course I do not 

fectant. It is in favor, but it won’t|ever approve of mixing more than 

kill the lice with the kerosene any) they want at once. 

better than pure kerosene alone. It is Mr. Smith—I mentioned that in my 

a pretty good disinfectant. paper. Feed Johnny-cake three weeks. 

Mr. Potter—Is there any advantage} I think you will have better results to 

in a common farmer keeping fowl over| cook your food for that time, and then 

a year old? you can begin to feed it raw. 

Mr. Smith—No, I do not think so. If Mrs. Vincent—Have you ever fed 

he can hatch out enough early pullets| millet seed to young chicks? 

to do it, keep the pullets and kill off} Mr. Smith—It is an excellent food, 

the rest of the fowls. but remember that it is very rich in 

Mr. Potter—Won’t he make more out| protein and we want to feed it very 

of the early hatched pullets than out! carefully—not feed too much to our 

of fifty kept on the farm? young chicks,—feed very sparingly for 

Mr. Culbertson—The question is to| a while, while they are real young. 

get the pullets to laying early,—hatch- Mrs. Howie—We have had the best 

ing early. With the American breeds| results with our young chicks by feed- 

we must have them hatched out in| ing rolled oats. This is rather ex- 

ie ee ee ee ee
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pensive if you feed the best quality of never recommended it for a setting 
“relled oats, but nearly every grocer hen, during incubation. The tendency 
will have some damaged rolled oats is to smother the embryo chick within 
(zot so badly damaged that the chicks| the egg. I have never recommended 
will not appreciate them) and they will this during incubation. make a very much better food for the Mr. Smith—You remember at Knapp 
young chicks. They will appreciate} we had a discussion on that point. [| 
them. I found that out some years} got some men to experiment with me, 
ago, and I now frequently take a hand- one was Mr, Jackson, of the Dunn 
ful of the rolled cats that are damaged | county asylum, and we tried that and 
and put it where the chicks can get! we are absolutely sure that Lambert’s 
it You can get it reasonably if you| “Deaa to Lice” will not hurt the egg 

t can buy it at all, 
One particle during the period of in- 

* Mr. Smith—That is a very good] cubation. boint, Mrs. Howie. I would sooner] Mr, Matteson—iIt has ruined a great 
have steel-cut for young chicks. many eggs for me. In my experience 

i Mr. Buskirk—In white-washing your] jt has. It blights the embryo chick. 
} hen-houses, would you recommend Supt. McKerrow—As the dectors 

carbolic acid,—a little in the white- disagree, I wish Mrs. Tilson could give 
wash? 

@ government recipe,—something that 
! Mr. Smith—a very g00d recipe is] would do the same work. 
! that used for the government build-| Mrs, Tilson—I coulda not give any- 

ings. It does not rub off so readily thing off-hand, but will send youa 
and you do not get your clothes white.| note,* The government publication 

Mr. Buskirk—Can you give the] says that Lambert’s “Death to Lice” is 
recipe? 

a fraud for the reason that you are pay- 
} Mr. Smith—I cannot give it here. ing twenty-five cents for something 

i Mrs. Tilson—Are you in sympathy) which is worth only one-third of that. 
| with the experiment station work of| One thing which I have used success- 

i the country, Mr. McKerrow, and ao; fully is a very little sulphur, a level 
j you accept the results of the Unite tS a States government experiments? *U. S. Bulletin 41 Says a dust bath for 

Supt. McKerrow—Certainly. fowls, with kerosene on perches and 
Mrs. Tilson—Their decision is that) whitewash and thoroughness for house, 

we should make our own insecticides.| are the Most approved remedies for 
We can make the insecticides as well parasites, as the poultry “foods.” A Florida experiment station bul- 

Mr. Matteson—Under what title is} letin says apply to all parts of house 
this information given? hot carbolic acid solution, one of acid 

Mrs. Tilson—U. §. Gov. bulletin en- to twenty parts water, or whitewash 
titled “Insecticides,” No. 146. with one pound chloride of lime added 

Mr. Smith—If they go against Lam-| to four gallons of wash, or kerosene 
bert’s “Death to Lice,” they are emulsion. Upon the thin skin of 
against my experience. young fowls only bland substances are 

Mrs. Tilson—They give the constitu-| permissible, like Persian insect 
ents of Lambert’s “Death to Lice” and} powder, lard or cottonseed oil. In the 
an unfavorable mention. case of old fowls, a little sulphur or 

Mr. Smith—Vermin are the greatest kerosene may be added to grease, ora 
enemies that we have to contend with] 5 per cent, Solution of creolin used. 
in the successful keeping of poultry./ Scald out nests and small coops. 
We must have aids. 

I will add that the following are ex- 
Mr. Matteson—I agree in regard to! cellent deterrents in nests: onion 

Lambert’s “Death to Lice.” I have skins, tobacco trash, wormwood, tansy, 
used it for fifteen years, but I have! elder or cedar sprigs, 

eter aE ih ie cee a
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teaspoonful in the nest. It never did| never tried to see whether they would 

any harm whatever. But I would clean} destroy eggs. : 

the hen and the nest before I began. 1 Mr. HiJi—Have you ever neurd of 

know kerosene will interfere in hatch-| using moth balls in the nest with the 

ing. setting hen? I tried it last summer 

Supt. McKerrow—We will ask Mrs.| very successfully. 

Tilson to get that recipe that is as) Mr. Smith—it is recommendeé, and 

good as Lambert’s. Ihave seen it published where a hen 

Mr. Smith—Mrs. Tilson, when you| ate a moth ball and committed suicide. 

found that kerosene hurt the eggs, was| Mr. Buskirk—Would you recommend 

it from the effects of the fumes, or| putting eggs into warm water to make 

was it from eontact? it easier for the chicks to break the 

Mrs. Tilson—More particularly from shells? 

contact. ‘ Mr. Smith—A hen left to herself 

Mr. Smith—Yes. I have used liquid] will get off her nest very early in the 

lice killer occasionally, but my box| morning when the air is cool. She has 

was deep with hay and it never inter-| those heated up to 103 degrees or 104 

fered with the hatching of the eggs. 1] degrees. She gets off the nest and the 

took care not to have it come in con-| cool air coming in contact with the 

tact with the eggs. warm eggs causes the moisture to 

Mrs. Tilson—I am very economical,| precipitate and this moistens them 

you see. I make my own lice killers. I} sufficiently without any additional | 

never try too many experiments. Lice} moisture. 
. 

killers will sometimes kill fowls. 1 | 
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A POULTRY OUTFIT. 

MRS. IDA E. TILSON, West Salem, Wis. 

through, one stomach, like the pig’s, 
answering that purpose as well as 
more. 

Those who followed the late meeting lis of the American Poultry Association, | ees at Charleston, noticed a discussion of { hf the weight requirements: for iowls, Ii ‘ which qualification is advised dropped, hi y because it leads exhibitors to fatten i e their fowls so they are not as good for * | 
breeders, neither in vitality nor num- 

9 ber of eggs. 

f . The Ideal Hen. 
' 4 Neither a glutton nor a hungry hen \ 7 is our ideal, but a compact, active one. V A hen to produce a great product, 

/ needs an eating capacity, as good cows 
do. She must show room for food, \ have length, like Spanisb fowls, or SS ° Y depth, like Wyandottes. She should H SS = have prominent breast and langs, i Sa pliable neck, and velvety comb, the | Mrs. Tilson. last indicating a soft skin and good 
health. 

| er Corn for Food. If the grain a hen eats in a year is E : | measured, it will be found to be about| Corn is the grain which gives most a bushel, but this need not all be ex-| Value for its price. It can be fed win- pensive wheat. In addition, she will] ter nights, especially {2 cold locations, | need considerable green food, bone| to active fowls, and by a skillful feeder and grit. The yearly cost of a hen’s who balances its fattening qualities by i board, East, runs from seventy-five meat, etc. It was reported that the . cents to one dollar. The Utah Sta-| Amherst, Mass., Agricultural College tion and my own accounts give sixty | poultryman said corn was the best cents for the West. To get at cost, a| Stain for poultry. When I got his Bul- poulterer cannot watch every pint, but| letin, what he did say was that corn must measure a considerable guantity| was best for Leghorns. One glance of grain, etc., and put it in bins, boxes;| Would show you they could be differ- or barrels by itself. One woman a ently fed from lazy Cochins. did so, told me ner husband muddled 
her by feeding the preacher’s horse; Green Foods. from her hens’ portion. | Green food colors egg yolks, makes A hen’s four stomachs show she is|}thém hatch well, furnishes shells, meant for variety of food and bulky; keeps fowls healthy, and is cheap. food. Nor would the Lord have given! Herbs of all sorts, catnip, spearmint, her four stomachs to pour slop| horse-radish, nettle, plantain, dande- 
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lion, etc., when chopped and added to Making Averages. 

their pudding, are relished by chicks a * 

that would not eat the pungent | There are different ways of making 

clear. ° averages. Mine are made monthly, 

each hen counted for each day, or 

Protein Foods. | part of a month, present. After half ] 

are sold, I do not say those lett laid 

Where meat is not available, some} aj) the eggs. One man, when closely 

may be glad to have their attention) catechised, admitted his totai was 

called to the protein foods. A teacup] what the hens would have yielded had 

of either bean or linseed meals added| avery hen done her duty. 

to a four quart pudding of mixed 

grain, furnishes chickens an excellent Water. 

builder. Beans can be ground at any : 

feed mill, or can be eooked and The old theory that brown eggs are 

mashed. Ducks, however, must have| better than white ones is exploded. In- 

an animal builder, like cheese or meat,| dividual eggs in the same breed differ 
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A poultry court declares the bone cutter necessary. (Commercial Poultry). 

Py agree with their natural fish-eating' more, so you can keep the kind of 

nature. My hens laid nearly one and fowls you fancy. The proportion of 

one-half dozens eggs apiece in January, solids to each other is always about 

aided by a homemade condition pow- the.same with any hen’s egg, but she * 

der of mashed beans, Venetian red, (a puts in more or less water, as she has 

form of iron), and red peppers of my/it. Like a dairy cow at her normal, 

own raising. This was when “red | which can add flow, but no more rich- 

albumen,” that fake of oyster shells! ness, so a well-fed hen at her normal 

and common red clay, was selling at! can simply add water. It is distilled, 

sixty cents a pound. | flavored water, desired and sold ata 

With large flocks, I have succeeded | high price, an honest watering of 

in getting one hundred and forty-five! stock. Each fowl needs five to eight 

eggs apiece a year, and that is good | ounces a day, in dishes easily and reg- 

work. The only hens I was ever ac-| ularly cleaned, or she ceases to drink. 

quainted with that did better were ‘ 

very small flocks, carefully selected, Quarters. 

fed on table scraps, petted, studied, | Houses which are comfortable save 

etc. But the 200-egg-a-year hen is as} food bills in winter, from hens not hav- 

possible as the 12,000-pounde mike ing to turn everything eaten into heat. 

year cow. | A house large enough for days is bleak 

i lle
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} at night. If snug at night it is crowd- the spider family. Some lice breed in | ed days. Therefore, build a good| filth and are Scavengers only. Most lodging room and a cheaper day affair,) of them breed on the fowls and many a scratching shed or room, according| are blcodsuckers, Mites live in roosts, to the protected or non-protected situ- nests, walls, coops, etc., coming out at k night to feast on blood, then retiring ' Ey aie Me to their haunts through days. To SS ae SF avoid lice, clean the hens. To avoid S aa 7) v/F mites, clean the house. A shallow box, Pee CA ina sunny spot, with mellow dust (eer ee Aer inside, assists the hens in their care | ea si or themselves. Every bit of poultry- Soo I 63; > # house furniture should be simple and ese. Deak Ww movable to facilitate easy cleaning, a ee re) fae Sr sat thing not true of some expensive out- Rec: Eee pe fits, tt NS ae x ey It will be seen the poultry outfit, to paleo ONS Sage a be complete, is internal and external, Sher baa ae © ah han! chemical, and mechanical, and com. ' a eu BF ss mon sense. 
Pesos a Ss 

aaa JS Ys E _ DISCUSSION. 
a a EN The Chairman—Before taking up the ‘ - ‘Waeghiee cae discussion, I want to request that the 

An important part of 'Biddy’s” food. questions be stated as briefly as pos- i iss 
sible, that we may use the time to the 

i ation. The value of a south EXPOSUTE] Host advantage. i I know in figures. A tank-house is Mr. Brigham—How large do you south of, but between two hen-houses make your hen-houses and how many previously constructed. In winter, | jn the house? 
when the sun “runs low,” the right- Mrs. Tilson—I allow four square feet hand house is shaded about three house room per fowl, and at least half hours in late afternoon. The left as much shed room. Ona farm, fifty hand house about an equal time each fowls is the limit, and twenty-five un- morning. Repeated trials with ther- der village conditions, mometer showed whichever house was Mr. Matteson—Would you recom- then in shade was seven degrees to mend a platform under your rocst? 

; twelve degrees colder than other Mrs. Tilson—Such a platform per- house. mits hens to utilize all the floor space, A but should be kept very clean, or it Ze becomes aharbor for insects. To Eee: » i catch droppings I use sand, often re. | 7 i‘ S moved and renewed, because my hens ? Y ae == are not crowded as to room. is ES ee Mr. Smith—Should you have a se re greater surface of scratching room? The plan of my hen-houses. Mrs, Tilson—Certainly, have all the 
scratching room that.you can affora. Parasites. Mr. Matteson—Would it not be 
easier to fight the red mites if each Two divisions of Parasites are the| box was single? main affliction of hens, namely, lice, Mrs. Tilson—Yes. | would not have which are true insects, and mites, of| a nest attached to the house for any- 

1
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thing. I would have it so I could take] Mr. Stiles—Will milk take the place 

jt outdoors. Each perch and every- of food to any extent? 

thing else should be movable. Mrs. Tilson—Yes, but it is thin. It ; j 

Mr. Johnson—How wide do you have| is excellent to use, as a puilder, only 4 

the perches? 
you cannot count upon its doing the 

Mrs. Tilson—Four inches, which per-| work very rapidly, there is so much 

mits heavy hens to be-comfortable and| water. 

chickens to roost young without con- Question—What do you think of cot- 

tracting crooked breast-bones. tage cheese? 
i 

Mr. Culbertson—How necessary isa| Mrs. Tilson—You must not make it 

protein food for your hens? Will you|ropy. It must not go above 100 de 

give us a little explanation along the| grees. Made at 90 degrees it is safe 

line of the necessity of protein? to feed to the smallest chick on the 

Mrs. Tilson—Protein is the builder} farm. 

of bodies and eggs. I have figured on} Mr. Campbell—Which is better, sour 

different rations and have concluded) or sweet milk? % | 

that I want 5.5 times as much carbohy-| Mrs. Tilson—I prefer sweet to sour, 

drates as protein, That is the zation] pecause it does not scour chicks, but 

in New York which they figured cut at) when you are fattening fowls, the 

Cornell. sour milk keeps up appetite. You 

Mr. Matteson—For winter or sum-| must recollect that there is a differ- 

mer? ence between a fermented sour and a 

Mrs. Tilson—For the working win-| natural fruit acid. Sour milk is a fer- 

ter animal. mented sour and it is apt to be physic- 

Mr. Matteson—You should kave aling. Sometimes I put in soda and 

more starchy, heating ration ia the| other times I make sour milk into cot- 

winter than in the summer. tage cheese. 
| 

Mrs. Tilson—In this climate, more} Mr. Smith—But you have to be care- 

than further south, even in the sum-|fyl in feeding the sour milk to small 

mer, chicks? 
Mr. Scribner—Is there any danger) Mrs. Tilson—Yes. 

of feeding too much red pepper? 

Mrs. Tilson—Yes, because it is a ace rat 

stimulant and not a food. Occasional- ; 
ly in the winter I feed red pepper. Mrs. Tilson—Yes, but be sure it is 

Mr. Matteson—Would you not have not ropy. 

to be very careful? Mr. Smith—What do you think about 

Mrs. Tilson—Yes, I would. sweet skimmed milk? 

* Mr. Matteson—Would you feed a Mrs. Tilson—It is valuable. I have 

very large percentage to young chicks?| known even that to be too strong for 

Mrs. Tilson—No, rather to the old chicks just hatched, and I have had 

fowls that need a stimulant. to reduce sweet milk for such chicks. 

Mr. Smith—How do you tell when They are better off at first wiih one- 

the fowls are stimulated? half warm water and one-half sweet 

Mrs. Tilson—Very much by their ac- milk. Fowls will do well on milk just 

tion, the way they sing, the way they| exactly as you would regulate it for 

walk. 
pigs and lambs. 

Mr. Smith—A fowl in perfect condi-| Mr. Matteson—I have fed sweet 

tion does not need any stimulant, does| skimmed milk to chicks for fourteen 

it? years,—to young chicks,—with fair re- 

Mrs. Tilson—No, indeed, not any|.sults—good results. 

more than I do.
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FARMERS’ FRUIT TREES. 

T. E. LOOPE, President State Horticultural Society, Eureka, Wis. 

ae 
apples mentioned in all their eastern 
delicious quality; neither can Oregon Pe nor Arkansas. Most apples have their oe “a native habitat and are not grown suc- Le fe. -* cessfully outside of that. The Ben Le ee | a) Davis has a wider range of successful ee ee) production than any known apple, if -[ iw — ~ I am not mistaken. 

— oe Trees Short Lived in Wisconsin. 
— te Then they say that trees do not live oo. - as long here as in the east and prove i oe an it by quoting the trees of their boy- se : ea hood days which grew as large as they “ . ; could reach around. 

gy That may be true, but, as a modifica- 1 a? tion of that fact, is it not also true that ! . the insect enemies have been imported Vy since those trees were matured and do 3 they not at the present day exert a 
potent influence upon the newly plant- | ee ed orchards, limiting the life of the T. E. Loope. eastern trees? Then the wholesale de- | 
struction of forests may also act un- I am well satisfied that a large por-| favorably to their longevity. : tion of the inhabitants of our state be| If we cannot raise those old — lieve that apples cannot be grown suc-| ties, is it not possible to find varieties cessfully in Wisconsin and I am equal-| Which do well in Wisconsin? I think : ly sanguine that our state will, in the| that question can be affirmatively near future, became an important ‘fac- answered by looking at the list I shall tor in apple production. mention later. 

The person who came from New E i = York, or Maine, or any of the eastern| Wisconsin Apples at Pan-American and | states, where they grew the Baldwin, Other Expositions. Northern Spy, Seek-no-further, Pip- It is most true that we have crucial pins, or Belleflower, etc., thought they} winters here that sap the vitality of were the only apples worth raising] sruit trees, and forest frees as well. and because they grew indifferentiy] One source of failure in fruit trees has here jumped to the conclusion that| heen the fact that location and soil Wisconsin could not grow apples. have not been carefully considered. 
Varieties Influenced by Isothermal tae cae waer ean 

Lines. The idea that an apple tree will grow Did you ever think that varieties} successfully on any ground is fallaci- could be influenced by isothermal] ous. That we can grow beautiful, lines? California is a fruit state par glossy-skinned,apples has been well excellence, but she cannot grow the] proven by the display the state made 
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at Chicago, Omaha, and at the Pan-| tite, for of all drinks hard cider, rank 

American Exposition, where -in each| and often bitter, is a nauseous bever- 

case they attracted universal admira-|age for me. But apples are delicious 

tion and favorable comment. From|and never pall upon the taste, be the 

the time we opened our exhibit at Buf-| season harvest or cold winter. How 

falo tg the closing day, Wisconsin ap-| the children love them and that, if 

ples held their own against the clabo-| nothing else, makes them valuable. 

rate showing cf the greatest apple- 

growing states, winning golden Care of Trees. 

opinions from visitors of all parts of! If the farmer cannot have apples in 

our land and golden medals from the; abundance when he has the space and 

Exposition. | soil to grow them, then nobody can af- 
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Longfield Orchard. 

Apples and Cider. ford them, for he is getting to »e the 

I need not at this time enter into a| aristocrat in these days of registered 

discussion of the healthfulness—the| cattle, hogs with lofty titles and sheep 

aid to digestion and all the dietetic! and horses of princely pedigree, these 

excellence of that King of fruits—the| days of silos and parlor-fitted stables. 

apple, for it is almost, if not quite, a| Groom your apple trees well, blanket 

self-evident fact; at least it is an ac-| their roots, cross their breeds to add to 

cepted fact. their vitality, dehorn their branches, 

You al] know how that pan of apples} feed them balanced rations, and then, 

and pitcher of cider have come down| if they are blue-blooded stock, they 

to us from)time immemorial in winter} will emerge from the frosts of winter 

evening stories. I must confess that like thoroughbreds and gladden your 

the cider never appealed to my appe-| hearts with robes of gorgeous hue, 

e
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with heavenly fragrance exhaling like} succeed and add to his secret belief sweet incense from their flower-strewn| that he is a wise and shrewd being. branches and from the chrysalis dots First select your trees with care, on every limb when flowers are past having in your list the varieties to emerges at last the perfect heaven-| cover the longest season possible. Dig born fruit, whose delectable nectar is large holes two to three feet in food fit for the gods. diameter, at least large enough to ac- A good part of the disbelief of the commodate the roots, and deep enough adaptability of our climate and soil] to place them three to six inches to the production of fruit trees comes| lower than they were in the nursery from the idea that when once Planted| row. Trim the broken and bruised 
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Duchess Orchard. 

a tree should grow and produce fruit | roots, leaving all small fibrous roots without further care or atfention on possible. The top must be cut back the part of the farmer. This may be|to balance the roots. Place the tree true of weeds but not of fruit trees. in the hole upright and fill in some 
good top soil, straightening 6ut the 

‘ fi fibrous roots and pressing the dirt Common ieee Soe in Planting firmly about them, leaving no va- 
cancies in any place. Fill and firm The farmer in planting trees to fur-| the soil ‘as you go till the hole is filled nish fruit for himself and family,| somewhat higher than the surrounding should take, before he commences, a/earth. Having done this much well, long draught of common sense and use| the farmer has usually prided himself it as he would in raising cattle or hogs}on having performed his ‘whole duty, or corn. If he will do this he can but this is a great mistake. He 

rrr
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naturally supposes that bounteous{ on a sheet and pinch his head. If you 

nature will do the rest. - persevere, as you must, you will have 

the gratification of having fruit for 

a - yourself and family. What I have said 

Enemies of Fruit Trees. of planting apples applies to plums, 

You must remember that mice, rab-| cherries and all fruit trees. 

bits, the scale, curculio, Codlin moth "a a 

and negligence are abroad in the land, Beware of “Tree Sharks. 

seeking whom they may destroy. In buying fruit trees, go to your lo- 

Weeds grow even among trees, grass| cal nursery, or to some man you know 
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Wealthy Orchard. 

imbeds itself about them, insect life | who is selling fruit trees and has an 

stands ready to get in its work. You | honest reputation. The tree shark in- 

must protect them from mice and rab-! fests the country and has an insinuat- 

bits by putting on protectors made of|ing manner and a smooth tongue. He 

lath or other material; you must cul-| sells you any variety you select from 

tivate the ground to protect them from|one bundle at double the price your 

grass and weeds; you must prune/home nurseries ask. Beware of the 

them judiciously to make them shape-|man who offers to plant and care for 

ly and favor formation of fruit buds;|your orchard for five years. He 

you must watch for signs of the borer| charges a dollar a tree, replaces the 

and kill him when you find him. trees that die, does the pruning, etc. 

If a tree dies, as trees often do, re-|He wants half the money down and 

place it. Spray in spring according |the rest at the end of five years. He 

to well-established usage; thump your | gets it and gets out of the country and 

trees in June and catch the curculio| you get it in the neck. 
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i! Cultivate Your Orchard. overestimated. for quality and beauty, 
| Remember that trees die even as oe ra eae oe baled 

Vine Delehhors crop Oak Ocoee oe ee aa holidays and in Remember that trees that bear most cold storage indefinitely, retaining its die soonest. They are the trees I most flavor and juiciness perfectly. They are 
desire to plant. The shy bearing tree delicious in March, for I speak from occupies valuable ground without cor- experience. I have them now in my responding benefit. Don’t imagine. caller ‘ 
when your trees are large that you For winter apples, I will name can grow full crops of other products Northwestern Greening a besuti*al f on the same ground and because you large green apple keeps until April. e I can’t grow other crops don’t let the Scott’s Winter Pewaukee, Ben June BYAES Of Weeds Occupy OURO aang eee Winter, Tallman chard. Cultivate and clover your Sweet, Paiouss Sweet, a seedling Par- orchard alternately. Don’t imagine dua “a Loope are propagating, and that a good orchard will flourish on Walbridge. The Walbridge is mate 
impoverished soil, or on a gravel bed, small, but under high cultivation for the drought will kill them as surely grows to fair size. Tree hardy as it would any other crop. and prolific, quality good, late, winter - or spring. 

Best Soil for Orchard. For plums I would name Surprise, Don’t think that a low, mucky soil Quaker, Wyant and Forest Garden. is the place for your orchard. Fruit There are many other good ones. trees are not aquatic in habit. Give If the farmer wants fruit, he can them good, upland soil—high clay surely raise all these varieties in land if possible—for they won't do] abundance. As before stated, it re- well in a sand pit. quires care and perseverance. The ‘ 
insect pests have multiplied in recent Varieties. years and you cannot ignore them. 

I shall not give an extended list of} In this paper I speak only from ex- varieties, for the farmer cannot af-| perience in North Central Wisconsin, 
ford to scatter his efforts in trying| but I have an abiding faith that even to grow many kinds of apples. Northern Wisconsin can raise fruit For early varieties I name Yellow| and plenty of it, but it may have its Transparent and Tetofsky. They are| limitations. 
both subject to blight in some locali- 
ties. On my own grounds I have dug Work of Trial Orchards. 
them up and burned them for that The State Horticultural Society is ' fault. 

engaged in testing many varieties in ~ Duchess is next in season, a beautt-| the northern part of the state, at Wau- ful apple, most excellent for cooking,| sau and Eagle River, and will estab- : tree hardy as 4n oak and a prolific] lish a third trial orchard in the north- bearer. 
west this spring. We feel sanguine of Lonefield, an annual, prolific bearer, good results. Other orchards will be fruit handsome, of good quality, keeps established as fast as possible with with good conditions until the last of| our limited means. 

November. 
— oe McMahon White, a large, beautiful 

white apple, excellent for cooking, DISCUSSION. | same season as Longfield. Mr. Loope—I want to say that the | Fameuse, the dessert apple which| subject given me is quite a broad one. | keens until December. I do not know very much about it, but ' 
Wealthy, an apple that cannot be|I have had some little experience. I | 
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have an orchard of five thousand ap- tion. One lady asked me: “Didn't 

ple trees and they are pearing and in| you buy those apples in New York 

good condition, and I want to say that| state?” I said: “I grew those ap- 

the idea that Wisconsin cannot grow| ples, the finest ones,” which I did. 

apples is all folly. Mr. Buskirk—Do you recommend 

Question—Mr. Loope, what is the| planting young trees in old orchards 

soil used in your experiments? where there has been a good deal of 

Mr. Loope—You can get any soil you| ash taken out of the ground? 

want, hard clay, or clay mixed with} Mr. Loope—Of course it is the best 

joam or sand. At Eagle River the| plan not to, but you have to do the 

soil is sand and clay mixed. When the| best you can. 
' 

Society asked me to go to Eagle River Question—Would you selecta new : 

to select a site, I said: “I won't se place for an orchard? 

lect the best site; I will select a med- Mr. Loope—Yes, I think it is better. 

jum site.” They sent me and I gota Question—What would you want to 

sand and clay soil. plant in; what is your method of treat- 

Mr. Buskirk—Do you think the soil| ment of the soil? 

in Wisconsin has more to do with the Mr, Loope—Furnish as good soil as 

life of the tree than the winters do? possible, and if you get good soil I 

Mr. Loope—Very much more under} would risk the rést. 

certain circumstances. But here is the Mr. Smith—Is a northern slope all 

difference: In ’97 or ’98, we went into| right? 

the winter after an extreme drought Mr. Loope—Yes, all right. 

with no moisture. We had an ex- Mr. Moran—What is your reason for 

tremely cold winter. That will kill] mounding up the tree when planted. 

anything. 
Mr. Loope—Because it will sink a 

Question—Haven’t you noticed that} little anyway. I do not want a hole. 

our trees are more scurfy than in the The ground will be loose at first in 

neighboring states, for instance in| spite of your firming. 

Michigan? 
Mr. Moran—Do you want to get 

Mr. Buskirk—I am not so well ac-| the rainfall away from the roots of the 

quainted with the Michigan trees. The| tree? 

fruit is more smooth than ours. Mr. Loope—I am not afraid of that. 

Mr. Loope—I would not admit that. The ground will get the rainfall 

We can beat Michigan or any other around there. The purpose is to have 

state in the union. It is a fact. lam it so that if the soil settles too much it 

not bragging. That was so well proven | will not leave a hole. 

at the Buffalo exposition last year. Mr. Moran—Some of those apple tree 

Tney would come over and stare at}|men recommend leaving a hole to 

the sign “Wisconsin.” They woulu| catch the rain. 

ask: “Did you grow those apples out Mr. Loope—No, I do not believe in 

west in Wisconsin? Oh, look at them, that. 

ain’t they bright? I wonder what they Mr. Buskirk—Wouldn’t you recom- 

put on them. What do you use on mend having the ground a little high? 

your apples, what do you paint them Mr. Loope—I would not do that. 

with?” Hundreds of times those ques- Mr. Buskirk—Would you recommend 

tions were asked. There was not any mulching? 

exhibit of apples that stood with Wis- Mr. Loope—It is a nice thing to 

consin in the way of glossiness of skin,| mulch trees. You conserve the moist- 

color and beauty of appearance. ure in that way and keep off weeds. 

Mr. Buskirk—Don’t you think we| Mr. Buskirk—Is it better than 

may have got them somewhere else—| watering? A. Oh, yes. 

bought them? Question—Don’t you get the roots 

Mr. Loope—They asked that ques- too close to the surface by mulching? 

Stn .|lUUU..._._._._ EEE ee
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i Mr. Loope—If continued. now of old, bearing orchards with 
HH Question—Is ita bad thing in the overhanging branches. We do not get 

a) long run to mulch any orchard? very tough sod. Most farmers seed 
; Mr. Loope—Yes, if continued. down their orchards for pasture. This 

Mr. Buskirk—How close do you| is the objection to seeding an orchard. 
plant the trees in the orchard? We never allow any kind of stock in 

Mr. Loope—Ours are sixteen feet. {our orchard and if we take out any 
Mr. Buskirk—Is not cultivation bet-} grass crop we put back enough to 

ter than mulching? make it up. We never let any kina 
i Mr. Loope—A great deal better. of stock run through and we have the 
i Question—Don't you think that the| oluest orchard in that part of the : insect has more to do with the failure| county. i 
i of the crop than the climate or soil? Mr. Loope—If your land makes June 
| Mr. Leope—Yes, the insects will| grass sod like mine does, in two years 

destroy your crop. You cannot expect| you could not get a bit of rain through 
a full crop every year. I got eight] the sod, and you are going to shorten 

' hundred bushels last year. up the life of your trees. You will not 
Mr. Matteson—Would you recom-| get good growth on those trees and 

mend pruning the trees the first] if you do not have good growth you 
| spring, or would you leave the limbs| will not have good fruit. You will not 

as they came from the nursery? get good apples because they will be 
. Mr. Loope—It would depend upon|scabby and little. I am speaking of 

the roots,—the balance of the tree. the usual run. I would not dare come 
Mr. Hill—Didn’t you say that you| here and say that you can put orchards 

would plant a young tree six inches| into grass, because I believe that it 
lower than at nursery? has been a great detriment. I believe 

Mr. Loope—From three to six inches.| that if a person goes along and cul- 
Mr. Hill—What are your reasons for| tivates his orchard right straight cp, 

that? replacing the trees that die, he will ger 
Mr. Loope—There are a good many|his money’s worth out of the apples 

reasons. You want it so that it will| that are raised there. 
be firm in the ground. You have got] Mr. s1su1—Would you cultivate with 
to get your roots a little lower than in| a plow? 
the nursery. You need them lower. Mr. Loope—Not very much. 
You want to get the tree firmly estab- Question—You do not recommend 
lished. That is the main thing. pruning trees just as they are in 

Mr. Hill—That is different from| bearing? 
most of the advice we get. Mr, Loope—Yes, they ought to be 

Mr, Loope—I would say from three] pruned some. You do not want to 
to six inches. I would not say less| chop a tree to pieces. You might as 
than three. well cut off your own leg as to cut off 

Mr. Hill—One thing more—about|a half or two-thirds of atree. But 
keeping the orchard in cultivatiyn.| each year there should be a little prun- 
You said that you believed that culti-| ing of the limbs. 
vation was better than mulching. I] Supt. McKerrow—But you do this 
have tried it and know it is best. But| pruning from youth up. 
for an old, established orchard that is} Mr. Loope—I would keep a tree 
bearing,—with trees six or eight| properly pruned all the time. 
inches through on the stem, my prac-| Mr. Potter—Would it not be as well, 
tice is not to cultivate any more, not| as this gentleman says, to seed your old 
with the plow, but I believe that our| orchard and mulch the trees and keep 
orchards will last longer and bear} the grass from the young trees? : 
more fruit if seeded down than they} Mr. Loope—It is better to mulch 
will in cultivation. I am speaking|than not to do anything, but if you 
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mulch you grow the roots on top of will show them to you,—and they were 

the ground. * the smallest ones in the barrel. j 

Mr. Lounsbury—Is it advisable to set} Question—Are those the ones you ] 

a young tree in a spot where an old| had at Buffalo? { 

tree has stood and died? Mr. Loope—I had some bigger ones : 

Mr. Loope—if you can get just as|at Buffalo. Wealthy apples can be 

good soil as there was there in the| kept indefinitely, and if you wanta 

first place, it is. good thing, go and find a place for cold f 

Mr. Lounsbury—Could you do this! storage and put your Wealthy barrel ; 

without replacing the soil? in there, take them out in January, or 

Mr. Lcope—It is very likely that it] February, or March, and you will have 

ought to be dug out and fresh put in. | some good apples. I kept mine in cold 

Mr. Holt—Would you advise water-| storage until the last week in Janu- 

ing young trees? ary and then I brought them home and 

Mr. Loope—I set out one thousand] put them in the kitchen. 

Duchess trees and they did not get) Mr. Culbertson—In what tempera- 

rain until September after I set them| ture were they after they were brought 

out, and they didn’t leaf out uatil| home? 

then, but they are quite big trees Mr. Loope—They were in the 

now for the time they have been in. kitchen,—in the cellar later. : ; 

I do not think I would water my trees. Mr. Buskirk—Have you experi- 

I would rather plant more the next| menteu with packing any barrels with 

year. straw? 

Mr. France—The question was Mr. Leope—No. They won't keep at. 

brought up about putting in a tree}all. Of course, a Wealthy grown at 

where one had died. It has been my| Sturgeon Bay will keep longer than 

experience that the tree had exhausted| one grown in this county. 

the soil. Before I plant another tree Mr. France—I was speaking this 

I grow potatoes or something and fer-| morning at the hotel with a gentle- 

tilize wich ashes and manure. The) man about wrapping the apples in pa- 

next year 1 plant the tree. per, packing them in a barrel, and 

Mr. Loope—That is a very good| sinking that barrel down in the 

idea. ground,—on high ground,—and he goes 

Mr. Culbertson—Mr: Loope, please] out any time during the winter and 

tell us something about keeping ap- takes off the cover and has nice ap- 

ples through the winter. There is| ples until spring. 

something in being able to keep these Mr. Loope—These apples I have 

apples. here are little ones. I do not want to 

Mr. Loope—Of course, in keeping ap- hear anybody ever say again that 

ples a great deal depends upon cir-| Michigan apples are better than Wis- 

cumstances. I presume that in south- consin apples. It is not a fact. 

ern Wisconsin you do not keep the Quesuon—Did you ever notice any 

Wealthy very long. It is an early Nebraska apples out there? 

fall apple, but if you take your Mr. Loope—Yes, I saw some. They 

Wealthy as soon as it begins to color| were large and good, but they did not 

and put it in a cool place, wrap it up,| have the skin and color. 

keep the air from it and put it where A Member—We have not as maay 

it will be cool, you can keep it a long| scabs on our apples. 

time. I have some apples that were; Mr. Loope—They are not in it. New 

in cold storage until the last week in| Yors apples are not in it—the same 

January. They kept nice and bright) varieties. 

and they have been out since that Question—Why do Sturgeon Bay ap- 

time. Those apples were delicious} ples keep petter than Waukesha ap- 

when they came out of cold storage. I ples? 
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} Mr. Loope—Because they are grown| ter if that jarring was done in the : further north. morning when they are more or 7s : Question—How about the San Jose! dormant. 
scale? Mr. Anchetel—How do you find him y Mr. Loope—You have to have alto pinch his head? 
glass to see those. Mr. Loope—He lies there, a little Mr. Culbertson—You spoke about} black spot. You spread a sheet under jarring the trees to prevent the work-| the tree, then jar the tree and he falls ing of the curculio and get rid of the| down on the sheet. 
spots on the apples. Mr. Anchetel—How often do you do Mr. Loope—Along about the first of| that? 

i June that curculio comes along and Mr. Loope—Two or three times, in i gets onto the apples and makes a lit- June, along from the first to the fit- tle crescent-shaped cut. Sometimes it] teenth. 
lays its eggs and matures and comes Mr. Anchetel—After the fruit is i out. Even if it does not, it makeg a| formed? 
mark that spoils the apple. It willdo| Mr. Loope—Yes. 
that several times, and it makes the Mr. Hughes—Do you do any spray- ! apple onesided. If you thump the ing? A. Yes. 

| tree it will fall down, and it looks like] Mr. Loope—There is one point that | a spider. You must pinch its head. | 1 made that has not been touched up- Mr. Matteson—How about the poul-)on, with reference to the apple tree try to eat these bugs up? | business. In Shawano county they Mr. Loope—They have got to be} were working the five-year plan. These sharp and be there at the right time. sharks have been in some parts of the Mr. Matteson—I have one hundred state, and have taken hundreds of dol- and seventy-five plum trees, and I jar| lars out of the country, promising to the insects down and the poultry do|take care of the trees for five years. the rest. They get the money,—get double the Mr. Loope—It will lie there for price for the trees, and go away, and twen.y seconds, maybe not so long, |that is the last you see of them. 
still as if it was dead, and then it will! The Institute adjourned until 1:30 get up and fly away. It would be vet-Ip, m. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. i 

The Institute met at 1:30 p. m. Conductor GEO. WYLIE in the Chair. ‘ 

4 

SWINE BREEDING. 
. 
j 

H. P. WEST, Sec’y Wisconsin Swine Breeders’ Association, Fayetteville, Wis. 

“ on the farm. In the discussion of such 

ee an old and familiar topic, much old : 

oe a ground has to be worked over, yet it is | 

A or A soil which can be ploughed deeper 

.¢ =. each time, for it is a matter which 

| ba should be fresh in the minds of those ' 

~ — ~a having the care of brood sows, €s- 

ee ——_—<. pecially at this season of the year. The 

Be 4] success of the herd and the success of 

. s =) the breeder all depend on his knowl 

a ~ edge of this subject. 

os le 
oo 2 eS . Selection of Sows. 

> 4 ‘A good start is half the battle, A 

Cr : ne good start in pig raising means a 

oe bunch of good, healthy sows from 

families noted for large litters. in 

the selection of these sows, choose 

| whatever breed your fancy may dic- | 

. tate. I should prefer mature animals. 

m Look well to constitutional vigor; they 

H. P. West. should have good length of body, broad 

backs, deep sides, not too short legged; 

The last census reports the highest] twelve good developed teats; broad be- 

value on swine of any of our domestic | tween the eyes, this denotes hog intel- 

animals, amounting in the aggregate ligence, and such a one will generally | 

to $62,876,000.00. If this is true, then| be of good disposition and this you 

the swine on our farms are entitled to should cultivate at all times. 

and should. have as much intelligent e 

care and provision made for them as The Sire. 

the horse, cow or sheep. Always breed from a pure-bred sire, 

If I can give a few thoughts along! of good constitutional vigor, which 

the line of breeding and feeding swine should be greater iuan that of the sow. 

that may be of help to those who have| He should be arapid grower and a 

given the subject but little or no atten-| good feeder. Keep him separate from 

tion I shall feel repaid for my effort.) the herd and give him plenty of yard 

No one should embark in the breed-| room for exercise. 

ing or feeding of swine unless he feels I do not advocate paying these in- 

himself adapted to the business and flated public sale prices for a boar on 

will treat them with the same care and| his pedigree, unless you are in the 

intelligence as he does other animals! “sale ring,” as the saying is. Pedi-
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t grees are all right and good hogs have; helps to form a balanced ratior to a 800d pedigrees, but do not make the| certain extent. f pedigree superior to the hog. High : prices, when they run into the thous- Balanced Ration. ands for these sires, have a tendency I believe in a balanced ration for a to discourage the farmer and feeder, pig as well as a cow. At the present but they stimulate the breeder to bet- time I give the brood sows for a ter efforts and a more critical study morning meal succotash (wheat and of tae animal and breeding. oats) scattered on a floor or the Swine breeders and feeders have ground, so they can not get it too learned the value of pure-bred animals fast, but must eat slowly and work 
i whose types and excellencies follow in for their breakfast. At noon they } the offspring, and they are willing to get middlings and milk as a thin slop. pay good prices for choice breeding At night I teed about four or five ears stock. Don’t buy an over-fed, exces- of corn to each animal. Give plenty sively fat boar pig for service in your of water. 

herd. If you do you will be disap- I do not think best to give brood | Pointed in the next crop of pigs, as a Sows much corn. I know it is an easy Tule. 
way to make hogs look nice, but if you Care of the Brood Sows and Litters. | are practicing this and your sows are 

Having selected the boar, his health ee porn dy ped on — and comfort should be looked after ihe to raise ane a disappointment to you. entire year. Hogs are commanding a On the other hand, if you are feeding fair price at the present time and the the sows all milk and middlings and outlook for better prices as the days no corn, the pigs will likely be very lengthen seems good. This will stimu- large ay farrowing time and you will late the farmer to give the brood have trouble in that way. The neces- Sows and litters more careful atten- sary requirements for best results are tion, for on this largely depends the a variety of feed and plenty of ex- profit or loss in swine farming. I = 
ercise. treat my brood sows at the present 

time about as follows: 
7 Keep the old sows and gilts sepa- Care at Farrowing Time. rate, as the gilts require more and bet- Two or three weeks before farrow- “ter feed as they have more growth to ing get the sows in pens by themselves make. It is not necessary to have an| where you wish them to farrow, that expensive or stylish hog-house, but they may get acquainted and feel at provide comfortable places for them to home. During these two or three | sleep, bed liberally with marsh hay, weeks give a little oil meal and roots. j wheat or rye straw, do not use oat] Be on hand when the sow farrows i straw. 

and if damp and cold weather provide \ Keep salt and ashes (mixed) and in some artificial heat. Don’t molest a box where the hogs can have access the sow at this time unless necessary. to it. I sometimes mix a little cop-] Soon after farrowing give her a drink peras with the ashes or dissolve it in| of warm water, with a little bran or Salt and water and pour over the cob] oil meal in it, then let her alone for charcoal I make. This, with an Oc-| at least twenty-four hours. casional feed of kerosene, helps to de I feed gently for a week or ten days, Stroy intestinal worms which cause so| after which feed all she will “eat three much trouble in pigs. The charcoal] times a day, of such foods as will pro- and ashes help build up the system,| duce milk and a good growth in the as they form an element in the growth| pigs. At this season of the year comes and strength of the bones, This feed | a critical period in the pigs’ life, they 

ants
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need exercise and must have it, or you) don’t forget that you must feed some j 

will find they are getting too fat and| grain with pasture to get best results. ? 

will soon have tne thumps. Exercise ; 

is the antidote for thumps. Too Much Corn Fed in Wisconsin. | 

2 We, here in Wisconsin, feed more ] 

Pig Pasture. corn to brood sows and growing pigs 
than we ought. Our hogs, like those ; 

eee eae) a of the corn belt, have more fat and 

soon as the pigs are inclined to run less lean meat than Is profitable for 

around the pen. Put it where the market or home consumptiom Corn 

pigs can have access to it and the sow is an ideal Wisconsin feed and a com 
cannot. Get tae sow and pigs in paratively cheap one, so we are going 

clover pasture as soon as you can. Do to keep on feeding corn, but let us j 

not wean the pigs. If they are prop- feed some other feed that does not | 

erly fed they will wean themselves at produce the fat that corn does. Peas : 

eignt or ten weeks old. or wheat middlings produce muscle, cr 

Turn all the grass and green feed lean meat. I like corn and feed a goed 

you can into pork. It is cheap feed. deal of it, but I feed something else : 

it does not rob the farm of anythiag; to make them eat more corn. The best | 

you are selling your grass at a good lot of pigs I ever raised was fed on 

price and it beneiits the health ot the] C™™ meal with some oil meal, wheat 

hog. Swine breeders who have no middlings, whey, and all the ear corn 

clover or tall rye pasture to turn their they would eat. 

pigs into this spring are studying the) Outlook Good for Prosperous Season. 
problem of some early pasture; some- : % 

thing that will afford green feed] Everything seems to point to a suc- 
earlier than usual. cessful year for breeders of pure-bred 

I think nothing can be grown quick- animals. All kinds of business are 

er and turned into sooner for green branching out. Laboring men receive 

feed than barley. It should not be] 800d wages and are, therefore, in con- 

sown until danger of frost is over. It| dition to be buyers of meat; the stock 
does not stand as much tramping by] hand is not large, and the demand 

stock as rye. I consider rye, rape,| is active at good prices. The only 
peas and oats, sown by themselves in thing necessary for a prosperous sea- 

strips through the field, the ideal pig son in the swine business is intelligent 

pasture, if you don’t have clover. 1) Care and watchfulness, and a good crop 

try to have my lots so arranged that|0f corn. 
they contain from one to three acres | 

each. ‘inis year lot No. 1 contains “ee rose 
about one-half acre; one-third of this 
was sown March 14th to rape and one- DISCUSSION. 

third to rye, the balance of the piece Mr. Wylie—What is your opinion of 

will be sown to oats and peas as soon| oat straw for bedding? 
as the ground can be plowed. At the Mr. West—Oat straw has usually a 

same time I am to sow lot No. 2 to/rust or smut in it that irritates the 

rape, rye, oats and peas. About the|skin and the hog sometimes gets 

time of planting corn, sow lot No. 3 to} mangy. 
sorghum, rape, rye, oats and peas. Ro-| Mr. Wylie—Is that the only objec- 

tate the pasturing of these lots. tion? 

If you have never tried these com-| Mr. West—Well, not the only objec- 

binations for green pasture for your) tion. It hurts the breathing or lungs 

swine, I think you will be pleased with| of the pigs. It is the smut in the oat 

i. It is a great grain saver. But|straw. Wheat straw does not do this
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as a usual thing. Oat straw packs too] mothers in addition at that time? 
close in the nest and retains too much} Mr. West—Yes. 
moisture. The best bedding one can} Mr. Stiles—Don’t you have to shut 
use is marsh or slough hay. up the mothers or feed scant ration? 

Mr. Wylie—At the present price of} Mr. West—Yes, that is one of the 
corn, is it advisable to grind the feed| secrets——keep the mothers on a de- 
for hogs? creased ration. 2 

Mr. West—Yes, I think it is. Mr. Stiles—What grain should spring 
Mr. Anchetel—What do you expect pigs make as a general thing? 

to get out of rape sowed the 14th of wr. West—Last summer, the first of 
March? July, I thought I would experiment a 
en tinees eee) hes Temen er. litue with some pigs. They were four 

Bi + ee months old. I put those pigs in a pen 

jam fuelined to do Gant, 'F west dat belt yams ee ree eae ? that I thought was good for them to » 
my hog pasture, plowed last fall, and 1| eat of a variety of feed; the principal 
sowed rape on one strip, one side, and) ¢eeq was middlings and milk. At four 

then I sowed some rye. I don’t know) months those pigs weighed ninety-four 

nie, Wylie You had harrowed it. Pe ee eee eee 2 for that age. At five months those 
Mr. West—Yes. The rye will be all e . pigs weighed one hundred and sixty- 

right. three pounds, and at six months they 
saa eae ae weighed two hundred and fifty-four. 

~ The gain from the fourth to fifth 
Eee See : months was sixty-nine pounds for each 
fag a Nuit na Sees eve in do-| pig and the gain from the fifth to the 

4 sixth month was ninety-one each. 
Mr. Wylie—What kind of hogs do; Quyestion—You must have fed corn 

pearhaesl pieces ames 4 the whole six months? 

Victoria, =e ‘Whites ‘Greate! fee ee py Store: oo Ps ve start, for 
Mr. Wylie—What is the difference| “¢ “rst month, I fed for the purpose 

between te tuOT” of putting the pigs in condition to take 
Mr. West—They are both white. The on the fat at the last. I fed more 

Se ae a corn during the last month. 
ee is small,—the ‘Victoria is! “wr stiles—What did that pork cost 

2 ian__Which 4 you? Do you know? 
Welt saree ether 2) SF Mr. West—No, I cannot tell. I fed 

| Mr. West—The Yorkshires of the withons, watenine eee you ex 
two. i: ES : 

Mr. Anchetel—Is that the small periment on? : 
| Yorkshire? A. Yes, the small York-| - ur Ae had two Victorias and 

shire. ‘our Yorkshires. 

\ Mr. Stiles—What do you feed little) Mr. Hill—Which was the best? 
i pigs to make them wean themselves? Mr. West—The Victorias. 

Mr. West—All they will eat—all of| Mr. Potter—Your princjpal feed was 
everything but corn. The mother’s| milk and middlings? Is there no bet- 
milk furnishes the protein. I haye|ter feed? Hither separator or cooler 
never had any trouble about their not} milk and corn? 
weaning themselves at eight or ten Mr. West—Pure milk supplies some- 

} weeks old. Sometimes they will not| thing that is lacking in the corn. 

if they are too closely confined in} Your milk and middings are a lean 

pens. meat producer. 

Mr. Stiles—Do you hold up on the} Mr. Potter—Would you combine
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corn with milk and middlings for a| keep the lard hog. The men with 

perfect feed? = bacon hogs sell them under price be- 4 

Mr. West—Yes. You get in the corn] cause they aré not uniform with their f 

the fat producer, in the milk and mid-| neighbor’s hogs. 

dlings the lean meat. Question—Is it not a fact that the ' 

Mr. Potter—Would you feed corn in] lard hog is bringing the premium price } 

the whole state or grind it for the best) now? 

results? Mr. West—I am not able to answer 

Mr. West—I would grind the corn} that intelligently. 
1 

for the best results. _ Mr. Everett—Is it not a fact, Mr. 

Mr. Wylie—Regardless of expense’? | West, that the lard hog will pay the | 

Mr. Potter—Would you feed it raw] pest in the corn belt of the United 

or cooked? States? 

Mr. West—At the present price of} ww we, 
: 4 st—Yes. 

-— I would say to grind it, but in Mr. Wylie—Just at present is it not | 

ordinary years when we can buy corn a fact that they are discriminating 

and raise it for twenty-five cents a aganst the light hog because they are 

= a — = ian toe running so many on the market? They | 

eee x ise one or tWO| ave been getting too many light | 

Mr. West—I calculate to raise one a am esc ae ee 

litter, but with some of the older sows ie ansitel y aihak & the” geuacal 

I raise two. : ae S s 

Mr. Hill—Do you think it pays to method of eae hogs from birth to : 

keep young pigs over the winter for —S med ea vous Porous 

another year’s feeding? . a : 

Mr. Adon ee sity But if you have trough in a pen adjoining where I keep 

them, keep them. the sow with her litter. I keep this 

Mr. Everett—What do you mean, trough where the sow cannot get at it 

winterapring igs or winter Dig | 2° he ie flows wie 
‘r. Wylie—I understand he means 

the fall ae. around and find this trough with a 

ur You would Roop fal gs? ome ind and ‘eel 
at the price corn is now? . 

Mr. eae es if I have them. That When they once get a taste of it they 

is the question. Feed is very high and go at it. Then feed those pigs all they 

the ie of oe doe not corrennond | 2" uty gh mothers mil 
wi e price of corn. We should 7 . 

sell gouk: «$00.0 0 headed to con | Wil foruiet the hanesehing meee 
respond with the price of corn. . 

Mr. Scott—It would pay to keep fal1 | 4P© 0D grass do not forget the corn,—a 

pigs if you had feed that would other- ey ona See a sr 

wise go to waste? Ww pigs are 

Mr. West—Yes. four months old they should weigh 

Mr. Webber—Speaking of lean ana|™ore than mine did. 

tat hogs,—where does the difference, r- Anchetel—Did you pen the pigs 

come in? Is there any difference? | UP oF let them run? 

Mr. West—Our Canadian friends tell| Mr- West—I let them run. z 

us these is. Our buyers in Chicago|  Mr- Wylie—Do you ever pen piss 

say if they can get a carload or a up? : 

trainload of bacon hogs they are will-| Mr. West—Yes. 

ing to pay an advance in price. But; Mr. Wylie—What for? 

they cannot get them. One farmer | Mr. West—To feed them for the fair. 

keeps a bacon type of hog and the rest! Mr. Wylie—Does it pay?
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Mr. West—All things considered,| something that his system has not 
, sales and advertising, it does. been supplied with? 
| Mr. Wylie—Do you ring your hogs?} Mr. West—I think that is right. I 
. Or do you let them root? had not given it that thought, but r 

Mr. West—Some animals have to be! think that is right. 
ringed. I find it so, but usually | do} Question—How about stone coal? I 
not ring them. have nine hogs that ate three hundred 

Mr. Wylie—Will they root? pounds this winter and they would 
Mr. West—Some of them, especially] have eaten a great deal more if they 

in the fall of the year after a rain.| could have gotten it. 
During the early part of the season| Mr. West—Of what nature is this 
they do not root much. If I find a/stone coal? Is it simply anthracite 
persistent rooter I ring. That is one| coal? 
reason why I have missed my alfalfa} Mr. Wylie—Soft coal. 
hog pasture. Mr. West—Yes, I have fed soft coal. 

Mr. Bowmati—They will not root as Mr. Convey—Will feeding coal make 
: much in a small field, will they? white pigs black? 

Mr. West—No, sir. : Mr. West—Only around the muzzle. 
Question—What do they root for? Mr. Wood—Is there not danger of 
Mr. West—I sometimes think they} overfeeding little pigs while you are 

root to be mean, but the system craves| weaning them? 
something that they find in the soil, Mr. West—I say yes. There is great 
either angle worms, white grubs cr| danger in that. That is where one 
roots,—something that they need,—| trouble comes in. I learned that years 

! something that nature tells the hog| ago to my sorrow. When I started in 
she can get by rooting. the pig business I thought I knew all 
Question—Don’t you think that the| about it. My father used to keep a 

work does them some good? good many hogs, and I thought when 
Mr. West—I don’t know; I could not| I had fifty pigs about of an age I would 

say. show my father a thing or two about 
Mr. Wylie—How do you account| raising hogs. He said to me one day 

for the hog rooting more in the fall] when he looked at my pigs: “Young 
than at any other time? man, what are you going to do with 

Mr. West—After a shower, angle| those pigs?” I replied: “I am going 
worms, etc., come to the surface and|to have them at six months weigh 
the hogs root to ge: those worms, and} more than yours.” “Very well,” he 
also to get the fresh grass roots. says, “six months will tell.” I ¢om- 

Supt. McKerrow—Will not variety} menced to feed those sows all the corn 
| in the feed ina general way prevent| they would eat and whey from the 

this? cheese factory. The pigs began to 
Mr. West—Yes, feed ashes, salt,|respond and grew very rapidly. I 

‘ charcoal, etc. kept the pigs shut up in a place three 
HY Mr. Potter—Then won’t they oot! or four times as large as this room. In 
) just the same atterwards? six weeks from that time of the fifty 

Mr. West—Give them plenty of pas-| pigs I had nine left and it was all on 
i ture and plenty of corn. When the| account of the manner in which I had 

grass is gone, supply something else| fed those sows. 1. had spoiled my pigs 
green. They must have it. with kindness. If I had fed middlings 

Mr. Wylie—Is it not a fact that they/ and milk or middlings and whey with 
root more in the fall because of the| a little corn and given them pasture, I 
fact that you have begun to feed them| might have shown my father how to 
heavily on corn and have their systems| raise pigs, but as it was he showed me. 
heated, and the feed is not balanced| Supt. McKerrow—You say you think 
right, and the hog then roots to get| you spoiled those pigs with kindness. 

|
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I think you spoiled those pigs with Mr. West—I think so. i 

ignorance. - Mr. Imrie—Little pigs, I mean. 4 

Mr. West—I spoiled them with igno-} Mr. West—Yes. 4 

rant feeding. Mr. Potter—Did you spoil those pigs i 

Mr. Imrie—Are there not more| directly or indirectly? | 

spoiled with lack of feeding than with} Mr. West—Indirectly. By feeding 

feeding? the sow and spoiling the hogs 

SS } 
i 

HANDLING EARLY LAMBS. 

R. E, ROBERTS, Corliss, Wis. : { 

. 7s = Their care, management and im- 

ae provement have adapted them to every 

ae condition of civilization, in fact they { 

are great civilizersinthemselves. There ; 

ay is one fact I desire to impress upon | 

he you, and that is, that there is nothing | 

= | mysterious and particularly difficult in { 

S 3 the process of raising good lambs and ; 

4 Ee ] sheep, and I know of no more pleasant | 

ro = 5 or more remunerative branch of live 1 

— = “S stock industry for the capital invested 

i ‘ and labor involved. ; 

m a % ; If to raise good lambs or sheep re- 

3 oa, % quired great difficulties and expensive 

Sey <y methods, then the business would not 

‘ . a pay, and I would not be in it. I wish 

eae % 3 to say, I am raising lambs and sheep 

ee oN : of good quality by simple, practical, 

wa o common-sense methods, that can be 

ie adopted by any farmer. 

, Establishing a Flock. 

. My subject leads to the question,— 

aa oe =! oe fam | how to select and manage a flock so as 

to get the largest net profit, in the 

R. E. Roberts. shortest time. 
First, there are a few essential 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle things to observe in establishing a 

men—I will not attempt to present any| flock,—shelter, winter-feeding and ex- 

new theory on this subject, but simply] ercise. 

my experience in the care and handling I will not discuss the merits of the 

of a flock of sheep, such as every ordi- various breeds of sheep, as to which 

nary farmer should have. Patient and] are the best, as it is something like 

intelligent shepherding has always be-| choosing a wife, it comes by chance 

longed to the world’s best agriculture, and every man thinks his choice the 

and sheep have ever wrought a most best, and yet there is a vast variety to 

important part in increasing the} choose from, as the term is used. The 

wealth and happiness of the human| man falls in love—and his chosen girl 

family. | responds to his affection—she is then
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the best in the world to him ever);year in a few years you will have a 

after. So it is with the flock; in chocs-| good flock of sheep that will answer 

ing from the various kinds of sheep,|all practical purposes and as your 

study the merits of each breed, your|fiock annually increases you will be 

environments, circumstances, and | growing in knowledge of the business. 

ability to care for them. Then making; In selecting a sheep to head your 

your choice, keep wholly to that, for-| flock, secure one of good mutton form, 

saking all others, and cherishing your| with a full, bright, quick eye, and 

chosen flock you will make a suc-| broad chested, as this denotes a vigor- 

cess of it as well as your neighbor|ous constitution, with a broad back 

will with a different breed. But'and heavy quarters, on short, strong 
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Residence of R. E. Roberts. 

in choosing a breed it must be]limbs, with even type and excellence, 

considered that mutton will be the es-| which is more preferable than extra 

sential source of profit in the busi-| large size or coarseness in his build. 
ness and wool the second considera- In purchasing the new ram, select 

tion. However, there are conditions| one as near the type of the old one as 
under which experience will guide the} possible, providing he was satisfactory, 

old shepherd in making his choice.| as this will insure more uniformity in 

To the novice, I would say not to in-! the flock. 
vest a large amount of money for a Shelter. 

pure-bred flock, but get a few good, a 
common ewes and grade up by the use The size of the buildings required 

of a pure-bred ram of one of the mut-| will depend upon the number of sheep 

ton breeds that suits your fancy. Each| you wish to keep. A safe basis to 

year keep your best ewe lambs and by| figure on is sixteen square feet for a 

infusing pure biood every alternate|ewe and lamb. Their shelter need
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not necessarily be expensive, but it is and irritating matter, which lead to j 

the nature of sheep to dislike damp-| trouble. 

ness, therefore their barn should be Feed clover hay, which is a perfect | 

dry under foot, as well as over head, |food, with bright corn fodder, oats ' 

and comfortable and well ventilated. |straw, and such other feed as we may 

Ventilation of the sheep barn is very [have at hand, for roughage, up to ’ 

important and should receive the care-| about two months of lambing time. 

ful consideration of the shepherd. Then commence feeding a light ra- | 

It is necessary that he fully realize|tion of corn, oats, and bran, equal ; 

the difference between proper venti-| parts by weight, and if the hay crop 

lation and ruinous draughts. While|is short and corn fodder and other 

the former means health and vigor, the | roughage must constitute the coarse ) 

latter means sickness and losses.|feed during the greater part of the 

While no animal enjoys the cold, in-| winter, I would make bran the largest 

vigorating elements of our Wisconsin portion of their grain ration. Feed 

winters and reveals the true evi- regularly what they will consume with- | 

dence of its health-giving influence out waste. \ 

more than our modern mutton sheep, Guard against seeds and chaff get- : 

yet no animal suffers more from dead-| ting into their wool, as it depreciates 

ly draughts blowing through their]its value from four to five cents per 

barn than they do. pound. Give them a good-sized yard, 

Draughts are decidedly injurious to ; and, better, a few hours run in a corn 

young lambs and are often the direct field each day, when the snow is not 

cause of ills and losses which would| too deep. It does them good. The | 

scarcely ever be in evidence if proper experienced shepherd has long ago 

measures were taken to avoid it, and learned to give his breeding ewes dur- 

it is important to place the doors and| ing the winter plenty of exercise, fresh 

windows so as to get an abundance of air, and a variety of coarse feed, and 

sunlight in the barn, as this is es-)a@ plentiful supply of pure water and 

sential for the comfort and growth of} salt, as these are requisites for a 

the lambs. crop of strong, healthy lambs, while 

“Cleanliness is next to godliness,.”| ewes that are closely confined during 

and in no place is this adage more ap-| the winter have poor and weakly 

plicable than in the sheep barn. The lambs. 

manure should be all hauled out just} No hogs, or other stock, should be 

previous to the commencement of allowed to run with the flock, or in 

lambing, as the heating of the manvre| any way annoy or frighten them. 

and the odor therefrom, if left in the| Quiet, gentle and familiar handling of 

barn, is injurious to the sheep and be-| the flock will have a good influence on 

ing compelled to lie in the barn on it the coming crop of lambs. No class 

in stormy weather is one cause of of stock are more susceptible to kind- 

sheep losing some of their wool, hence ly treatment than sheep, and itis a 

the necessity of a cleanly kept and| pleasure, as well as profitable, to 

well-bedded barn. handle them so. 

Attention at Lambing Time. 

Se eee At lambing time, especially with 
Timothy hay is not good, for it is| early lambs, close attention is very 

not sufficiently digestible, and it does| necessary. Be on hand and see that 

not contain the needed nutriment, that| each lamb is up on its feet at once 

is, of the right kind, and the very and partaking of a square meal. First 

small awns (or spikes) in the heads of| clip the wool from the ewe’s udder, so 

timothy are apt to gather in the that the lamb does not exhaust him- 

stomach, forming balls of indigestibe| self pulling on a wool tag. In his cf-
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; fort he may pull off some wool and| ewes and some are not supplied with 
ij, swallow it, which frequently causes| enough milk you can aid the ewe by 

i death. Generally that is all that is| feeding the lambs cow’s milk, good 

} necessary, unless you put them in a} Jersey milk, as I feed the young 
, small pen by themselves for a few\ lambs, so as to push them right along 

days. From now on everything should| to get them on the market as early as 

be done to make them do their best. | possible. I have used for the past few 
Let us look first to the ewe; from| years what I calla lamb feeder. It is 

i her the lamb gets all the important} a tin pail, with a tight fitted cover, that 

i and most indispensable part of his] will hold one gallon of milk. On one 

i food. She digests the raw food stuffs| side are three spouts soldered on near 

in her large stomach and prepares the] the bottom of the pail and extending 

concentrated, easily digested, perfect] outward as high as the top of the pail, 

mother’s milk. In the abundance of| made so that the rubber nipples can be 

this supply of milk depends your good] put on. By feeding them a few times 

; lambs. You must feed the ewe gen-| from a bottle, which is more conven- 

{ erously, yét the food must be of the] ient to teach them at first, they quick- 

; right sort to be turned readily into} ly learn to be on hand for their milk 

milk. 4 when they see you coming with the 

Not to go specifically into details,| pail. Give them all they will take of 

milk is very rich in what we call pro-| this Jersey milk every morning ard 

tein. This protein is what muscle,] evening. By feeding in this way they 
: nerve and bleod are made of. It is; get no setback, but grow equal to the 

just what the young animal needs to| best ones. 

make his frame grow and build up his 

young tissues. To produce this milk A Lamb Creep. 
in abundance, the ewe must be fed When the lambs get about two to 

foods that have in them the elements| three weeks of age, they will begin to 

of milk. They must be foods that] pick at the hay and grain. They will 
are rich in protein. Of course, there|soon want to be eating themselves. 
is fat in milk and the animal system| To have them do their best, they must 
burns a good deal of carbon, so we don’t! be furnished a separate place to eat 

want a food free frém_ starchy prin-| from the ewes, where they can go at 
ciples. Yet, for milk production, we| will whenever they feel hungry,— 
must have a greater proportion of| what is termed a lamb creep, extend- 

iH protein to starchy food. There are a} ing across one end of the barn where 
number of combinations of food that| there is abundance of sunlight. 

will be good, but I will consider what| In here put flat bottom troughs ex. 
we have mostly at hand. Take the| tending the whole length of the apart 

i following equal parts by weight,| ment, with a board extending along 
wheat, bran, oats, and shelled corn,| the troughs six inches above the sides 
and add 10 per cent of oil meal; mix| to prevent the lambs from getting their 

} well then give each ewe one quart| feet into it, as a lamb is very dainty 

per day, feed in flat bottom troughs,| about having his food clean. 
. as they are apt to bolt their food if fed} In here give them crushed oats, 

in V-shaped troughs. wheat bran, corn meal ground coarse- 

ly, and oil meal, in the same propor- 
. Aad Rosie: tions as I advised for the ewes. After 
} they have learned to eat well, increase 

Now, the lambs will be getting what] the feed until they have all they will 

milk the ewes are capable of furnish-| eat. If any feed is left over, clean it 
ing and if we have been fortunate to] out each morning and feed it to the 
have a great many more lambs than|ewes, as the troughs must be kept 

1a
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clean in order to have them relish | love many farmers have for these val- | 

their food. f uable, golden-foot animals, dies and 

Lambs that are made perfectly hap-| they go out of the business at once ; 

py and contented, as itis the happy | with disgust. 

lamb that grows and puts on flesh, be-| This is an abuse of one of the most 

ing fed in this manner will be ready | profitable branches of live stock in- 

for market at eight or ten weeks of | dustries. What would become of ; 

age, weighing from thirty-five to forty j these useful animals if we had no stay- } 

pounds or more, and will bring more ers in the business? The successful | 

net profit for the feed consumed than|sheep raisers are those who have 

at any other age. |stayed with them through thick and | 
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Youngsters on the Roberts’ farm—all at work. 

But if the lambs are intended to| thin, through prosperity and adversity. 

spend their lives on the farm, instead| This not only applies to flock masters 

of going early to the butcher’s block,!in our own state, but also those of 

I would recommend a different grain | other states. 

ration. I would not feed but littie Sheep always have and always wiil, 

corn meal, if any, keep his frame a- when properly cared for, pay equally 

growing, give plenty of outdoor ex-|as well as any other faym product, 

ercise, and let him develop naturally,| yielding a dividend twice a year. 

then he will have more stamina when| Stick by the sheep! : 

he grows to be a sheep. ey Se Se 

Sheep Raising Profitable. DISCUSSION. 

It is singular, yet it is true, that as} Mr. Bowman—What time do you 

soon as the sheep market takes a have your lambs dropped in the 

downward course, most, if not all the| spring? 

4
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Mr. Roberts—The middle of Febru-| sheep stand more cold than cattle, that 
ary. is dry cold? 

Supt. McKerrow—What time do you! Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. 
; market these lambs? Supt. McKerrow—Cattle won’t stand 

Mr. Roberts—The latter part of} sleet storms. 

April. Mr. Roberts—No, sir, no stock will. 
Mr. West—What do they weigh at; Supt. McKerrow—Where do you find 

that time? your market? 
Mr. Roberts—I have had them weigh Mr. Roberts—Chicago. 

as high as fifty pounds, dropped in the Supt. McKerroy—Do you ship them 
middle of February and marketed the! yourself? 

last of April,—but a lamb weighing] mr. Roberts—I sell them to a man 

| thirty-five pounds that is fat will g0| in Chicago that furnishes all the best 
early in the spring. hotels, restaurants and dining-cars 

Mr. Wylie—What did you get for! with young lambs. I have furnished 
them? him for the past fourteen or fifteen 

i Mr. Roberts—I sold them at $3.50 a| years, 
head. 

. a Mr. Brigham—How many at a time? 
Question—What breed? You are cla. to Chicago. - 

a vo ee ee dollars'| , Mt. Roberts—Rarly in the spring we 
worth of Jersey milk did you use? ship in crates, six in a crate. Later 

r Mr. Roberts—I don’t know, but I as- = = manson, ty obtsinmg oler 
sure you it is a good way to market lambs in the vicinity, we ship by car. 

the milk at a eee gs Convey—Does it make any dif- 
eee oe reine tag the “object 9 ference to you whether you ship in 

Mr. Roberts—To feed three lambs at ee Oe Tat cece 
a time. a ares tt. ie 

Mr. Smith—Won’t the lamb that canj PTice. Crétes are furnished and all 

drink the fastest get the most of the oe oe bee a initegiaeer 
milk? * ae fa 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, but when he| ket for your goods,—I understand you 
has all he needs shove him aside and| furnish the best hotels, restaurants 
let another one take hold. and dining-cars. Does your market 

Question—Do you use a basement Soren Sea eT ai 
? . 0 4 y ‘. 

bs Roberts—No, sir. can sell to the same man, in any por- 
Mr. Wylie—What kind of a barn do| tion of the states, as he buys through- 

you have? out all the central west. I sell to E. 

F Mr. Roberts—I have an ordinary|#. Wotten, of Downer’s Grove, Ill. 
barn, boarded and battened, eight feet| Question—At what weight does he 
high, twenty-two feet wide and fifty like the lambs best, considering they 

feet long, or.as long as will accommo- oe _ = ae entra +5 eee. 
date the flock. < oe ee . 

Mr. Wylie—Which will stand the} Pounds early in the spring, later in the 

more cold weather, cattle or sheep? races ere, x Luce ee 
Mr. Roberts—Sheep will, if dry. poun am 
Mr. Brigham—Do not open sheds| Pound lean one. 

answer when you have the lambs come} Supt. McKerrow—But if the fifty 

a little later? pound lamb is just as fat as the other 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, as long as| he would take the fifty pound lamb as 
they are dry. quick as the lamb that weighed thirty- | 

Mr. Smith—Do you mean that the| five pounds. 

| 
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Mr. Wylie—Would it not pay you to Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, and they like 

keep the lamb longer? to lie on a flat rock in the pasture. | 

Mr. Roberts—No, sir, not at $3.50 a] Sheep always seek a high, dry place to 

head on thirty-five to forty pound lie on. 

lambs. Mr. Selle—Do you use your young 

Mr. Wylie—I was thinking it was by} lambs for the next year? 

the hundred. Mr. Roberts—No, sir, I prefer to 

Mr. Stiles—Later in the season are) wait until they are two years old. 

not the lambs heavier? Question—Do you let the little 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, but I ship} lambs run outdoors? 

early in the spring as soon as they are| Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. 
: 

fat enough and attain the required| Mr. Selle—Will the wool on that | 

weight. lamb pay for its keep? 

Mr. Imrie—Will he pay you more for} Mr. Roberts—It will shear consider- 

them then? ably heavier. 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, as an early Mr. Selle—Will it pay for its ke2p? 

spring lamb demands a far better price} Mr. Roberts—I think so, for the rea- 

than summer lamb. son that you have so much better 

Mr. Hill—How much do your sheep} sheep when it becomes matured. 

shear a head? Supt. McKerrow—You do not mean 

Mr. Roberts—Eight and one-half! that the fleece or wool will pay for 

pounds a head last season. keeping the lamb a year. You mean 

Mr. Hill—Is not that light? that the fleece or wool and the extra 

Mr. Smith—It was a pretty dry sea-| growth and development, by making it 

son. a better sheep, together with the wool, 

Mr. Roberts—That is a fair average| w.il pay for the keeping item for a 

for a Shropshire. year. 

Mr. Smith—Have you had any ex-| Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, that is what 

perience with the Dorset sheep? I mean. 

Mr. Roberts—No, sir. Question—How do you manage to 

Mr. Smith—Do you have a floor in| wean your Jambs? Do you milk the 

your sheep barn? ewes out? 

Mr. Roberts—No, sir. Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. We shut the 

Mr. Smith—What is the reason a] ewes up by themselves and milk them 

sheep will go and lie on a loose board| out for a few days. 

in a trough rather than lie on the Supt. McKerrow—Do you change the 

ground? Most any sheep will do that.| feed? 

Mr. Roberts—It is their nature to} Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. We reduce 

get on some elevation. the grain ration decidedly. 

Mr. Smith—You mentioned that the] Mr. West—Where I live, there has 

manure should be taken away bef6re| been some trouble with ewes that are 

lambing time. I did not know but} wi lamb dying. They seem to be in 

what it was the manure that caused it.} good flesh, but they will wander 

Mr. Roberts—The heating of the} around the pen listlessly and care- 

manure is injurious to the sheep and|lessly, lean up against the fence and 

is one cause of their losing a portivn| put ineir heads to one side, and after 

of their wool, but I would not go to|a few days they die. Will you tell 

the expense of having a floor in the| me what is the cause and a good 

sheep barn, it is unnecessary. remedy? 

Supt. McKefrow—The floor would] Mr. Roberts—One of my neighbors 

soon be covered up. | has had trouble in that way. I am not 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir. a doctor, but if they wander around 

Question—Do they like to lie on| the barn as you say, I should think 

loose boards? théy had a grub in the head.
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A Member—They are looking for} and some alfalfa, but their main coarse 
salt, I guess. ration is ensilage, all they will eat up 

Supt. McKerrow—It is more likely| clean in three-quarters of an hour at 
that they lacked the proper kind of| each end of the day. Our grain is 
grub in the stomach. largely oats with a small mixture of 

Mr. Roberts—That is the cause of| wheat and then their protein they set 

the grub in the head,—lack of grub in| in a little clover and alfalfa. 
the stomach. Mr. Hughes—Can you tell us about 

Mr. Hughes—Is it not lack of ex-} how many head you are feeding and 

ercise? about how much you feed to each ewe? 
Supt. McKerrow—Too little suc- Supt. McKerrow—I cannot tell yeu 

culent food or too much wood fiber,—| exactly. They are getting all they 

not enough laxative food. will clean up in a half or three-quar- 

Mr. West—Timothy hay, oat straw,| ters of an hour, each end of the day. 
oats and a little corn. Mr. West—How about rape for feed- 

Mr. Roberts—If they have been get-| ing sheep? 

ting timothy hay that would be one Mr. Roberts—It is the best feed I 
! cause. know of, judiciously fed. 

Mr. Hughes—Would it not depend Mr. West—Do you like flax? 

somewhat upon when that hay was Supt. McKerrow—Flax straw? 
eut, if it was cut early it would make Mr. West—Flax. 

better feed. Supt. McKerrow—No, sir. 

. Mr. Roberts—I never considered| Mr. Roberts—Flax seed is worth tco 
timothy hay good feed for sheep. much to feed to sheep. 

Mr. Selle—Peas and oats general!'y|| A Member—Is it worth sixty cents 
go well for ewes. in Wisconsin? 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, when cut early ‘t Mr. Roberts—Flax is worth $1.70 per 

is very good. bushel now and in the fall usually 
Mr. Convey—The question is very] $1.25 to $1.50 per bushel. 

commonly asked in this state—Is en- Supt. McKerrow—Have you fed 

silage good feed for sheep? ~ flax? 
Mr. Roberts—I have not a silo my- Mr. West—Yes, and it is fine feed 

self so I cannot say, but I should judge | too. 

it was gocd, a little of it. Supt. McKerrow—For a long period, 

Mr. Wylie—I understand Mr. Mc-|to breeding sheep for several years in 
Kerrow feeds his sheep ensilage and | sucession? 

nothing else. Mr. West—Yes. 
Supt. MeKerrow—Such a statement Supt. McKerrow—With no bad re- 

may do in the Wisconsin legislature, | sults? 

but it won’t do here. Our experiment! Mr. West—No, sir. It is also nice 

station at Madison has demonstrated | to feed flax to milking cows. 

the effects of feeding ensilage by a Supt. McKerrow—Pretty heavily? 

series of tests. You can read them for} Mr. West—A small ration is a tonic. 
yourselves. At our farm, twelve miles| Mr. Millet-—Give to cows what you 
east of here, we have fed ensilage, a|can carry on a fork once or twice a 
good deal of it, this winter, more than| day and usually they won’t eat much 

usual, because we have been short on|of any other grain. 

some other feed, and none of our| Supt. McKerrow—The question was 

ewes have leaned up against the fence|asked if rape was good for feeding 

yet. We have a great many lambs and|sheep and was answered with very 

they all seem to be doing well, are|strong emphasis that rape was all 

| fat, and the ewes have a large flow ot|right. After fifteen or sixteen years’ 

milk. They are not living on ensilage| experience, let me drop a word of 

alone. They are getting clover hay| warning about feeding your breeding 

:
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stock freely on rape. From our ex-; me ten cents per pound and that is } 

perience it is something that should| usually the top price for early spring | 

not be fed freely to breeding stock.) lambs. 
i 

Rape causes too rapid development for Mr. Millet—If you had a lamb that ; 

the best interest of the breeding ewes| weighed forty-five pounds, would you | 

in the fall of the year, both at that| get more for it than a thirty pound : 

time and also in the matter of winter- lamb? 

ing them. They will winter better if Mr. Roberts—Yes, sir, as a thirty : 

they have about a half ration of rape.; pound is less than the required weight, i 

You can have your stock ready for the| but by selling the entire crop of the 

market very quickly on rape, put the| season, I can make more by selling at 

exporters of mutton are very particu-| stated price per head, as the few late 

lar about rape sheep for export to lambs are not worth as much on the 1 

England. If you feed rape and want! market as the season advances. 

the best results with your breeding Mr. Everett—Would you get ten or ) 

stock, let them have a pretty good ra-| twelve cents per pound on them all? 

tion of something else and then you Mr. Roberts—No, sir, not on the late 

are apt to get your lamb crop when| lambs if I did not have early ones. 

you expect to get it. Mr. Wylie—What will you do with 

Question—Is wheat good? the ewe that does not own her lamb? 

Supt. McKerrow—I have fed it Mr. Roberts—Put her in the pen 

mixed with other grain. with her lamb and usually in two or 

Mr. Millet—That gentleman selJs| three days she will own it. 

his lambs by the hundred. Couldn’t! Mr. Scribner—Suppose she doesn’t? 

you sell your lambs as well by the; Mr. Roberts—The reason is usually 

hundred, Mr. Roberts, as by the head?) a lack of milk. In a few days she will 

Mr. Roberts—Yes, I could, but a come to her milk and own her lamb. 

thirty-five pound lamb at $3.50 nets, 
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MODERN POTATO CULTURE.’ 
CHAS. D. WOODS, Director, Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Orono, Maine. 

operations, the soil and atmosphere 
i i!) § | arc such determining factors that there 

| |is no best way. Each farmer who 

} | would grow potatoes to the best ad- 
| | vantage must be sufficiently intelligent 

to understand the conditions of the 
r soil on his own farm. The methods 

. a of prepartion of soil, of planting, culti- 

be vating and fertilizing the crop, depend 

to , largely on the character and condi- 
ies 4 tion of the soil and the season. If I 

ae a were to give you the exact practice 
tp. ; Fe =a} which is so successfully used on farms 
le Oa "| | in Aroostook county of my state, and 

| pp a . | | you snould adopt it, it might be fatal 
La 4 ed to the production of a crop on your 

soil. No man can afford to blindly 
Ne follow methods of his neighbor or those 
ta 0i public speakers unless the condi- 

ig tions are practically the same. So, P 
i with the distinct understanding that 

VA Ido not expect to be able to give 
_ i specific directions for your condi- 

ee tions, I shall try to outline some of the 
Chas. D. Woods. methods which are followed under dif- 

ferent conditions of soil and climate 
with success. 

The potato is so generally and so ex- 
tensively grown, we are so familiar The Seed. 
with its qualities and the various 
methods of culture, that most farmers| The selection of seed is important in 
are very positive as to the best method! the planting of any crop, but it is es- 
of growing this crop. During the past] pecially so in propagating the potato, 

twenty-five years hundreds of experi-| because we do not plant the true seed 

ments have been made at experiment] but a tuber. A true seed is the result 
stations and by practical growers, andj of a union between two incomplete 
the results from experiments in propa-| germs of life (usually derived from 

gation and culture are so conflicting] different flowers in the same plant and 
that the careful student will be very| often from flowers of two different 
slow in drawing conclusions. While} plants), and partakes of the qualities 

fhe will be convinced that there are} of the parent plants, and is apparently 
ideal ways of treatment under certuin| affected by the qualities of preceding 

’ conditions, he will be equally con-| generations. A tuber is derived from 

' vinced that under different conditions| one complete germ of life, and par 
very different practice will be neces-| takes, with very little tendency to de- 

) sary to insure the best crop. In| viation, of the qualities of the life 

f potato growing, as with most farm! from which it is derived. It is nota 

. 
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new creation by the uniting of two the eyes, i. e., the heavier the piece 

life germs, but is simply the extension| the larger the yield. Whole potatoes 

of one old life. A true seed contaizs| give heavier crops than cuttings. In 

one germ of life supplied with a general the “seed” ends of the tubers 

limited amoutit of plant food. Differ-| give larger yields than the “stem” 

ent seed of the same kind have practi-|ends. While under careless manage 

cally the same amount of plant food.) ment northern grown seed frequently 

The tuber contains many germs of life| gives larger yields than southern, the 

(buds), and there is great variation in} careful selection and storing of seed 

the amount of plant food stored up to| are of more importance than changes | 

supply the varied members of lite| of latitude. Cut seed should be al 

germs. Unequal as is this amount in| lowed to dry somewhat before being 

different tubers, the inequality is, un-| planted. If it is to be planted soon 

less great care is taken, greatly in-| after cutting it should be covered wiih | 

creased in cutting seed for planting.| plaster or some other material to pre- 

A true seed is enclosed in covering | vent “bleeding.” 
i 

which keeps out, to a certain extent, 
: 

air and water until it is placed in Fertilizers for Potatoes. 

earth, when warmth and moisture start} Analysis shows that the composition 

the germ life so that it bursts the] of potatoes, so far as nitrogen, phos- 

covering. The tuber has no such pro-| phoric acid and potash are concerned, 

tective covering. The air and moisture] is fairly uniform, and that each one 

often greatly injure it before the sea-| hundred pounds of fresh potatoes ; 

son for planting comes around, unless] carry about .81 pound of nitrogen, 13 

the grower makes an especial effort} pound of phosphoric acid, .48 pound of 

to keep it where heat, light and moist-| potash and .01 pound of lime. If we 

ure are just right to maintain jt at its} assume these figures to fairly repre- 

best. sent potatoes as grown in New Eng- 

At planting time many farmers| land, a crop of two hundred bushels, 

plant the potatoes they may chance to| weighing six tons, would remove 

have, regardless of their condition, and| thirty-seven pounds of nitrogen, six- . 

cut them in small pieces, that they| teen pounds of phosphoric acid and 

may use as few bushels as possible. | fifty-eight pounds of potash. 

And thus, with the interior of the| If the amounts and proportions of 

tuber expdsed to the action of the soil,| fertilizing elements removed by a crop 

the cut tuber, still bleeding, is placed| could be taken as a guide in preparing 

in the soil, with no thought of how/a field for that crop, the problem of 

much has been done to weaken the} supplying the proper amount and kind 

power of the potato and how much it| of plant food to the soil would be 

has been handicapped in its struggle} much simplified. To manure a field 

to form a young plant and perpetuate for a crop of potatoes, nitrogen, phos- 

itself. The results of the investiga- phoric acid and potash would have to . 

tions at experiment stations and by|be added in about the proportions 

practical growers, while not always| given above, and in sufficient quantity 

uniform, in general indicate as follows| to supply the vines and tubers the 

regarding thé care and selection of| land was expected to yield. A formula 

seed potatoes. made up on this basis would be very 

The seed should be from mature put! different from any mixed fertilizer on 

not over-ripened potatoes. It shouiu! the market, and would contain the fer- 

be kept in the dark in a not too dry| tilizing élements in about the follow- 

atmosphere and as far as possible at| ing proportions: nitrogen, five parts, 

a temperature of 33 degrees to 40 Ge-| phosphoric acid, two parts, and pot- 

grees F. The weight of the cutting is} ash, eight parts. Twenty-six different 

more important than the number of| brands of so-called potato fertilizers
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lowing compo-| potatoes or any other crop that would oe had the following Di be capaliaatea chimed inatert Every 

Available farmer who uses commercial fertiliz- 
og ses Potash |@TS extensively should experiment 
Gace Tag (per cent) | With unmixed gocds enough to ade 

(per ceat) termine to what elements his soil most 12 brands....1.5—2.5 8—9 2—3.25 readily and profitably responds. Some 6 brands ...2 —25 6-9 4-6 | anor limestone soils are quite rich 8 brands ...25—3.5 55-8 710 |i) phosphoric acid, and consequently 
ntain: a small amount The first twelve brands mentioned a ee i relatively large 

cannot properly be called potato or amounts of nitrogen and potash would special fertilizers as their composi- give best résults, while some of our tion is practically the same as all gen- granite soils and clay loams are quite 
eral ‘purpose goods. The formulas ot rich in potash, and respond best to a the last eight approximate more near- fertilizer containing relatively large ly to the popular idea of what a potato amounts of phosphoric acid. : manure should be, but even these carry A study of the experimental data in- 
Imuel more: phosphorie acid In propor |-51 as thatthe pusetis aplaiib/His es Hon. to:the nitrogen and potash (087 | cst in a rich antl which tu ebandaniie contain than is found in the plants or supplied with all fertilizing elements. in farmyard manure. It is possible In the early stages of its growth, when ; that in using commercial fertilizers the vines are forming, the demand for 
more phosphoric acid is applied than nitrogen is particularly large, and for 
is needed in many cases, yet there is} 115, reason a potato fertilizer should not much evidence at hand in the form] (a tain quite a part of its nitrogen in of accurate experimental data to| a soluole, immediately available form. 
prove this assertion. An analysis of/ 7 ator in the season, when the tubers the ash of the potato shows it to be| rat forming, large amounts of phos- 
exceedingly rich in potash, and ‘the phoric acid and potash are required, i fact has led many to believe that a| also a bountiful supply of water to 
potato manure should contain a large, take up the plant food and transmit it 
amount of this element, but when we through the vines. 
consider the small amount of ash a 

tato contains, we find the amount re- 
eaeoe by ah ordinary crop (fifty-eight The Water Supply. 
pounds) is not greater than is taken There is no farm crop that is more 
up by many other farm crops. Two easily, speedily and greatly affected by tons of mixed hay would take away| the supply of moisture than is the po- sixty-three pounds, while two tons of tato. It has been found by experiment red clover would remove eighty-eight| that it takes about four hundred and 
pounds of potash. twenty-five tons of water to grow a ton In preparing a field for any crop it| of dry matter of potatoes. A crop of is more essential to consider the two hundred bushels per acre would 
special needs of the soil, to render it therefore require approximately six fertile, than the special needs of the hundred and fifty tons of water, equiv- 
crop to be grown upon it. While it A alent to a rainfall of nearly six inches. | true that some plants take up more cf! Because of its need for large water i some one element than cthers, the ~*~ supply, and its remarkable susceptihil- ference is significant when compared| ity to climatic conditions, it follows } with the difference in soils. Most soils | that the average Potato yield is at- are variable in character and comt:o- fected more by water supply than by sition, and it is therefore —— lack of plant food. The selection of | able to make a fertilizer formula fcr| soil and methods of culture must be 

-
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with this fact in view if success is to| the ground. This will not happen in | 

be had. The liberal application of fer- deeply worked land. 

tilizers or the presence of large 

amounts of readily available plant Insect Enemies of the Potato. 

food will prove of but little value if 

the moisture supply is deficient. It is Indispensable as an abundance Jt 

also true that too much water will plant food and moisture are to the 

check the growth as quickly and et- successful potato culture, healthy 

fectually as too little. In most sea- foliage is another requisite of equal cr 

sons here year in and year out you even greater importance. There are 

probably suffer much more from two insects which annually do great 

droughts than from too much wet. In| damage to the potato plant. One, 

Aroostook county, in northern Mai:.e, the Colorado potato beetle, or potato 

with a gravelly, loam soil underlain by bug, as it is commonly called, is easily 

broken ledge so as to form natural and generally fought; the other works ; 

drainage, with a copious rainfall dur- its mischief without attracting much 4 

ing the growing season, thé method o1| attention. 
culture is very different from what 

_your conditions demand. Although Flea Beetle. 

better methods are frequently used 

and with profit, plowing in the fall, and Early in the summer, usually when 

once harrowing in the spring, will, in the potatoes are not more than two 

Aroostook county, Me., suffice for} or three inches high, a small beetle, 

preparation of the soil, and cultivating not more than a tenth of an inch long, 

two or three times, and finishing with} appears and begins feeding upon the 

a shovel plow or other hilling device,| young leaves. The beetles eat smail 

will in most seasons give a fair crop. | cavities in the tender foliage, often to 

Here in Wisconsin the conditions of| such an extent that the plants are 

climate are so different that the treat-| ruined. After they have been feed- 

ment must be very different. Too much ing for a little time the leaves will be 

attention to the fitting of the soil for| found perforated with small circular 

the crop can hardly be given, for no holes, as though made by fine shot. If 

amount of after. tillage can overcome| the beetles do not destroy the crop, 

neglect in prepardtion. Deep. and| the injured parts afford a foothold to 

thorough plowing and harrowing, so as} the spores of the early blight, and 

to make a perfect seed bed, not only| these two pests together may do what 

establishes an earth mulch so as to| neither would be able to do alone in 

prevent the loss of moisture of the| destroying the crop. 

spring rains, but it so fines the soil The beetles are very active, and i 

that the plant food contained in it be- their name, flea beetle, is appropriate. | 

comes accessible to the growing plant.} They often escape notice, for when dis- 

The conservation of moisture by fre-| turbed they jump off the vines at once. 

quent tillage is not understood or} No uniformly protective measures 1re 

practiced as it should be. The old no-| known. Spraying with the arsenites, 

tion that potatoes should be hilled,| dusting young plants, while the foliage : 

and that tillage should cease as soon| is wet, with tobacco dust, lime, ashes 

as the potato is in bloom, is wrong for| or plaster, have been tried with more 

most situations. Hilling is frequently} or less of success. On the whole, the 

practiced so as to keep the tubers most successful remedy tried py us is 

from becoming exposed to the sun;! the Bordeaux mixture (formula 2). 

this is not necessary if the soil was|This does not kill the beetle 

properly prepared. On hard, cael but makes them unhappy, and to a 

pact soil the potato will, because of| great extent drives them from the 

less resistance of the soil, push out of| vines. If applied with an arsenite 

:
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| (formula 3 and 3a) it will be; The purity of Paris green can he 
more effective, and any early appear-|quite readily and fairly accurately 

ing potato bugs will be destroyed at|tested by dissolving the Paris green 

the same time. The early application |in strong ammonia water. If pure all 

of Bordeaux mixture will also protect|of the Paris green will dissolve, the 
the already formed leaves from the|solution turning a deep blue color. 

early blight. Undissolved sediment indicates im- 

purities or adulterations. Another test 
The Colorado Potato Beetle. ‘s to place a ..itle of the Paris green 

This pest, originating in the Rocky; between two pieces of window glass 

Mountains, where it lived upon weeds,|and rub them together. If the Paris 

found that it preferred the potato to| green is adulterated with lime, barium 

its original food, and spread in a few|sulphate, or similar white materials, 

years’ time over the whole country.|the Paris green will appear to turn 

While it prefers leaves of potatoes it| white in places. Paris green of good 

; will eat the stems or even the tubers| quality is intensely bright green and 

' if nothing better offers. Its very|uniform. When adulterated, the green 
greediness suggests the remedy,|loses somethtdg of its intensity and 
poisons. No adequate substitute for|is grayish green and is not always unt- 
the arsenical poisons has as yet been, form. 

found, when all things are taken into} Although the purity of the Paris 
} consideration. Something only mildly| green is of the greatest moment, its 

poisonous, such as Bug Death (prac-j mechanical condition is also import- 
tically impure zinc oxide, finely} ant. To thoroughly protect the plant 
ground), will, if liberally applied, free]it is necessary that the poison be 

the vines from this pest, but such] thoroughly distributed. It follows, 
things are expensive and time-consum-| therefore, that of two equally pure 

ing in their application. The arseni-| greens, the one that is in the finer 

. cal insecticides are best, applied with] powder will prove the more effective. 

water, in the form of a fine spray, a4s|In our experience there is greater 

soon as the slugs appear. To kill alljdanger of purchasing imperfectly pul- 

the bugs the poison must be dis-| verized than adulterated Paris green. 

trputed over the entire plant. Unless 

applied in connection with Bordeaux Blight Rust. 
mixture it is safest to use lime with 

: all arsenical compounds. The applica-| There are a number of fungous dis- 

} tions should be repeated as often as| eases to which the potato is subject 

necessary (formulas 3, 3a, 4 and 4a).| which affect the foliage and annually 

Some of the cheaper arsenoids are as| cause large losses to the grower. Two 

effective as Paris green. There is nojof these so-called blights are very 

reason for using them or Paragrene in| prevalent and there is no year but 

place of Paris green unless they can| what they do much damage and in 
be had at a lower price. Lead arsen-| some seasons completely ruin the crop 

ate is the most satisfactory of the] over large districts. There is no sub- 

insecticides used by the Maine station.| ject relating to potato culture which 

} It is apparently slower in action than|is now of so much importance as the 

i the copper compounds of arsenic, but| blights to which this plant is liable. 

it can be more evenly applied, and it| There is very little doubt that these 
adheres firmly to the foliage without] enemies have come to stay, and that 

burning. Early application, as soon| while in certain seasons and localities 

as the eggs hatch, is important, be-| their ravages may be less than others, 

cause the young, small slugs succumb} they are diseases which must be year- 

] more readily to arsenical poisons than} ly taken into account in order to insure 

ao the large, nearly full-grown ones. the success of the potato crop. There 

i ad
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are two kinds of blight, the early and Anything which interferes with the ; 

the late. It is difficult to decide whichfhealth of the plant predisposes it to 

does the most damage, althdugh they|this disease. Whenever the foliage 

work in quite different ways. The|has been injured, as by attacks of the 

early blight kills the tops and stops} flea bettle, the plant is more liable to 

the growth of the tuber. The sate} the attacks of this fungus. Strong, 

blight not only kills the tops but| healthy plants may be entirely free 

causes the tubers to decay. from the disease, while plants which 

have for any reason been checked in 

Early Blight or Potato Leaf Blight) their growth are ready victims. Since 

(Alternaria Solani). vigorous plants are less likely to be at- } 

tacked, one means of reducing ihe 

This disease is widespread and| damage of this disease is to do every- 

causes great damage. As the name|thing that will keep the plant in 

indicates, it usually appears early in|’healthy growth. Deep plowing, to i 

the season. It is confined to the/furnish an abundant supply of plant 

leaves and green stems, and is usually | foods; frequent tillage, to conserve the 

first noticed about the time the tubers| moisture; large pieces of well-kept 

begin to form. Hot, dry weather! seed, and grotection from the flea bee- 

seems to favor its growth, and it is! tle and Colorado potato beetle will do 

usually most severe on dry soils. In! much to ward off this disease. 

Maine this disease is most prevalent| Bordeaux mixture is an effective pre- 

in the more southern parts of the] yentive of this as of other fungous 

state, while it does comparatively lit-| diseases. It is not a cure but a pre 

ue damage in most seasons in Arocs-| yentive, and to be of much value it 

took county, which is the great po-| must be thoroughly applied before the 

tato section of the state. It is quite| trouble presents itself. If the potatoes 

possible for the early blight to at-)are treated with Bordeaux mixture 

tack a field of potatoes and the owner|and Paris green or other reliable 

not realize the fact, but think the death| poison as sdon as they are two or 

of the vines is due to early maturity.] three inches high, and the applications 

This fact very likely explains why| are followed up after each six inches 

early blight does not attract so much| of new growth of tops, the foliage ‘vill 

attention as late blight. be kept healthy and vigorous and free 

The first indication of the disease is] from insect pests, which will in itself 

the appearance on the leaves of spots,| tend to lessen the liability of attack by 

usually grayish brown, which soon| this blight. The Bordeaux mixture 

become hard and brittle. The disease] forms a coating of copper which pre- 

ordinarily progresses slowly; the spots| vents the entrance of the blight into i 

become gradually larger, particularly] the tissue of the leaf. : 

ni edges of leaves. At the - 
oe —— it the progress| Potato Blight, Late Blight or Rot. 

of the disease is not interrupted, half} This disease attacks the leaves, 

of the leaf surface may be brown,| stems and tubers. Generally the first 

withered and brittle while the re-| noticeable effect upon the leaves is 

mainder is of a greenish color. It| the sudden appearance of brownish «r 

may be three or four weeks before all] blacking areas, which soon become 

of the leaves are entirely dead. In| soft and foul smelling. So sudden is 

the mean time, the stems keep green,| the appearance of the disease in some 

but these finally succumb. The tubers] cases that fields which one day look 

stop growing nearly as soon as the| green and healthy may within the next 

leaves are attacked, and in case of an|day or two become blackened 2s 

early appearance c” the disease the thouga swept by fire. The rapid 

crop’ is a failure. spread of the disease, which is caused
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by a parasitic fungus, is dependent in|ent. This external growth consists of 

large measure upon certain conditions| the spores and all the parts bearing 

of moisture and heat. A daily mean| them. These spores mature very 

temperature of from 72 degrees to 74| quickly and have the power of im- 

degrees F. for any considerable time,| mediately propagating the disease. 

accompanied by moist weather, fur-| They are small and light and are car- 

| nishes the best conditions for the| ried rapidly by the wind. It is these 
spread of the parasite. On the other| bodies that cause the rapid spread of 

| hand, if the daily temperature exceeds| this potato disease. After maturing 

77 degrees for a few days, the develop-| from the leaf, some of these spores {fall 
ment of the disease is checked. This| to the ground and by rains, or othér- 

fact explains why the fungus seldom!|.wise, are brought in contact with the 

| occurs to any serious extent in BeC-| tubers under ground; here they germi- 

| tions where the mean daily tempera-} nate in the same way as upon the foli- 

J ture exceeds 77 degrees for any length; age. The color of the affected tubers 

} of time, and probably why it appears| changes, and unless the disease is pro- 

later than the so-called early blight. | ceeding with great rapidity, a brown, 
' This fungous disease is an old of-| dry rot takes the place of the normal 

fender, and until quite recently has/ white color. Under favorable atmos- 

i been regarded as the most serious! pheric conditions the disease may 

enemy the potato grower has to deal| spread with such rapidity that a black 
} with. Because of the difficulty, in mild|foul-smelling, wet rot results. The 

cases, of distinguishing between this| decay may take place slowly, and pro- 

and the early blight, much of the dam-| duce black, discolored places through- 
age of the latter has in the past been|out the potato, or it may occasion its 

| overlooked or attributed to the late| complete destruction. It is, of course, 

blight. In all severe cases it is ac-| possible that the disease may be com- 
companied by’ a strong, disagreeahle|municated to the tuber through tne 
odor, which is easily recognized after | stem, but this is not supposed to be its 
it has once been experienced. usual method of attack. 

Unlike the early blight it attacks} Fortunately the growth of this fun- 
strong, healthy plants as freely and| gus, with all its attendant ills, can be 
readily as those that have been par-| prevented by the timely and thorough 

: tially eaten by the flea beetle or Col-| application of fungicides. Bordeaux 
i orado potato bug. The age of the po-/ mixture is the standard mixfure for 

tato plant has little influence upon/ this as for the great majority of fung- 
; the spread of the disease. Apparentiy|ous diseases. The same treatment 
: the fungus is able to thrive upon all|recommended for early blight will be 

potato foliage, and old and young|etucacious in preventing the late 
: foliage and plants suffer equally from| blight upon the tops and the subse- - 

its attacks. The late blight not only | quent rotting of the tubers. 
stops the growth of the tubers but 
causes them to rot. Leaf Diseases, etc., Resembling Blight. 

This potato disease is sometimes; Leaf burn or scald sometimes oc- 
called the “downy mildew,” because in | curs and may be confused with early 

; favorable circumstances a downy or|blight. The tips and edges of the 
i moldy growth appears on the under|leaves turn brown, and these discol- 

: surface of the leaves. This is white | ored areas soon become hard and brit- 
in color and of considerable density.|tle. The burning or scalding may oc- 

The upper surface of the foliage does|cur at any time and is the result of 
not show it, but wherever this frost-| unfavorable conditions surrounding 
like growth is present it is almost cer-|the plant. Long-continued cloudy and ~ 
tain that the potato rot fungus is pres-| damp weather, followed by several hot
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and bright days, is apt to result in the] with a weak solution of corrosive sub- 

burning of the foliage. Leaf burn | limate (formula 1) or formaline (for- 

may, also occur as the result of pro-| mula 1a) and then spread out to dry. 

tracted dry weather. After drying, the potatoes may be cut 

Leaf poisoning or burning may oc- and planted in the usual way, care be- 

cur where Paris green is applied to) ing taken not to allow them to touch 

potatoes, and frequently it cannot be| any box, bag or bin where scabby po- 

distinguished from early blight by an tatoes have been kept. ll treated 

ordinary examination. It sometimes| tubers should be planted, to avoid dan- 

happens, therefore, that farmers are| ger from the poison on them. 

led to believe that their potatoes are 

affected with early blght and other Summary. 

diseases when the trouble has been| Keeping in mind, as I stated at the 

brought on by themselves through the outset, that there is no best method 

improper use of Paris green. In- for growing potatoes more than any 

juries resulting from the use of this| other crop, and that conditions must 

_ substance are very apt to occur where modify practice, the following are the 

flea beetles have eaten the foliage.| general points to be observed in suc- 

The arsenic attacks the tissues at such | cessful potato culture. 

points, and as a result more or less} The soil must be thoroughly pre 

circular brown spots are produced,| pared and fined. Wherever possible 

having for their centers the holes there should be both fall and spring 

eaten by the flea-beetles. By combin- plowing. The potato crop seems to 

ing the Paris green with Bordeaux or demand a complete fertilizer for its 

with lime, these injuries may usuatly| best growth. Farm manures are best 

be avoided. applied broadcast, and either plowed 

in or worked in with a suitable harrow. 

Potato Scab. For most localities with small sum- 

Scab is one of the most widespread] mer rainfall flat culture is to be recom- 

diseases affecting the potato, and is| mended. If the seed is to be dropped 

unfortunately too well known to need| by hand the furrow should be opened 

description. While injuries of various with a shovel plow; if the planting 

kinds produce a roughened surface, is done by machinery the planter 

which is sometimes mistaken for scab,| should be set so as to place the seed 

it is safe to say that ninetenths of| two to four inches below the surface. 

what is known as scab is due to the| The rows should be thirty to thirty-six 

attack of a minute fungus studied and| inches apart and the seed dropped 

described by Dr. Thaxter, at that time twelve to sixteen inches apart in the 

mycologist to the Connecticut Experi-|row. The light application of com- 

ment Station. The fungus will live in| mercial fertilizers (five hundred to i 

infested soil for years, and once es-| one thousand pounds to the acre) for 

tablished it is well nigh impossible to| starting the crop will in most cases 

get it out of the land. Every precau-| prove remunerative. This should be 

tion should be taken to keep land free| applied in the drill, care being taken 

from this disease. The most likely| that the fertilizer does not come in 

sources of contamination are potatoes] contact with the seed. 

used for seed, although farm manurgs The seed should be well grown, 

may become a source-of contamina- medium sized and carefully kept in 

tion, usually because of scabby po-| the dark and in the cold until time for 5 

tatoes or roots which have been fed to| planting. The seed should be soaked 

stock or added to the compost heap.| for two hours before cutting, in a s0- 

All potatoes used for seed, whether ap- lution of corrosive sublimate (formu'a 

parently affected with scab or not, 1) or formaline (formula la); because 

should before being cut be treated} of its less poisonous qualities forma- 

#4...
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: line is to be preferred. After being|be used. The spraying should be con- 
treated, the seed should be spread out| tinued as long as the potatoes continue 
and carefully dried, and not allowed to| to make rapid growth. To ward off 
come in contact with anything that| the blights it is necessary that each 

has been used as a receptacle for scab-| leaf be protected so far as practicable 

by potatoes. This will prevent inocu-| with a coating of copper. 
lating the soil with the fungus which} Spraying is the most effective 

produces scab, but will not kill the| method of applying insecticides and 
fungus already present in the soil.] fungicides. To obtain the best results 
The seed should be cut into as large| the material must be forced through a 

pieces as practicable, with not less| proper nozzle so as to make a very 
than two eyes to each piece. fine mist. On small fields a force 

A few days after planting, the field| PUMP, a hose, nozzle and a barrel for 
| should be harrowed with a finetoothed| holding the spraying mixture, and a 

harrow. This is the beginning of ihe| W@80n for carrying the above, would 
soil mulch which it is important to| Constitute the necessary spraying out- 
keep over the land during the growing] fit. This form of an outfit can be 
season so as to conserve the moisture.| used not only for spraying potatves 
Furthermore, this first harrowing will| but also used on fruit trees. In large 
kill the weeds which are beginning to| fields, ten and twenty acres or more, 
germinate. It sometimes is practic-| it is advisable to use an automatic 

| able to harrow a second time before|SPrayer. In our practice we have 
the potatoes are up. After the po- found those that spray four rows bet- 

tatoes are through the ground the| ter than where it is attempted to spray 

' horse weeder can be used once to ad-|@ larger number at one time. The Ver- 
vantage. A fine-toothed cultivator] Morel is the most satisfactory spray- 
should be used between the rows|img nozzle which we have used. It 
throughout the growing season, unti]| throws a finer spray than others and 

' the vines practically cover the ground.| 18 on this account easily clogged, and 
: This can ordinarily be used to ad-| care must be exercised that the spray- 

: vantage as frequently as once in ten| ing mixture is.carefully strained. 
. days, and should always be used after Formulas. 

a rain of sufficient amount to compact| Caution—The following formulas 
the surface soil. It will, of course,| are for use on the potato. In many 

be necessary to narrow up the cultiva-| cases they are not adapted for more 

: tor as the vines begin to spread. tender plants. Keep all poisons care- 

; The fighting of insect and fungous| fully labelled and out of tlié reach of 
enemies is as important as any other| children and animals. 

/ part of potato culture. The applica-| Formula 1. Corrosive Sublimate. 
; tion of an arsenical poison is the ouly| Corrosive sublimate, ....... ....2 oz. 

reliable inexpensive method for fight-| Water ......... ......... -..15 gals. 
ing the insect pests, and Bordeaux| The corrosive sublimate dissolves 

. mixture is the only sure preventive| readily in water. 
/ of the blight. As soon as the po- . Formula la. Formaline. 

tatoes are three or four inches in| Formaline (40 per cent. so- 
height they should be sprayed with} lution formaldehydé), ....8 fluid oz. 
Bordeaux mixture and Paris green| Water, ...... .......-.-.-.-.-15 gals. 

7 (formula 3), or Bordeaux mixture and Formula 2. Bordeaux Mixture. 

lead arsenate (formula 3a). This treat-| Copper sulphate, ........ ......5 Ms. 
ment should be repeated as often as| Fresh lime (unslacked), .... ...5 Ibs. 

: the plants make five or six inches of| Water ......... ....+.-.-.--50 gals.* 
additional growth. When the danger; ——— 
of the Colorado beetle is passed, Bor-| *An ordinary oil barrel holds about 
deaux mixture alone (formula 2) can| fifty gallons. 

i 
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The copper salt is dissolved and the] Formula 3a. Bordeaux Mixture and 

lime slacked in separate vessels. Dis- Lead Arsenate. 

solve the copper sulphate (blue stone) | Lead arsenate or disparene, .. .- 1b. 

in about two gallons of hot water, in a| Bordeaux mixture, ........---50 gals. 

wooden or earthen vessel, by stirring, 

or by suspending it from the top of Formula 4. Paris Green. 

the vessel in a cloth bag; pour the so- Paris green, ..... ss+eeeeeeee eB tb. 

lution into the tank or barrel used for] Lime (unslacked) ......-----+--3 IDs. 

spraying and fill one-third to one-half} Water ...-.. +--+ seeeeee .-50 gals. 

full of water. Slack the lime by the ad- 

dition of a small quantity of ‘water, The standard remedy ee tus tes 

and when siacked 86. Uro. oF three| ft, Gru The lime is aaded t 
ae ae oe prevent the Paris green from burnizg 

sulphate, passing it through a brass the foliage. Slack the lime in a little 

wire strainer of about thirty meshes nee anake into a thin paste. a me 

to the inch (No. 50), or through a e lime and Paris green and add the 

cheese-cloth backed by common win- remainder of the water. A stock so- 

dow screen. Stir constantly while add- pats of lime orn be made as de 

ing the lime. scribed under formula 2. 

Much time may be saved by prepar- Formula 4a. Lead Arsenate.* 

ing stock solutions. While any pro-| Lead arsenate, ..... -..- «---+--1 Ib. 

portions can be used, the following] Water ...... ..... --+++-- --50 gals. 

was found in the spraying experi- 

ments made by the station a con- Arsenate of lead acts slower as a 

venient way: poison than Paris green. It can be 

The stock solution of copper sul-} kept suspended in the water better 

phate is made by weighing out fifty| than Paris green; it does not burn 

pounds of copper sulphate, placing it the foliage and sticks to it better than 

in a bag, and suspending it in the ‘op Paris green. For these reasons it 

of a barrel Gontaining thirty gallons of proved, in our experiments in 1900, 

water. The copper sulphate dissolves| more satisfactory than Paris green. 

completely in a few hours. The stock ee 

solution of the lime is prepared by 

slacking fifty pounds of lime, and add- DISCUSSION. 

ing watér so as to make it up to thirty. Mr. Convey—Prof. Woods spoke of 

gallons, and straining through No. over-ripe seed potatoes. What are we 

50 brass screen cloth. To slack and to understand by over-ripe potatoes? 

strain this.amount of lime takes less Prof. Woods—The longer the po- 
than one-half hour. For use, three tato is kept growing the more starch ; 

gallons of each solution and forty-four it is storing up. With us, we seem 

gallons of water make up the formula to get the best results from seed po 

given above. The stock solution of| ‘toes when we dig, them while the 

lime should be kept well covered and| toPS are still green, of a good size, but 
be thoroughly stirred before dipping before they are absolutely mature. I 

out. do not think I can answer the question 
more definitely. 

oe: Hae segs Pa and)“ Mr. Convey—Would you consider po- 

Paris green, 41 oe eee afore has isis zr 
Eons iseincenes Sueweree -| pea by blight—woul ey make 00 

Bordeaux mixture, ......... : -50 gals. seed? 

Make a paste with the Paris green} ——— 

and a little water. Add to the Ber-| ‘*Swift’s lead arsenate or Bowker’s 

deaux mixture and stir thoroughly. disparene.
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Prof. Woods—I would not take po-| over the whole field and harrowed it 

tatoes finished in July to plant the|in just as we work in a fertilizer,-— 

next spring. With early blight ihe| scattered it through the soil. Sul- 

growth would sometimes be stopped in| phur is perfectly insoluble. You have 

July. If I were living in a locality| to move it mechanically somehow. 

z where the seasons were long enough, 1! Mr. West—I used sulphur to affect 

would plant some later potatoes for; the growing tuber and on the next two 

my seed for the next year instead of| rows I used a tablespoon of salt on 

depending upon the crop for market.{each piece of tuber with good resu't. 

In Virginia this has been practiced| Prof. Woods—Salt is soluble. The 

with great success. sulphur would stay in one spot. Salt 

Mr. Matteson—What season of the| will take up water and will be dis- 

year? #! tributed through the soil. I think the 

Prof. Woods—I would plant as late| best way to do, if you have good clean 

as practicable to harvest before frost.| land, is to let the scab-infected land 

The potatoes should be stored at aj alone. 

low temperature, and it is pretty dif- Mr. Scott—Plowing under green- 

ficult to do that in August and Septem-| crops has a good deal to do with car- 

ber. If the potatoes are fairly 1ma-| ing scab. 

tured by the middle of September] Question—You stated that whole 

there will be no trouble in storing| tubers were better than cut ones? 

them, and they will make better seed Prof. Woods—Yes, so far as the ex- 

than if planted so as to mature earlier.| periments went. I do not know 

Mr. Knox—What is this horse weed-| whether that would be true carried cut 

er you speak of? financially. Apparently the larger the 

Prof. Woods—Do you have the Breed| piece of seed pctato, the larger the 

weeder? A. Yes. yield, consequently whole tubers will 

Prof. Woods—That is all right. give a larger yield than a small piece, 

Mr. West—Why do you use sulphur?} but I do not know that it would work 

Prof. Woods—I did not mean to say| financially. 

that we use sulphur. Mr. Scott—I think the U. S. expezi- 

Mr. West—What do you use for|ments have shown that from one- 

treatment? i fourth to one-half have been the beat 

Prof. Woods—When I spoke of the} financially. 

use of sulphur I was talking abont Mr. Millet-—Do you always cut 

; potato scab, and said if it once gets| them? 

, into the soil it is almost impossible to| Prof. Woods—Yes, we always cut 

get it out, and that many experiment|them. They are usually cut into four 

stations, prominently among them tbe| pieces, taking a medium sized potato 

: New Jersey station, had tried differ-| to start with. 

; ent methods of getting rid of it, and Question—How many eyes in the 

that they had found sulphur to be the] pieces? 

most efficacious. But they had to use| Prof. Woods—We plan to have not 

such a quantity to the acre that its|less than two. 

cost made it prohibitive. Question—If-you find a piece with a 
Mr. West—That is contrary to myj bunch of eyes, do you cut it? 

; experience with sulphur. Prof. Woods—No. 3 

Prof. Woods—Did you usea large ap-| Question—What is the size or 

plication? weight of a piece of potato, two 

Mr. West—No, I used on two rows,| ounces? 
twenty-four rods long, half a table-}| Prof. Woods—Not so large,—not 

spoon of sulphur for each piece of| more than one ounce. 

tuber. Question—Would a small potato 
Prof. Woods—They scattered it ail} weighing one ounce give just as good 
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results as a oneounce piece of a experience with it. It is a long, three- 3 

larger potato? g | cornered bug,—something like the 

, Prof, Woods—Has any man here! bugs which have recently devastated 

tried it? our squash patches. 

Mr. Brigham—In prepared ground Prof. Woods—I am inclined to think 

they give larger results, because it] from your description, it is what we 

doesn’t dry out so fast. eall the old-fashioned potato bug, 

Mr. Utter—Would you cut the potato| which did a great deal of damage, but 

according to its variety? : it is best to let it grow, because, while 

: Prof. Woods—To some extent. Of| in the adult stage it does a great deal 

course, with some varieties if the po-| of harm to the potato vine, it lays 

tato is very large, you can cut it into} eggs with the grasshopper eggs and 

more pieces. the young kill the grasshoppers. So, 

A Member—You say that a whole] really, it is our friend. 
potato is better to plant and then you Mr. Convey—Are early or late po « 

say you do not want any more than| tatoes the most subject to blight? 

two eyes, and I have come to the con-|_ Prof. Woods—That depends a good 

clusion that we will have to pick out|deal upon the season. It depends 

the potatoes that have two eyes. upon the climatic conditions, but the 

Prof. Woods—i did not say that, sir.| late blight grows best at a tempera- 

I said that the piece of seed should| ture of 72 degrees to 74 degrees. If 

have not less than two eyes. we can get the potato out of the way 

Mr. Culbertson—Have you made}before those average temperatures, 

any experiments along the line of in-| we will not run so much risk with the 

creasing the starch content? late blight. 

Prof. Woods—We have tried. The Mr. Convey—1 think the late plant- 

starch industry is a very important] ing is the most subject to blight. 

one with us. We made some experi-| Prof. Woods—lIt is according to the 

ments, hoping that sufficiently marked| atmospheric conditions. 

results might be had to induce the Mr. Brigham—When you plant your 

factories to buy potatoes by the starch| seed six hours after cutting, do you 

content instead of paying the same for} recommend rolling the seed in plaster? 

poor as for good ones, but the greatest Prof. Woods—The results in experi- 

success along that line, and that is not} menting are conflicting. In some cases 

very marked, is in the character of the| the experiments indicated good results, 
fertilizer,—anything that will keep the} but I have prejudice enough left from 

»  yines growing just as long as possible.; my father to prefer to roll them in 

Protracting the length of the growth| plaster. 

i? will increase the starch content. Mr. Selle—Are not ashes good for j 

Mr. Selle—How long before planting} potatoes? 

would you cut seed potatoes? Prof. Woods—Yes. One reason 

Prof. Woods—In practice, if you| why they have grown potatoes in 

have a large field, you may have to} Aroostook county successfully is that 

take advantage of weather conditions,| they have cut off a hardwood growth 

and cut longer before than you would| and burned it on the land. 

theoretically. It would be best four] Mr. Scott—Don’t you want potash 

to six hours before planting. incorporated in a soil which has been 

Mr. Scott—Have you had any ex-| apparently exhausted of that element? 

perience with the potato bug,—some-| Prof. Woods—Potash is soluble and 

thing like the squash bug? the heavy rains would be likely to 

Prof. Woods—The old-fashioned po-| distribute it through the soil. 

tato bug? Mr. Brigham—How much ashes to 

Mr. Scott—We have only had recent| the acre? 

5
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Prof. Woods—Ashes vary from one| understand, a three-year rotation is 

per cent. potash to seven or eight, and| far better than a two-year. 

the composition makes a great deal of} Mr. Brigham—You advise a thorough 

difference. In some localities, where| cultivation of the soil before planting. 

the soil is deficient in lime, they are|Is there any danger in getting the 

valuable because of the lime which} ground too solid? 
they carry. The per cent. of potash Prof. Woods—You know your own 

varies according to the kind of the|jand and I do not. On the kind of 

wood and the heat in burning. Jand that I am talking about a 

A Member—We use forty to sixty] thorough preparation of the soil would 
bushels to the acre. not make it too solid. 

Mr. Scott—What varieties do you} Mr. Utter—Don’t you think that the 

grow in Maine? mechanical condition of the soil has 
Prof. Woods—There is a fashion in| something to do with success? 

varieties. At the present time the] prof. Woods—Very much. 

Green Mountain is the fad in Aroos- Mr. Utter—The plowing under of 

took county. the clover has much to do with the 
Mr. Scott—What are good crops to| mechanical condition when we have 

grow with potatoes? light, sandy soil ‘with too little humus, 

Prof. Woods—We are urging at least} —and also with clay soils. . 

a three-year rotation. If I lived inj Prof. Wcods—I think you are right. 
Minnesota I should preach against con-! Every man knows his own farm, and 

tinuous wheat growing. In our] naturally nobody else can know it as 

country we usually overdo the thiag.| well. A man has to get acquainted 

A very good rotation is to grow the} with his own soil. 
potatoes with either farm manure or Mr. Scott—I think the lack of veg- 

a commercial fertilizer; the next year|etable matter in Wisconsin soils is a 
seed with grain, mixed with alsike cr] very common fault. 

red clover; the third year cut one Prof. Woods—Then the clover crops 

crop of clover and plow under in the| would be the best thing for you. 

fall to have it ready to grow the po-| A Member—Yes, but we cannot grow 

tatoes on again. You get the ad-| clover. 

vantage of a large amount of nitrog-| Prof. Woods—I think some of your 
enous matter in the soil from the|farmers can. Find some one of your 

roots and stubble of the clover. neighbors that grow it successfully 
Mr. Hughes—How do you apply|and learn from them. 

manure to the potatoes? Mr. Scott—If you were living further 
Prof. Woods—We apply it broadcast| north, there would be no difficulty in 

and work it in. With a commercial| growing clover. ' 
E fertilizer we plant with planters and] Question—What is the best method 

apply in the planter at the time the|of cultivation? 

: potato is planted. Prof. Woods—For ordinary sec- ‘ 

Mr. Hughes—Have you had any ex-| tions, where there is liable to bea 
: perience with the potato called the| ack of moisture or rainfall, level culti- 
{ “State of Maine?” vation is extremely satisfactory. 

Prof. Woods—Personally, no. Mr. Purvis—Did you -ever try a 
Mr. Hughes—When do you cut your| Weeder? 

potatoes? Supt. McKerrow—I believe Prof. 

Prof. Woods—When convenient. In} Woods said that all weeders were 
theory, a few hours before planting. | 8004. 

Mr. Scott—Don’t you think a three- * Question—A piece of land planted 

year rotation is too short? and after it was first harrowed, put 

Prof. Woods—Yes, I do. But, you| part of it under a covering of straw
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or even manire and not cultivate it] trated and could not be worked up real 

any,—did you ever try that? well, I would plant deepest in that, 

Prof. Woods—I have never tried it. | because there would be so much more 

Supt. McKerrow—You do not have| danger of crowding out and getting 

straw enough, do you? sun-burned. 

Prof. Woods—No, we have not. Mr. Convey—Prof. Woods, stated 

Mr. France—What variety of insects] that he would prefer to keep the seed 

work upon potato bloom? in a dark place until planting time. We 

Prof. Woods—I do not know. Ij have tried cutting the seed and ex- 

do not think that the honey bees work posing it to more or less light for a 

upon the potato blossoms. The po-|short time and it would start a single 

tato is closely related to the tomato| green sprout that would help to make 

and the bees do not work upon the| the crop earlier later on. 

tomato. Prof. Woods—There are several 

Mr. France—How many pieces do| ways that have been worked out very 

you put in a hill? successfully for getting early potatoes, 

Prof, Woods—We do not plant in) and amgng others the one you suggest. 

hills. We plant in rows and put them Mr, Scott—About the depth of plant- 3 

from fourteen to sixteen inches apart} ing, would it not depend largely upon 

in the row and one piece in each place.| the drainage of the soil and also the 

Mr. France—How far apart are the| time of planting? 

rows? Prof..Woods—All of those things 

Prof. Woods—From twenty to thirty-| must come into consideration. No 

six inches. man can make rules for another man 

Mr. France—About how deep do you| to follow on his farm. 

plant them? Mr. Brigham—Would you plant early 

Prof. Woods—From two to four] and late crops the same depth? 

inches. Prof. Woods—Now you are getting 

Question—Is_ three inches about| beyond my own practical knowledge. 

right? You see, we only have one crop. 

Prof. Woods—That would be the| Mr. Scott—It is practiced in this 

average. state. We plant late crops from the 

Supt. McKerrow—Would not the| las. of May to the 10th of June, about 

depth depend upon the soil? four inches in depth. 

Prof. Woods—It would depend upon} Mr. Convey—You spoke about the 

that very largely. bleeding of the seed at cutting time. 

Supt. McKerrow—Would you plant} Would it be as detrimental in moist as 

the deepest in loose, porous sandyj in dry soil? 

soil, or in heavy clay? Prof. Woods—Probably not. ‘ 

Prof. Woods—Well, if the heavy; The Institute adjourned to 7:30 p. m. ) 

clay was not going to be easily peu 

1
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| 

EVENING SESSION. 
| The Institute convened at 7:30 p. m., MR. L. E. SCOTT in the Chair. 

bahaemelisicats 

AGRICULTURE IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. ‘ 

MRS. IDA E, TILSON, West Salem, Wis. 

Harvard’s brilliant President, Edward Advantages of Rural Life. 

Everett, in a speech delivered in 1837, Naturally, this is the next question 
over sixty years ago, said that next to ain cma “Ig the country any 

eternal things, the people of the U. 8.) hotter place to live in than a city?” 
. showed most interest in education. Did Well, where do poets, artists and 

he live now, he might not make his ex- cate go for subjects ant on 

ception, if we may trust Gen. 0. O. amples, when they wish to depict in- 
Howard, who recently declared We! | \.once and comfort, and where when 
have no more theological serrions be- they portray sin and suffering? 
cause ministers themselves are so According to the raneasehae of 
busy with the practical details of this Arthur McDonald. “for the Journal of 

life of doing. If we do not lose sight Sociology, and be. is said to. baveex: 

of heaven, it seems to me the best D0s-) | ined five thousand children, those 
sible preparation for it is to live aright of the city are more ‘eivacioaa! while 

the life that now is. I always take) toc0 of the country have aus ae 

pleasure in presenting agricultural durance, and, after five years of age, 

education, because it certainly has country children are taller and weigh 
much to do with our material pros- more. Mr. Wm, Porter, who is raid 

perity, and surely we can look UP] to have examined thirty thousand chil- 
et eee va eee Goa: dren in St. Louis, and other scientists 

Though God is behind history and/;, the y. g., France and Russia, find a 
figures, agriculture opens a so ai- general correspondence between brain 

rect path to Him than figures ¢o. power and weight of children, that is 
a those promoted oftenest and easiest, 

Why Teach Children Agriculture? average better size than the laggards 

Usually the first question asked me} at the foot of classes. : 3 
is “Why teach children agriculture?” Putting these conclusions together, 

To help preserve a balanced state of} we see the country is not only the best 

our population, I reply. According| place to grow cabbage, but also to 

to various statisticians, city popula-| grow bodies and brains. You re- 
tion is gaining by a much more rapid| member when Senator Dolliver inter- 

per cent. than our country population! viewed the great men of New York 
is. In the last one hundred years, the] city, he found every last one walked in 

collective population of our cities has}from the country, except Theodore 
doubled itseif one hundred and fifty! Roosevelt, just one exception to keep 

times, while that of the rural districts} city boys from despair. 

has only doubled itself fifteen times. ss 

Of our people, 40 per cent. now live in| Agricultural Text-Books and Teachers. 

cities, 20 per cent. in villages, and 40} One frequent objection has been 
per cent. are farmers. | “There are no text-books.” A demand
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always creates a supply. The text-| not teach the children, and through 

books are in sight, and when states| them the homes, that grains and grass- 

make agriculture a branch of public in-| es, alone, make a more artistic deco- 

struction, Normal Schools will attend ration than unsuitable pictures or 

-to fitting the teachers. It is hardly a combinations? 

passing fad, like so many things that Some microscopes and @ field glass 

have wearied the souls of teachers.| would cost no more than globes. One 

The Agricultural colleges, Experiment! of my great pleasures, the past sum- 

Stations, and various agricultural and| mer, was looking through a microscope 

horticultural societies, inaugurated at| at the flowers of my double white hel- 

great expense, are anxious for new| lyhocks, the seeds of which came from 

recruits and are a large body of men| Whittier’s garden. Among other won- 

to reckon with. ders of construction, the petals 

One county superintendent of seemed covered with diamond dust, in- 

schools sent word to me there was visible to naked eyes. 

nothing a young woman could teach If there is an intelligent farmer and 

about agriculture which a farmer| tidy farm near the school house, let 

would value. Yet, many a young wo- the teacher ask permission to go there 

man very acceptably teaches the|some afternoon and be escorted 

science of numbers, who never did try|around. Then ask the children who u 

to measure a load of stone or wooa,| accompany, to write essays on their 

and some of them couldn’t if they| inspection, and draw plans of the 

tried. I remember a brilliant and| farm and fields, locating the buildings. 

popular Farm Institute speaker, who Even in general essay writing, at other 

always began by saying “Now, farm-| times, rural subjects have been too 

ers, don’t ask me how to plow, be-| often neglected for “high-flown” topics. 

cause I never turned a furrow, but I Besides seeing agricultural work, 

have studied soils.” there is much doing which can be ar- 

ranged. In an experimental garden, 

Some Methods of Teaching Agriculture.) 4 variety of seeds may all be planted 

Let us take up some of the more im-} at the same depth. Some will come 

portant methods of teaching agricul-| up readily, others with great difficulty, 

ture, or practical Nature study. and some be lost entirely, showing 

Children learn a great deal by mere seeds require different depths. Simi- 

absorption. Instead of entirely cover-| lar seeds may be put in different soils, 

ing school house walls with spelling | that the effect of sand, clay, or humus 

and geography charts, we might have| may be seen. Soils in the neighbor- 

some charts of the birds helpful or in- hood can be washed and sifted, to cis- j 

jurious to the farmers, as does every| cover the proportion of sand, etc. 4 

rural school house in France. The These are exactly the things Agricul- 

State University of New York has| tural colleges are doing more elabo- 

made a specialty of charts of insects| rately and perfectly. Old seeds or 

injurious or helpful, and the Minnesota! ‘weedy, mixed seeds could be used, to 

Agricultural college is preparing | determine what percentage of valu- 

grain charts, showing stages of growth | able growth resulted. 

and how inflorescence and kernel ep- My soul is weary of letters from 

pear under the microscope. E remem: | Northwestern pouitry keepers, asking 

ber one school room with an impres- whether they shall buy screenings or 

sive picture of Luther and his open| wheat itself. If screenings . are 

Bible, unfortunately flanked on one sixty cents a bushel, or a cent a pound, 

side by a pictured bottle of Hire’s| and one-third of the pushel is foxtail 

root beer and on the other by a gay| or mustard seed, our wheat kernels 

reaping machine, and this is a fre-| will really cost one and one-half cents 

quent office combination. Could we] a pound, equal to clear wheat at ninety
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cents a bushel, because poultry rare-| as possible, away from text-books and 

ly eat those weed seeds uncooked. If] out of doors. é 
teachers in that section, even without 
ever sowing any wheat or clover, Weeds. 

would get small samples of these! president Roosevelt says the great- 
seeds, have pupils pick them over and est internal question is how to pre- 

compare face and real values, they) .o+ve and enlarge our forests. If I 
: would learn much, and I be relieved. should give specimen talks on that 

: great subject, or on the formation of 
Decorating School Grounds. soils, would never get done, so will, in- 

Then, there is decorating school] stead, make some suggestions about 
grounds, in which children should| weeds. 
have an important part, helping to] Perennial weeds, you Know, have long 
plant the trees, pulverizing the new| roots, spreading in different directions, 
bed, keeping the roots wet in transit,| like those of shrubs. Tnese weeds 
firming the earth under the tree] mean to stay, and prepare to draw on 
trunks, and trimming the heads ac-|a large territory and get well anchored. 
cording to amount of roots saved.| The fight with them must be constant 
Gratting and budding are easily taught| and complete. Biennials have a tuber- 

and learned in connection. Our fine| ous root, in which is stored material 

trees in the West Salem school-yard,| for the second and main year, while 
are all in front of the building and on} annuals, which must get their nourish- 
the north side, at that. Let children] ment quickly, have a thick, circwar 
discuss arrangement, and learn that a| mat of short roots. If biennials and 
background for main building and a| annuals can only be kept from seeding, 

screen for outhouses, is most effective.] they will disappear. Pasture grasses 

have roots more like annuals, and may 
Study of Birds. seem an exception, but they are only 

meant to grow thickly, giving us 
ae — yiouene co beautiful turf, while couch grass, and 
with me at its close. “He is so fond other undesirable sorts, have the long, 

of Nature sttidy,” she said. “No, I am branching perennial style of root. 
not,” very unexpectedly and emphat- beets ese Seen, (can, UG eeeee 
‘ 2 children, in any school-yard, or by any ically broke in the boy. It was quite 
embarrassing for his mother, and a road-side, and would have a great ef- 
trifle so for me. By tactful inquiry, fect on cleaning future farms. 

I found he was learning, in school, the 
i divisions of birds. Accipiters, passeres, In Conclusion. 
i etc., scansores, gallimaceae, gralia- I call the country school teacher, the 

tores, natatores, brevipennate, and| educational “maid of all work.” When 
you would not like those names, your-| we get consolidated rural schools, may 
selves. “Does your teacher ever walk| we not, next hope that both here and 

} and talk with you, and show you the| in towns or cities, there will be, for 
; birds eating those insects which would| each school, one instructor who can 

otherwise ruin our crops and trees?”| teach agriculture, the foundation of all 
I asked. “Oh, yes,” said the little fel-| other kinds of business, and also one 
low, and, fairly clapping his hands, he} other instructor who can teach cook- 
gave a most animated, intelligent ac-| ery, or transmuting farm products in- 
count of what had been done in that|to healthy boys and girls? Are not 
line. Here is testimony to the value|some modern educational ideas “far 
of practical Nature study or agricul-| fetched?” Was not the clerk correct, 
ture, and also to the advisability ot| who, taking civil service examination, 
conducting such instruction as much| was asked tlre sun’s distance from the 

; 
le ee ae
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earth, and replied he did not know, but; “Is not the word of truth very nigh 

was sure it was not near enough to in-| thee, even in thine own mouth?” 

terfere with his work? 

oe 

MODERN METHODS OF DOING BUSINESS. 

REV. THOS. W. NORTH, Milton, Wis. 

sn 
| quarter acre of shallow milk pans and 

| | the old hand-dash churn, that was @ 

true test of the perseverance of the 

saints. 

| In former days the shoemaker went 

from house to house with his tocls and 

roll of leather, staying until he had 

" 
the family shod for the winter, and he 

f was followed in his rounds by the : 

. tailor, the clock tinker and the ped- 

dler with his pack. 

This has all changed and on the 

farm we have the era of improved ma- 

|chinery. Now we see the traction en- 

zie, the gang-plow, the self binder, 

| { the steam thresher, and the horse 

4 
power corn planter. The farmer takes 

Le his milk to the creamery, where it is 

q ° YW separated and churned and worked by ws 

steam power. Great mills and fac- 

tories card and weave and knit and 

F make the clothing forthe family much 

— . easier and cheaper and better than it 

= 
could be done at home. Machinery 

Thos. W. North. has done much to emancipate the 

farmer and especially the farmer’s 

Modern business methods are in de wife. 
{ 

cided contrast with the methods of The traveling man of today is not 

former years. This change is ap-| the shoemaker, the tailor, and the 

parent in every line of business. How| clock tinker, but the army of men 

different the work and business on the|sent out by the great commercial 

farm as compared with those of forty | houses to deal with the merchants and 

or even twenty-five years ago, and| supply them with goods. The small 

what is so plainly manifest there is| shop, in which one man with a few 

but on a parallel with what has taken| tools did all departments of work, has 

place in all lines of business. given place to the large factories with 

When we speak of the farm of|hundreds of men and costly ma- 

former days, we think of the sickle,| chinery. Business on a large scale 

the scythe, the flail, a crude plow, and| and with vast capital is one of the 

an ox-team, or of the ever-present characteristics of the present time. 

knitting needles, the hand cards, the Our grandfathers never dreamed, in 

foot-power spinning wheel and of the! tueir most visionary moments, of the
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! vast scale on which business enter-] less than one hundred million each and 
prises are conducted at present. Anf/a hundred families whose average 
old adage was “As rich as Croesus,”| wealth is $25,000,000, or more. No 
but Croesus was a pauper as compared | other nation can furnish such an ar- 
with the great merchant princes and| ray of wealthy men. The richest dukes 
business kings of our day. The total| and lords, or bankers and railroad 
wealth of Croesus, the Lydian king,| magnates of the old world cannot com- 
would scarcely have equaled the an-| pare in wealth with our rich Ameri- 
nual income of the men of our day. cans. We have departed a long way 

from the simplicity and equality of 
Magnitude of Business Enterprises. | former times. 

+ “Sixty years ago,” says James Bryce, In magnitude of business enter- Pr > 
prises, our day is the marvel of the M. P., “there were no great fortunes in 

centuries. One of the best illustra-| AMerica and few large fortunes and no tions is the United States Steel Cor-| Poverty. Now there is some poverty, 
poration. This great corporation, with a, wal ttn : sisal @ capital of $1,404,000,000, was or-| PU! oe ee ae woes 
ganized by Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan in| *0Y © ‘erat fabbeass will Goatinde s January and February of 1901, and is,|* * * 
without doubt, the largest concern of wine cee ses aa =. 

bwo months Mr. ‘Morgan’ bought out| MAY surmise thet the equallty of ma 
and consolidated into one great corpor- ee ae ee eae 
ation eleven of the great steel and iron cake ses ae om a es a 

Z companies of the country and within : h b ie cowth of very tic Slace 
three months from the time of buying t ¥ 2 f th . li de on 
the first plant had this great corpora- - oa = oa me ~ PEs ary 
tion perfected and doing business as a aae aes ot the Otter cn rl t t 
the United States Steel Corporation. ae a Aitcing Ghibas Eeniie ae 
In this transaction Mr. Morgan bought ae ating up a aroat ieaney teas 

Ties pier ets of Tae Cantera se rapidly increased. United States cen- pany for $160,000,000 and the Federal sus expert Geo. K. Holmes, shows that 

Steel Company for $200,000,000, and seventy-one per cent. of all the wealth $00,000,000 was the smallest amount of die count i db ‘ 
paid for any of the eleven companies’ ad peti 6h — Led 
interests. Our fathers did business| °°? on hone aaa Lal 
on the scale of hundreds of dollars, cae pe ae te tégaee gee 

and sometimes transactions reached sixty-four per cent. of the families own thousands or tens of thousands, but t today it is hundreds of millions but nine per cent. of the wealth and 
: more than half of these own nothing. 

i - Only one man in four in New York Concentration of Great Wealth. City at death leaves any property ex- 

One of the marked features of cept his clothing and household ef- 
modern methods is the concentration] fects. One-tenth of the families own 
of great wealth in a few hands and the} more than three times as much as the 
concentration of business enterprises| other nine-tenths. 
into great trusts and corporations. A few years ago, Extra Census bul 
The multi-millionaire, or even the mil-| letin No. 63 revealed the fact that at 
lionaire, is a recent product. Forty| that time two-thirds of our people 
years ago there may have been one or| lived in rented or mortgaged homes. 
two persons in our country worth a Only about one-third owned their 
million dollars each. Today there are| homes unincumbered. 
perhaps a dozen who are worth not| These facts furnish food for medi-
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tation. Wealtl does not necessarily | hood of $25,000,000 was the neat little 

make a man dangerous, it may make/sum, over and above otherwise large 

him a great benefactor, it certainly profits, that the trust gathered in by 

gives him great power. In a govern-| this tax. 

ment like ours the concentration of so At this time, according to the New 

much power in a few hands is cer-| York Commercial Bulletin, the annual 

tainly not the most healthful condi-| profits of the trust was $25,593,000. 

tions of affairs. The trust was at the time capitalized 

““Byery age in its decline,” says for $37,500,000, of seven per cent. pre- 

Cannon Farrar, “has exhibited the| ferred stock and $10,000,000 of six 

spectacle of selfish luxury side by side| per cent. bonds. After paying the 

with abject poverty, of interest on the preferred stock and on 

‘Wealth a monster gorged’ the bonds, the profit on the common 

‘Mid starving populations’ ” stock would be 59.65 per cent. This 

“Ayarice and luxury,” says Charles| ought to be sufficient without the ad- 

Sumner, “have been the ruin of every | ditional tax. Subsequent Congressional 

great state.” “Sedition,” says Ban-| investigation revealed the fact that 

croft, “is bred in the lap of luxury.” this trust virtually bought up both 

We in America are apt to think that] the great political parties in 1892, at 

this condition of affairs prevails to an| least so far as the tax on sugar was ; 

alarming extent in many European} concerned, and dictated the sugar 

countries. While we may learn useful} schedule on both the McKinley and 

lessons by studying our neighbors} Wilson tariff bills. 

across the seas, we may find some ma- a y 

terial for reflection nearer at home. If} Danger of Great Business Combina- 

anarchy and dangerous socialism ever tions. 

make any great headway in our coun- It is the abuse of the power of 

try, it will be because of the abuse of| wealth that makes these great busi- 

the power that great wealth gives. ness combinations, called trusts, dan- 

gerous. Their rights and powers should 

Power of Trusts. be carefully prescribed. The large 

Our people rebelled and sought| business enterprises of modern times | 

freedom from British rule because of| cannot be successfully conducted with- 

taxation without representation. The] out large capital and the large combi- 

great trusts and monopolies of the/ nations are essential to the fullest de- 

present day have power to tax the peo-| velopment of our vast resources, if 

ple far beyond anything of which the| honestly ‘and safely conducted they 

British people ever conceived. would prove a blessing; they become : 

Several years ago the Sugar trust,| a menace and a curse because they are 7 

without any just cause, advanced the] so often selfishly and dishonestly con- ~- 

price of sugar three cents a pound and| ducted. By this means the large 

held it at that price for several months.| stockholders defraud the small hold- 

It was practically an arbitrary tax| ers, kill competition and rob the peo- 

levied by a great corporation for| ple. 

private use. Had the advanced prices 
been maintained for a year, it would Standard Oil Company an Illustration. 

have been equivalent to a tax of $90, One of the most striking illustra- 

000,000. Compared with this the} tions of this is the rise of the so- 

famous British tea tax, against which called Standard Oil Company, first 

our fathers rebelled, was a weak and| known as the “South Improvement 

sickly infant in both size and odious Company.” The South Improvement . 

qualities. In this latter case we had| Company made a secret contract with 

little means of redress, except to re-| all leading lines of railroads, the prin- 

fuse to use sugar. In the neighbor- cipal features of which were:
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| 1. To double all freight rates to all| trolled the buying and shipping of all 

competitors (other oil companies) and! wheat from the Northwest, forced the 

to pay the extra charge collected from| freight rates on all roads and thus 

competitors into the treasury of the| completely controlled the wheat mar- 

South Improvement (or Standard Oil)|ket. It was estimated that by this 

Company. understanding with the railroads the 

2. To make any other changes in| farmers were being defrauded to the 

rates necessary to guarantee the de-| extent of $5,000,000 annually. The 

struction of competing companies and| “Big Four” meat packers have con- 

i the success of the South Improvement! trolled the market price of meat and 

Company. live stock in a similar manner. 
.. 3. To spy out the details of their 

“eompetitors’ business and to make} public Ownership of Railroads Neces- 
daily reports to the South Improve sary. 

ment Company of all the shipments by 

other persons, with full particulars. For some years every Congress and 

This secret contract would give to| Many state legislatures were called up- 
| the South Improvement Company an on to appoint committees to investi- 

average of nearly a dollar a day on gate the encroachments of some 

cach of the eighteen thousand barrels| Tat trust or corporation and not un- 
then being produced daily by compet- frequently such investigation revealed 

| ing ccmpdnies, with no work whatever] the fact that the corporation had been 
on the part of the company itself. far-sighted enough to anticipate such 

A member of the Congressional action. Congress has more than once 

committee of investigation estimatea| been balked in such investigation by 
that the railroad companies under|Preelection pledges made to private 
this agreement in a single year paid to corporations. The interstate ; com- 

the South Improvement Company’s merce law was passed to meet this dit- 

) _ treasury $6,000,000, collected as extra| ficulty, so far as the railroads are 
freight rates from other oil com- concerned. In my opinion the bill 

panies. The result was disastrous,|2eeds an over-hauling. While no 

business failures were multiplied and| °Ubt it has accomplished much, it has 

| there was general distress in the of]|20t done all that is desired. The 
regions and the commercial panic of railroads are our creatures and shoula 

| 1873 was partially caused by the un- be under our control and should not be 

) just manipulations of this company. used as a means of injuring the public. 

. History of trade furnishes few par-|! Should be in favor of annulling the 

| allels of the extortions and usurpations| !t@nchise or charter of any road that 
j of power as those practiced by the would enter into any such secret com- 

Sugar trust, the Whiskey trust, the pact as that I have mentioned. Bet- 

Standard Oil Company, the Big Four ter that the public own the railroads 

. Meat trust and the Western Grain| than that the public be owned by the 

. Elevator combine. These great trade| "ilroads. 
| pirates have largely secured this great 

power in the business world through Annual Income of Trusts. 
secret contracts with the railroad The annual incomes of these gigan- 

lines, similar to those mentioned be} tic trusts and combinations is fab- 

tween the railroads and the South Im-| ulous. The New York Sun several 

provement or Standard Oil Company. | years ago, speaking of one of the 

= Legislative Investigation in Minnesota. ee ees oe 

The Minnesota legislature, by an| millions of dollars a year.” The New 

investigation in 1892, revealed the fact} York Mail and Express places the in- . 

that the wheat elevator combine con-| come of one of the Vanderbilts at $30,- 

i a le
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000,000 a year. This is more than| necessarily dangerous. Our civiliza- 

three times the annual dividend of the| tion demands accumulation of wealth. 

Bank of England to all its stockhola-| We cannot have well-equipped schools 

ers. 
and large charitable institutions and 

The dividend of the Standard Oil| great business enterprises without 

Company from 1891 to 1895 was twelve| considerable accumulations of capital 

per cent. a year on its capital. In| and naturally more will be in some 

1896 it was thirty-one per cent; in| hands than in others. To this no 

1897 it was thirty-three per cent; in reasonable person can object. The 

1898 it was thirty per cent; in 1899| thing to which we object is that the 

it was thirty-three per cent; in 1900 it| directors or managers of a great 

was forty-eight per cent; in 1901 it| financial concern should unjustly use 

was forty-eight per cent, anda similar| their power to defraud and rob smaller 

dividend, amounting to $20,000,000 has} stockholders and oppress the people, 

just been distributed. and add millions to their fortunes that 

Average Wages of Working Men. rightly belong to others. 

The average wages of working men State Should Prescribe Powers of Cor- 

is not far from $600.00 a year. In the porations. 

stave o: Massachusetts, the average of A few directors or trustees of a large { 

working men’s wages is $558.68. An corporation can, in a few days, by 

income of $20,000,000 a year, the in- skillful manipulation of the stock mar- 

come, according to the New York Sun,| kets, transfer to their own account, 

of one of the trustees of the Standard| without any return, millions of dollars 

Oil Company, is equivalent to an in-| that belong to smaller stockholders, 

come of $53,680 a day, or $5,368 an who are outside the management. Be- 

hour, for a ten-hour day, more than| cause of the growing numbers, size, 

the average income of thirty thousand| wealth and influence of business cor- 

laboring men. Vanderbilt’s income porations, the state should have bet- 

of $30,000,000 is equal to the average ter control of them. It is useless 

income of fifty thousand laboring men. longer to say that the natural com- z : 

A man who earns $1,000 a year must petition of business will correct these 

live a thousand years to earn $1,000,-| things. It will not. As another has 

000,000. said: “Two or three men at the head 

Richard H. Titherington, in Mun- of the management of a combination 

sey’s Magazine for October, 1894, says| or trust can, at will, abolish the law 

that William Vanderbilt inherited of supply and demand, set aside the 

from his father $75,000,000 and in nine principle of competition which has* ; 

years had added quite or nearly $150,-| governed the commercial world since 1 

000,000, an increase of fortune over the beginning of commerce, close 

and above all expenses of more than factories, tell thousands at a time 

a million dollars a month for nine| whether they can work or not, de 

years; and such a fortune would be| termine who shall and who shall not 

equivalent to more than $10,000 a day| do business, and dictate to the public 

for fifty years. both their market and also the price 

they shall pay.” 

Plea for More Even Distribution of} This being the case, the state that 

Wealth. grants the right for the corporations 

These things are out of right pro-| to live and do business should more 

portions and the tendency is not a definitely prescribe their powers. The 

healthy one. A more even distribu-| state should govern the corporations 

tion of wealth is a safer condition.) and not the corporations the state. 

Large fortunes and reasonably large| The time has come when definite steps 

incomes are to be expected and are not| should be taken to correct these evils.
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We will syndicate the starlight, 
. Prevalency of Trusts, ‘And monopolize the moon, 

One or two such trusts as the Stand-| Claim a royalty on rest days, 
ard Oil or the Sugar trust are objec-| A proprietary noon; 

aT rd, are 2 no oe For right of way through ocean’s 
. one. e meet them at every turn. spray 
| From the time we first take our milk| We'll charge just what it’s worth; 

= en ee a eels ae ss We'll drive our stakes around the 
roug! ie journey o ife, e lakes, 

“Trust” is on our track to tax us at} In fact we'll own the earth.” 
every turn. The rubber nipple and, } 
in many cities, even the milk is sub-| Laws for Treatment of the Problem. 

ject to trust monopoly. At last, A study of the laws of the different 

wearied with the unequal task, we lie} states will show a great variety of 
down for our last long sleep. Surely| treatment of this problem. The laws 

' now with us the days of the Trust are} of the state of Massachusetts are in 

' numbered, but it is not so, for there} advance of most, if not all, of the 
stands the Coffin trust to tax us on the} states, on this question and can be 

casket that receives our earthly re-/ studied with profit. 
| mains. Finally we are lowered to In Massachusetts no corporation 

our last resting place in the bosom of|can do business until the whole 

mother earth and the sexton rounds! amount of its capital stock has been 

the mound above us. Surely now the} paid in and a certificate of that fact, 

dread monster can disturb us no more! | and of the manner in which it has 
But there stands the Marble trust de-| been paid, signed and sworn to by the 
manding his stipend on the slab that is} president, treasurer, and a majority 
to mark our last resting place. And| of the directors, has been filed in the 
now it is suggested: — office of the Secretary of State. It 

| eB at cis sco ee = further provides that all property of- 
e a SHS peEpenes fered as stock must be entered ata 

} Lying all around our path; reasonable valuation and this must be 
Get a trust on wheat and roses, sworn to by the president, the treas- 

: Give the poor man thorns and chaff; | yrer, and a majority of the directors, 
| Let us find our chiefest pleasure and must be examined by the proper 

Hoarding bounties of today, state or county official and he must 
pene ae ee measure | certify that ‘the stock has been fully 

) © Prices Rave to pay. paid at par in cash or its equivalent. 

Yes, we’ll reservoir the rivers, This prevents the watering of stock 
} And we'll levy on the lakes, or entering property at fictitious 

And we'll lay a trifling toll-tax values and prevents deception of the 

: On each poor man who partakes; public and makes it more difficult to 
We'll brand his number on him defraud the smaller holders of stock. 
That he’ll carry through his life; In addition to this all directors of 
We'll apurentive all re children, corporations should be regarded as 

Get a mortgage on his wife. en simply trustees, dealing with trust 

funds, a trust as sacred as that of the 
We will capture e’en the wind-god, administrator of an estate, and should 

And confine him in a cave; be placed under bonds and be made 

And then through our patent process, | amenable to the courts and no direc- 

We the atmosphere will save; tor or officer of a corporation should 

Thus we’ll squeeze our little brother | be allowed todirectly, or indirectly, buy 

When he tries his lungs to fill, or sell the stock of the corporation 

Put a metér on his windpipe during his term of office, and all books 

And present our little bilK and transactions of all business cor- 

; 

Ph
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porations should be subject annually | an event today would be known in all 

to as careful inspectton by a proper the commercial centers of the world | 

state officer as are our national banks. before the smoke had cleared away 

This would bring to light any such | from the field of battle. 

secret contracts with railroads and| On the 16th of May, 1896, at the Na- 

transportation companies as those that| tional Electrical Exposition at New 

we have mentioned. York, Mr. Chauncey M. Depew sent out 

a telegram, which, after making a cir- 

Modern Means of Travel. cuit of the world, was returned to the 

same building. The message went 

In means of travel and rapid trans-| +5 New York to Chicago, thence to 

mitting of intelligence, the past had Los Angeles, Cal., to San Francisco, 

nothing that will compare with cur 
to Vancouver, British Columbia, 

modern methods. Mackenzie tells us 
thence to Winnipeg, to Montreal, was 

in his history of the nineteenth cem-| (ohjog Tend th to Lisb 

tury that “toward the close of the cabled to eece. anne — 

eighteenth century Lord Campbell ac- Spain, to Gibraltar, to Malta, to 

2 Alexandria, Egypt, to Suez, to Bombay, 

complished the journey from Edinburg |Madras and Singapore, India, to 

to London in three days and three 
Shanghai, China, to Nagaraki and 

nights. But judicious friends warned 
3 Tokyo, Japan, and thence returned 

him of the danger of this enterprise over the same line to the ex osition i 

and told him that several persons who puildi N York nee i 

had been so rash as to attempt it had e ce “ a sek a = ec 

actually died from rapidity of motion.” bes fests at é shisha aa 

The distance is four hundred and thousand five hundred miles. In a 

toma alles, 90. Sree Sa similar manner another message was 

bicycle and a good road could accom- ren Beste oe eon — 

plish that journey in the same time {i 

and have his nights for sleep. The continent, then cabled to Lisbon, 

distance from Minneapolis to Chicago ee ae e eee ne a a 

is three hundred and twenty-five miles na = tx * t ™ ae . q = ere 

and you can eat your supper in Min- Ta ae Baers = is am a saat 

neapolis, go to bed in a Pullman sleep- odern ingenuity and modern bust 

er, and, after a good night’s sleep, ness enterprise have transformed the 

eat your breakfast in Chicago, with no oe oe ee ee 

oe ght of danger from rapidity of mo- and the phonograph, with many other 

On October 24, 1895, a train of two — SapsOrees — . 

parlor cars and one private car ran 06 OF Our OWE ne. ay Se } 

from Chicago to Buffalo, New York, a = speak or sing in New York and be 

distance of five hundred and ten miles, heard in San Francisco, the very tones 

in eight hours, one minute and seven of the voice being recognized. On 

seconds, at one time attaining the a a = ~ great Chicago 

os 4 re, Oct. 9th, 1896, there was a grand 

speed of ninety-two miles an hour. celebration and four long distance 

: a transmitting telephones were placed 

Rapid Transmission of Intelligence. |} ching large funnels at a point in the 

The methods of transmitting intel-| line of the procession and a constant 

ligence have made no less rapid] strain of music from the different 

strides than speed in travel. Great bands, combined with the cheers of 

efforts were made to send with all] the people, were heard in New York, 

possible speed the news of the victory| Boston, Philadelphia and other places, 

of Waterloo to London, but it took} the very words of the cheers being 

three days. This was in 1815. Such distinctly audible.
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Such are the wonders of modern| opened a field for business opportuni- 

science and business enterprise. The] ties such as the world has never be- 

telegraph, the telephone, the great|fore furnished. It should be a clean 

daily newspapers, the fast mail trains} and honest business, without avarice, 

and the rural delivery have made the| fraud or selfishness. = 

people of the world neighbors and| . 

WHAT THE NATION IS DOING FOR THE AMERICAN 
FARMER. 

DR. WILFORD M. WILSON, Representative of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 

which, in the aggregate, employs so 

much money and so many persons in 

the service of agriculture as does the 
Q ee ee United States at the present time. 

a 8 ‘she recognition of the needs of the 
i _ <3 country in this respect came early in 

Ce - ‘ the life of the Republic, but in its 

ee . early struggle for existence, Agricul- 

go 4 ture received but scant encouragement 
= and still more meagre support from 

2 «= < the National Government. But Wash- 
| — ington and others soon saw that to 
bg 7 develop a great country first meant the 

a development of a practical, scientific 

ee oe) Agriculture and that this was only 
si sy | possible under a wise system of na- 

tional patronage. He did not, how- 

> ever, appear to be sanguine of its early 

Si accoiplishment, .or at the beginning 

o | of his second term he said “It will be 
° p f some time, I fear, before an agricul- 

\ tural society with congressional aid 

will be established in this country; 
= z but we must walk, as other countries 

Ben Wiiord hs Wy rar have done, before we can run.” The 
following years of his administration 

Agriculture is the basis of national| only served to impress him still more 

greatness. It furnishes the sinews of! forcibly with the necessity of at once 

war and fosters the arts of peace;| publicly recognizing and _ fostering 

ladens fleets, builds railroads, feeds| the farming industry of the country 

humanity, and turns the wheels of| and in his last message to congress he 

Commerce and Industry. urged upon that body the importance 

There is perhaps no better evidence/ of providing for the development of 

of the greatness of our own country} scientific agriculture under national 

than the fact that there is probably no/ supervision. In that message he touched 

other nation on the face of the globe} the key note of agricultural progress 

; 
: =
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and marked out the foundation upon | to thé farmers along the lines of their 

which the great superstructure of| life work, are probably the most ef- 

Agriculture in this country stands to | fective and far-reaching means to 

day. He said, “In proportion as na-| these ends ever devised by the govern- 

tions advance in population the culti-| ment of any people. 

vation of the soil becomes more and 

more an object of public patronage. in-| Establishment of Department of Agri- 

stitutions grow up supported by the culture. 

public purse. = - + + * It was not until 1888 that the work 

Action by Congress. attained to the dignity of an Execu- 

Among the means which have been tive ee ae Norman J. ees i 

employed to this end, none have been oan of acu ae eet = oer ine d 

attended with greater success than the ened i je ies oF pecesian 

establishment of boards composed of Agric vee eh de : 

public characters charged with collect: Since that es e-ever increasing 

ing and diffusing information, ana| Scope of its work, under the wise and 

efficient administration of our 9Qwn 

enabled by premiums and small pe Rusk, Mort a the or t Hi 

cuniary aid to encourage and assist a ask, Morton, an espera — 

: able Secretary of Agriculture, James 

spirit of discovery and improvement. Wilson, in keeping pace with the wov- 

This species of eatahiishment Cot derful ; aogumenion of production | 

tributes doubly to the increase of im- h ited 4 ia th a 

provement by stimulating to enterprise as resulted in & rap en co 

and experiment, and by drawing to a vative growth, until today its re- 

common center the results of individ- searches and experiments touch every 

ual skill and observation and spread- phase of practical and scientific Agri- 

ing them thence over the whole na- culture. 

tion. 
& 

Congress was not slow to act on Divisions of Work. 

these suggestions and during the The Department of Agriculture is 

earlier years small appropriations fortunate in having under its direc- 

were made for obtaining the latest and| tion men, many of whom are recog- 

best information on agricultural mat- nized throughout the country, as well 

ters and its dissemination among the| as in foreign lands, as experts in their 

people, as well as for the introduction particular line of investigation. In its 

into the new country of new and de-| libraries are to be found the accumu- 

sirable varieties of seeds and plants. lated knowledge and experience in 

The first distribution of seeds was matters agricultural of all the past; in 

made under the direction of the Com- its laboratories are conducted the i 

missioner of Patents in 1836 and the| most refined, scientific investigations, " 

first garden for the cultivation and im-| and on its farms practical demonstra- 

provement of economic plants was es-| tion is made of what applied science 

tablished in 1852. Ten years later| may accomplish. And all this is at 

the work which had been previously | the service of the humblest farmer in 

carried on by various officials was the land if he will but avail himself of 

consolidated with Isaac Newton as it. We may mention some of the work 

Commissioner of Agriculture. of the various Bureaus and Divisions: 

The endowment of agricultural col- The Weather Bureau informs the 

leges by congress, which followed in| farmer of the climatic conditions of 

the same year, and the organization of| his own and other states; by weekly 

agricultural experiment stations in reports keeps him in touch with the 

1887, for the advancement of practi-| general crop conditions throughout the 

cal-education in agriculture and for the| country; warns him of the approach 

dissemination of correct information| of damaging storms and floods, and as-
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sists him to protect his crops against to say nothing of the half million 

damage by frost and cold waves. spent for printing and the one-fourth 
The Bureau of Animal Industry tells| million borne by the Postoffice Depart- 

him how to detect those diseases most} ment in the transmission of its publi- 

dangerous to his stock and the best! cations through the mails, we have an 

methods for their extirpation. It| additional contribution on the part of 

places its stamp of approval on his ex-| the nation of some $2,000,000.00 dis- 

ports and guards his interests in| tributed among the State Agricultural 

foreign countries. It protects him| Colleges and Experiment Stations. 

against the importation of diseased Statistics of the state Agricultural 

animals and reports to him on the con-| Experiment Stations for 1899 show 

dition and best means of improving the| that six hundred and _ seventy-eight 

animal industries of the country. persons were employed in the work of 

The Bureau of Chemistry analyzes| administration and inquiry and that 

the soils of his farm and shows him the| the total annual income was $1,143,000, 

best fertilizers to use; it informs him|of which $720,000 represented the 

how to rid his crop of pestiferous in-| share received from the National Gov- 
sects and how to destroy fungi; it in-|ernment. But this is not all. 
structs him in the chemical composi- 

! tion and physical properties of dairy Staté Agricultural Organizations, 

' products and informs him how to de} 1, the various states of the Union 
| tees nee sasphinsaniers pe Agriculture is represented by certain 

This Bureau will also not only tell state officials. In one state, Pennsyl- 
him how to make a good country road,| yania, we have a Secretary of Agricul- 

| but will tell him why it is good. ture, in sixteen other states there are 

The Bureau of Plant Industry in- Commissioners of Agriculture. In 

a cee of the most advanced Idaho the State Engineer represents 
methods in the rotation of crops and the agricultural interests, while 

how to grow better varieties and more twenty-four states have State Boards 

hardy plants; advises him what fruits] 5+ Agriculture whose Secretaries are 
are most profitable for his locality and the principal executive officers in agri- 
the best method for handling and mar- cultural matters. 
keting them. | In addition to these, twelve states 
— Bureau of Forestry and the! nave State Agricultural Societies, and 

Barca of Sols are ready to Elyse | forty-three states have special officials | formation in their particular lines of in charge of farmers’ institutes So 
! investigation, while the Division of! juch for what might be termed taeiak. 

Statistics, Publication, and other im- ficial representation of Agriculture in 
portant branches, altogether combine the National and State governments 

: to make up the one great Department : 
of Agriculture, which for praétical, i ; 
every day utility to the general public, eecar More eee Co:Operation 
is not surpassed by any other branch 
of.the public service. These several forces, then, namely, 

the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
State Agricultural Colleges and Ex- the experiment stations, the agricul- 

periment Stations. tural colleges, the commissioners of 
But this is not all that is being done| agriculture and the state boards are 

for the American farmer, for besides| the government representatives of the 
the National Department of Agricul-| agricultural interests in the United 
ture, where some three thousand] States. Through these several chan- 
(8,000) persons are employed and| nels the efforts of five or six thous- 
where about $3,250,000.00 are devoted) and trained men, either administrative 

' annually to the service of agriculture, | officers, or in still greater number, 

: =
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scientists and experts in the several| tion existing between the Department 

lines of agricultural inquiry, are di-| at Washington and the agricultural 

rected to the service of the farmer.| officials of the state governments. It 

These forces, moreover, represent in| is a remarkable fact that in many 

the aggregate a total annual expendi-| cases friendly relations seem to be 

ture of not less than seven or eight) more easily established between the 

millions of dollars. Department of Agriculture and the 

These few figures will certainly agricultural officials of foreign govern- 

justify the statement as to the number| ments than with the agricultural rep- 

of persons and the amount of money) resentatives of many of our state gov- 

devoted to the service of the agricul-| ernments. It is difficult to say, and 

tural interests in this country as com-| it is probably not necessary to discuss, 

pared with any other country through-| who is to blame for this state of 

out the world, but gratifying as this| things; the main thing to be noted is 

showing is, it is worth while to in-| that it exists, the main argument to 

quire whether as much is being accom- present is that it should not last. 

plished for agriculture by the forces It may readily be conceded that in 

engaged as this brief enumeration! many states the Commissioners of Ag- 

would imply. riculture and the state boards are do- 

In this connection I am charged by| ing grand work for the agricultural de- ; 

the Secretary of Agriculture to say velopment of their own states, but this 

that: “A little investigation of the sub-| does not dimitiish the force of the ar- 

ject will, unfortunately, convince us gument presented; on the contrary, it 

very quickly that the results, great as rather emphasizes it. .Were the rela- 

they are, do not fully meet anticipa-| tions between the agricultural repre- 

tions, the reason therefor is as obvi-| sentatives of the state governments on 

ous as the conclusion, viz., the lack} tue one hand, and of the National Gov- 

of systematic, co-ordinate, thorough| ernment on the other, to be as inti- 

and effective c-operation of these sev-| mate and cordial as they might and 

eral forces in the work in which they| should be, working, as they are, with 

| are engaged.” It is true that legisla-| the same object in view, it would be 

tion has greatly encouraged co-opera- manifestly easy for both to be recip- 

tion between the experiment stations| rocally useful. The forces of the De- 

and the Agricultural Department, and partment of Agriculture, its extensive 

that through the operations of the ad-| means for carrying on scientific inves 

mirable organization known as the As-| tigations, its opportunities for acquir- 

sociation of Agricultural Colleges and| ing information in relation to what 

Experiment Stations, sympathy and| may be termed agricultural economics. 

co-operation between the workers in both in our own country and abroad, 1 

the National Department and the| should be available to, and, indeed, are 

teachers and investigators in the col-| available to the agricultural depart- 

leges and stations have been stimu-| ments of the state governments, if the 

lated and encouraged, but that this co-| latter choose to take advantage of 

operation should be far more extensive] them. 

and intimate than it is, no one familiar One of the things to be greatly re- 

with the conditions will for a moment| gretted is the infrequency of personal 

doubt. In the meantime, we can only| visits to the Department at Washing- 

rejoice that the need of this effective| ton of the agricultural officials of the 

co-operation at least is fully recog- state governments. It is a remarkable 

nized and that, too, among those most} fact that representatives of the Agri- 

actively engaged on behalf of agricul- cultural Departments of at least a 

tural development, but even as much| dozen foreign countries have been in 

as this cannot be said as to the rela-| Washington investigating the methods 

6
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and workings of the Department of| purpose of studying the Department 

Agriculture almost every year during| and its work, I may state as an inter- 

' the past decade, while it is really] esting fact that some of the foreign 

, doubtful whether during the entire] governments maintain permanently at 

: period of ten years a score of rep-| the Capitol agricultural and forestry 

resentatives of the government of our| experts who thoroughly study and 
forty-five states have visited the Cap-| avail themselves of the work and in- 
itol for a like purpose. vestigations of the Department of Ag- 

: On the other hand, represertatives| riculture. y 
of the Department are frequently sent There are then at least two very 

| to various parts of the country, but] obvious ways in which the relations 

. then almost always on some special] and mutual service of the National and 
mission, with no tinie to spare save for| State workers for agriculture may be 

t its fulfillment and unable, therefore,| greatly extended and encouraged— 

to do anything to cultivate a closer} namely, more frequent visits to the 
and more friendly relation with state] Department by state officials and more 
officials. The effect of a closer inter-| extensive travel and visiting of state 

\ course between our own and the state] officials by representatives of the De- 
departments would unquestionably} partment—in other words, a more 

) have the two-fold result of enabling| frequent intercourse resulting in a 
' our own workers and investigators to} more intimate acquaintance. f 
: learn what are the needs of Agricul-} At present only the first of these 

ture in the various sections of the} metaoas is available. The second 
country and thus to so shape their} would entail an increase in the Depart- 

; work as to meet the wants of the} ment force and an increase in travel- 
grestest number, while, at the same]ing expenses, which can only be sup- 
time, it would tend to spread through-| plied through the liberality of Con- 
out the country and through authori-| gress. It seems probable, however, 
tative channels a knowledge of what] that even under existing conditions the 

| the Department is doing. steps of state officials charged with 
Moreover, through such cordial sym-| supervision of agricultural interests 

: pathy and intimate relations with thegmight be more frequently directed to 
: state departments, the National De-; the National Capitol, where they could 

! partment would be enabled to estab- | meet the Secretary of Agriculture and 
lish co-operation with the several vol-| discuss with him and subordinate of- 

| untary state organizations devoted to|ficers of the Department the needs of 
the agricultural interests in‘some of/Agriculture in their several sections, 

; its many phases. The national organ-|and become more familiar with the 

izations can, and do, though not near-| work of the Department and its 
f ly so much as they might, maintain re-| methods. The value of such visits 

lations with the Department of Agri-| would be greater to the department 

culture and avail themselves of its|workers who need and desire to be 
work and its accumulation of informa-|kept in touch with the country at 
tion, but with the majority of the state | large, and I speak for them as well as 
organizations their relations with the|for the Secretary and myself when I 
Department are extremely slender, and | proclaim a warm welcome for all 
we find it difficult to even induce them | those state officials who will favor the 
to keep the Department informed of | Department with their presence. But 

7 the bare data necessary to supply the|I want to warn them that the Depart- 
i Agricultural Directory, which forms a|ment is a pretty big institution and 

part of the Appendix of the Depart-|that its work cannot be studied in a 
ment Year Book. day. But whether they can devote a 

| Speaking of the rare presence in| day or a week to the study of its 
Washington of state officials for the! methods, the same welcome will be ex-
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tended to them and they will find thejlabor and it is his endeavor to serve 

same eagerness to receive their practi-} your interests whenever qccasion re- 

cal suggestions as to enlighten them quires or opportunity presents. His ‘ 

as to the scope and character of the|life has been devoted to American 

Department work. Agriculture and he rejoices in the suc- 

cess to which it has attained. 

| A Tribute to the Secretary. His sentiment to the American 
In concluding this brief summary of| farmers is worthy of preservation. “I 

the work being done for the Ameri-|am glad to testify that the spirit of 

can farmer, I wish to say that it has|improvement and progress is more 

been my privilege and honor to thus}general amofg American farmers 

imperfectly represent the great De-|than ever before; that the neces- 

partment of which Iam a member and|sity of education along lines per- 

througu it my distinguished Chief, the} taining to economic production is more 

: Honorable Secretary of Agriculture,|fully recognized and that the farmer’s 

James Wilson, of Iowa. home is becoming more and more the 

To tnose of you who have not been|seat of comfort, the center of intelli- 

privileged to enjoy his personal ac-| gence, virtue and happiness, the source 

quaintance, I may say that he is ajof strong men for all vocations and 

practical farmer, an honored member] the sure safeguard of the Republic.” f 

of your own profession. He under-| The meeting adjourned until 9 a. m. 

stands the difficulties under which you | Wednesday. 
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SECOND DAY. 

The Institute met at 9.a.m. Meeting called to order by SUPT. MCKERROW. 

Conductor R. J. COE inthe Chair. Prayer by Rev. J. R. REITZEL. 

FARMERS’ TELEPHONES. 

JAMES FISHER, Jr., Eastman, Wis. 
+ en 

a hasty retreat at the click of the elec- + 

: tric bells. 

Advantages of Farm Telephones. 

om The advantages of farm telephones! 
, Se Who can measure them in their en- 
eo 4 tirety or fully appreciate to the great- 

— est extent the good things that they 
ie . bring upon our farms? A conscious se 

Pa eS a curity comes to the family through the 
i oS . g assurance that they have ever athanda 

. im _* tireless and trusty servant to run their 

= 2 errands, and, in time of danger or 
— , pressing need a messenger as swift 

ee" j as lightning flashes, can be summoned 
yf to their aid. One cannot fully com- 

I prehend the full value of a telephone 
oA in the house until he has had the real 
Ee) experience of it. If people in towns 

. Ve and cities need a telephone, and of 

Mi this there is no question, how much 

more so must those who reside in the 
country, where every little errand 

Jas. Fisner, Jr. means a trip to town, or to one s neigh. 

| bors, covering probably a distance of 

; 3 many miles. But that little wire run- 

. The telephone is to the farmer what) ning from one farm house to another, 
steamboats and locomotives are to} think how much it will do for you; 

transportation, a medium through] that ring of the telephone bell; the 
which distance is largely annihilated,| cheery “hello,” and the familiar tone 
and a closer relationship established| of some neighbor’s voice in a friendly 

among the people. With the advent) talk is something that must be fully 

of the telephone on our farms, that! appreciated before you can thoroughly 

. lonesome monotony of farm life, of] comprehend the advantages of a tele- 

| which we so often hear, becomes a/| phone in your farm house. 
thing of the past; and that isolated If there is some bit of news, how it 

condition, which has hitherto been one| flashes over the wire from one neigh- 

of the drawbacks of country life, beats| bor to another, therefore by the use 

‘ 

:
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of the farm telephone we are constant-| complicated and difficult to keep in re- 

ly receiving some neighborly news an4| pair and construct, but such is not the 

our thoughts are turned jnto new chan-|case. A good *phone will Idst for 

nels; we become brighter and pleas-| years; the only thing that gives out 

anter and have more to talk about| spout it is the batteries and they can 

when the family circle comes together] pe easily replaced at a small cost. 

at the close of a day’s work. It-wvilll go far I have only spoken to you of 

sell hogs’ and cattle, or other farm) the convenience of the telephone in 

products. You get the market report| your homes and perhaps @ few hints 

a day sooner than by mail, often saving]and precautions might be of benefit 

the price of the telephone in onc trans-| tg those who nave had no experience 

action. It will hire help, it will briag] jn building a line. 

the latest news from the town, the 

state, the country and the world. It How to Build a Line. 

a machine breaks down, it will order The first thing to do if you want a 

repairs; it will enable our families to| telephone line in your neighborhood is 

visit with each other. for the farmers to get together and 

The greatest convenience of tLefarm| organize; adopt a set of ru:es to gov- 

telephone is perhaps felt most in cases| ern the company; elect a president, 

of sickness; the doctor can be im-| vice-president, secretary and treasurer, t 

mediately summoned and much ti: xe is} and a superintendent and an executive 

saved, which. often means ones sife.| committee, stating the duties of eacu. 

Also the trip of a doctor is often It is better to go at it in a businesslike 

saved, for when a patient is very sick] way; estimate the probable cost aud 

it will .equire the doctor seeing him] fix shares accordingly, and for the 

every day, but with the telephone in| good of all, allow each man one vote, 

your home he can at any time find out} no matter how many shares he may 

just how the sick is doing and give| hold. This keeps the line from being 

necessary directions over the *phone,| monopolized by a few. The amount 

thus saving several trips, which would| of shares on the line that Iam con- 

far more than pay for your telephone. necved with is $10.00 each; the holder 

I was born and brought up on the| pays cver to the treasurer $5.00 and 

farm that 1 now live on and I can} agrees to furnish ten poles, but where 

think back of how often I have peen| poles cannot be had and the company 

obliged to hitch up the tired farm team | will be obliged to buy them, the full 

and co te town for some errand that} amount of stock must be paid in. This 

could be accomplished over the ’phone,| way our company has built about sixty 

or for the doctor, fifteen miles away miles of line in the last three. years 

while now at our home I can do this in| and each stockholder who wishes & 

Jess time than it takes to tell you. *phone buys it himself and all stock- 

If telephones cost more than car- holders have the free use of the 

riages, they would be far cheaper at|’phone. To those who have no stock 

the price, because each telephone ren-| in a farm line, the sum of ten cents is 

ders far greater service than any car- charged, one-third of which goes to the 

riage, but it is a fact that telephone| party who collects the fee, and the 

service is far cheaper than most house-| balance, two-thirds, goes to the com- 

hold necessities and when it is more} pany. Every three months a report 

generally understood at what small| is made to the secretary of the amount 

expense every farm and village will be| of money collected and the condition 

supplied with a complete telephone| of the line in his vicinity. 

system, then the life upon the farm Don’t make the mistake of buying a 

. will be much more comfortable. cheap ’phone. A good one can be had 

We have those who seem to think for $14.00 or $15.00, and such a *phone, 

that the telephone system is somewhat carefully handled, will last a lifetime.
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With us we prefer the dry batteries,| started them to work. The same kind 
they have given better satisfaction.| of ‘phones should be used on a line if 
The poles should be good size, at least possible, 
four inches at the top, and firmly set} If you wish good service, don’t have 
in the ground three and one-half to| more than fifteen *phones on a line. A 
four feet, and poles,.especially where a| line too heavily loaded will not give 
turn is made, securely guyed by al you good service. If more *phones are 
wire. This prevents them from lean-| wanted, have a switch. ach station 

; ing and loosening the wire. Before alis given its ring, such as “Central” 
pole is raised, firmly spike a bracket] one long ring, next station one short 
to it We nse a No. 12 wire and forland one long. and soon. In this way 

2 —— Se — x oe ee | 
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f The Fisher home. - 

t a short private wire No. 14 will do.) as many as you want for one line can 
i No. 12 wire goes about one aoe different rings. 
4 and sixty rods to the hundred pounds. 
| Considerable attention should be given The Social Side. 

to get wire tight. In stringing out the! We are living in the age of progress 
: wire, a reel is made, a bundle of wire| and we farmers are entitled to all im- 
i is placed on the reel in the back of a] provements. In fact, it becomes a 
} wagon, and in this way three good/ necessity in order to keep abreast with 

men with two light ladders can put| the progress of our country, and the 
} up wire cuite rapidly. But it will pay| telephone on our farms is numbered 
; you if an experienced man can be had| among the vast improvements that are 
{ to put the ‘phones in your homes. On| worthy of the farmer's notice. 
| our line the man we contracted} Always bear in mind that the tele 
{ *phones from put them all up and|phone is for the whole family. not j 

| 

,
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alone for business, but there is that| ness? What does pure air, pure food 

social side to it where the real en-| and health count with a young man or 

joyment comes in. If we wish to keep| woman when they find that their 

our boys and girls on the farms to fill| friends in the cities are apparently, if 

our places, which we will soon leave| not in reality, possessed with more 

vacant, we must make home a pleasure opportunities and certainly more com- 

and a farm telephone offers the very panionship than they? Remember 

+ best of inducements for a contented | that companionship has a practical as 

family. There is no question but what well as a sentimental value. Then the 

farm life is the most independent oc- problem that confronts the mothers 

cupation offered a young man, yet so| and fathers on our farms today is to 

many flock to cities, and again you provide means to remove this lone- 

very often find the older generation} someness and discomfort from the 

turning back to rural life with a long-| lives of their children and themselves. 

ing heart. 
If they do this the tide of population 

: will turn and, mark what I say, the 

An Antidote for Lonesomeness. next general census will show that the 

There must be some reason why so| flow of population is not to the cities 

many young men and women leave| but back on the farms, establishing , 

their homes and fathers and mothers,| homes upon the broad acres of our t 

who need them so much in their de-| glorious land. 

clining years, to seek a living in the} There is one way of overcoming a 

cities when a better living could be} portion of this, establish telephones in 

had on the farm. Turn to the reason) your homes, it will abolish that lone- 

and you will find it is that lonesome-} someness and bring the comforts of 

ness and the lack of companionship| city life to the homes of every farm. 

and other similar causes, which, up to|I feel that the telephone has come to 

the present time, have been denied our| stay with us and must be considered a 

boys and girls growing up on our necessity to all and not, as has hither- 

farms. to been supposed, a luxury to the rich 

What does a young man care for in-| alone. 

dependence coupled with lonesome 
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FARMERS’ TELEPHONES. 

GEO. WYLIE, Morrisonville, Wis. 

The Telephone a New Departure. tion. We were-exercised as to whom 

This telephone is not such an old| We could oe to attend to the business 
concern. It is only about twenty-two| 1 the station. We came to the con- eae ines the telephone was dis-| lusion that we would have to buy a 
zs . telephone there and put someone there covered, and the peculiar thing about 

; ; to attend to that end of the business. it is that its possibilities were never 
dreamed of for a lo time after it} We found when we got to the station za that nearly every business man in that was discovered. Some fifteen years 

: station, notwithstanding the fact that ago business men began using it as a most of them had ‘phones on a toll 
convenience and then it got to be a li ti ne b P ted with thi 
necessity, and the last two or three] ime, wanted to be connec - e . farmers’ line. This was a surprise at years it transpires that the telephone 

first, but it was easy to see why it is adapted to the farm, that the farmer 
4 was. They were there for the purpose needs it worse than anybody else, and f doi: buen i 

that the farmer can get a telephone|° 40mg business with the farmers a and the farmers’ telephone helped cheaper than anybody else. He can 
- : ‘ their trade. First the stockmen wanted build his own line and maintain it ihe conmoclion thos tho ns A 

cneaper than can the business man in y ee ° zi ning the lumber yard, then the eleva- the city, for the simple reason that = tor man, the doctor and the merchant. lines in the country cost far less than lines in the city The result was that the line was a 
greater success than we anticipated. 

= Now, you will find in every com- 
Cseoance munity in the state of Wisconsin to- 

Now, a farmers’ line is largely a} day people wanting to get onto a line. 
question of organization. Personally] If you have more than ten who want to 
I would not advise farmers to form| get together and form a company, I 
large companies and go into the busi-| would advise forming two companies. It 
ness of covering an entire county, be-| takes less time to attend to the busi- 
cause it takes too much time to effect| ness. Make the lines interchangeable. 
the organization and too much time to} 4 company consisting of six or eight 
run the company after it is organized,] or ten does not give any more trouble 

' but circumstances alter cases, and con-| than attending to the business of an 
ditions are different in different locali-| annual school meeting and none of the 

ties. officers get any salary. 
In our locality we go about it in te 

about this way. A few farmers get to- Cost of Building a Line. : 
gether and organize a line. Ourcom-| As to the cost, I find that the farm- 
pany was organized by five of us get-| ers are very much at sea as to the cost 
ting together and talking the matter} of a line, and they have an idea, ton, 
over. We organized to build ten| that it takes some technical skill and 
miles of line and after estimating the| practical knowledge in order to build 
cost we estimated what we could af-|a telephone line. This is a mistake. 
ford to let anyone else come in for.| The fact is that any man that can dig 
Wien we came to build the line we! a post hole and set a post and draw a 
found that nearly everybody wanted! wire can put up a telephone line. Any 
to get onto it. We commenced in the] man that ever saw a telephone set to- 
country and built in toward the sta-| gether and set up can set up tele
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phones himself. It is the simplest| $5.20 for digging holes, setting poles 

proposition imaginable, but now most| and stringing and fastening wire, leav- 

manufacturers send out their ‘phones| ing $16.12 the actual cash outlay for 

all set up. one mile; or, if the farmers themselves 

Some farmers are a little afraid to) can furnish poles suitable, deduct 

go into a company with anybody else.| $8.00, leaving the actual cash outlay 

They are afraid of this word “Co-oper-| for one mile $8.12. If cedar poles are 

ation.” They get their idea from co-| used, add twenty-five cents per pole 

operative creameries or co-operative] additional, making the total cost of one 

factories of some kind they have been| mile with cedar poles and No. 10 wire 

connected with and lost money. A C9-} $29.32. 

operative telephone line of this kind is Something might be saved on the 

an entirely different proposition from a above figures by using lighter wire. lf 

co-operative creamery or a co-opera-| No. 12 wire is used, it will require one 

tive anything else, and for this reason: hundred and seventy-five pounds per 

You build a co-operative creamery, | mile at $3.10 per hundred pounds, mak- 

and, as a rule, unless it is run right,| ing $5.43 per mile, a saving of $2.37 

trouble begins. You build a telephone} per mile over the No. 10 wire. If No. 

line and when it is built that is al)| 14 is used, and many do use it, it will 

there is to it. It runs itself, it must require one hundréd and three pounds | 

only be kept in repair. There is al-| per mile at $3.20 per hundred pounds, 

ways money enough in the treasury to making the cost for a mile $3.30, or 

employ a man to go out and repair the] $4.50 per mile less than No. 10. Then 

line. why use No. 10? Because it is less 

We find, too, that there are certain] liable to be affected by weather con- 

toll line men that are opposed to farm-| ditions; it does not get broken so easi- 

ers’ lines. The idea is simply this: | ly and they tell us the smaller the wire 

The toll line people are not in this} the greater the resistance. In other 

business for their health, and their] words, you can talk farther and 

idea is that if the farmers will only| plainer over No. 10 than you can over 

wait long enough they will get around] No. 12 or 14. 

some day to build a line for them. The] The above figures are for a single 

farmer can build cheaper than any-| wire or ground line. Fora metallic 

body else can do it for him. I have| circuit double the cost of wire and the 

here some figures showing the cost,| expense of stringing and tying the wire 

approximately, of a telephone line per] to poles. For a neighborhood line, 

mile. They may not be exactly cor-\ covering say forty or fifty miles, a 

rect, but are based upon prices quoted| ground circuit will be found to give 

within the last six months. equally as good service, if not better, 

White or Burr oak poles 25¢ than a metallic circuit. A ground cir- 

Ea avs Helle ee changed to a metal- 
Digging holes and setting poles lic at any time after the line is built. 

ij at 10c each ........+66 eeeeees 3 20 

260 tbs. No. 10 wire at $3.00 per 

NGO WBE 5.5. sae <see setae: te Discussion. 

. insulators at 1c = Mr. Culbertson—What do you mean 

aac Se ccccesccenennas by ground circuit? 

Stringing and fastening wires Mr. Wylie—It is one wire. At every 
$a POIE > - 20-5 ..cerecne acess BS 00 place where you install a ‘phone you 

Total cost 1 mile .........-$22 32 — into the ground from. tie 

If the work is done by the farmers Mr. Matteson—What do you mean 

themselves, as it usually is, deduct by No. 12 wire, steel or iron?
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. Mr. Fisher—It is common wire, same; Mr, Wylie—Yes, besides getting the 

. quality as fence wire. papers drawn up. The Secretary of 

| Mr. Wylie—The sizes of wire mostly| State will furnish you blanks, that al- 
used are No. 10, No. 12 and No. 14. most any one can fill out, without any 

Mr. Matteson—Did you ever have! additional expense more than the 

any experience before you started in| twenty-five dollars. 

this business? Mr. West—Wouldn’t you recommend 
Mr. Wylie—No, sir. incorporating under the state law? 

Supt. McKerrow—Who made that| Mr. Wylie—I think it would be bet- 
splice? ter, all things considered. 

Mr. Wylie—That is what is termed] Mr. West—How many officers do you 

a “Badger tie.” That makes a connec-/ have in your company? 
tion that won't slip. Outside of a Mr. Wylie—That is a matter of 

. spade and tamper, about all the tools} choice with each company organizing. 

you need are pliers and splicing} You can have that your own way. 

clamp. An ordinary wire stretcher} Some will have a president, vice-presi- 

will do for No. 10 wire, but for smaller] dent, secretary and treasurer, and per- 

wire you need a stretcher something| haps a manager, or something like 

like this (indicating). It is called a|that. But a secretary, president, and 

“come along” stretcher. treasurer is all that we have. 
Mr. Matteson—Do you recommend} A Member—Who looks after the 

«buying your own ’phones, or would you! wire when it is down? , 

recommend renting them from these Mr. Wylie—The president or man- 

companies? ager orders some one out to fix it. 

Mr. Wylie—Build your own lines Mr. Fisher—We elect a president 

and put in your own ’phones and then} with the same duties as any other 

you will feel ‘independent, but don’t} president; we elect a vice-president, 

buy cheap ’phones. and then a secretary, treasurer and 

Mr. West—Is there any statute or} general superintendent. 
law in this state requiring stock com- Mr. Imrie—The superintendent of 

panies to procure a charter in order} the line acts under the direction of the 

to do a legal business of this kind? five directors that we have in this 
: Mr. Wylie—No, sir, not that I know] company. 

of. A few get togetner and start aj Question—Is there any law regulat- 

company, and you are then the same/ ing the shares? 
as any other partnership concern. You) Mr. Fisher—No. I don’t know. We 
start in and build a line in that way,| make the shares according to expense 

but if your wire should get down and| of buiiding the line. 

some one get hurt, each one of you Mr. Imrie—For a co-operative cream- 

| would be liable individually for that] ery company, the law provides that the 

: damage to the extent of any amount] shares shall not be more than ter: dol- 

that might be sued for. On the other| lars nor less than one, but you can 

hand, if you organized your company| have as many shares as you like. 

and got incorporated, you would only Mr. Wylie—You can make the 

be liable for what your line was|shares anything you want to. Our 

worth. shares are twenty-five dollars each. 

Mr. Fisher—Only liable for the| Mr. Fisher—Ours are ten dollars and 
amount of money you put in the com-|we completed the line with this 

pany. amount. 

Mr. Brigham—What is the expense Mr. Wright—Would you put any re- 

of incorporation? strictions on the use of the line? 

Mr. Wylie—Twenty-five dollars. Mr. Wylie—Certainly. We allow 

Mr. Brigham—That is the fee that| each party five minutes on the ’phone, 

you pay to the Secretary of State? but we don’t enforce this unless some-
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Gue else is waiting, and we have rules; months to the secretary and the money 

which strictly prohibit any improper collected is paid over. 

use of the line. Mr. Imrie—Every man keeps a 

Mr. Wright—Don’t you have a good record of the tolls. 

deal of trouble, when you have fifteen Mr. Wylie—How do you decide 

\r twenty people on the line, with the} wnose house the ’phone goes into? 

parties who are not talking taking Mr. Fisher—We buy our ’phones and 

down the ‘phones and listening to| put them in, anyone that wants a 

the conversation and weakening the| ’phone has the right to the line to con- 

service in that way? nect his ’phone. 

Mr. Wylie—It does not weaken it if Mr. Hill—Do you issue more shares 

you do not have more than fifteen. 1)than you have patrons,—those who 

do not care if they do listen. buy ’phones? 

Mr. Wright—Doesn’t it weaken the} Mr. Fisher—Certainly, we will al- 

service? ways sell a share to anyone that wants 

Mr. Wylie—Yes, but the circuit is it. It is for the good of the community. 

plenty strong for fifteen phones. If We are selling shares every week, al- 

you buy a good phone it won’t weaken most. } 

it with twelve to fifteen ‘phones. Supt. McKerrow—Everybody that | 

Mr. Wright—That has been the buys a share does not put ina es 

trouble with our line. We have fifty Mr. Fisher—It is not necessary. It is 

miles of line in Marathon county, and, 0Ptionat with him. If he wants to put 

the great trouble is that when some in a ‘phone, the company has to run a 

one calls up, some women will take} Wire to his phone. 

down the ‘phones and it weakens the| Mr. Wylie—Does the: company own 
service. the ‘phones? : 

Mr. Wylie—I would like to ask how eal Wiaber The ndeyides oe 

ay a woman that takes the} yy wylie—Have you had any ex- 

Mr Wright—Wwell, + dint now perience in using tamarack for poles? 

Supt. McKerrow—I was up north the {r. Fisher—No. On our line white 

other day and a land agent was talk- eae ur observation is that 

ing to another in another town, and by green Seearged lasts about four years. 
the remarks he made I judged that he i 

Mr. Imrie—White or red? 
thought some other land agent had Mr. Wylie—White. 

taken down the ‘phone. A Member—A red tamarack will last 

Mr. Imrie—How do you get the! thirty years. 

money in the treasury? Mr. Convey—In parts of this state 

Mr. Wylie—There is always some-| private parties are going around and 

thing coming trom toll, outsiders using] soliciting the sole right to erect a tele- 

| the line, also rent from those who own| phone line in a town. Can a town board 

‘phones and hire the use of the line. | grant that right? 

Sncetion-—Doos a ee who uses Mr. Wylie—They can grant it, but it 

the ‘phone have to pay? does not do any good. They cannot 

Mr. Wylie—Yes. prohipit another coming. You can go 

Mr. Fisher—With our company,| into any city in Wisconsin, subject to 

ee is hardly one in ten that has a|certain restrictions of the common 

*phone,—one ’phone in the neighbor- council. 

hood. Parties not stockholders pay| Mr. Convey—Parties have gone 

the sum of ten cents, one-third goes| around with papers and claimed they 

to the person who collects and two-| haa the sole right in that town and no 

thirds goes to the company. A re-| other parties can erect a line without 

port has to be made every three! securing a permit from them.
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Mr. Wylie—This right to erect tele-] Supt. McKerrow—Country peopie 

phone lines comes through the legisla-| are better than city people. 

ture and the town board cannot over-| Mr. Imrie—We had a telephone line 
rule it. built past our house. It did a great 

; Mr. Hodgson—I would like to ask,| deal of damage to the shade trees, by 

: Mr. Wylie, if you have fifteen or|the cutting off of the limbs. I finally 

twen.y on the line, how do you desig-| got them to set the alternate poles on 

nate the person you wish to ring up?|the other side. They can avoid hurt- 

Mr. Wylie—We have different rings.| ing the trees by crossing the street 

For instance, your ring will be a short} with the wires. 

and a long, and my ring will be just} Mr. West—There has been some 
the reverse, a long and a short, ura] trouble in the section where I live in 
short and long and short, and so on,| regard to getting permission to set the 
through the system. We have twenty] poles along certain premises. I don’t 

’phones at present on our circuit, but] know but what it has come to a law- 

that number is most too many. suit. 

Mr. West—Mr. Wylie, are there any Mr. Wylie—Are the poles set there 

restrictions in regard to where you| now? 

set your poles in the public hignway? Mr. West—Yes. They were set there 

Mr. Wylie—Yes. when the farmer was away from home. 
Mr. West—Can a man prohibit your Mr. Convey—Is it wise in every case 

setting poles along his premises? to locate the poles along the highway? 

Mr. Wylie—I think so. Mr. Wylie—Why, not necessarily, no. « 

Mr. West—What is the redress? The law requires, you know, that the 

Mr. Wylie—If you are building a line] poles be set within four feet of the 

and someone objects, you can in-| line. That does not mean four feet 

stitu.e condemnation proceedings so| from the fence. I find some farmers 

1 as to see how much the damage is.| have their fence a little out in the 

When the damage is adjusted you can| road, and if you get your poles a foot 

go ahead and set the poles. or two from the fence you are usually 
Mr. Goodrich—Can that be done? coming as near complying with the 

Mr. Wylie—It has been done and I| law as if you set the poles four feet 

believe it is the usual way of getting) from the fence. 
around objections of this kind? Mr. Reese—Would it not be better to 

Mr. Fisher—In all our buildings of| set the poles four feet from the fence 
lines, which cover a good many miles,| and run the chances with that man 

I have never yet found a man who was| and get his good will? You understand 

not perfectly willing for us to set poles| what I mean. You say most men en- 
along his line or road, so they don’t| croach a few feet on the highway. 

* interfere with him or the public. Mr. Wylie—Some do ten feet. Most 
Mr. Goodrich—There are such men| farmers prefer the poles set close to 

You find them once in a while. But| the fence. 
there are others who would do every-|_ Mr. Reese—Some do not have any 
thing to defeat anything that would|fence at all. We are trying to get a 
help anybody else. I do not want to|line from Brookfield to Milwaukee 
say anything to discourage you, but I] What do you think would be our pros- 
have had enough of building tele-| pects for getting city connections 
phones myself. I will never under-| there? 
take the job again, just for that rea-| Mr. Wylie—I think you would ulti- 
son. mately get it. 

Mr. Imrie—Was Mr. Goodrich’s ex-|_ Mr. Reese—They have ’phones to 
perience in the city or in the country? | rent for $1.50 a month and they will con. 

Mr. Goodrich—It was in the city,|nect us with the city by paying a toll 
running out into the country. of ten cents. If we could build our line
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right straight through, how are we not put a pole anywhere without the 

to get connéction with Milwaukee?. I|right of way. They came through our 

do not believe it can be done without| county and paid for the right of way 

going to the council and securing a| across every piece of land. 

franchise. 
Mr. Scott—The matter is in litiga- 

Supt. McKerrow—You think that! tion now and has been for the last six 

would be expensive in Milwaukee? years, and an appeal is now pending 

Mr. Reese—I know by experience| upon the part of the Telephone Co. 

and by reading the daily papers that} Mr. West—There is a telephone line 

there are companies trying to get into| that passes my house. Supposing we 

Milwaukee and have not been able to| want to run an independent line from 

do it,—men of money. And the poor| my place to our town right over the 

farmer does not stand any chance pe-| same road, can they prohibit my set- 

cause he won’t put much money into] ting poles and running a line along 

| it. there? 

Mr. Wylie—You don’t wanttostrike| Mr. Wylie—No, sir. 

for Milwaukee at all, it is too big. For} Mr. Reese—Suppose you wanted to 

a farmers’ line to go in there it would| set the poles on the same side of the 

take a fortune for poles alone. road that they were, how would it be l 

Mr. Reese—We do want to strike for|in that case? Could you use their i 

Milwaukee. 
poles? 

Mr. Wylie—Strike for a local rail- Mr. Wylie—You could not use their 

road station: 
poles if they objected. 

Mr. Webber—Could not farmers Mr. Brigham—Could you use poles 

make telephone poles of fence posts? | set through your Jand? 

Mr. Wylie—Yes. For short dis- Mr. Wylie—If they had not asked 

tances you can use a barb-wire fence] permission and given no compensa- 

for a telephone line. It answers tion, you could make a deal with them 

x every purpose, with a little adjusting| perhaps. 

and fixing. 
Mr. Brigham—In our town they 

Mr. Hodgapn—I would like to ask asked permission of the chairman. We 

why the Bell Telephone Co. in coming} never gave any permission. - 

into our neighborhood paid fifty cents Mr. Hodgson—Was that lawful? 

to $1.00. Do I understand Mr. Wylie] Supt. McKerrow—I see Mr. Reitbrock 

to say that it is possible to put these] is looking thoughtful and studying a 

local farm wires on those poles and| little. I suppose he has an idea. Mr. 

defy the company to take them off?| Reitbrock, have you anything to say? 

Was this little bonus given to keep Mr. Reitbrock—It has no such right, 

this local company away from these I suppose. It has been thoroughly 

poles? 
threshed over. 

Mr. Wylie—They have paid for their) Mr. Convey—I would like to hear 

right of way. from Mr. Bradley as to how he secured 

Mr. Reese—By that little bonus? the use of the Long Distance com- 

Mr. Wylie—They have paid for the| pany’s poles. 

right of way and you cannot put your| Mr. Bradley—I am no legal author- 

wires on their poles. - ity. Some three or four years ago a 

Mr. Wright—They do so that if you telephone shark came through our 

should afterwards want them to re town and wanted to build a line and 

move the poles they would not have to| got me to help him locate his line. 

do it. In Neenah a suit was prought| He went through my place, as it was 

against the Wisconsin Telephone Com-| more convenient, with the understand- 

pany by a druggist there. He made! ing that I should have the use of the 

them take a pole down. Now, the| ’phone, and that I should have the use 

Wisconsin Telephone Company does of the line in the county, and if I
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wanted to build an independent line to) wanted a wire between my_ brother's 
the city, I could use the poles. Well,| place and my own, so I simply nailed 
he had not had it built over three| my wire on their poles. They told 
months when he sold out to some big} me to take it down. I did not do itand 
concern. This concern would not give| they said*they would take it down. I 
me any franchise. They would not| said if they did I would take down 
let me put a wire on their poles or| their poles. My wire is there yet. 
give me any advantages at all. I 

| FORAGE CROPS: FIVE MINUTE TALKS. 

PEAS AND OATS. . 

at 
atk THOMAS CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-| after clover and can be used for soil- 
men:—It is hard on me to be limited to| ing purposes for a long time by seed- 
a five-minute talk. If I had a sheet of| ing at intervals. 
paper six by four inches it would hide In the case of raising peas and oats 
my embarrassment. But I am limited| for a hay crop, you will have a great 
in time and I suppose it is for the|deal more food value, a great deal 
good of the audience. Mr. McKerrow| more protein, than with the same crop 
knows we are inclined to talk longer} harvested with a binder and threshed. 
at times than it is wise for us to do. | On rich land there is a likelihood of its 

One of the objects in planting acrop| lodging. In that case it would be bet- 
of this kind is to endeavor to raise a| ter to make hay of it. 
class of feeds that will take the place] Originally I liked to sow a bushel of 
of the commercial feed stuffs. You| peas to a bushel and a half of oats. 
must realize that it is an expensive] Later, I find it is better to reduce the 
matter to buy commercial feed stuffs.| quantity.of peas and in that way se- 

Oats is a first-class stock feed; very| cure a standing crop, because it is dif- 
nearly a balanced food, but if we wish| ficult to harvest a pea crop if it is 
to make it as narrow as we may, 1| partly lodged, unless you can recover 
think we had better use peas and oats.| with the binder. It makes a valuable 
This has been our practice for a num-| hay crop. Some people say to cut oats 
ber of years. It costs little, if any,| early, but I would rather let them get 
more to raise a crop of peas and oats| into the doughy condition. I think 
than oats alone. That is, the seeding| you get more feeding value than if you 

and harvesting and threshing would be} cut earlier. In cutting with the binder 
, the same expense in either case, and I} I find no difficulty whatever. It makes 

feel satisfied that those of you who|a larger bulk of product than oats 
have raised a crop of this kind realize| alone and there seems to be a heavier 
that you are getting more food value| crop standing in the field. 

out of peas and oats than out of oats} Fora grain crop put in shocks im- 
alone. It is valuable as a soiling crop,| mediately, eight bundles to the shock 
and it does not come as early in the] with cap sheaf. When the weather is 
season as we would like, but it comes] good, it dries out thoroughly when 

:
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shocked immediately. We find one dis-}or eight inches. Plant peas early 

advantage, however, in stacking out-| and get them in the ground as deep as 

side. Peas -will not shed rain. The|is necessary for the oats, anywhere 

past few seasons we have been stack-| from two to four inches deep, depend- 

ing our grain in the barn. Where you|ing upon the character of the soil, 

have many peas in the oats, it is un-| planting sufficiently early, and you 

safe to put them in the top of the| need not worry about results. You can 

stack. In topping out the stack it| plant the peas and oats together if you 

would be better to use straight oats| want to at one seeding. It is im- 

than the mixture. material, because you find in every 

Of course, in some parts of the state| case that if you pay attention to the 

this is not a successful crop every condition of the oats, the peas will 

season. About one year in five it has| take care of themselves. We have cut 

been a failure with us, but in our cael both early and late oats with the com- 

ee -— _— : } 
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Peas and oats c ut with binder. 

. we have not land as thoroughly ;mon pea and in every case we have 

adapted to it as some other parts of |had plump peas, and almost without 

the state. We have a black land. | paying any attention to the degrees of 

With a sandy, or light land you can do joey maturity at the time of cutting. 

very much better. Peas like a rather! We pay more attention to the degree 

cool, moist climate and they do very | of maturity of the oats. We have used 

much better in the eastern and north |the common field pea and the green 

ern parts of the state than in the! pea of the field variety. I think the 

southwestern part. If I can get fair- | marrowfat pea would give just as good 

ly good results with peas and oats, I|results, but as the seed is scarce and 

think in the majority of cases you will| high-priced we have not made an ef- 

have very much better results. fort to get it. If you wish to use it 

| Many people seem to have conflict-|for a forage crop, for hay or soiling, 

ing opinions about planting this crop.} you better use the green pea. 

They want to get the-seeds down six
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| DISCUSSION. as about two bushels of peas to one 

A Mener_Hiow much peas do zou|Piuhelof oats some years. 260, 
| ae ee ee mended that. I might have for hog 

ay? x 
' Mr. Convey—I prefer a bushel of ates ee tar — 

cack. xs feeding crop I would not recommend 
Question—Do you cut with a binder? sowing on good land very much more 
Mr. Convey—No, I rather cut with than a peck of peas to one and one- 

a mower for hay. half bushels of oats. 
Question—When do you cut for hay? Mr. Hodgson—Our experience is 

At what stage are the oats? that the oats will take the lead every 
Mr. Convey—When the oats are iN|time. We cannot get hardly any peas, 

; the doughy condition. especially if it is a dry season. If we 
Question—What is the condition of! pave a wet season the peas may do bet- 

| the peas at that time? ter, but I think that for our part we 
Mr. Convey—Somewhat immature at prefer more peas and less oats. 

that time, but they plump up in the} yy Convey—To turn hogs in on, I 

curing out. would recommend two bushels of peas. 
Mr. Reese—I have made some little! 7 have never taken any different stand 

investigation on a number of varieties! trom that. If you sow too many peas 
of peas, and I found that the common you cannot get the crop to stand up 

field pea, the cheapest I could buy was] ang handle it with any satisfaction. 
$1.20, and the Scotch pea was $1.60. Do Prof. Henry—I want to call the at- 

you think I could get enough forage to| tention of the ladies of this audience 
pay the difference? to the importance of this subject to 

Mr. Convey—Usually the price 18! them. 1 hope every one will urge her 
: very nearly the same. I buy nearly} pysband to sow some peas this spring 

every year and I buy whatever I find] in the field. When these peas are in 

is the cheapest on the market, of good} ine proper stage for the table, let her 

cuality however. be sure to get her share. These peas 
: Mr. Reese—I find that the field pea] are delicious. They are the same peas 

is about forty cents better this year. that are used quite commonly for can- 

Mr. Convey—Higher priced? ning purposes. There is no reason why 
| Mr. Reese—No, the Scotch pea i8|the farmer should not have on his 

forty cents higher. table all the peas he wants. Send the 
Mr. Convey—I would take the choice} children out in the field with pails and 

| field pea in that case. let them bring in all you want, and 
Mr. Hughes—Why do you let your| then jet the pigs, etc., have the rest. 

. oats get mature? Doesn’t it reduce} mr. Reese—I would like to ask the 

| the moisture in the stalk? © gentleman if the common white pea is 
| 3 Mr. Convey—No, not much, if you! ysed to any extent for canning. 

| put it up in the form of hay. Prof. Henry—The white pea is a 
Mr. Webber—Do you sow the two splendid pea for that purpose. 

| kinds of seeds with one machine? Mr. Reese—The Canada pea? 
| Mr. Convey—Yes, and in our case} prof. Henry—Yes. 

we have better results by disking the) ir. Anchetel—It is a delicious table 
ground, giving a thorough preparation, pea. 

and then drilling with the Buckeye} mr. Convey—I am afraid Prof. Henry 

drill. is not speaking from experience. I 
Mr. Hodgson—I would like to ask| have allowed the children to go into 

Mr. Convey if he has not changed his| the pea field to pick peas and in that 

| mind some on the quantity of peas and| way a whole lot of mischief has been 
oats. If I remember, he gave his idea! done.
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Prof. Henry—You have too many Mr, Coe—I have sown oats to kill 

children. Suppose they do tramp down| quack and it did it pretty well. It 

a few peas. I think the farmer can| killed it almost entirely,—in just a few 

afford to allow that because he gets| places where there were some rocks 

most of the peas after they are| there was some left. The field was 

cooked. first planted to corn and well cared 

Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Convey has/|for, so that that injured the quack 

not too many children. He only has|some. The next yearit was sown 

twelve at his house. thickly to oats. Of course, we know 

Mr. Reese—Mr. Convey spoke about that oats take a large amount of water 

putting in thé seed with a Buckeye| from the soil and are harvested in the 

drill. How would a common seeder) dryest part of the year. When the 

do? oats were taken off the ground was dry. 

Mr. Convey—lIt is difficult to get] We plowed this, and the ground, being 

them deep enough in the ground for| so dry, plowed easily and we plowed 

the best results. Get them in two or| deeper than before. There has been 

three inches and sow early and you| very little quack in that field since. 

will have good results. Harrowing] wr. Selle—Have you had any dif- 

will not put them in. It will leave! gculty with the pea louse on late peas? f 

more on the top the more you harrow. | Mr. Convey—You will have less 

Mr. Reese—Would you advise me not) jjkelihood of damage from that source 

to harrow at all? where the peas are sowed with oats. 

_Mr. Convey—Before you put them in| phat is true of all mixed crops. It is 

give the ground good preparation. I| better crop to seed down with than 

could not very well tell you how to! the straight oats. We all know that 

put them in with a broadcast seeder| oats is a poor crop to seed down with. 

and get them sufficiently deep. If I) peas and oats are better. If you use 

did not have a drill, and I would not| yery heavy seeding of grain it will 

have a broadcast seeder on the place,| smother out everything, and I think 

I think it is a mistake, I would disc) we use too much seed anyhow, es- 

them in and gow on the ground. Have} especially if we do not cut it for hay. . 

your ground thoroughly prepared, be| Mr. Brigham—In that case how 

cause the success of peas depends very} much would you use per acre? 

pecscee ve aa oe ate Seated Mr. Convey—I have been in the habit 

to ary out Have the ground suf- of sowing a bag of grain to the acre, 

ficiently well worked so that it won't but I am inclined to think it is too 

dry out. much. In dry seasons the peas kill 

Mr. Hill—The best results we have out with the hot weather—a ligut 

seeding of oats and a heavy seeding 

had in growing peas and oats was in of peas is best for soiling, 

sowing broadcast and plowing in four i 

inches deep, and then putting the oats Supt. McKerrow—In regard to your 

two or fhree days later on nearer the| S°Wine peas and oats to kill quack, if 
surface. you follow up the peas and oats by 

Mr. Roberts—I have practiced plow- plowing the land and cultivating 

ing my peas in, for three or four years, thoroughly and sowing to rape broad- 

and then sowing the oats a week or cast, it will help to smother the quack. 

two after. Mr. Buskirk—You spoke of the con- 

A Gentleman from New York—I dition of your soil, Mr. Convey. I 

would like to ask information about| think you can sow as heavy on rich as 

peas and oats. Has anybody had any| 0 Poor soll. 
experience with peas and oats for| Mr. Convey—I doubt the advisabil- 

killing out quack? ity of sowing heavily in either case. 

7 

’
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| Mr. Bender—How much wheat would; Mr. Hodgson—Would you sow early 
you sow to the acre? for a soiling crop? 

Mr. Convey—I have not sown very Mr. Convey—Yes, and at different 

much wheat and oats. In many cases| times, late too. 
| they sow one-third wheat to two-thirds Mr. Hodgson—And for a grain crop 

oats. also,—sow early anyhow? 
A Member—Mr. Chairman, we have| Mr. Convey—Yes. ij 

sown wheat and oats more or less for} Mr. Hodgson—Our experience is 
thirty years. For feed alone I would| that the green Scotch pea is much bet- 

not say more than one-fourth wheat. | ter than the white pea—has a better 

Mr. Jones—Mr. Convey, don’t you| strength of growth, gives. better re 
find that green peas mature nearer the} sults and is later. 

! same time as your oats? Mrs. Lehman—Would you put your 

Mr. Convey—I have used several dif-| soiling crop right into the silo or feed 
ferent varieties, but have paid no at-| directly from the field? 
tention to the condition of the peas| Mr. Convey—Where we have used it 
and I have had no shrunken peas and|for feeding—summer feeding.—we 
no fault with the condition of the peas.| have never put any in the silo. I think 

Mr. Jones—How much seed per acre| it would not be the best kind of a crop 
do you put on,—of. the mixed wheat] for that. 
and oats? Mr. Hill—It gives excellent summer 

Mr. Convey—About two bushels per] feeding put into the silo. é 
acre. Mr. Jones—If you sow both white 

Prof, Henry—Tt.ose who sow peas| and green péas, don’t you find that the 

should remember to get them in the] green pea matures nearer the same 
ground early. Mildew and blight| time as the oats? We find that by 
bother the pea-plant in hot weather,| sowing green peas and oats together it 

and the earlier you get in your peas| makes a nicer crop because they ma- 
the better. ture together. 

Mr. Stiles—Isn’t there also some| The Chairman—At almost every In- 
3 danger of getting the oats too deep in| stitute we have held this winter, we 

soft clay soil? have had the clover subject on the 
Mr. Convey—Do not sow oats any| program and in every case there has 

deeper than the peas. I have sown] bobbed up this question. What about 
peas late in the season and put them| alfalfa? What do you know about al- 
in deep to guard against mildew, but] ‘alfa? Is it a good feeding crop? Is 
you cannot get the best results with| our soil good for it? This crop is com- 
late seeding. ing to the front very, very fast. I am 

Supt. McKerrow—We have put them] glad to see it upon this Round-up pro- 
in at different seasons, and in nearly} gram, to be presented by Supt. McKer- e 

every case the late seeding is the poor-| row, who has had experience in grow- 

est. ing it. 

: 
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ALFALFA. 

Supt. GEO. McKERROW, Madison, Wis. 

When I made up this program and|a little more, but not thirty. My rea- 

put the subject of alfalfa upon it, I ex-| son js this: the plant that gets a good 

pected that Governor Hoard would be| big root is the plant that lives, and if 

in attendance at this meeting, and I} it is sowed too thick, the rgots remain 

knew that if he was I could persuade) small and they do not stand some of 

him to take up the subject and I would| our winters. Twenty pounds, I think, is 

‘ get out of it. As he is not here, 4| enough of seed in a well-prepared, rich 

suppose I will have to talk a little seed-bed where it will nearly all grow. 

about alfalfa. 
Sow it early. Now, I think on 

I want to say this, after experience general principles I would prefer to 

in feeding alfalfa for the last five|sow it alone. That means we must 

years, that it is the best and richest have a mower going and keep the 

coarse feed that I know anything| weeds down. If you have the pbeard- 

about. It is a little ahead of our best} less parley sow one to one and a half f 

clover hay, and chemical analysis has} bushels to the acre. You can cut this 

shown that it is very rich in digestible! early and it makes a very nice hay. 

protein and also digestible ash, more When you cut it, the alfalfa grows 

so than our best clover, even than|right up again. Every time you see 

bran, and it will come nearer taking| yellow leaves clip it off with your 

the place of bran than any other food| mower and let it lay on the ground as 

we can grow upon Wisconsin farms. amulch. The second season mow for 

‘ hay as soon as the first blossoms ap- 

How to Grow Alfalfa. pear. Do not wait for it all to bloom. 

Now, as to growing alfalfa. This is| Cure it as you would clover, by sweat- 

where the Wisconsin farmer is going| ing it in the cock, airing and putting 

to have trouble. You will find out if|in the barn. Cut the second crop 

you grow it that it has great feeding] early, befofe many plossoms appear, 

value, but the trouble is to grow it|and so on with the third and fourth 

first. Where we have been growing| crops. 

it, or have been trying to grow it for : 

the last four or five years, in the north- Need of Discretion the First Year. 

ern part of Waukesha county, we have| Last summer was a dry summer and 

not the ideal conditions. We have some| upon our farm in the northern part of 

of the poorest conditions in the state,| the county, about the only green thing 

that is, a very hard subsoil. Al-| that grew during the dry months of 

falfa is a deep-rooted plant, and if you| June and July was the alfalfa. The 

have a subsoil not too hard and a rich| corn stood still, but the alfalfa grew, 

surface soil, there you will have the| and it pleased me very much in its 

best conditiéns. I will say this from| general appearance and the work that 

our brief experience, that the first|it did. We only cut our alfalfa twice 

thing to have is a rich soil with a| and then use for pasture for some of 

porous subsoil, well prepared, so that| our stock, Governor Hoard cut his four 

you can make the seed-bed early in the| times and estimates six tons of hay 

spring and sow the alfalfa early.| to the acre, worth the past season, at 

Twenty pounds of good alfalfa seed is|a very low estimate, $15.00 per ton, 

about the proper amount to sow to the| making $90.00 per acre. He is going 

acre. If I were going to change the| to sow forty acres this spring. We 

amount from twenty, I would make it| are not going to sow so much.
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Because alfalfa is a good thing, and} Supt. McKerrow—It is all right if © 

because some of us have become al-|you do not pasture too close. Too 
falfa enthusiasts, do not go and buy a| much tramping bruises the roots and 

ton of seed and sow your whole farm| injures the alfalfa. 

to alfalfa. Try an acre or a half an Mr. Selle—Won’t the hogs root it 

acre and prepare your seed-bed careful-| out? 

ly. Cut it back. Do not miss this, for] Supt. McKerrow—They will have 

when the leaves are yellow, it won’t| pretty hard rooting. 

grow. Cut it back and then it will A Member—Can you grow your own 

grow at the top and at the bottom.| seed? 
Get as large roots as possible and as Supt. McKerrow—I have not tried. 

deep roots as possible the first season.| We are paying this year $6.25 a bushel 

The first year is the hardest to get it| for seed. 

through the winter. The second is Mr. Goodrich—Where do you get it 

easier and the third still easier. It| for $6.25? 
will grow better with age. Use dis-| Supt. McKerrow—Of Curvie Bros. 

cretion the first year. Do not sow too} Mr. Goodrich—Governor Hoard two 
much until you know more about it} weeks ago got two thousand pounds 
than you do now. and it cost him $6.40. 

Mr. Rust—Friday or Saturday I was 
pee ea ee in Currie Bros. and they wanted $10.50 

a hundred and would guarantee it 

DISCUSSION. free from mustard. . : 
Prof. Henry—There are all kinds of 

Mr. Emery—I have been in Colorado} alfalfa seeds and all kinds of weeds 
many times where they feed it to| and consequently all kinds of prices. 
horses and find ita very good feed for} Supt. McKerrow—I bought the high- 

them. I have seen it growing on bar-| est priced seed of Mr. Currie because 
ren prairies that twenty-two or three] it looked nice, and he guaranteed it to 
years ago were not supposed to be} be all right. 

worth anything. The market has got} Mr. Roberts—Can you grow alfalfa 
up into millions of dollars, and the de-| on marsh land, tile-drained? 

mand for it in Denver for horses is| Supt. McKerrow—I would not say - 
good. I don’t know about cows. I also|/no. I would go carefully. In the five- 
saw Governor Hoard’s crop last fall—| acre field where ~e grew alfalfa last 
his fourth crop. I was very much | year, part of it ran down onto a piece : 
pleased with it and I was surprised | of rather low land. It has been very 
that it would do so well in our climate. | dry the past two seasons, and that was 
Question—Would you recommend| nearly the best alfalfa we had. 

seeding on top of rye, sowed in the} Mr. Bender—You do not try to geta 
fall? crop the first year? 

Supt. McKerrow—No, sir, you must} Supt. McKerrow—We do not expect 
expect to lose it if you do. The al-|to get a crop the first year. But,if 

; falfa seed is larger than the clover| you have an extra good growing sea- 
seed and it ought to be covered. It|S0n it is possible that you will get so 
won’t do much if sowed on rye. much that you will hate *o leave it 

for mulching. r. —Is tl uw it. Weatta tere much cancer of ceetion ie Turkestan alfa bet 
ter than any other? 

Supt. McKerrow—As a _ general| prof, Henry—We think it is from 

pasure I would not recommend al-| our experiments at the University. I 
falfa to stock. am willing to go on record as making 

Mr. West—How would it do as a hog| the statement that Waukesha county 

pasture? and the region north on the lake shore
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will prove the best in Wisconsin.) pared, cutting frequently. Keep tae 

That is my judgment and my expec hogs and cattle off. After you have 

tation, and I urge the farmers of| learned how to take care of it, gradu- 

Waukesha county and those to the| ally increase your acreage. 

northeast, up to Calumet county, to} Supt. McKerrow—Do not sow any 

try alfalfa. But go slowly; plant a| other kind of grass or clover with it. 

small area very carefully; tend it care-| Give alfalfa good, clean land, and 

fully; and when you have learned | enough land so that it won’t get near 

about it, enlarge your area as you like. | the blue grass or June grass, for when 

Do not treat it as you have red clover.| that works in it will spoil the alfalfa 

It will be a failure and you will be dis-| and when you want to break up the 

couraged. Alfalfa is doing well in| field with a sharp plow and a good 

New York. They are producing large| team, set the hired man at it, amd then 

hay crops on the old Geddes farm, east| go away from home so you won't hear 

of Syracuse. Start in slowly, and| what he says. 

plant in ground exceedingly well-pre- 

CORN FODDER. 

: Ww. C. BRADLEY, Hudson, Wis. 

Corn is king of the forage crops jn} of the Dent varieties, it yields a fair 

Wisconsin. Nine years out of ten, if] crop of ears and a large crop of leafy 

given a fair show, it mdkes a fair crop. | digestible stalks. 

Very dry weather early in the season| The Flint varieties, like King Phillip 

may ruin the clover and oat and pea|and Longfellow, make an abundance 

crop, but corn, well tended, grows.| of good fodder for feeding green or 

Excessive rains at cutting time may putting in the silo, but these varieties 

spoil the hay, but we seldom get heavy | are harder to cut, either by hand or 

rains in the fall to spoil corn. with the binder, on account of the 

large number of sucker stalks and an- 

Varieties. other objection on flat clay soils, if 

there come heavy rains after corn is in 

We like to plant several varieties of| the shock, being very short jointed, a 

corn so that the period of green feed-|large part of the leaves touch the 

ing may begin early and last till frost} ground and absorb the moisture, some 

comes. An acre of early Minnesota times spoiling the entire shock. 

Sweet gives us the first cutting for| So I say, plant corn for the cows, 

the cows and pigs; then two or three several varieties. Corn for husking, 

acres of Southern Sweet to cut be-| the largest variety that will ripen in 

fore Stowell’s Evergreen is ready. For) your locality. Corn for Johnniecake 

the main crop for silo, or to shock, we and mush, but you had better let corn 

like Pride of the North as well as any whiskey alone.
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CLEANLINESS IN DAIRYING. 

Mrs. ADDA F. HOWIE, Elm Grove, Wis. 

The most important factor in satis-| article that is not produced with the 

factory and profitable dairying is} praiseworthy aim for thorough cleanli- 

cleanliness. Not alone in the build-| ness throughout the entire process of 

ing or room where the product is kept,} manufacture. 2 

put in every stage of the business, Many a deficiency in other respects 

from the care of the cows to the de-} will be amply condoned by the more 

livery of the goods. appreciated feature of absolute clean- 
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Miss Lawrence; Sweepstake cow in the Sunny Peak Herd. 

A dairyman who is earnestly striv-, liness, for cleanliness like charity will 

; ing to reach the highest standard in| cover a multitude of defects and no- 

| the equality of his product and to ob-| where is its influence to be more con- 

: tain the greatest amount of profit, can-| spiciously noted than in the require 

not afford to ignore the value of this| ments of high class dairy farming as 

. essential commodity, for, without| an imperative requisite for furnishing 

doubt, it is a part of his stock in trade,|a laudable grade of milk or cream, or 

and one that in the eyes of refined pa-|in the manufacture of a first-class 

trons will receive the first and most| article of butter and cheese. The 

weighty consideration. For this rea-| farmer who by painstaking methods 

' son he can never hope to obtain a su-| has established a reputation for neat- 

i perior quality or a fancy price for an| ness and system will have little if any
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difficulty in disposing of all his prod-| odors that will always pervade an ill- 

uct, be the amount small or great, -at| kept or filthy barn. Lime and land . 

an advance above the market price,| plaster are valuable assistants in keep- 

whereas the man who is lax in his ef-} ing a barn in a commendable cordi- 

forts and filthy in habits may go| tion, while a solution of blue vitrio! or 

through life constantly seeking new] copperas aie most excellent agents in 

customers and grumbling over the] the purging and purifying of under- 

numerous shortcomings of his occupa- ground drains, particularly those that 

tion, forgetting to consider the un-jare frequently flooded with water used 

deniable fact that, as a rule, the man! in the manufacture of butter or the 
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Homeward Bound. 

makes the profession and that it is not; cleansing of dairy utensils, or where 

the profession that makes the man. ducts are subject to clogging with 

Cleanliness Must Begin With the Cow e— 

Barn. 
Care of the Stock. 

To begin, the man with a natural or| When the barn is in such a condi- 

acquired instinct for neatness con-| tion that the owner will take pleasure 

scientiously developed to its proper and pride in extending an invitation to 

proportions may fittingly start his| his customers to inspect the premises, 

crusade against unwholesome condi-| he should not forget that the pleasing 

tions and indifferent results by a| appearance of a clean stable may be 

thorough renovation of the cow barn+speedily dissolved from view by the 

or stable. This place should be held| disgusting spectacle of filthy and ill- 

sacred to the occupancy of the bovine| cared for stock, and that an appetizing 

race alone. Neither horses, pigs,| product can never be secured from 

chickens or domestic animals of any| such animals, it matters not of what 

. other kind should be permitted to breed or ability. A thorough groom- 

dwell within its walls. ing each day with.a careful brushing 

Careful attention must be given to| of the udder before milking will be 

the matter of ventilation and drainage, | gratefully appreciated by both cows 

not only to insure a healthful habita-| and customers, for any filth allowed to 

tion for the cows but to destroy the| fall into the milk pail cannot be wholly 

contaminating effects of unpleasant| removed by the best and most ap-
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proved strainer that has ever been in-|a favorable bearing on the right side 

| e vented. A man might as well empty a} when making a new contract. 
! bottle of camphor into a pail of milk} When supplying cheese factory or 
| and then attempt to eliminate the odor} creamery, no éelf-respecting dairyman 

| by running it through cotton, flannel| will take refuge in the flimsy excuse 

or gauze strainer. The only sure| that another’s milk is below the stand- 

way to prevent contamination is to| ard and for that reason it is unneces- 
never allow filth to enter the pail. For|sary for him to practice cleanly 

| this reason, if no other, the milker’s| methods when his product is mixed 
| hands should be thoroughly washed be-| with an inferior article. His ambition 

. fore milking and every care exercised| should be to furnish the best and most 
| in handling the milk in order to pre-| desirable quality that goes to the fac- 

| serve its purity. tory which he patronizes. By pains- 

taking methods he may be able to se- 

| Handling of the Milk. cure the.confidence and esteem of the 
buyer which, outside of the gratifying 

| Its transfer from stable to dairy|consciousness of having done his 
. should be made quickly and in covered/ duty, will eventually make a reputa- 
) cans or pails. Too great care cannot| tion for skill and honesty that will-be 
. be exercised in protecting milk or but-| rewarded in proportion to his efforts. 

ter from unpleasant odors. For this 

| reason every dairy room should be de-| Cleanliness the Dairyman’s Watch- 
. voted to the use of dairy products word. 

| alone, nothing whatever outside of) jeanliness should be the watchword 
| milk, butter and dairy utensils should] op every dairy farm, for it may well 

be permitted in this room, sour milk} pe regarded in the light of a good in- 
must never be allowed to stand for any! vestment and its presence should be ~ 

length of time in a dairy. Unwashed! as carefully fostered as land, builuings, 
| butter jars or tinware should at once) oy personal honor, for it is not only a 
| be removed, milk spilled on table or marketable stock in trade, but a pass- 

floor should be wiped up without delay port to the good opinion of refined and 

and a constant watchfulness observed | eyjtured patrons, while the example 

as to ventilation and the many seem- may be far-reaching in its beneficial 

ingly little things that have so weighty| influence on markets, cattle, the eleva- 
a bearing in marking the boundaries} tion of the character of the man him- 

| of success or failure. Separate cloths/ <¢j¢ and the occupation in which we 
should be used in washing dairy uten-| 4); should take an honest pride and 

sils and the beneficial results of a pleasure in stamping with the impress 

| judicious employment of soap and! of our earnest desire to make it the 
, soda in the laborious task of cleansing most beloved and honored calling in 

unusually dirty milk cans will be read-| the world. 

ily appreciated. Sapolio and sand 

make excellent companions in an ener- 

getic raid against unclean and time| . DISCUSSION. 
| worn buildings and utensils. Mr. Foster—Do you prefer soap to 

Every dairyman who ships milk| sal soda in cleansing milk vessels? 

would find it recorded to his credit} Mrs. Howie—No, sir, but in some 
| if he would insist that. the decorative| cases where cans are returned from . 

little brass plate bearing his name and/| the city it is almost impossible, even 

address be frequently polished. At any| with acid, to get them clean. I like the 
| rate it would prove a pleasing source| old-fashioned soft soap and a brush. 

| of satisfaction and a dealer would re-} You must not forget, however, after 
gard it as an indication of enterprise} using this soap to thoroughly scald the 

and energy that would no doubt have| can and also to steam and give it a 

x see
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sun bath of at léast one day, because "Mrs. Howie—Some may be in a posi- 

the odor will linger, but there is an tion to do that, others are so fearful of 

element about it that will take off the] losing their customers that they would 

effects of the old milk better than any ship in anything. We have known of 

soap or soda I have ever tried. men to ship at a loss of from four to 

Mr. Tenney—Did you ever try using| six cents a can, simply because they 

wood ashes? That would be about| were afraid of losing custom. 

the same thing. > Mr. Scribner—There is an objection 

Mrs. Howie—That does not leave an| to feeding ensilage. I know of some 

odor. I really think we should have milk factories, scme condensing fac- 

some legislation in regard to the re-| tories, that do object to it. Do you 

turning of filthy. milk cans from the| think they have any real reason to ob- 

city. They come back from the cus-| ject? 

tomer in all kinds of conditions, many Mrs. Howie—No, Ido not. When we 

half filled with garbage and some re first began feeuing ensilage it was an 

turned after several days without even experiment. We had before that fed 

having been rinsed. There ought to mangolds and carrots. In the begin- 

be a law prohibiting the railroad com- ing we fed ensilage sparingly and care ‘ 

panies from carrying any such article.| fully after milking time. We had no i 

They are too filthy for respectable| complaint and we became bolder and 

people to handle or wash, and| began feeding it before milking. We 

when they are filled with milk and have never received a complaint and 

sent back to the city without the most] so we have continued. I think the 

careful cleansing, I should not vouch flavor is something that is appreciated 

; for the quality of the milk, no matter|as a June grass flavor. People be 

how carefully prepared before putting) come accustomed to it. 

into these cans. Mr. Scribner—We had some trouble 

Mr. Bradley—Is it not the duty of the last week with our ensilage. We were 

health officers in Milwaukee to do finishing up one lot near the bottom. 

something to get the cans returned in This year we had the greenest en- 

better shape? silage that we ever had, the juice act- ! 

Mrs. Howie—I have never heard of| ually ran at the bottom. It made it 

their doing anything in this direction.) very strong, but by running it through 

I know that in one or two instances| the aerator we were able to overcome 

milk men have, when called upon to do it to a great degree. I think aeration 

so, rinsed the cans and turned them is necessary for the shipping of milk. 

upside down, which is a great help,| Mrs. Howie—Yes. I think, however, 

but in many cases I have known cans that the greatest evil is uncleanly 

to be returned from restaurants in methods in handling. If you will look 

such a filthy condition as to be dis-| about the country you will see cows 

gusting. Many times on dairy farms,| in such a filthy condition that if cus- 

when the cans are retained too long| tomers who are buying the milk should 

by the customers and there is a short-| see the stable they would say they 

age, the cans are hastily washed but would never drink mitk again. They 

not sunned thoroughly before the milk| would prefer lake water. You may go 

is put into them to ship to the city. I| into many barns and find the odor will 

think that is one cause of poor milk] be so bad that the milk will become 

and it has a bad influence on the contaminated in a very few min- 

health of the consumer. I think that is| utes. You may go into the dairy 

something to which the health officer and you will find a dirty old 

should give his attention. cream tank, sour milk, and greasy ; 

Mr. Hughes—How would it be to| jars that have not been washed. I 

refuse to ship to individuals who} have found these conditions on “nice” 

won't return clean cans? : dairy farms. If anyone had said that
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they were unclean people they would| that or stir the milk in the cooling 

have felt insulted. I think there is| tank? 

very little trouble with the cow herself Mrs. Howie—What was the reason 

if she is properly groomed and fed,|for aerating? What was it that you 

and if the barn is well cared for, and| wished to take away? Where would 

the milk properly cooled I do not be-| you get these odors? At the Michi- 

! lieve there will be very much trouble| gan Experiment Station there was an 

caused by milk in Milwaukee, outside| experiment made. The udder of the 

of getting the dealers to pay reason-| cow was sterilized, the hands of the 

able prices. milker were sterilized and the milk 

} Mr. Bradley—Do you aerate your| milked directly into the can. The 

cream? cover was screwed on tight and the 

. ; can was set aside to cool. All sup 
ae Howie—Yes, we do in a way. posed that would be very detrimental 

) e do not use a patent aerator. We 

have a long spoon made on purpose. to the milk. When opened they founa 
. j ; t milk, without odor. We 

The cream is plunged into ice water sina ep 2. ti 

in the summer and is stirred until it must get as near these conditions as 
coke. possible by keeping the cows clean and 

insisting that the milkers wash their 

Mr. Hodgson—I think Mr. Scribner| ands. It is not asking too much for 

made a mistake in not keeping the! they will scon become accustomed to 

juice in the stalk. it and won’t like to milk without doing 
Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Hodgson puts|.4/ Think of milking after working 

in his ensilage whole. about the stable without washing the 
Mr. Coe—Is it not sometimes the| hands. 1 did see one man who really 

case that the milk at the other end of dipped his hands in the milk pail and 

the route gets contaminated? then began to milk. We dairy people 
Mrs. Howie—Yes. I know of a case) should have a pride in our business 

where a serious complaint was Tre-| 4.4 be above such methods. No mat- 

ceived by the producer and he looked] te, what happens at the other end of 

about the premises to find out what) tne route we should do our duty at our 

the trouble could be and as he did not|.ng. We know how to do it. We 

discover it there he went to the other must have clean cows, clean milkers, 

end of the route and asked the people) cjean tools, and then take proper care 

there if they would please show him of the product. There is only one 

where they kept this milk. The in-) way to do it and that is to do it right. 
stant he was taken into the room the/ rr Reese—I have heard a great 

fault was Very plain. There was the many people say that that sounds well 

milk standing on a rotten and water-| 5, paper. If you will go to Mrs. 

soaked floor that had not been washed | powie’s you will find it there as clean 

for some time, there was no ventila- as it is stated in this paper. After 

tion and other things were put in this you have done all these things, get the 

same room. No pains had been taken proper price and stick to it. We are 

to preserve the milk and no doubt that selling our milk down below cost of 

milk had been standing on the plat- production on an average. 

form of a railway station for several] \rs Howie—Do not think that we 

hours, then, when taken to this room, expect to do it for nothing. Furnish ~ : 

f it was ready to be condemned. No, a perfect milk and people will be glad 

not all the dirty people are in the to pay the price. 

country, I am happy to say. Question—When some odors get into 
Mr. Hodgson—I want +o ask Mrs.| the milk, will aerating remove them? 

Howie if aerating the milk won’t take| Mrs. Howie—I have never thought 

away some of the taint of the milk.| so. 

Would it not be advisable to practice} Mr. Convey—Mrs. Howie has taken 

of _
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the correct position in this matter, yet,| You must leave the cover off until it 

after all, it is a wise thing to aerate| is thoroughly cool. 

the milk. 
Mr. Convey—Does Mrs. Howie stir 

Mrs. Howie—Yes, I believe in it, but| the cream or stir the milk? 

I believe there are different methods| Mrs. Howie—The cream. 

in doing it. I do not think that any ex- Mr. Convey—Does it not get some 

pensive machinery is necessary, for it| aeration in passing through the sepa 

is usually so complicated that it makes| rator? 

more labor. I know of some aerators} Mrs. Howie—Certainly, as it flows 

that are harder to wash than all the] through the spout into the can. 

rest of the dairy utensils. I know Prof. Henry—In the matter of keep- 

of nothing more effectual than a good| ing the milk and the introduction of 

spoon, a long spoon. You can dip up| germs into the milk, I wish to endorse 

the milk and stir it so that it comes in| what Mrs. Howie has said. In 1900, 

contact with the cooling surface. at the Paris Exposition, I saw bottles 

Mr. Buskirk—I stopped at a place} of milk which were entirely sweet,— 

here last month and asked for a glass| good sweet milk, just such as you 

of milk, and when I tasted it I found| would have on the table to drink. 

something wrong, and when I got| They had been shipped from Illinois to P 

down to the bottom I found a good| Paris,—De Kalb, Ills.—without any 

deal wrong. I said to the lady “Where| chemical preservation,—simply clean 

are you buying your milk?” She} milk in clean bottles and kept cold,— 

told me the name. I had supposed| and the milk was sweet two weeks 

they were clean people. All the gera- after reaching the city of Paris. When 

tion you could put into that milk would| we allow milk to sour in our houses 

not clean that dirt out. in a few hours, it is plain that that 

Mr. Foster—What do you consider| milk, although we think it is clean, 

the simplest aerator and cooler? cannot be free from the germs that 

Mrs. Howie—The one I use at pres- make bacteria. The milk I mention 

ent is a long spoon. I think it cost] was produced by H. B. Gurler, of De- 

me fifteen cents. There are some kalb, Ills. 

holes in the bottom of it. We have a Mr. Everett—It might be well to say 

fine, handsome one that cost $8.00, and| in connection with this, that he runs 

it is up in the attic, put so far I have| his milk through aerators and pro- 

found nothing superior to the spoon. vides his patrons at the creamery 

Before you begin buying this expensive| with aerators at his own personal ex- 

machinery, think about it a little. Use| pense. 
% 

your brains in this business as well as| Mr. Scribner—I think we are a little 

your hands. See if you cannot think| too easy on this aerating business, 

of something yourself. You know| and I think the time spent in pouring 

that this milk must be stirred in order and stirring the milk is quite an ob- 

to cool rapidly, and you can do it| ject. We have used.a patent aerator 

easily with a long spoon. and it is one of the most simple things 

Mr. Foster—Mrs. Howie, how long|to handle. We can attach our wind- 

will it take you to cool a ten-gallon can mill to it and run the milk right 

of milk to sixty degrees by your through while we are at breakfast, 

method? 
without wasting any time. I think the 

Mrs. Howie—We keep the cream in] aerators are a good thing, and I think 

fivegallon cans, and three to five| everybody should try them, either for 

minutes stirring is sufficient. We milk or for cream. 

plunge the cans at once into ice water. | Recess to 1:30 p. m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Institute met at 1:30 p. m. Conductor W. C. BRADLEY in the Chair. 

STARTING A SMALL DAIRY. 

: D. B. FOSTER, Fairchild, Wis. 

— of protein could be raised on our own 

Hae : Wisconsin farms, it would be needless 

Yo i > to discuss the starting of even a small 
we dairy farm as a financial venture. 

ye But the old ways of doing much of 
£6 the work of aairying have been 

3 ue changed already, and the end of the 
=, changes will not be reached until we 

[ : “9 get all through the cow, the stable, the 

| - 7 feed, and the very bottom of the 

| Scare st would-be dairyman’s innermost soul; 

| ets the coming dairyman must figure-and 
Best figure fine. 

4 3 | Many more dairymen than usual will 

i - ay this spring wonder where the profit 
Neg Bot] is in keeping cows, and it would give 

¢ a many a one, at least a melancholy 
b> / satisfaction, to know just what hole in 

the business his profits leaked out of, 
\ 4 and as none of us here are in the dairy 

business simply for the fun of getting 

& up at four o’clock every morning, and 

Ss just living with and for those cows 
D. B. Foster. three hundred and sixty-five and one- 

fourth days in the year, we will as- 

My subject may seem somewhat in-| sume that hope of profit is the main- 
opportune just now to an old line dairy-| spring of our efforts in this line. 
man, in view of the past winter’s ab- 
normal and excessive prices of feeding Results of Ignorance. 

stuffs and labor, unaccompanied as} [I believe I am right in saying that 
they have been by corresponding] the worst curse of the whole dairy 
prices for the product of the} business is the utter indifference and 
dairy, and if we expected to be| disregard by the human part of it to 
always confronted with forty-two cent} the plainest and commonest rules by 

oats, $24.00 bran and $40.00 per month} which our other business affairs are 

common labor men; if dairymen were; managed,—for instance: 
all to continue to look to the millers) What a lot of men in Wisconsin are 
for their principal supply of protein,| keeping cows, in many cases whole 

and conduct their business in the old-| herds of them, for the paltry pittance 

fashione@ way without ‘any particular| of $25.00 or less total gross receipts 

standard or ideal, and if no cheap form| per cow per year. 

ae eee
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What a whole lot of fellows who and so on, until we have to keep 

keep cows dare not look the business| twenty cows, that average nearly 

right in the face, nor figure up fairly | seven thousand eight hundred pounds 

and squarely just how much they re-| of milk each yearly, to supply the de- 

ceived per hour for their work on cows mand, and this in a manufacturing 

last year, and what they got their pay| country village of about nine hundred 

in. total population, where about every 

_ And what a lot of farmers and cow-| second family was supposed to keep 

keepers will talk and argue for six|a cow. 

months or a year trying to learn about| When buying cows the owners al- 

silage and silo building, and ether new| ways recommended them to give a 

departures, and oft-times making | “twelve-quart pail nearly full,” if in 

what proved to be costly experi-| summer, and “two-thirds full,” if in 

ments, when they could get the| winter, or else a “fair mess”—“but aw- 

whole thing in priated form, perfectly ful rich,” but I have never yet bought 

reliable, just by asking the experi-| a°cow whose owner ‘knew just what | 

ment station for it. she had done in any year of her life, 

And lastly, how many men g0 and I don’t expect to, they won’t try, 

through all the labor and trouble of| they “have no time” for figures or yi 

producing and hauling milk to the fac-| records. 

tory, year after year, without making} I purchased cows regardless of size, 

one decent effort to absolutely know color or breed. Itried to get good 

the cost of that milk, or to Babcock) milkers and succeeded in about one 

and figure up for themselves what| case in every four in getting cows that 

price it should sell for. They simply| would come up to my standard if well 

dump it into the weigh can and take| fed and cared for. I cannot size them 

what they get, always grumbling, al-| uD scientifically, as to their dairy 

ways suspecting, frequently cursing| form, but want a cow to have a good 

the creameryman, but too pig-headed | udder, lots of ambition and force, and 

to test and figure for themselves. We good width of chest. ‘ 

have got to get over all this. I weigh the milk from each cow at 

5 each milking and record the same, I 

Need of Milk Records. won’t trust the cow, nor the hired 

Twenty years of mercantile training} man’s judgment, nor my own ability to 

have served me well in the dairy by| guess, as to the amount of work she 

keeping me close to figures, and never| is doing, and I won't let her fool me 

in all those twenty years have I found| by giving a pail full for a short time 

the need of accurate calculations} and then merely killing time or loafing 

greater than during my later experi-| a large proportion of the year. 

ence in dairying. A dairyman should be a man of high 

Compelled some years ago by rea-| ideals and to materialize those ideals 

son of failing health to quit the mer-| he must have a minimum limit of per- 

ecantile business and get out of doors,| formance, below which he will not go. 

we (my wife and I) rented a small| My minimum requirement is six thou- 

farm with about twenty acres under} sand pounds of 4 per cent. milk, or its 

the plow (I have since increased it to equivalent, and no perfection of sup- 

thirty), and forty acres of brush pas- posed dairy form, nor personal beauty 

ture, and tried farming. We de-| will excuse a cow that cannot accom- 

signed and agreed to keep only one plish that much work in a year, ac- 

cow. cidents barred. 

One of our neighbors wanted to buy 

milk of us, then another, then a couple How Records are Kept. 

more, and then of course we had to} In the most convenient place on — 

buy another cow, and then another,| each side of my stable I hang a spring
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scale and very conveniently is placed) prevents shrinkage through careless 

a lead pencil and a card, (about five| milking, neglect and abusive conduct. 

and one-half by nfteen inches for ten} TI find that even a lax hired man 

cows, small as possible so as to be| takes a great interest in the daily milk 

handy), ruled and cross ruled, to make| record and takes special pride in the 

one square for each cow for each day| good performance of the cows on his 

of the month. side of the stable, and he becomes the 

The weight of the morning milking| warm personal friend of the largest 

for each cow is put in the top of her| producer, and I count it well worth 

particular square, and the night’s| the time and care spent recording to 

weight underneath. have the hired help personally inter- 

The scale, pencil, and record must| ested in the cows’ welfare. The daily 

be convenient, and the work of weigh-| record always registers any complaint 

: ing and recording will soon become a} from the cow as to her health, her 

fixed habit just as much as the brush-| happiness and her general welfare and 

ing off of the cow’s udder, or any one| the fact of her dropping off, just a lit- 

} of the thousand things we do without| tle, is immediately noted and com- 

| ever thinking of the work it is, or the| mented upon. 

' time it takes. The monthly and yearly record in- 

At the end of each month a new| dicates the largest producers and what 

card replaces the old one, which goes|is of far more importance, shows ac- 

to the—office, I was going to say, but|curately the poorest cow in the herd, 

I don’t want to scare anybody—house,| and she is the one we are after. The 

to be figured up and entered in the] result is simple. 

yearly record book, so as to show just} If we will not keep a cow that can’t 

: how many pounds of milk each cow] give as much as six thousand pounds 

has given each month, since she came| of 4 per cent. milk in a year, then what 

to our dairy. cows we keep over will all be good 

Much may be learned from this| ones, but if we guess at this and guess 

monthly and yearly milk record as the} at that, guess that they pay, and guess 

months go by. I soon found that I did| that the hired man does his duty, we 

not know much about “dairy form” and| shall in the end have only “Apples of 

some cows that “rum the pail over’| Sodon,” which turn to ashes in our 

when fresh, fall behind, on the year’s| hands, and take our pay in fertilizer 

production, others that never gave| and our satisfaction in the belief that 

more than thirty pounds per day. A|the creamery man cheated us. Don’t 

live man oft-times wants to know how| play the Baby Act. : 
some cow’s work this year compares 

with what she did last year or year Establishing a Herd. 

before. Comparing figures like this Now, after we have got our heré all 

often reminds one also that his rations| Culled out until there isn’t a cow in 

are out of balance. the lot that won’t come up to our 

minimum figure, we have yet to pro- 

Value of Milk Records. cure the other half of the herd in the 

I find this daily record quite servic-| person of a first rate dairy sire. In 

able as a feed saver, enabling me to| this line, the very best is the cheap- 

feed judiciously as to the productive est; and I don’t want any guessing 

capacity of the individual animal, to| about that part either. 

watch the effect of the different feeds,| Give me a sire, the breeder of whom 

and to judge intelligently the results| has kept individual records as I have 

of well balanced rations. described for twenty years, a sire 

Tt also gets the hired help interested| Whose pedigree for twenty years con- 

in getting the largest possible amount) tains only cows with large yearly 

of milk from each cow, and largely| records, and of sires whose mothers 

1
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and grandmothers for away pack were|summer. By first-class silage I mean 

also all of the best according to actual| silage made from a leafy corn, fully 

record; a sire about the qualities of| mature, not dry, with ears averaging 

whose lineage for at least a score of| three inches long to each stalk eight 

years there is no guessing, and to| feet high, preserved in a silo with ab- 

such a sire, if he can be found, I will| solutely air-tight walls, the corn be- 

trust the future breeding of my herd,|ing kept highest next to the walls 

and may reasonably expect a greater | while filling. The result, if the corn 

proportion of good heifers than it is|is cut fine, is sure. There will be no 

possible to procure by any other] bedding left, no butts, no cobs, abso- 

method. lutely no waste. I plow for corn in the 

The Cow Stable. fall, because it gets that much work 

Now, a dairy is not started until we out of the way for spring and because 

have summered and wintered it. A it conserves the moisture near the sur- 

stable becomes necessary. Let the face better and because I want the 

walls be air-tight, let the ceiling be manure, on the surface, merely disked 

jow, not over seven and one-half feet| in, fifteen loads to the acre for corn, 

in the clear, let there be at least one hauled in winter, right from the stable. 

window thirty inches square to each In the spting as soon as possible I 

two animals, and in the winter put in thoroughly disk the land and then drag 

a double sash and keep the glass all it every time it dries off after a rain. 

clean. The inside must be thoroughly When planting time comes, about 

and neatly whitewashed at least year-| May 15th, I plant the biggest, leaflest 
ly, 80 as to make it seem like home. It| kind of corn that is reasonably sure to 

must be ventilated by the King sys- mature before frost. I plant in drills 

tem,,so it won't stink. A two-cent three feet, eight inches apart, that be 

stamp sent to the experiment station ing as close as will allow late cultiva- 

in Madison will bring you the full par- tion, and put in from twelve to sixteen 

ticulars about this system. quarts to the acre, according to the 

The cows must face each other. 1| size of the kernels, and two and one- 
made up my mind to this last month half inches deep. I want a stalk to 

at Menomonie. Mrs. Howie says: “It| row every four inches in the row. I 
is pleasanter for the cows,” and “how always test my seed corn before plant- 

should you like to be fastened facing ing, and plant more or less according. 

a blank wall or a staring window all After planting, the ground is rolled, 

day long?” That settles that part of it. then dragged, the rest of the cultiva- 

If that woman does not understand tion depends largely upon the weather. 

feminine feelings then nobody does. I always stir the surface every time it 

dries off enough after a rain, so it 

Silage for Forage. works up mealy. I want the ground 

Now, next summer there will be a| kept loose and fine for two inches 

drought; there always is, sometimes| deep. I never cultivate to kill weeds 

early, sometimes late, maybe only a| because, if the ground is stirred as 

short one, maybe a terror, like last| often as it should be, there will be no 

year’s, but the man who has enough| weeds. 

silage to feed all next summer don’t} The last cultivation is done with 

care much, he’s all right. And I be one-horse, finetooth cultivators, just 

lieve that for actual results and from/ as late as the horse can crowd through 

field to manger, silage, I mean first- without smashing too much, usually 

class silage, is actually the cheapest about July 15th to 20th, and just ahead 

and best green forage crop that we| of the cultivators I sow six quarts of 

can grow with absolute certainty, to| medium clover seed per acre. 

help out scant pasture and keep up Bel I practice a three or four-year rota- 

flow. of milk in the latter part of the| tion, according to my success in get-
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ting a stand of clover in the corn;for instance, gave seven thousand 

ground. If I miss, which will be once|seven hundred pounds in ’99, nine 

ina while,I shall seed clover with| thousand seven hundred pounds in 

oats, or cats and peas the next year,| 1900 and over ten thousand pounds in 

and cut the oats and peas just after| 1901, and I have a number of others 

the oats head out, and cure them for| that show about the same proportion- 

hay. ate increase. My neighbors are guess- 

Fifteen acres of corn, seven and a|ing that I am wearing my cows out, 

half acres of clover, and seven and a| but “I have the figures” to prove that 4 

half acres of oats and peas cut for| I am not. 

hay will furnish all the good, rich] I seldom have any kind of sickness 

roughage needed by twenty cows, fif-| whatever, and think much trouble of 

teen head of young stock and three| that kind might be easily avoided by 

horses, for one whole year, silage fed| proper feed and sensible care. 

. to cows three hundred and sixty-five 

days. Requirements for Starting and Main- 

: taining a Dairy. 

| Reciprocity. I realize more end more how little I 

i know about this cow business, but | 

Some of my neighbors argue that | like it. The figures are more to me 
| wear out the land by raising such/ than the most interesting story, and 

heavy crops, “the biggest corn they} }ighten the drudgery amazingly. It 

ever saw,” but I “have the figures” to) makes a vast difference with our work 
show that my crops are getting bigger) y:nether we are interested in it or not. 
every year. I feed everything I raise| | have regained my health, and mean 

and nearly two car loads of grain be-| to keep it, by the same method. 

sides and apply the residue all to this) | know that what I have done others 
land. may do, it is so simple, scientific in- 

I feed grain to cows all the year] formation, push, thought and calcula- 

round, very little of course when the) tion, are the foremost requirements 

grass is at its best. for starting or maintaining a dairy. 
I feed as narrow a ration as prac- . 

ticable, having due regard to economy. 

I mix up a lot of feed in the right pro- DISCUSSION. 

portions to balance my roughage and] Question—I would like to ask, 
figure out a standard ration, then I| should not this gentleman keep the 

feed more or less to each cow, accord-| cow awhile before he discharges her? 

ing to the work she is doing. When| How long would you keep a cow before 

fairly fresh and doing well she may| you found whether you wanted her? 

have anything within reason that she| Mr. Foster—I have kept cows as 
wants, and just as much as I dare give| long as four days and others as long 

her. She is let out to drink warm|as six months. With some I could tell 

water twice a day in winter, is given| in four days that they were not going 

as much liberty as possible in the|to pay for their keep, and the sooner 

stable, and is carded off every day|I took my medicine and lost ten dol- 

and kept clean. I try to keep her falr-| lars or so difference on the price, the 
ly comfortabie and happy if possible,| better for me. 

and she tries to pay me back. That’s| Mr. Scribner—Don’t you think it is 
reciprocity. possible to keep a cow the second 

My neighbors tell me cows will| year profitably? 

wear out if they get all the good food| Mr. Foster—We cannot afford to 
they want to eat, but my cows get| lose on her for two-thirds of the year 

better every year under liberal treat-| in order to try her the second. 

ment: One of my heaviest milkers,| The Chairman—With thoroughbred 

|
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7 cattle it might be different. But I| by taking your milk to a fattory as by 

think in Mr. Foster’s case the sensible] selling it? 

thing is to get rid of them as soon. as| Mr. Foster—There would not be a 

possible. 
great deal of difference. My milk, 

Mr. Foster—In connection with that| the total production of my milk, tak- 

1 will say that I have a heifer in my|ing out what we use in the house, net- 

stable now that has disappointed mej ted me $1.35 per hundred, and there is 

for the last three months since she| the expense of retailing to come out of 

came in the first time, but I will keep|that. It would not cost so much to 

her until next year. Buta poughten| take it to the creamery and you would 

cow must not disappoint me. have the skimmed milk left to feed to 

Question—What breed of cows dp| the hogs and calves. 

you keep? 
Mrs. Howie—The reason you expect 

Mr. Foster—I have no special pref- to make so much money this year is 

erence for afy breed. I want the cow because when you are gone two-thirds 

that will do the work. It would be| the time Mrs. Foster is running the 

nicer to have a whole row of cows all business. 

* glike in your stable, but you cannot A Member—I believe it, if his wife is 

buy them at reasonable figures. ‘At| like Mrs. Howie. 

the same time, I sold the prettiest Question—How do you remove your 

animal in my stable the first of this manure? 

*ronth for $25.00. I bought her for her| _ Mr. Foster—I do not have a space 

beauty and I sold her for her laziness. wide enough behind the cows to get a 

Question—Do you raise heifer| ¥2802 in there, so I remove mine witb 

calves? 
a wheel-barrow. 

Prof. Henry—These annual meet- 

Mr, Foster—Yes, from my best cows, : 

| all of them. I discard tome before ings ac ge oe wg sare and 4 

they calve,the first time, others I try, oat 2 e ee - eme pub- 

—some one year, some two, some not shed, are very important. 1 woe 
like the chairman to call upon the 

more than three months. They satisfy] f, 

mrt that time. I do not claim to bel the mill in this audience who welsh 

infallible, but business is business. - _ ee iil regularity H 

Question—Where do you sell yOuT| ;now them aa eS ae es ae 

milk and what do your cows net you? ther ay — a se a ee 

Mr. Foster—I retail my milk in the ene his E — ae ti - ft ae 

village. My cows last year, 8TOSS/ cow of the milk: production of ene! 

receipts, netted me a trifle over $100.00 ' ae 

per cow, and I sold milk at three and aoe ee ae —_ Thorp. eer 

one-half cents per quart. We made| yr Hodgson—I would we te k 

butter of what was left,—that is tak-| the ee cow =n i fa 

ing ~ what we used ourselves. Last] him a the year, ja [ bas . have 

year I was reckless. Those twenty : 

eS ae vt ae HI ee fake: the: Cows ate 

and I hire all my work and will not be a eee anything to you and 

at home more than two-thirds of the where you get other cows to fll their 

ian. 
places. How many do you discard in a 

year and how many cows do you ‘have 

Quentin ton do not buy your] to replace? 

feed? 
Mr. Foster—I have sold in the last 

Mr. Foster—I buy all my grain feed.| year eight cows. In this retail milk 

Mr. Bradley—He has twenty cows business you have to keep up your 

on thirty acres. production and must have just so much 

Question—Would you make as much| milk per day. I have had to go out 

8
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and buy four. From now on I have] it, but it must come out. I have an 

young stock enough to take the place| opportunity to buy from my home ele 

of all I shall discard, which will be] vator something that they cannot sell 

in the next year not over three, unless| ordinarily and that nobody else wants. 
some have accidents. There is a lot of buckwheat screen- 
Question—How many silos have| ings composed largely of pigeon grass 

you? and sorrel seed, all kinds of weed 

Mr. Foster—I have two. One is four-| seeds, and about one-fourth broken 
teen feet in diameter and the other is| grains of buckwheat. I mix this with 

) twelve feet and thirty-five feet high.| one-fifth corn and grind it up. I take 

. The large one I feed from in the win-| one hundred pounds of bran, one hun- 

ter and the small one in the summer} dged and fifty pounds of grain screen- 

| time. ings, one hundred pounds of buckwheat 

. Mr. Purvis—How are your silos} middlings, and thirty-three and thirty- 

built? three hundredths pounds of gluten 
Mr. Foster—They are stave silos. feed, and then I figure the elements 

Mr. Purvis—How much does it cost] that go to make that up and deduce my 

per cow on an average to keep these| ration from that. 

cows a year? Mr. Reese—Did I understand the 
Mr. Foster—Last year I bought $375| gentleman to say that he gets three 

worth of feed, that is, grain for the} and one-half cents per quart for his 
horses, cows and young stock. I at-| 4 per cent. milk? : 
tempted to figure that out, but so Mr. Foster—They do not limit me 

much of my labor bill goes into the| to any per cent. I try to average 4 per 

production of feed I gave it up. cent. as nearly as possible. 

Question—How much grain per day Mr. Reese—You are really getting 

do you feed your cows on an average,| about $1.12 a can, thirty-two quarts to 

including the grain that is in the si-| the can? 

lage? Mr. Foster—Yes, sometimes I sell 
Mr. Foster—I have not estimated| very nearly all of the milk. Some- 

the grain in the silage. I feed 6.5|times I have some left to make into 

pounds. That is my standard ration.| butter. We do not have enough to 
It is a ration ..at will feed two-thirds| pay to make butter systematically. 

and sometimes not over half, the Mr. Reese—Wouldn’t it pay you bet- 

cows; the others vary above and be-|ter to run that milk through a separa- 
low it. For the cow that slacks up| tor, if it tests better than 4 per cent., 
in her milk, or when it is time for her| and keep the skimmed milk at home 

to go dry, I slack off in the feed. The| on the farm? That is where I think 

cow that is doing well and is fresh gets| a great many farmers make their mis- 
anything she wants. take. They send every pound of milk 

Question—Is that 6.5 pounds for| they have to the city and they take 

every day during the year? away from the farm just that much. 

Mr. Foster—Well, no. That is the| Now, I have lived around here all my 
ration I made out on February 11th] lifé. I am a young man, but I notice 

and I am still feeding it, but I shall| this much, that the men who are ship 

probably change that very soon. That} ping milk have the poorest stables, the 
is what my standard ration is. poorest farms and the poorest barns, 

The Chairman—An average ration? | and the men that are making butter 

Mr. Foster—It is a winter ration. from twenty-five cents a pound up 

Question—What is this ration com-| have got money in the bank and gen- 
posed of? erally have a plaster on their neigh- 

Mr. Foster—I am ashamed to tell} bor’s farm. 
you some things about that ration Ij Mr. Foster—The gentleman’s posi- 
feed my cows, because you won't like| tion is well taken. I am living on a
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rented farm, very limited in size, and Ij Question—Is six thousand pounds of 

do not care now to change my system| milk your standard? 

of farming until I know what I want.| Mr. Foster—That is my minimum. 

That is why I took to peddling milk. | They have run as high as ten thou- 

Prof. Henry—The gentleman at my sand pounds, as high as a little over 

lett has put this thing so well I want| eleven thousand pounds. 

to clinch it. It is my privilege to be| Mr. Reese—Do you test your milk by 

in a position where I can be helpful| 22y system? 
to Wisconsin farmers. I have been| Mr. Foster—No, I do not. 

closely watching for some time the Mr. Reese—Then those cows may be 

influence of the city upon the farming| siving all skimmed milk and you not 

radius,—its effect upon the population| know it. 
as to their happiness, their bank ac-| Mr. Foster—They may. The herd 

counts, and the condition of the farms, | Will average 4 per cent. milk. 

ete. I want to say to you farmers Question—You are not getting down 

who are shipping milk to Chicago, or, to what your individual cow will pro- 

in this county, more likely to Milwau-| duce. You are looking for quantity 

kee, that in the end you will not be| "4 not quality. 
prosperous, the farms will not be pros- Mr. Foster—My position is different 

perous, and that many a farmer is now from what it would be if I were selling 

shipping milk into Milwaukee or Chi-| that milk to a creamery, because in 
cago who would much better be pat- that case I would sell on a butter-fat 

ronizing a creamery. I know farmers basis. I cannot sell milk entirely on 

who are shipping to Chicago and get-|# butter-fat basis. There is no call for 

ting $700.00 a month cash for their| it. I try to suit my customers. 
milk. They are poor, hard up all the} M™- Hodgson—Where do you get 4 / 

time, and the farms are running down,| Per cent. cows? 
Send your milk to a creamery unless| _Mr. Foster—It is easy to get cows 

they will pay you more in the city. Do| &!ving 4 per cent. milk, because up 
not cut each others’ throats. This is and down the road our neighbors’ milk 

a cut-throat business. ee a per ce but —_: ' 

Mr. Ezra Goodrich—I can knock the non tO owen coe ee 
and then I look after the test after- 

re ae 8 Re ee wards. I must have the quantity. I 

and good, ship your cream and feed do not want a cow that gives less than 

six thousand pounds. 
the rest to the calves. I get $1.50 for} ‘ys, arnold—When you commence 

the cream from an eight-gallon can of taking milk to a creamery it does not 

milk, and no creamery on God’s earth pay to guess at the test of the milk. 

me ee: c 3 You can determine how much the test 

Mr. Foster—We never had a cream-| is and go by the test. 

ery in our town until this year, and the} mr. Foster—The only test then is 

first of January I made up my mind| the butter content, regardless of the 
that I was going to the creamery and| amount of milk. 

I would raise the price of milk from| wr, Reese—If you are going to ship 

three and one-half cents to five cents} milk you want quantity and if you get 

and if the pedple did not want the milk} anywhere over 3 per cent. you are 

I would practice the other system of} safe so far as the health department 

dairying and I would have the skim-|is concerned, but for men that are 

med milk left to feed to the stock. getting down to the individual cow 
Question—What time do you have/and want to know what she is doing, 

your heifers come in? they do not want to run the business 
Mr. Foster—At a year and three} on his basis. 

quarters. They sometimes run to two.| Mr. Foster—Out in the country, a
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few miles from my place, is a small|staves. A good many people object 

cheese factory, operated by German) to silos on account of the cost. Here 

farmers. They do not buy milk by/is Mr. Foster milking twenty cows 

| the test. A man would be a fool to go| and he says he must have the silo in 

. to work and furnish them Guernsey or| order to have cheap milk. He built 

) Jersey 5 per cent. milk. If I were a| two silos on that rented farm. 

| patron of that factory I would get the| Mr. Foster—The material cost 

biggest milkers I could and I would} seventy-five dollars apiece for the two 

not care a cent what the test was. 1| silos. 

. try to fit my product for the market) Mr. Reese—How long have they 

that I have. If 1 took my product to} been standing? 

a creamery, the fat cc:.tent would be Mr. Foster—Three years. 

the only test. If I took it to that fac- Mr. Buskirk—Do you have any dif- 

tory, I would want the quantity, but) ficulty with frost in the silos? 

. would not care about the quality, for} Mr. Foster—To some extent. In 

they don’t apparently. the coldest weather I put a cheap, 

; Mr. Reese—How long has that] light cover across the silo, about six 

cheese factory been in business? feet above the to» of the silage where 

Mr. Foster—I think about four|I am feeding, aud then by covering 

years. this over with straw and planer shav- 

Mr. Reese—Then, according to your} ings and opening the door into the 

theory, if you brought skimmed milk} stable the frozen silage soon thaws 

it would not make any difference. Will| out if scaticred around the surface. 

' they take skimmed milk? In our coldest weather it will freeze 

Mr. Foster—No, they won’t. some around ie walls, but by dig- 

The Chairman—There are hundreds| ging it away and scattering it over 

of cheese factories in Wisconsin| the silo it thaws out before the next 

where they do not test their milk. feeding. 

Mr. Foster—I think they are very Mr. Utter—Would you advise a 

foolish. farmer on his own farm to build a 

A The Chairman—In regard to the|stave silo? 

I silo. Why do you have the ensilage Mr. Foster—Yes, sooner than go 

higher on the outside than in the cen-| without one. If a man going into 

ter? northern Wisconsin would build no 

Mr. Foster—Well, when you stack| house until he could build a first-class - 

hay you tread the center and leave the| one, he would be a long time without. 

outside loose, so that when the stack|’If you put up a cheap silo, use it for 

settles it will draw in at the sides,|a few years. The seventy-five dollars 

but when silage settles you want it to| will come back the first year. Then 

crowd against the walls so as to ex-| you have the lumber left. I say by 

clude the air, and the way to produce} all means build a silo. If you cannot 

that result is to reverse the hay stack-| build a good one, build two cheap 

ing process. ones. Have the walls tight. 

Mr. Purvis—Do you keep a man in| The Chairman—There are a good 

the silo all the time? many silos built of stone and brick 

Mr. Foster—Yes. and they are better than the stave 

The Chairman—His silo is built of! silos. 

| aol i al al
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CORN BREEDING AND IMPROVEMENTS 

, W. H. STEVENSON, Champaign, ML 

One familiar with our great cereal| dress you today, on the assumption 

crop and who has carefully studied] that a knowledge and application of 

type and quality in corn and their re| the principles of breeding are as im- 

lation to production cannot but feel| portant and fundamental to success in 

and realize that an unfortunately | producing desirable types of corn as 

large number of farmers, in this and| in bringing our various breeds of live 

other states, raise corn inferior in| stock to a more perfect development. 

type and breeding. The result is @) within recent years it has been 

Ts yield per acre and financial) rounq that the work of improvement 

_ in plant life.and in animal life can be 

If the thoughtful corn grower will) -onducted along similar lines by simr- 

look with observing eyes he will note] jar methods. 

two facts. First, that of all the va- 

rieties and types of corn which he To the great breeders of the past 

finds but few are creditable, or even are the stockmen of the present in- 

good specimens of the corn grower’s debted for the choice animals in their 

exill, Second, that few articles are flocks and herds. What would be the 

written on corn breeding and improve- type and quality of our live stock to- 

ment. There are an almost endless day had not Bakewell, Collings, Bates, 

number, however, relative to corn pro- Booth, Cruikshank, Webb, and other { 

duction considered from almost every breeders, during the past century and 

cther view point. a half, studied animal life and form, 

There are many men today, in every and through careful selection, mating 

state, who have toiled long and aili-| 224 breeding, pursued with persist- i 

gently to increase the average yield ency during many years, laid such an 

of corn per acre, but there have ever admirable foundation for our modern 

been few—very few—among the num live stock husbandry? 

ber, who have endeavored to accom- Successive generations of sheep and 

plish this important work by system- cattle, upon a thousand hills, in both 

atically breeding corn. We can readi-| hemispheres, have borne the impress 

ly understand why this is so. It has of these master-breeders’ handiwork, 

been comparatively easy to investi- in feature, form, quality, and other 

gate improved methods of planting | characteristics. 

and cultivating, but what time andj And now we believe that in the 

patience and study have been required | fullness of time the day has arrived, 

to breed aright! And yet, by reason when the reward is as certain and as 

of its inherent capacity for variation,| great for those who will give of their 

corn improvement opens to every in-| energy and time to the improvement 

telligent farmer a large and exceed-|of our farm crops as that which 

ingly fertile field for practicable and crowned the efforts of the pioneer in 

profitable investigation and work. live stock improvement. It is true 

Corn sustains such a vital relation] that all work in plant breeding de 

to the agricultural interests of our} mands, in a measure, scientific oper- 

country and the world, owing to its|ations. But the breeding and im- 

value as a food, both for animals and| provement of corn is of such great im- 

men, that its breeding along practical} portance and can be carried on so suc- 

and scientific lines is a matter of the| cessfully and profitably by the intel- 

greatest importance. Therefore, I ad-! ligent, enthusiastic farmer that we
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deem this work worthy of the most) of his soil in order that he tnay con- 
careful and thoughtful study. tinue to produce profitable crops. We 

Successful corn breeding is in-| offer a few practical methods by 

separately linked with three all-im-| which the mechanical as well as the 
portant factors in crop production.| chemical condition of the soil may be 
These are fertile soil, proper methods| improved at the same time that profit- 

. of cultivation and improved seed. Un-| able crops are produced. 

. less they are the very foundation on} The leguminous crops, e. g., soy 

. which the corn breeder’s efforts are} beans, cowpeas, clover, and alfal- 

| based, failure and disappointment) fa, furnish one of the best means of 
| must follow. building up soil fertility. They are 

. Soil Fertility. grown under widely different condi- 

| The farmers of the great corn belt] tions and are especially beneficial to 
a generation ago apparently believed| the soil and valuable as feeds. 
that the virgin fertility of the soil} Increased yields of five to fifteen 

was inexhaustible. With little thought] bushels per acre are frequently re- 

regarding the penalty which the im-| ported where corn follows one of the 

mutable laws of Nature inevitably|legumes in a rotation. The great 
exact from every soil robber, these] value of leguminous crops is based on 

pioneer farmers raised corn after| the fact that they furnish the cheap- 

corn, wheat after wheat, or corn after} est food for stock and the cheapest 

wheat, producing large and profitable} manure for the soil. This is true be 
crops of each. The wonderful pro-} cause they obtain from the air nitro- 

ductiveness of the soil encouraged} gen, a substance necessary for plants 

and fostered a system of grain grow-| and animals alike, which costs in the 
ing and soil robbing, which in time,| form of fertilizers and feeding stuffs 
threatened to completely exhaust the] fifteen to twenty cents a pound. 

fertility of the land. When the pioneer The soy bean and cowpea hay has 

farmer discovered that he had worn| been found to be as valuable as ordi- 
out his fields and that they would no|nary red-clover hay and the crop is 

t longer produce profitable crops, he| harvested in much the same way. In 

made haste to move to a new section.| rich, black, prairie loam the soy bean 

But, in these later days, there is lit--is more successful than the cowpea. 

tle available new corn land for the] The latter, on rich land, produces an 

younger generation. In many sections] excessive growth of vine with very 

the children of the early settlers are| little seed. 
today striving to solve the problem of However, these leguminous crops 

restoring the fertility to the soils. cannot be rotated with corn indefi- 
Many have learned that a one-crop| nitely when the entire growth is an- 

system of farming assuredly brings] nually removed from the land. They 

poverty and want to any community.| add much to the supply of available 
Many, too, have advanced a step and] nitrogen in the soil, but they do not 

now realize how much more stcady|add potash and phosphorous. Con- 

the profit is in meat and milk than it}tinuous cropping of any kind will 

is in corn and wheat; how much bet-|sooner or later exhaust the land. 

ter corn pays in cattle, hogs and sheep| Therefore, it is imperative that every 

) than when sold to the grain buyer.|corn grower heed the warnings of 

When all grain growers master this| waning fertility and speedily learn 

one underlying principle in successful] that there is no such thing practicable 

1 agriculture a new and brighter era|as maintaining fertility without live 

will come most speedily and with a|stock. Barn-yard manure, when prop- 

promise of reward rich beyond com-|erly cared for and applied to the 

pare. The problem, then, before every| fields, is the best cf fertilizers for the 

corn grower is to keep up the fertility corn grower. The use of commercial 

e _
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fertilizers, the growing of legumes,| an increased yield of six or seven 

and the turning-under of green crops bushels per acre. Drilling is very 

are helpful, but they only delay the in-| often practiced on rich, new land, 

evitable loss of fertility in the fields| quite free from noxious weeds. Under 

in which they are used. these conditions an increased number 

lof stalks per acre give very satisfac- 

_ Culture. tory yields. | However, whenever 

The second important factor in- the | grasses and weéds threaten to serious- 

production of a corn crop is the cul-| ly interfere with proper cultivation ot 

ture. This includes the preparation| the drilled corn it always proves best 

of the seed bed, the planting and the| to adopt the hill system. A series of 

cultivation. Conditions of soil and| experiments at the Illinois Station, re- 

climate vary to such an extent that no peated with different soils, varieties 

fixed rules can be given regarding the| of corn and seasons, show that the 

depth and time of plowing, disking| average yield for the two systems is 

and harrowing. The preparation of practically the same. In view of the 

the seed bed, however, should be such| great advantage in favor of hilled corn 

as to provide, in fullest measure, during the period of cultivation we 

moisture, heat, and air, which are ab-| must grant that it is the most prac 

solutely essential for the germina-|ticable system for nearly all condi- 

tion and healthy development of the| tions. 

seed corn. A large number of experi- We cultivate corn to kill weeds, to 

ments have been made to secure val-| improve the physical and chemical 

uable data regarding such important] conditions of the soil and to conserve 

points as the distance apart of the] moisture. Careful plowing, dragging 4 

hills, the number of stalks in a hill,| and harrowing improve the physical 

and hilling vs. drilling. All of these condition of the soil by making it finer 

items contribute, in part, to the suc-/ and looser, thereby affording a larger 

cess or failure of the corn crop, but,| feeding area for the roots of the i 

here again, so many conditions enter plants. Chemical improvement is 

into the problem that we can do little brought about by admitting a larger 

more than call attention, very briefly, quantity of air into the soil. This 

to three or four facts which may| process increases the fertility by 

prove valuable as guide posts to the| hastening the formation of plant food. 

corn grower who would profit by the] An adequate supply of moisture is an 

accumulated evidence of many inves-| essential condition for the growth of 

tigators. corn. ‘iae amount of water used by | 

Year after year the trend has been| the corn crop during the growing sea- 

to increase the number of hills per|son is enormous. An idea of the to- 

acre and to decrease the number of} tal moisture needed is gained from 

stalks in a hill. There are good rea-| the fact that three hundred and ten 

sons for this change from the planters| pounds of water are required for 

three feet ten inches wide, or even|every pound of dry matter. During 

wider, to those three feet six inches] the hot summer months, the period 

wide, and less. Two and three stalks of least rainfall, the growing crop re 

in a hill give a maximum yield andj quires the major part of this vast 

the ears are usually larger and more| quantity of water and it is during 

fully developed. In addition, a three- this time that the great reserve sup- 

foot six-inch planter drops three thou-| ply of moisture in the soil finds its 

sand five hundred and fifty-six hills} way to the surface by capillary attrac- 

per acre or three hundred and sixteen| tion and evaporates rapidly. Now, 

hills more than a three-foot eight-inch| the point is, will the corn grower per- 

planter. If each hill produces two mit this loss of water which sustains 

well-developed ears, this represents| such a vital relation to his crop? He 

e
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need not permit it for this evapora-) realizing the far-reaching importance 

tion can be retarded by stirring the] of well-bred seed corn, began to im- 

surface of the soil and keeping it light| prove their strains of corn by careful 

and porous, the loose soil serving as a| selection and cultivation. Their la- 

mulch. The pores in this soil are too} bors, prosecuted amid innumerable 

large for capillary action and the! difficulties and discouragements, final- 

moisture fails to reach the surface.|ly gave to the corn growers of the 

The corn grower, then, must cultivate] United States improved varieties of 

more frequently, and less deeply, too,|corn. They are today the very foun- 

as we shall find, in order that, while| dation on which rests much of the 

killing the weeds, he may preserve the| advancement which has been made in 

. moisture for the corn roots and spare] establishing our most valuable pure 

the corn roots to gather the moisture.| bred varieties of corn. One of these 

. Many successful corn growers have pioneer breeders, J. S. Leaming, of 

. found it very profitable to continue] Wilmington, Ohio, as early as 1825 be- 

. cultivation after the corn is too| gan to select and breed the variety 

high for the regular two-horse which now bears his name. This corn 

vultivators. They go between the rows| was brought to Illinois, the shape and 

with a onehorse cultivator, or drag,| size improved by selection and breed- 

while the ears are setting and thus}ing for desirable characteristics, and 

maintain a dust mulch. This work is| today this variety is one of the best 

of value only in a dry season. grown. The valuable results accru- 

Root-pruning or cutting off the roots| ing from these long years of breeding 

of the corn plants effects serious in-| are proved by the record made by the 

jury to the crop and demands the} Leaming corn in a series of compara- 

thoughtful attention of the majority of| tive variety tests of yields per acre 

corn growers. ‘The loss from this| which began in 1888. During this 

source is so great and yet so frequent-| long period this variety has main- 

ly entirely over-looked that we desire| tained its lead as the best yielder. 

to offer a few figures which will clear-| Another pioneer breeder, Mr. James 

' ly show the importance of a system| Riley, of Thorntown, Indiana, more 

of cultivation which does not cut and|than a quarter of a century ago, se- 

injure the roots of the corn plants. lected the best white corm in his state 

The result of three years’ work in} for a foundation and by persistently 

testing the effects of root pruning weeding out the barren stalks and 

were as follows: other undesirable types in his corn 

Not pruned 62 bu. per acre.| fields he succeeded in producing the 

Pruned two in. deep 60 bu. per acre.| very valuable strain of corn known as 

Pruned four in.deep 45 bu. per acre. the Boone County White. This variety 

Pruned six in. deep 30 bu. per acre.| is widely grown and has been a potent 

The experiments explain the reduc factor in improving the corn in many 

tion of the yield which almost invari-| sections. The truth is, there is ample 

ably follows deep cultivation. proof that careful breeding and selec- 
é tion give more profitable types of 

Selection of Seed. corn. We have referred to the splen- 

The third factor in the growing of aj did achievements in improving the 

corn crop is the seed corn. It is in various breeds of live stock. The 

this connection that the possibilities profit to the American farmers from 

of corn breeding are most pointedly their well-bred herds and flocks has 

emphasized. With few exceptions,| reached millions of dollars. Practical 

only in the past decade have earnest| corn growers who have put the im- 

efforts been put forth in the way of proved breeds of corn to the test are 

systematically breeding corn. More unanimous in their statements that 

than half a century ago a few men,| we may obtain results, equally valv 

. 
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able and profitable, from highly bred) difficult to find in any crib even a very 

varieties of corn. This is not theory| limited number of ears of corn uni- ’ 

nor speculation. Abundant evidence} form in shape, size and other charac- 

of the most reliable character is avail-| teristics. Nearly all of them are de- 

able to prove that well-bred seed corn} ficient in length or circumference, 

increases the yield per acre, improves have poorly filled butts and tips and 

the quality, and advances and fixes| shallow or rounded kernels. Only 

desirable types in the varieties. The| in the cribs of those who have im- 

average yield of corn per acre in the| proved their corn by selection and 

great corn states is about thirty| breeding is it possible to secure 

bushels. This fact shows that our samples approaching that degree ot 

farmers are not at the present time| uniformity and trueness to type which 

producing a maximum yield. If every| is so valuable and an indication of 

hill of corn at the average distance good breeding and prepotency. The 

of planting, three feet six inches by| value of this uniformity is not a 

three feet six inches, produced aj fictitious one. A farmer can cultivate 

single pound of corn, the yield would| and care for a field of corn which has 

be about fifty bushels per acre. Here| been planted with improved seed 

we have an increase of twenty bushels| without expending a dollar more than 

over the average and yet if each hill| his neighbor who persists in planting 

contains two or three stalks, the most} corn without any prepotency other 

profitable number, and each stalk| than that which tends to reproduce its 4 

bears a well-developed ear, the yield| own undesirable characteristics. 

would reach nearly a hundred bushels. If, then, with pure bred seed the 

Can we not find a reason for the low| yield can be increased five bushels, or i 

average in the fact that every stalk| even one bushel, per acre, which one 

does not produce an ear and that| of these men, think you, will most cer- 

many of the fruitful ones give ears tainly be rewarded for his diligence 

dwarfed and greatly lacking in devel-) in business? Ah, yes, perhaps you i 

opment and soundness? say, how easy it is to figure these in- 

One of the factors which directly creased yields and profits! But are 

contributes to this reduction of yield| the facts fully in accord with these 

is the great number of barren stalks| very interesting figures? Let us see. 

in our corn fields. It is a matter of} Will we accept, unimpeached, the tes- 

surprise to one who has not noted the| timony of scores of our business-like 

fact that careful counts establishes practicable corn growers? Most cer- 

the average number of barren stalks|tainly. There can be no more trust- 

at thirty per cent. Here in Wiscon- worthy authority. Within recent 

sin your speakers on dairy subjects| years a large number of farmers have 

have long advised the weeding out] profited by planting pure bred seed 

from your herds of the unprofitable] corn. Their reports of results are in- 

cows, because they not only fail to re-| teresting and to the point. 

turn a profit themselves but often ab- One of these men, a renter, decided 

sorb that afforded by their superior| to plant his own unimproved seed 

stable companions. Is there not as| corn, for he believed that he could not 

strong an argument in favor of elimi-| afford to purchase pure bred seed, ‘al- 

nating this excessive number of bar-| though he had unbounded confidence 

ren stalks from our fields? They are| in tue prepotency and value of the im- 

little better than weeds; serve no proved corn. His landlord, however, 

good purpose; doubtless take quite as| bought enough pure bred seed to plant 

much fertility from the soil as the fer-| half of the land, and thus the im- 

tile stalks, and the labor and expense proved and the unimproved were 

of growing them fully equals that of| grown side by side in the same field, 

the desi: ‘ble ones. It is extremely| and the cultivation and soil conditions
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were practically identical. The re,desirable type characteristics. Shell 
sults, as given to me, are not sur-| off the tips and butts of these ears 

prising but fully in keeping with those} and plant three kernels in a hill by 

which we may reasonably expect] hand, carefully covering with a hoe. 

when these conditions exist. When the hills are three feet six 
The number of barren stalks was| inches apart each, a field twenty-eight ~- 

fifty per cent. less in the well-bred|rows wide and one hundred and 
corn and the yield at least six bushels| twenty-seven hills long is an exact 
per acre more. But the profit in this| acre. Tnis is a field of convenient 

case will not end with the larger cash| size and shape. Plant each row with = 
income from this one crop. Enough|corn from a single ear. The corn 
well-bred, prepotent seed was secured] which is left can be planted around 
to plant the entire acreage this year] the seed plat to protect it from foreign 

and thus the profits from that first| pollen. The most difficult problem is 

small outlay for seed corn will be ma-| to keep the variety pure and free from 

terially augmented by the increased) all mixture. The difficulty arises from 

yields from succeeding crops. the fact that pollen from other fields 

Another farmer planted  eighty| will drift as far as eighty rods. The 

acres with Boone County White. The] breeding plat, therefore, should be in 

yield from this field was nearly twenty| an isolated spot, if possible, or sur- 

bushels per acre more than that from| rounded for a distance of forty rods 

any other field on the farm. The! with corn of the same variety. This 

seed for these eighty acres cost|is an important point for the reason 

twenty-five dollars, and the farmer} that cross fertilization with inferior 
figures that the net profit from the|and barren stalks, even of the same 

investment amounted to the handsome] variety, is detrimental to the develop- 

sum of $600.00. No comment is nec-| ment of desirable variety characteris- 

essary. Pure bred seed corn will in-| tics and the weeding out of unfavor- 

crease the yield per acre. Tite im-|able types. About an acre of the 

portant point for our consideration is| best corn land on the farm should be 

' the fact that corn breeding is not for| selected for the breeding field. The 
the few. This work, which must prove} preparation of the seed bed should re- 
of unbounded vaiue to corn producers,| ceive the most careful attention and 

is not hedged about by impassable] should be of such a character as to in- 

barriers. Far from it. On the con-| sure favorable conditions for germina- 
trary the system of breeding is so|tion and growth. The cultivation 

simple and practicable, and, withal, so| should be such as will conserve moist- 

scientific and profitable, that it can-| ure and remove all weeds without in- 

not fail to appeal strongly to every| jury to the roots. As soon as the tas- 

thoughtful corn grower who is intent| sels appear and the ears begin to set, 

on maintaining a leading position in| it is necessary to go througn we field 

corn production. several times, every other day, and 

The system of breeding is as fol-| remove all weak, inferior and barren 
lows: Buy pure seed, in the ear, of| stalks and suckers. It is impossible 

the variety selected for improvement,| to give too much care to this work, 

from a reliable breeder. This plan|for every inferior and barren stalk. 
insures seed of the best type and] produces pollen which will fertilize 

greatest prepotency and enables the} the seed of the plat. Cross fertiliza- 

grower to start at the point which it|tion of this kind must be prevented; 

has taken the breeders many years to| otherwise, little progress can be made 
reach. Examine the bushel or more of| toward establishing a prepotency for 

corn very carefully, and select thirty|the production of fruitful, vigorous 
or forty ears for the breeding plat|stalks which develop uniform ears of 

which show the greatest number of| desirable types and quality. At the
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Illinois Station, in five years, as a re-) when they seek to secure it from 

sult of this weeding-out process, the} others. 

per cent. of barren stalks has been| The vitality of all seed corn should 

reduced from sixty per cent. to twelve] be tested. Only vigorous seed with 

per cent. In the fall each row should! strong germinating power can be de- 

be husked separately. Examine the| pended upon for a full stand. The fol- % 

ears from each row and select for next| lowing is a simple and practicable 

year’s breeding field from those rows| method of testing for vitality: Fill 

producing the largest proportion of} an ordinary china plate with sand and 

ears true to type. The ears which| saturate it with water. Select three 

have produced this large proportion| kernels from each ear, one from near 

of desirable ears must be prepotent.| the tip, one from near the middle, and 

It is the business of the corn breeder| the other from near the butt. Place 

to improve his corn by selecting and| the kernels in the sand, point down, 

planting these ears which have in-| and turn a smaller plate over the first 

herited this prepotency. to prevent too rapid evaporation of 

When this plan is pursued and the} moisture. Set the plate in a warm 

same type of ear selected year after}room. Keep a record of the time and 

year, a marked improvement in type] number of kernels sprouted. If the 

and quality gradually adds to the/ seed is of high vitality at least ninety- 

value of the variety for seed purposes.| five per cent. should germinate with- 

If the breeding has been for the pur-|in seven days. If this result is not 

pose of changing the composition of] obtained better seed should be se 

the kernel, the results may mean| cured. 

much to feeders, stockmen, andj The vitality of seed corn is* cften j 

glucose factories. This is true, for if} seriously impaired by improper han- 

the per cent. of protein can be in-| dling and storing. Therefore, it is prac- 

creased by breeding, the corn becomes] ticable and profitable to store seed 

more valuable as a feed for live stock| corn in a room provided with a stove ‘ 

because it is more nearly a balanced| until the ears are thoroughly dried 

ration, On the other hand, an increase| out. When the seed is thus perfectly 

in the oil content is of great im-| dried, it is not affected by extremes in 

portance to the glucose factories and| temperature, for it is only in moist 

by decreasing the per cent. content of| and immature kernels that the cold 

these elements a larger per cent. of| freezes the moisture and kills or in- 

starch is obtained. After the best ears|jures the germ. 

have thus been selected for next year’s} The score card adopted by the IIli- 

breeding plat, the farmer will have a|nois Corn Growers’ Association is 

large quantity of well-bred seed for] helpful in the study of seed corn in 

planting his entire acreage. In this} that it serves as a guide in calling 

way he can economically provide him-| attention to the various points in an 

self every year with choice seed corn| ear of corn according to their relative 

which he has gradually suited to his|importance. We give this score card, 

latitude and soil conditions. Experi-| with a few words in explanation of 

ence has taught many corn growers| each point, in the hope that it may 

that it is very difficult and expensive| prove helpful to farmers who desire 

to obtain seed corn of this quality| to select seed corn of the most de 

sirable type:
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SCORE CARD. 

Points. | ee Explanation. 

1, Uniformity of exhibit ..... 10 Conformity to variety in type, size, shape, color and 
! indentation. 

2. Shape of ears........--- al 5 Cylindrical, straight rows; proportional length to 
circumference. 

3 Color of ears.. .........----| 10 White kernels—white cob; yellow kernels—red cob. 

4, Market condition... vend 5 Soundness; freedom from injury; maturity. 

ee eee 10 __| Filled out with regular sized kernels. 
6. Buttsofears .. . ... --- 5 Kernels swelled out about shank regularly. 

7. Uniformity of kernels.. - 5 Uniform type, shape, color, etc. 
& Shape of kernels....-....:-| 5 | Wedge shape, straight edges. 
9. Length ofears.........-.--.| 10 Conformity to standard. 

10. Circumference of ears... --| 5 Conformity to standard. 

11, Space between rows........, 10 | Furrow between rows of kernels. 
12. Percent.ofcurn....°° * ---| 20 | Conformity to standard. Bares 

Conclusion. and was made in many parts of the 

i i |state. This last year the per cent. 
. In concluding this subject I would y 

| not in any senge underestimate the| W@5 not so large, running from 18 per 

importance of the work of many farm- cent. to 20 per cent. 
ers, which has for its object an in- The cause of barren stalks is some- 

. creased yield of corn per acre. You| thing difficult to get at. I do not 

: will agree with me, however, that the know that I.can give youin a few 

| practicable system of corn breeding words what we consider the cause of 

| which we have outlined gives greater| the barren stalk. I believe there is 

promise of yielding a suitable reward a tendency in many strains of corn to 

. in profit than any other. That a larger produce these barren stalks, because 

number of farmers in Wisconsin may the seed corn in years past has been 

enjoy a share of this reward is my pollenated by undesirable types, i. e., 

i reason at this time for making this|>arren stalks, and thus a prepotency 

: plea in behalf of better practices in has been established along that line, 

breeding and improving our varieties because these stalks have no other ; 
of corn. business than the production of pollen, 

eer and it seems reasonable to believe 

that they produce more pollen than 

DISCUSSION. the fertile stalk. 
Prof. Henry—I would like to ask the Mr. Selle—How would you remove 

gentleman what he means by a barren| the barren stalks? 

stalk, and what they have found in Mr. Stevenson—Just at the time of 

Illinois concerning their number and| tasseling. It is the only time we 

possible effects. know definitely, before fertilization 

Mr. Stevenson—A barren stalk is| takes place, that a stalk is barren. I 

one which has no ear of corn on it| would remove the barren stalks from 

and which has set no ear of corn at} the seed plat only. It is not practi- 

all. We have found by investigation, cal to remove them from a very large 

by getting reports from many parts of| area, simply remove them from the 

} the state, that the average number] seed plat and in that way try to in- 

; was 30 per cent. A man would go in-| crease the propotency in the seed 

to the field and mark out one hundred|corn for the production of fertile 

hills square and actually count the|stalks. We believe that we can al- 

barren stalks in that space and keep| most eliminate any tendency of that 

a record of the proportion of barren! kind toward barrenness by breeding 

stalks in the various parts of the field.|in this prepotency. 

That determination was two years ago| Mr. Buskirk—Will you explain to us
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the danger of smut in corn and the Mr. Stevenson—I suggested that the 

way you have of getting rid of it? tips and butts be rejected. They are 

Mr. Stevenson—I am not prepared| vital; they will grow corn, but they 

to discuss that point. are smaller, more irregular as a rule 

Mr. Buskirk—Can’t you tell us how| than the kernels from the other por- 

to get rid of it? tion of the ear and, therefore, we 

Mr. Stevenson—I do not know. reject them because they will not give 

Question—Will this depreciation| a uniform stand. They do not go 

continue along if we give the corn the| through the planter box as uniformly 

best of treatment? as the other kernels. While they 

Mr, Stevenson—I believe that by | will germinate and are vital, yet I do 

persistently eliminating the barren| not believe they contain as much 

stalks from our seed plats year after plant food and therefore will not give 

year, we will increase the prepotency| as vigorous @ young plant as the 

of our corn naturally and the number| larger kernels, and for that reason 

of barren stalks will eventually be| they are rejected. 

very small. It has been reduced from| Question—What do you mean by 

60 per cent. to 12 per cent. in five fire-dried seed corn? 

years at the University of Illinois. Mr. Stevenson—It is that seed corn 

Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Hill takes ex-| which has been placed in a room 

ception to the large number of bar- where heat has been supplied, either 

ren stalks. by a stove or from some other source. 

Mr. Hill—On our field I made a Mr. Hill—Don’t you believe that in 

careful count and I found from 15 the rejection of the kernels from the 

per cent. to 8 per cent. of what are| tips and butts that you will breed corn 

called barren stalks or stalks without| that will not grow kernels on the tips 

ears, and then I examined them over and butts? 

again as I went along and I found out| Mr. Stevenson—Most emphatically 

that about one-third of this number| no. 

were suckers—suckers from dent| Mr. Reitbrock—Prof. Plumb, of 

corn, which are not supposed to bear.| Indiana, recommended the planting of 

Again, I found about another third of| the kernels on the tips and butts for ' 

those that were made barren by smut| the reason that they will not mature 

destroying the germ of the ear. That| quite as rapidly and they continue the 

was not the fault of the corn. That| season of pollenating a little longer, 

left only 5 per cent. or 6 per cent. of| and in the experiments made (this was 

what I called genuine barren stalks.) a couple of years ago), they produced 

That was on corn that has been se-| an ear that was more generally filled. 

lected for a number of years, but Mr. Stevenson—It may be possible, 

without reference to this particular| but I do not think that the experi- 

thing—corn that has been grown on ment just referred to has been scien- 

good soil with good cultivation. tifically carried out. I think it is far 

Mr. Stevenson—The pure bred va-| more important that we have a uni- 

rieties of corn I am certain can be| form stand than that we seek to 

pushed up into this latitude success-| lengthen the season of pollenization 

fully if they are bred up gradually| The Chairman—In justice to the 

from year to year. next speaker, we will have to close 

Question—Do you want to plant the] this interesting subject. 

seeds from the butts and tips?
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SUGAR BEET CULTURE. 

A. F. POSTEL, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

though the soil must be rich, yet it 

should not be manured the same 
spring that the beets are to be 

planted, as this will cause a rank 

, growth of the beets, and for this rea- 
a son they would not become sufficiently 
Pia rich in sugar and moreover in case of 

og fall rains would not ripen out well. 

te Yet the latter is an essential require- 
< me aN ment for successful sugar extraction 

x . fig in the factory and it also enhances the 
NSS keeping qualities of the beets. 

Eu e a Preparation of the Soil. 

oe ae Soil manured early in fall, the 

y manure having been immediately 

ie Pa plowed under, or soil which has been 
i <, ] well manured to potatoes or corn last 

| a» & spring, the potato or corn field hav- 

X ing been kept clean of weeds, or 

aN clover sod plowed under early in fall, 

will be the soils that are likely to give 

A. F. Postel. the best results in beet culture this 
spring. Barley, potatoes, corn and 

To be successful in sugar beet cul-| clover are very good preceding crops 

ture necessitates the proper selection| for sugar beets. 
; of the soil upon which the beets are If the soil has been plowed deep in 

to be planted. The subsoil is of great} fall, say six inches and over, and if it 

importance and should be of a sub-| has not settled too much, I should not 

stantial character. Subsoils like clay| advise to plow it again, but would 

rich in lime, clay loam and sandy! harrow it so soon as the condition of 

loam, which will hold moisture well] the soil permits and create a dust 

in case of a dry season, are the best} mulch on top in order to preserve the 

subsoils for beet culture, providing| winter moisture in the soil. If it is 

that they are well drained. Very} necessary to plough the soil in spring 

heavy clay soils, as well as very light| do so as early as it can be done with- 

soils like sand and gravel, should be| out injury to the soil, but be careful 

avoided. The first named will not per-| to immediately roll and harrow what 

mit the beet to easily grow down and| soil has been ploughed within a half 

makes harvesting difficult, whereas|a day, so that the chance of drying 
the very sandy and gravelly subsoils| out will be reduced to a minimum. As 

have no capacity to hold moisture] to the depth to which a soil should be 

well. The top soil should be rich,| ploughed, would say that the throwing 

easily tillable and free from stones, as| up of more than one inch of subsoil 

the latter give too much trouble in} must be avoided. It is well to deepen 

cultivating, especially so long as the the soil, but this should be done gradu- 

beets are small. The soil should also} ally and not at once, as otherwise the 

be as free from weeds as possible. Al-! succeeding crops will be poor for 

EL
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several seasons and the responsibility Planting. 

for this will be saddled uponthesugar| So soon as the time for planting ar- 

beet in that it will be claimed that the|rives, which will be earlier in some 

sugar beet exhausts the fertility of the | seasons than in others, but if the soil 

soil. To stir the soil sufficiently deep, }is in proper condition would be around 

a subsoil plow should be used in fall,| the beginning of May, také a disc har- 

but in spring this is not advisable, as|row or pulverizer, or a spring tooth 

such soil will remain too loose and dry | harrow, or the cultivator attached to 
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Sugar Beet With Line Showing Where it Should be Cut. 

out too easily in case of a dry season.; your broadcast seeder and pulverize 

After the soil has been ploughed,| the soil to a depth of from four to five 

rolled and harrowed, or if falljinches, harrow, roll and harrow in 

ploughed, has been harrowed well and/ quick succession. The soil should be 

has been made sufficiently fine on top,| packed well, as this will enable the 

harrow once a week until planting] moisture from the subsoil to rise to 

time arrives. It is a foregone con-| the surface by capillary attraction and 

clusion that corn stubble and all kinds|in this wise aid in germinating the 

of trash should be raked off as they|seed. How often a soil should be 

would give trouble later on. rolled must be left to the judgment of
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the farmer, but so soon as the horses seed is used to secure a full stand. 

leave no more heavy foot-prints be-| And a full stand we must have to get 

hind, the rolling could cease. After| the best resuits in beet culture, more- 

the last rolling or floating, give a light} over, wherever a beet grows, there 

harrowing with the harrow teeth well| will grow no weed. 

| thrown back. This will preserve the ; 
Cultivation. 

ie So soon as the beets show above 

(a ground cultivation should begin. 

is Cia aa | hee Tay 4 Sometimes it may become necessary . 

(f Se eo ee | to cultivate before the beets are out 

pos AS eee of the ground. If the planting has heen 

Wid, WwW, © Ny nl of done across the harrow marks, and the 

| es 5 RU! t rs a dead furrows as heretofore stated, the 

} : x 9 73 distinctly showing marks of the seed- 

Beet Seeder. er press wheels will enable us to fol- 

moisture in the soil and will prevent i ‘ 

the latter from heavy crusting in case ‘) 

of a beating rain. i ‘4 

After this last harrowing, plant im- i 2 

' mediately across the harrow marks, [| 

preferably north and south, but al- a 

ways across the dead furrows. ‘Lue , | 

horse beet seeder drills four rows at a Aine 

time, sixteen, eighteen or twenty y gE 

i} inches apart. The seed should not be (S&F \ 
dropped any deeper than one-half to Se 
one inch. In a heavy, well-prepared er 

| soil, wherein the moisture has been Dips! 

. carefully preserved, one-half inch will SI 

| be a sufficient depth at which the seed . 5 

ii should be dropped. In somewhat LN Vf (x 

| lighter soils, i. e., soils that will dry iB 
out quicker on top, one inch may be Beet Digger. 

} better. The amount of seed to be 

used should not be less than eighteen|jow them with the cultivator without 

. pounds per acre, if the beets are|in any way disturbing the sprouting 

ie seed. 
lute After the beets are well cut of the 

| z 7 TW ground and have developed the third 

4 NWA, > 1) and fourth leaf, bunching should be 

Qa aie gin. According to the richness of the 

LL I v7 ND soil and its capacity for holding mois- 
; y Nv ture well, as also according to the 

oe ae width of the rows, we take a six or 

Beet Cultivator. seven inch hoe and hoe right across 

the rows, leaving bunches standing 

‘ planted eighteen inches apart, but it/ about two inches long. Here it is 

i should be twenty pounds in case the| where the advantage of a full stand 

{ beets are planted sixteen inches apart.| will be appreciated, as it enables the 

’ The wisdom of this has been ques-| farmer to do the bunching much 

tioned by beet growers, yet it is very| faster than where the stand is thin. 

essential that a sufficient quantity of| Here, too, comes that we will have the . ~
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beets at even distances after they-are| ceed to the next bunch. The work 

thinned out and in this wise we will|of bunching should not take longer 

get beets of a more even size, which| than two days per acre for one person 

is necessary to get the best results. | and the thinning should be finished in 

After the beets are bunched they| about four days. 

should be cultivated again and then|' After the beets are thinned, they 

the thinning out of the bunches has should be cultivated from week to 

to begin. It is of the utmost im-/ week, or from ten days to ten days, 

portance that this work, as well as the| not only on account of weeds, but on 

bunching, should not be delayed, as| account of the preservation of the 

otherwise it will be more difficult,| moisture in the soil. After a heavy 
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Sugar Beet Weeders. 

take more time and consequently en- rain cultivation is also necessary as 

hance the cost of raising the beets.|this will aerate the soil and enable it 

This can be easily avoided as this|to utilize the nitrogen contained ir 

work comes in at a time when the|the air. It is not necessary to culti 

other farm crops are all planted and|vate deeper than two inches at any 

when school vacations begin, because|time, as deep cultivation will dry out 

in thinning out of the beets, children|the soil quicker. ‘If necessary, the 

of nine years and over will do very|Leets may be hoed once more in the 

good work if a grown-up person is|rows, but for the work between the 

present to oversee it. If possible,|rows the cultivator will be sufficient, 

leave the beet standing which grows|if used often enough. 
somewhat outside of the bunch and| The beets are laid by when the tops 

pull the rest out sideways, so as not to|begin to grow together and when no 

loosen the beet remaining, then pull a| more cultivation can be done without 

little dirt up around the beet and pro-| breaking off leaves. This must be 

9 Sue
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avoided, as the sugar is elaborated in; when it is time to doit. In this wise 

the beet through the influence of the| he will keep down the expense of rais- 

atmosphere and sunshine upon the, ing the crop and his net profits will 

leaves. It is for this reason that the} become larger. 

beet will not exhaust the soil, if the| It is a fact that the state of Wiscon- 

tops and the pulp are fed to cattle and/sin sends over $7,000,000 in cash out 

the manure brought back to the land.| of the state every year to buy the 

On the contrary, the farmer will soon| sugar which is consumed by its pop- 

find out that the thorough culture,| ulation. There is no yeason why this 

etc., which the beet requires in order| money could not be kept in the state. 

to bring big returns, will benefit the|It takes twenty factories of the ca 

succeeding crops and still moré so if| pacity of the Menomonee Falls Fac- 

Hi a regular rotation of crops is fol-| tory, i. e.. of 500 to 600 tons of beets 

lowed. | per day for a season of one hundred 

. BEET SUGAR FACTORY. ey 
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1] Financial Value of Beet Crop. days, to manufacture the sugar needed 
! The sugar beet furnishes one more| by the people of Wisconsin. This 

| crop for the farmer to grow, the price} will necessitate the raising of about 
1 for which is fixed before it is even] one million tons of beets by the farm- 

planted. That it is a profitable crop! ers of the state, for which they would 
and the safest one the farmer can|receive from four ard one-half to 

} grow has been demonstrated by quite} five million dollars, to which must be 
a number of beet growers that raised| added the value of the tops and pulp 
beets for th6é Menomonee Falls Fac-|as feed, which amour‘s to another 

tory last season. In spite of the pre-| million dollars. Thereby it can be 

vailing drought, these farmers had} seen that by far the lion’s share of 

crops averaging from twelve to|the proceeds in the beet sugar busi- 
twenty-six tones of beets per acre, re-| ness goes to the farmer and although 
ceiving from fifty to one hundred! jit is not all profit where help has to 
twenty-one dollars therefor. Hereto| be hired, yet if properly managed fifty 
must be added the feeding value of| per cent. and over of the proceeds 

f the pulp, which amounted to from $6) should be. This will, in most cases, 
i to $12 per acre, and the feeding value of, mean fitty per cent. and over on the 

\ the tops, which can easily be placed; capital invested where the soil is 

at the same figure. Thereby it may| worth from eighty to one hundred 
be seen that beet-raising is profitable,| dollars and upwards per acre. The 

providing the farmer is careful in the| more or less rapid development of the 
selection and in the treatment of his| beet sugar industry in the state of 

beet soil and will do the work just| Wisconsin rests with the willingness
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of the farmers to raise the beets, pro-| is what I want to impress upon farm- 

viding that the tariff on sugar is left} ers. Last season a good many farm- 

undisturbed for some time to come.jers did not even bunch their beets. ad 

They made a mistake, but as a. matter 

of fact they didn’t see it that way. It 

DISCUSSION. . | did take them too long to do the work, 

Mr. Scribner—What difference does] and, moreover, the beets did not stand 

it make with farmers that get behind] apart at as even distances as when 

in thinning? they were bunched. 

Mr. Postel—It would be this: In| Mr. Matteson—What is the proper 

that case the farmer would have to| time for thinning the beets? 

spend two weeks in doing one week’s| Mr. Postel—As I said in my paper, 

work. He would have to go at it with} when they have four well-developed 

his whole family, when if the work/ leaves. 

: was done in time the farmer, with his} Mr. Matteson—I want ‘to know if 

hired hands, could do it in one week.) you furnish the machinery for the 

Mr. Scribner—What is the cost of| farmers; does the company furnish 

raising an acre of beets if you do the machinery? 

work in season? Mr. Postel—Yes, we do it at pres- 

Mr. Postel—It would be around the| ent. 

* $30.00 notch, if you count hauling and Mr. Matteson—I would like this ex- 

everything, every stroke of work con-| plained. 

nected with it. Mr. Postel—We furnish the machin- 

Mr. Scribner—And you pay a hired| ery and charge so much per acre. 

man $18.00 a month? Mr. Matteson—How many beets 

Mr. Postel—There comes to my| could one man take care of in a sea 

mind one farmer who raised beets| son and do it in time? 

last season. He did the work in time! Mr. Postel—Three or four acres 

and his hired hands did the thinning| provided he divides his work up a lit- i 

for him, and it is not very often they| tle—divides the seeding up so that m4 

do it cheerfully, yet they said after all| the thinning will not all come at one 

it was not so much ¥ork. It took| time. 

one man a day and 2 walf to bunch an| Mr. Matteson—Would he plant at 

acre and the hired hands did the thin-| different times? 4 

ning, for which it took one man three Mr. Postel—Do the seeding a little 

days to thin out an acre. apart,—about five or six aays to each 

Mr. Matteson—What do you mean| acre. 

by bunching? Prof. Henry—Mr. Chairman: The 

Mr. Postel—Hoeing out the beets point where we now are is not a great 

before thinning, leaving little bunches.| distance from the Menomonee Falls 

A Member—I would ask if the] beet sugar factory, but that factory is 

bunching could be accomplished by aj not so near but that some day a fac- 

machine going crosswise of the row? | tory may be located near this point. I 

Mr. Postel—Yes, we have done that| want to say one or two things to the 

in the old country twenty years ago,| farmers here. 

put it necessitates a very full stand.} In the first place, the growing of 

It necessitates the use of a little more} sugar beets is an industry in which 

seed than we are in the habit of us-| you may well embark in this region. 

ing in this country. It necessitates} It is a safe industry. Sugar beet cul- 

a machine which you can steer very| ture, properly practiced, is not hard 

straight through the field. upon the soil. This is shown by the 

Question—Would not a machine be| fact that in Europe, where they have 

cheaper than hired help at present? | been growing the beets for a long time 

Mr. Postel—That is correct. That} for the factories, the country is pros-
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| perous and the soil is yielding large); myself farmed on a farm where corn 
{ crops. had been raised thirty years in suc 

3 Now, farmers, think of this matter} cession on the same soil. The beet 
seriously. Raise some beets and send| does not exhaust the soil at all, for 

them to the Menomonee Falls factory| this reason: When the sugar, which 
and later, when they start a factory] as heretofore stated is taken from the 

near you, you will be ready to furnish| atmosphere, is extracted from the 

them for the local factory. beet, whatever has been taken from 

It costs Wisconsin $20,000.00 a day| the soil is put back in the form of 

for the sugar which we eat in that| manure, providing the pulp, etc., is fed 

" time. Tonight, the sugar which we| to the cattle and the manure put back 
have consumed during the day wiu|on the land. On the other hand, if 
have cost the state $20,000.00. That| you sell the corn you lose just so 

; money goes to Germany and little} much fertility and impoverish your 

Cuva. We have to gather up andj soil thereby. 

send away in a year over $7,000,000.00. A Member—How far can you profit- 

{ Every dollar of it could be paid out] ably draw these beets to a factory? 

for Wisconsin labor. We could keep Mr. Postel—Well, that depends up- 

these millions of dollars, and if our|/on what opinion a farmer holds about 

: neighbors wanted some sugar, wel|hauling. Perhaps four miles may be 

f could raise more for them. The|too far according to his opinion, and 

best sugar belt runs through New| others may be perfectly willing to 

York, Michigan, Wisconsin and Min-| haul ten miles. If it comes to a close 
| nesota. proposition, I will say that there is 

i Two-thirds of the sugar of the world| no reason why the beets which a 

f is raised from the beet root. Wiscon-| factory of the capacity of ours at 

sin produces nearly six million] Menomonee Falls requires cannot be 

pounds annually. It is refined, white] grown within a radius of six miles 

sugar. It is the sugar that you put|around the factory and be hauled 

\ in your coffee in the morning. It is| there by wagon. It is only necessary 

not brown sugar or yellow sugar, as| that on each quarter-section ten acres 

} three people out of four seem to|of beets should be raised, which 
if think. Two-thirds of the sugar which| would make to every eighty acre farm 

is imported is brought from Germany| five acres of beets. Every beet that 

} and is beet sugar. the factory can use can be raised 

You farmers are wonderfully slow] within a radius of six miles, provided 

about this matter in Wisconsin. They| every farmer should take up beet 
have twelve factories over in Michi-| culture. That would be one-sixteenth 
gan and we have one, and we have ajof the area. Inthe old country we 

better state on the whole than Michi-| raised one-fifth of the entire area. 
gan. cr Moreover, before they took up beet 

Mr. Hughes—On how small an| culture they used to raise small grain 
acreage is it profitable to start a|and took up the beet culture on a 

beet sugar factory. small scale. After they had learned 
Mr. Postel—About four thousand] the culture of beets, they raised an- 

acres. We want enough acreage so that| nually on three-quarters of the farm 

: we will not have to be everlastingly| more small grain than they ever did 

{ on the jump for beets. before on the whole, and that was 

} Mr. Hughes—Which is the more ex-| brought about by the thorough culti- 

i hausting crop, beet or corn? vation of the soil that they had 

i Mr: Postel—Well, you know, on the| learned in the cultivation of the beets. 

whole you can raise corn after corn| You take this simple item of keeping 
for years, providing. the soil is well|the moisture in the soil, which is re 

manured from time to time. I have|quired in the culture of the sugar 

i.
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beet. Beet culture has brought about| United States there is only one fac- ; 

a better understanding of thé treat-|tory which has attempted to run on 

ment of the soil and the proper ro-|the co-operative plan. It is in Michi- 

tation of crops, etc. It has elevated| gan, with perhaps only a little outside 

the whole status of farming and it is| capital invested: in it. All of the 

a wonder that farmers are not willing] other factories are capitalistic enter- 

to give it a trial even on a very small| prises, for the reason that it is quite 

scale. It will not kill any farmer to} an undertaking which necessitates 

risk two acres of beets. Pay atten-| about half a million dollars to start a 

tion to them and not let the field go| factory with. You know how hard 

until nothing can be done with them| it has been for you to start a cream- 

anyway. ery and secure the $2,000.00 capital I 

Mr. Hill—In regard to the gentle-|needed. The farmers are too timid 

man’s question about the distance that} yet to even raise the beets, let alone 

it will pay to haul beets to a factory,| an investment in the factory. It 

—I live seventy-five miles from Me-| would be a good plan if the farmers , 

nomonee Falls and I have a neighbor] were interested in the factory. Our 

who grew four fo six acres of beets. president, Mr. Wagner, is perfectly 

He loaded them on the cars and sent| willing to give the farmers a chance 

them, and he is well satisfied with his| to buy stock with us. He does not 

season’s work. want cash, but prefers that they raise 

Mr. Hughes—How are those fac-| the beets and pay for the stock with 

tories conducted? Does somebody own| beets. 

the factory and the farmers grow the| © The Institute adjourned till 7:30 p. 

beets? m. 

Mr. Postef—Yes. So far here in the ‘ 
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EVENING SESSION. 

The Institute met at 7:30 o’clock. Supt. GEO. MCKERROW in the chair. 

HOME MAKING. 

Mrs. ADDA F. HOWIE, Elm Grove, Wis. 

For many years we have had Farm- ,on which to build a home, just as the 

ers’ Institutes and have, with more | broaa spreading elm, oak or maple is 

or less profit, discussed the most de-|the most fitting place for nesting 

sirable methods of breeding and rear- | biras. And while I might speak en- 
ing live stock; the best ways to plant, 'thusiastically of the poetical and 
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az ~ ~~ =~ A Cosy Nook at Sunny Peak Farm. 

cultivate and harvest various crops; ; artistic side of farm life, I have no 

and numerous other subjects of inter-| wish to dwell on these phases, be- 

est and value to our line of work. But| cause I sincerely believe that if we 

during all this time only an oc-|give careful thought and attention 

casional talk meagrely bearing upon| to the little practical things that have 

that most important topic of farm|so weighty an influence on the happi- 

life, has been heard. Now it seems| ness and comfort of our loved ones, 

to me that the farm is the ideal spot| the aesthetic features will soon fol- 

i) at
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low, on the same principle as “Jook; to answer, may I ask what we have 

after the pennies and the dollars will| ever done to make farm life congenial 

take care of themselves.” and attractive to our young people? 

Have they ever heard aught from us 

Not Enough Sentiment. of a laudatory nature concerning our 

sike ak | uudentabio facts thatrtas| Mme) Ure ere —— 
a stigma on our own occupation by 

mest of us put we much labor and holding up the defects instead of tne 

not enough sentiment into our lives. z 

We look upon endearing words and praiseworthy qualities, by impressing 

genile, thoughtful courtesies used in a sre ¥ or bi nade eo 

the family circle as superfluous to ‘arm life and labor oe Bs 

every day life and practice, when, if that there was neither profit nor “4 

rightly applied, they prove a healing istaction in the business and aS . 

Be ee eg benice can well ante Nene eee UF ORES ENO 
pruised hearts. We count our cat- found more respectable and attractive 

= 
? 

tle and reckon their money value be pagent rind caren! — 

fore we consider their keeping and de- ve i as i aa nif’ a 

velopment as a sacred trust. We| 8 no = bee pes a eantapatiiag 

measure our grand old forest trees by ee ae oa a ang have said to toe 

the cord, and cooliy estimate the gain at ara ee ieee have necessarily 

by their ruthless destruction, rather siete 
than bend our heads in awe before been ones of self-denial and drudgery. 

the mysteries of Nature’s greatness. a ~~ ae = pre? fe 

Familiarity has bred contempt and eosin ae hav ae Gee ua 

* one oi the finest attributes of human he Pediee econ join ee n 

nature, that ot appreciation, has been be a lawyer, a doctor a erchant and, 

starved and dwaried by a surfeit or mTOR, = = 

biessings. with good clothes and polished mano- . 

In passing through the country one ners, occupy a higher position in the 

may see trom the car window many a spice! of eS ee pe ental | 

weather-beaten farm house with not a planning for an ennop ine Ht 

tree, a vine or shrub to mark it as and physical development, why a 

the home oi refined, interested people. ee cae i oA 

The door yard will be untidy ana lit- Ree é 2 rth a id peek = ES 

tered with unsightly objects; tae out- ae arody tne ee j 

buildings filthy and the cattle scrawny methods of agriculture that with his 

and wild-eyed; farm implements care practical training and newly acquired 

| lessly left unprotected from sun and knowledge he may help the old tarm 

rain in field or yard. Can one wonder De ea with modern science and 

: . that such a picture does not prove al are oe eS iaeas 

luring, and that such a dwelling pass- sé z i 4 

es for no more than a shelter, even to on st g a livelihood than by 

a farm-born generation whose ten- ome a partnership with the forces 

dency to discontent is frequently en- - ature. Do not hold up before 

couraged, rather than uprooted, by the - BAe eyes the almighty dollar as 

methods and teachings of slovenly, - . rs by which to measure the 

short-siguved parents. length and breadth of success. In- 

press upon his youthful mind that the 

results of conscientious thought and e 

How to Keep the Boys on the Farm. | toil will daily gain in force and influ- 

A pathetic wail has gone forth| ence while the minted coin diminishes 

throughout the length and breadth of|in value by constant circulation. 

the land “What can we do to keep the Mary shall be given accomplish- 

boys on the farm?” Before attempting] ments. She shall be taught music,
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painting and art-needlework in order) and devoted our lives to what we be- 
to make her so attractive that she|lieved to be their best interests, we 
may marry well. What is the mean-| were carefully following out the in- 
ing of marrying well? Is it to give] structions of our early training and 
our daughter to the dissipated son| we never questioned the wisdom of 
of some rich man who is eagerly wait-| the motto that to us had become a 
ing for his father’s death that he may| law. And yet, it was a big mistake, 
spend in riotcus living the money ac-| what should have been written is “Be 
cumulated in a lifetime of labor; that| useful and you will be happy.” That 
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; An Informal Luncheon at Sunny Peak Farm. 

by neglect and indifference he may) is a sentiment we may safely hand 

break her heart and ruin her life? down through the ages. 

An Old Precept. The Dignity of Labor. 

Is it for this that we toil and.save Let us teach our children by both 
and scheme? When a little girl I used} precept and example the true dignity 

to diligently copy after a form writ-| of labor. Let us teach them that no 
ten by my teacher “Be good and you| honest work is degrading, that the 
will be happy.” No doubt many} only disgrace is the manner in which 

i mothers and fathers schooled in that! it is performed. Let us teach them 
{ day faithfully traced the same lines} to love and revere the farm and farm 
i and do you know, I believe it is owing] life; that their hearts should ever be 
H to that sentiment that we have made| filled with gratitude to God that He 

this great mistake. We thought if|has given them broad acres rather 
we sent our children to church and| than a tiny patch of ground; that He 
Sunday school, if we prayed over them! has entrusted His lowly creatures to 

)
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their care and that they may with)up the high ideals of thoroughness, 

earnest solicitude study so well the| system and order in the curriculum of 

requirements of this great trust that| exalted HomeMaking. Let us teach 

when an accounting shall be called for| her that there is art and science in 

the response will eagerly be cookery, dish-washing and scrubbing. . 

Don’t say: “Mary, I’ll wash the dishes, 

Here are the talents, Lord, Thou] it will make your hands coarse and 

gavest me, red. You go and practice, I’ll attend 

Not idly hidden in the earth away, | to the kitchen.” Teach her the neat- 

But scattered o’er the broad and sun-| est and most thorough way to do the 

flecked lea work. Why, do you know, there is 

To grow in Beauty’s strength from| not one woman in fifty who knows 

day to day. how to properly wash dishes. 

These soft-eyed kine entrusted to my Let her feel that you depend upon 

: care her assistance. Let her see that 
To lead with love, not by the flam-| you take pride and pleasure in 

ing sword, your kitchen and the utensils best 

I bring with faith that Thou wilt|suited to the convenience cf do- 

deem them fair, ing superior work. An ample 

All, all are Thine, and I thy herds-| sized and well made dishpan is more 
man, Lord. to be desired in the kitchen than a 

plush album in the parlor. Don’t say 

A Wrong Standard Set Up. “Mary, go and dress up. Someone may 

Either by design or unconsciously] Come in and it won’t do to let them 
we have held up a wrong standard for find you in your working clothes.” 3 

our loved ones to follow. We haye| Teach her to look tidy at all times; 
taught them to regard money and po- that she is as much a lady in print 

sition above character and worth. We] 25 in silk; to meet company without 
weak, foolish and ambitious mothers embarrassment, even though she holds 

in our desire to uplift our daughters|® Scrubbing brush in her hand and ! 
in the esteem of a frivolous society,| her sleeves are rolled to the shoulder. 

have stamped upon their childish, im-| Teach her it is far better to darn a 
pressiqnable minds the belief that the| Stccking neatly than to injure her eye 
practical duties of home-making, the| Sight making fancy work. In short, 1 
things that represent so much in the| teach her so thoroughly and well the 

welfare and comfort of our dear ones, practical accomplishments that right- 

are beneath the best efforts of an in- fully belong to the higher education of 

telligent and self-respecting woman. |2 Capable housewife, that she will 
prove a blessing and a helpmate tothe 

Woman’s Divine Mission. fortunate man, be he rich or poor, 

A whose name she may some day bear. 
Why, it is the heaven born mission|[n this way we may build a sub- 

of woman to be a homemaker. From/ stantial foundation for her future 
the time as a wee toddling girlie she} happiness. 

hugs her dollies and plays at house ; 

keeping with bits of broken china the A Good Foundation Needful. 
home-making trait is strong within} Supposing an architect was to erect 

her and if we succeed in diverting her| a beautiful palace by beginning at the 
natural instinct we will have blotted| cupola, adding ornamental bay win- 

out the sweetest, most lovable and| dows, with elaborate filagree work 

noblest characteristic God has given| here and there, and then place the 

to woman. Let us teach her that if|structure on posts, no foundation to 
she possess the dignity of self-respect| this magnificence. The result is quite 

others will respect her. Let us hold| apparent, he would receive and de 

.
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serve the scathing criticism of thosejdulum. Yes, even to the days of our 

who passed by. Undoubtedly they] great grandmothers, if need be, to an 

would remark: “Look at all that fili-| age when women baked and brewed, 

gree nonsense, and no foundation. spun and wove, cooked and sewed and 

Surely the builder had more ambition) did not lose caste by doing cheerfully 

than sense.” Let us first build a solid] and faithfully the manifold duties that 

foundation for her future usefulness} by right of dower fell to the mistress 

as a homemaker and then aad the] of a home and family. 

less essential features of music and} A little more than a year ago it 

art to her education. What is edu-| was my good fortune to be installed 

cation? Is it a little book learning,| for a few weeks in one of those 
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The Old Farm House. 

too often acquired at the expense of| dear old New England homes. My 

hand and heart? The-best and truest} room was picturesque in the quaint- 

education is the knowledge gained] ness of furnishings belonging to a by- 

where heart and hand and brain have} gone period. The bed linen was ¢x- 

been developed in unison and such/|quisite with dainty needlework ‘and, 

wisdom used for the benefit of all] on inquiry, I learned that it had been 

mankind. We are riding our~ educa-|a part of the maker’s wedding outfit. 

tional hobby too fast and the un-| And although the hands that had set 

mistakable wood is exposed every|each stitch with such exact precise 

. time the lash of progression chips}ness had been folded beneath the 

i from its flank the gaudily painted dap-| Green Mountain turf for more than 

. ples. half a century, one might still read in 

{ this dainty handiwork the character 

‘ The Accomplishments of Our Grand-| of g refined, gentle and lovable woman 

mothers. who had nobly filled the niche in 
Let us turn back the hand of time|which her devoted family had en- 

and more carefully regulate the pen-|shrined her as a home-maker. 

i
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Why not take pride in handing down although fond of women’s society. 

from generation to generation this The money that he might have put by 

womanly accomplishment, that the ex- for the purpose of building a modest 

quisite needlework of our ancestors, home is used selfishly and extrava- 

the hemming, felling and stitching| gautly in an attempt to keep up an 

may not become a lost art. appearance of social standing. He cui- 

tivates an egotistical belief that au 

eee ot Emad Novem the young women of his acquaintance 

Yes, let us raise a few generations! myst regret his determination to be a 

of homemakers, rather than thel jitelong bachelor. One evening he 

strong-minded, amb: ious self-support-| ¥ij) tavor Mary with his company. He 

ing girls who in the hand to hand) yj) explain that Mary is a delighttul 
struggle of bread winning become companion. She can play rag time 

heart hardened and aggressive. Look! music and sing coon songs too cute 
out for number one is the precept laid for anything. The next evening he 

down for them to follow, and by 80} wij) devote his time to Kate. She is ‘ 
doing they grow selfish and skeptical.) such a delightfully sweet and dignified 
Look out for the weliare and comfort} ,i7j, plays the mandolin and talks en- 

of those about you and take DO/;ertamingly of prehistoric art. Yes, 

thought as to the fate of number one,| ne js pertectly charming. But, after 

is the counsel that will come from the} sober retiection, he doesn’t care to 

gentle heart and lips of a wise mother.| 1s; injuring his digestion by eating 

Why, it is like looking into @ mirror; | the cooking’ of either of these girls. 
what you give to others will quickly 

retiect. No, she need not look out for How to Get a Good Husband. 
number one, let her best efforts be Now, girls, I’m going to tell you in 

used for the betterment of her dear| strict confidence how to get a good 

ones, and 1 promise you number one sensible husband and then, it he 

will in no wise suffer. prove worth the effort, how to keep ! 

A quarter of a century ago it was| him constant and content throughout | 

not unusual to see brides of sixteen| all time, for the saddest thing in the j 

and seventeen years. And whileto-| world is, when a woman has once won 

day we have just as sweet, just as the love and respect of a good man, 

lovable and attractive girls, you may| to have it slip away trom her through 

find many at twenty-eight and thirty| either her own carelessness or igno- } 

who have never received a proposal.| rance. 

Why is it? First of all, lay well the foundation 

Well, in spoiling our daughters we of a perfect home-maker, by learning 

have also harmed our sons. We have| to be a good cook, a systematic and 

taught them to admire the stylishiy| tidy housekeeper, an excellent needle 

dressed girl; the girl with a few su-| woman who understands the art of 

perficial accomplishments, who oit- darning and mending, for “A dollar 

times in a longing for luxuries beyond| saved is a dollar earned,” and by 

her means grows restless and dis-| painstaking care in this direction you 

contented. The average young man|may almost double a man’s income. 

who must make his own way in the| When you feel yourself so thoroughly 

world quickly arrives at the conclu-| proficient in these accomplishments 

sion that without an abundance of| that you may unhesitatingly take your 

_ money or high social position it would/ place beside the man you love as his 

be utter folly to attempt to make such| helpmate, to encourage and assist him 

a girl satisfied and happy. Therefore|on the road to greatness and pros- 

he assumes an indifferent air; talks|perity, you stand ready to fill the 

lightly of matrimony; has it under-| sacred mission for which you were in- 

stood that he is not a marrying man,| tended.
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Now, did you ever see a man catch|orable love. But when the right one 
a colt? He puts some oats in a uttle} comes; the one you ‘can gladly say 

pan and goes to the field, where he} you will “love, honor and obey” there 
stands quietly and shakes the pan un-| will be no fear of poverty. If you are 

til the colt hears the rattle of the oats|a true type of American womanhood, 

and comes prancing up. But the man|you will staunchly and proudly take 

never runs after the colt and don’t| your place by his side, feeling it a 

you ever run after a man. When the| privilege to be in every sense the help- 

colt becomes interested in the oats| mate that may nobly win the right to 

the man slips the halter over its head| receive a royal share of credit for his 

and leads it away. But sometimes,| ultimate success. : 
even after the halter is safely fastened, 

the colt will rear and plunge and if The Ideal Home. 
the man does not hold firmly to the Some may think that in order to 

strap, it will break away and the task| have an attractive home it will re 

of bringing him back will be more dif-| quire a large outlay for a suitable 

ficult than before. building and the necessary furnish- 
Now, put these housewifery attrac-|ings. Don’t make a mistake. The 

tions in a pan, as it were, and while| most beautiful home I was éver in 

standing in your father’s doorway| was a little log house of but one room 

shake the pan—the safest place a|/and a shed. It was so exquisitely 

young girl ever stood is’ under the] clean, and, after all, true elegance is 

shelter of her father’s roof. The|thorough cleanliness. Fifty dollars 

young man will hear the tinkle, for| would have paid for every bit of fur- 

the novel sound will echo far and|niture it contained, including the bed 

wide. Such rumors as: “Mary Jones| and cookstove, and yet, it was amply 

is a remarkable girl, such agreeable| furnished; the most artistically fitted 

4 manners, such a model housekeeper;|up home I have ever seen. Every 

a wonderful help to her mother; why,| article was for use and was held 
her parents couldn’t do without her,”| dear from association. The floor 

will go noating through the air, and| was scrubbed so white that no one 

men are queer creatures, whenever} would have ventured to step within 

they hear that someone has something} until he had first wiped his feet on the 
that they cannot spare they’re bound} husk mat that Margaret had woven 

to possess it. And in all probability); with her own hands. There was a 

; more than one young man will have a! braided rug upon the floor, and an 

i longing to claim for his wife so cap-| old-fashioned rocker with a feather 

% able a companion as Mary Jones. cushion. On the little log window sill 

: Now, should a young man ome was a pot of plants that Margaret had 
i whose love you cannot return, remem-| brought from her eastern home, and 

| ber that in tendering you his hente) the snowy muslin curtains were bits 

and name he has offered you the) of her wedding dress. There was a 

: greatest honor a good man can confer| cheery picture on the wall and a 

: upon a women. If you do not love| mending basket that gave an added 

: him, do not lower yourself in his or| charm to the room. 
| another’s estimation by refusing him I don’t believe John ever put on a 

and then going about saying: “I could] pair of socks that had not been darned 

have married John Smith. but I didn’t| with all the painstaking care given 
i want him.” Let your lips be sealed,| to the finest embroidery. There was a 

j regard his confidence as sacred, for if| little pine table, so fair and spotless 

q you do not love him you can at least) that I used to wonder if it would melt 
i respect him, and never for a moment] away into fairyland should I put my 

| let him feel that he has made a mis-| childish finger on it. And above the 
: take in thinking you worthy of hon-| table were some little shelves—put 

! 

ry ‘
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there by John, to hold the few dishes| chairs will require a vast amount of 

they owned. Do you think Margaret| time and patience to keep in a pleas- 

carelessly dumped those dishes in a|ing state of freshness, while easy 

S, pan and Hastily banged them about re-| chairs with movable cushions are 

gardless of nick or crack? No, she| more inviting and require far less at- 

handled them with tender care. She|tention. Good books and pictures 

was John’s faithful, loving wife and| will be the first consideration in a 

well knew they could not afford to| cultured home and the occasional pur- 

waste money replacing things broken|chase of a thoughtfully selected 

by carelessness. Nor did she wish to| volume is a wise and profitable invest- 

see their table, however plain, made| ment. A well-ventilated sleeping room, 

poorer or unsightly by chipped andj provided with the customary toilet | 

blemished ware. necessities, with a simple iron bed- 

And there was dainty, refined Mar-| stead and roomy washstand is more 

garet and sturdy John, who had in no} desirable than a stuffy apartment con- 

wise ceased to be a lover while bear-| taining a massive set and a shortage 

ing the title of husband. Yes, it was|of towels and toilet soap. If com- 

the most beautiful home I have a fort and convenience be considered 

seen, for it contained the necessary| paramount to magnificence, we will 

elements to make it such. There was| make fewer mistakes in selecting our 

cleanliness, system and order. There! furnishings. 

was unselfishness, contentment and| 3 

_ love. What more do you want? With Advice to the Women. 
these elements you could make an ac-| When one possesses a husband and 
ceptable home out of a dry goods box. home, she should bear in mind that it 

I have since been in a number of| matters not how warm and glowing a 

beautiful dwellings, where there was| fire one may have kindled, that, if it { 

marble and tiling elaborately carved | would be kept burning, fuel must be 

wood and artistic frescoing, antique| added from time to time. And so it i 

rugs and luxurious furnishings, rich|is with the fires of love. If treated f 

draperies and magnificent paintings,| with indifference and neglect they will 

rare bric-a-brac and exquisite statuary,| soon smoulder to ashes of regret. 3 

put I have never been in a home that| Therefore, if you are a wise woman, 

left so marked an impression upon| you will from the start plan a practi- j 

’ my heart and brain as did that little| cal course by recognizing the fact that 

pioneer hut on the border of an Iowa| no man is an angel, consequently do 

prairie. not expect too much. And if you would 
make his home more attractive than 

Furnishing a Farm House. any other place look well to his 

In furnishing a home we farm| physical comfort. See that his meals 

women too often seek to imitate a| are carefully prepared and served on 

style quite unsuited to our conditions|time. You know you deceived him 

and surroundings. For instance, the| when you made him think you the 

large, heavy carpets, that in the city| dearest, sweetest girl on earth. Now, 

would be sent away to be cleaned,| keep up the delusion. Never let him 

would prove a formidable tax on wo-| suspect that you are not. I have seen 

man’s strength; and it would indeed| just an ordinary little woman, who 

be a brave housewife whose courage) didn’t know much—you don’t have to 

would admit of asking assistance from| know much, men, as a rule, are con- 

the men during the stress of spring| tent to know it all—fool her husband 

work. Hardwood and painted floors|for thirty years and even longer and 

with rugs of a size easily handled are| he’d never find out that she wasn’t 

more in keeping with farm conditions.|the sweetest, smartest and most 

Deeply tufted, upholstered sofas and| lovable woman in the world.
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I have actually known a woman of | in joy that a more sordid ambition will 
this kind to give her husband so good | be forgotten. 

an impression of the sex that if he But there are three things you must 

lost one wife he wouldn’t hesitate to| not do if you would keep your hus- - 

marry again. Youcan do this if you| band’s love and respect. You must 

only try, why, you can wind a man|not complain, you must not find fault 

arcund your little finger and he’ll| and you must not nag him. If you 

never be the wiser. Men are depend-| have a trifling headache never. say, 

ent creatures. Did you ever see one| just as he is starting to his work, 

with a missing button or something | “John, I don’t feel well.” It will put 

gone wrong with his suspenders? He’ll| 4 damper on his best efforts. Women 

go calling through the house, “Mother, | Were born to make believe and you 
Mary, come quick, I’ve lost a button!”| Can smile, even if you're not feeling 

Now’s the opportunity to show him| quite right, until he has left the 

you're the most wonderful woman on|house. Then, if it’s any benefit to 

earth, for whenever a man sees an-| Yourself, do yourself up in camphor 

cther do something he can’t do, he|@nd groan to your heart’s content. If 

thinks it marvelous. Put on your| You are really ill, go to bed and call 

thimble and sew that button good and|@ doctor and you'll then know the 
firm, while you casually remark that sweetness of a tender sympathy. John 

you don’t know how he ever managed will exclaim: “Bless me, the dear lit- 

to get along without you. And he'll tle woman must be sick for she never 

wonder that he ever did. O, you can complains,” and he’ll undoubtedly do 

fool them in a hundred loving little]! in his power to restore you to 

ways. Men like petting and many health. i 
of them have been used to it, for, if}, And don’t find fault when he’s mak- 

there is anything dearer to a mother’s ing every effort to succeed. Don't 

| heart than her girls, it’s her boys. paralyze his ambition by saying: 
If you are a wise woman you'll John, I was over at neighbor Smith’s 

: never let him miss his mother’s sym-| 9" they've got a new carpet and a 

pathetic encouragement and approval. rocking chair and a picture and are 

Remember that what is for his inter-|2°™S © Have: their: parlor newly pe 
est is for yours and that he can work pert a don't see why we can’t 

better and harder when he hears your ea a a ca Rud ee just as good 5 

cheery words of approbation ringing + work just as hard as Mrs. Smith. 

in fis ears and knows be will be wel (ot 0 ue to ee eee 
comed by your happy smile. ‘our management. I don’t think you’re 

' Make yourself a necessity to him|\°y ee if you value your 

: and take advantage of his every weak- happiness, don't do it. Can't you see 

; ness. Men are conspicuously vain. you are pushing him away from you? 
: Why, a woman’s vanity is nothing Never for a moment let your husband 

. compared to that of a man. Praise see you have lost faith in his ability. 

. his every commendable effort. It will power ane ae ee = 

spur him on to greater achievements. ‘ihe world lowes das ae i ae ie 

Go out to the barn and show an inter- nd le an bonosable seman ze 2 1 ee 

est in the cattle. Commend his man-|) 700 ‘that you are disa ois cr = 
ner of feeding pigs. Jolly him up a that ae t hi: aes ~ 

; bit by drawing flattering comparisons| ‘@' Your trust has wavered. 
' ae ey rane ta his neighbor’s| [ll tell you what to'do. Put your 

; methods. Yes, take a loving interest| arm around his neck and say cheeri- 

i in everything on the farm. The barns| ly: “John dear, do you know what 

: will be sweeter and cleaner by your|those foolish Smiths have done? 

; presence; the cows will be more ten-| They’ve bought a carpet and a patent 

derly cared for and you will be so rich| rocker and a lot of truck and now 

p
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they'll have it to care for. Pm sofance. “They own a Dig farm and 

thankful we've more sense. When we] have lots of cows, sheep and chickens. 

get enough money to pay for such| Don’t you want to go? Pshaw, they 

trash we'll use it to buy a cow.” You| won't mind if you are a stranger, 

may punctuate this with kisses if you| they’ll be tickled to death to see us. 

like and John will think was there| Bring the children and we'll have a 

ever on earth such another sensible] fine time.” Did you ever, right in the 

little body. O, you can fool them midst of house cleaning, when you 

to the end, if you only under-| were struggling to gain time by hav- 

stand your business. ing a picked up dinner, look out and 

‘and above all, don’t nag. A constant| see a load of jolly, daintily dressed 

nagging would break the spirit of any city people drive up to your door? Did 

man. You may have a temper {some| you? And did you wring your hands 

women acquire one by inheritance), in despair as the meagerness of the 

but you never allowed him to see the| family larder flashed through your 

ugly side of it before you were mar- startled brain? No pie, no cake, no 

ried, and don’t do it now. If you feel seasonable delicacy on hand, and then 

you must give vent to it, wait untll he| go forth hospitably to meet them and 

has gone, then grit your teeth, take a/ say “[’m glad to see you,” and at the 

good, solid chair and shake it furious-| same time feeling yourself the old 

ly. You can make believe it’s John hypocrite that you sb heartily de- 

and no harm will come to the delusion} spise? 

your husband is laboring under. John, Now, I beg of you, don’t put those 

all unconscious, will very likely be; people in a stuffy parlor and offer 

heard bragging about the even disposi-| them amusement in the shape of a 

tion of his wife. Still, if you are un-| family album. They don’t care a rap 

able to control your temper, if you! for the pictured faces of “your sisters, 

must give John a piece of your mind,| your cctsins or your aunts.” They 

have it out, in a hand to hand conflict,| may take a passing interest in the i 

if need be. It may clear the atmos-|yc'l decked bride or the chubby 

phere, like a thunder storm. Still, I/ charms of an unknown infant, but it 

wouldn’t advise it, but it’s better than] won’t add to their good opinion of the 

nagging. Whatever you do, don’t nag | restful side of farm life to have you 
rush to the kitchen and begin baking } 

Company at the Farm. and stewing until your strength is ex- 

The usual monotonous round of in-j hausted and your nerves all aquiver. 

door work is broken all to smithereens | Don’t let them carry back to their 

vy the occasional appearance of one or| city homes the impression that you 

more guests, for while some town-|are an ignorant drudge whose sole 

bred people shrink from the responsi-| conception of hospitality is an over- 
bilities incident to rural life they are] loaded table and an apologizing hos- 

not unmindful of its summertime at-| tess. 

tractions. And when spring buds and There are refined, thoughtful peo- 

bloom are beckoning in tantalizing] ple, who live in cities, who do not 
fascination the temptation to make a| come to you for a meal. They can buy 

raid on some nearby farm house be-| that. But they do come longingly to 

comes so irresistible that a cheery] the farm for what is priceless. They 
voice will be heard calling to a neigh-! come for the peace and rest and com- 

bor: “It’s alovely day. Don’t you| fort that country life affords. They 

want to take a drive in the country. I) come to fill their weakened lungs 
know a farmer who lives a few miles] with that rare oxygen of which we 

cut. They’re farmers, but they’re nice} have so much and to spare. They 

people,” is hastily added by way of}come to be in closer touch with 

apology for so obscure an acquaint-} Mother Nature and to lay their weary
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heads upon her soothing bosom; to) prove a potent passport to the esteem 

learn something of her wondrous se-| of all men, and these young people 
crets, and for a time to break loose| had returned vainglorious enough to 

from the galling chains of formality.|feel the knowledge acquired had 
Now don’t give them the idea that] raised them superior to those who 

farm life dwarfs the intellect. Greet| through long years of self-denial had 
them with a cordial welcome. Let| made this educational training pos- 
them see that while you may know| sible. 

nought of the latest social fads, you I have known these young men and 

are quite familiar with every phase| women when entertaining some col- 

of your calling. Give them a part of| lege friend to say: ‘“Let’s get father 

yourself and a share of your wisdom.| to wait.” Perhaps father likes to eat 

Take them to your clean barns, show| in his shirt sleeves, or with his knife. 
them your gentle cattle and call their; Well, what of that? Isn’t it father’s 
attention to the individual merits of} home? And such breaches of etiquette 

your stock. You may be able to quite|are mere trifles compared to the 

astonish them with the glibness by| sneaking ingratitude of a nature that 
which you can tabulate the pedigree| would postpone father’s meal in order 
of a favorite cow. Have a dignity| to cater to the good will of a stranger. 
and pride that will serve to point to Now is the time to show father the 

the uplifting character and attractive| true value of a creditable education. 
features of your profession rather| Let him see that the money obtained 

r than assume a bearing that will tend| by many sacrifices on his part was not 

to accent its defects. misapplied; that it had helped to 

If you are the good housewife you] make a man of you and not a con- 

should be, your bread and butter will] temptible snob. Place him at the 

be wholesome and palatable. If you| head of the table with the unmistak- 

have tea and coffee, well and good, if| able air, you are honored today by be- 

not, perhaps you have milk, in case of| ing permitted to eat with my father. 
a shortage in this liquid, there is} The man or woman, young or old, 
water. Your table should at all times} who is too good to sit at father’s table 
be clean and it will require but a mo-| and eat father’s bread in father’s com- 
ment to lay the extra plates. Now,| pany is not the person for you to cul- 
ring the bell or blow the dinner horn; | tivate. Cut the acquaintance at once 

call in the men. It will not be nec-| and jet your aim in life be to move in 
essary to offer an explanation for hav-|a better grade of society. It may be 
ing your kelp eat at the same table; | your father’s clothes are not the latest 

your guests will readily understand| cut; possibly they are sunbleached 
that it is your usual custom, and one] and shiny at the seams. Still, if you 
best suited to your conditions. Have| will stop to think, he may have been 
a dignity and manner of your own and| so occupied in. his efforts to pay the 
it will be respected. Do not strive] bills for your improvement that there 

‘ to imitate ways unsuited to -your| was little time for thought of his own 
3 means or mode of life. apparel. Remember this and that 

our filial 
“Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother.”| S¢ wratitude es thes Se 

- Yet, I have known of cases where| full and with usury, for if his son does 
fathers and mothers had toiled and] not show him deference you cannot 
saved and planned all the best years] expect others to do so. 
of their lives in order to give their 
children advantages of which they Need of Literature. 
themselves had been denied. They The progressive farmer of today 

had sent them to academy or college| needs no urging to supply his family 
i to obtain the education that should} with abundant aiid suitable reading
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matter, therefore, the country woman she’ll not thrive and develop all the 

may be as well informed on both| tender possibilities that lie within the 

foreign and domestic subjects as one fertile soil of a glorious nature. 

who resides in a city, and with the} What she does desire above all 

helpful influence of natural surround-| things is appreciation, love and pet- 

ings there is no reason why the home| ting. It doesn’t cost anything. She’ll 

on the farm may not become a veri-| never tell you, for the woman I have 

table paradise. “ in mind is too proud to beg for what 

rightfully belongs to her. When you 

To the Men have taken this girl to share your 

= fortune of either weal or woe, when 

While the task of homemaking is| you, by your protestations of love and 

more generally supposed to devolve or fidelity, have severed the ties that 

the woman of a family, each member,| bound her to the home of her girl- 

great or small, should bear a re hood, when she has willingly forsaken 

sponsibility and take both interest and| father’ and mother to cling only unto 

action in preserving the dignity of|you, make it your life long study 

home life, be it lowly or grand. Some|and duty to see that she never 

men are utterly unconscious of the| has cause to regret the step that you 

fact that they have formed an entirely| are responsible for her having taken. 

erroneous idea of woman and her| Be patient. Remember that here 

claims upon them. They are unable|tofore she has leaned upon the coun- 

to comprehend the real nature and|sel and eficouragement of her mother, 

characteristics of the true type of an| and now she is called upon to exercise 

intelligent, refined woman. They do|her own judgment and skill. She'll 

not know how to draw out and de|make mistakes, she wouldn’t be 

velop her finest qualities any petter| human if she didn’t. Commend her 

than some farmers understand manag-| every effort, even if the result fall i 

ing a dairy cow to obtain best rejshort. Let her see that you have 

sults. faith in her ability to accomplish all 

They are laboring under the impres-| things, and she'll not disappoint you. 

sion that all women are vain, frivo-| Tell her she is the neatest, most order- - 

lous, irresponsible creatures that ly, little housekeeper in the country, 

should be firmly held in subjection,| and you are proud to have the neigh- 

that if a man is unable to provide one|bors go through her kitchen, 

with fine clothes, jewelry and social] She’ll not fail you. Tell her 

amusement she will soon.become dis-|if she keeps on improving she 

contented and wretched, A greater| will beat your mother cooking. Why, 

mistake was never made. The real| man alive, she'll do it every time. You 

woman doesn’t care for fine clothes,| don’t know of the qualities to be 

jewelry or social position. If she| brought out and emphasized with a 

favors them, it is gnly because she}little judicious praise. Save her 

believes such adornment and position| strength, because an ambitions little 

will make her more pleasing in the| woman will place no limit on her en- 

eyes of the man she loves. Women| durance when she’s bidding for the 

were born to make believe, and I have| approval of the man she loves. Keep 

known them to serenely smile while] a watchful eye on her that she may 

7 their hearts were. breaking. No, she| not overtax her energy, and, if you 

does not hinge her happiness on| cannot afford help, there are numer- 

luxurious raiment. If she cannot}ous ways in which you may render 

command something better, she’ll| valuable assistance about the house. 

take it, just as a starving cow will eat See to it that she has an income or 

straw when she can’t get hay, but/ allowance that is quite her own, and 

10 i
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for which she need render no account-| the spirit and ambition in any woman. 

ing. Let her feel that you would Don’t take it for granted that she 

gladly provide her with every luxury| knows you love her, tell her so. I'll 

if it were within your power. Give] give you a ration. Tell her three 

her the chickens—you’ll have a bet-|times a day that you love her—no 

ter flock of fowls—and see that she| roughage in this if you please. Don’t 
has the proper place and the needed| tell her in an indifferent way. You 

| assistance to enable her to show her| know how you said it the first time, 

| skill and business ability in their man-| now repeat it with renewed tender- 

agement. Say to her: “The money/ness. Three times a day is not too 
you get from this source shall be yours| often and many women can assimilate 

without question.” You'll find it will] to advantage a much heavier ration. 

pay you well, for when taxes are due} Don’t be afraid to use endearing 
or you want to cancel a note, you| terms, have a pet name for her and 

won't have to go to the bank, you can| call her girl, even if she be sixty or 

‘borrow of your wife—she’ll have it]/older. Youth and age are the times 
saved. when love is best appreciated. 

No, women are not the extravagant] Don’t complain that women fade 

creatures some men think them.| and that the stylish, lively girl is too 

Give her your confidence and let her| often apt to change into a morose, 

feel the blessing of your unbounded] commonplace matron, for it lies with- 

trust. Say to her: “Here is the] in your power to prevent this transfor- 

H pocket-book. There are such and}mation. A woman’s heart is a strange 
such payments to meet, you know] creation, it is a sensitive plant that 

what we can afford as well as I; use} sends out tiny clinging tendrils and 
the money as you think best.” This]if they come in contact with a cold, 

liberty and confidence will be its saf-| unresponsive barrier, they will turn 

est guard, she will never touch it}and seek sustenance elsewhere. 
without first consulting you. You'll] Sometimes she will transfer to her 
find it all there and she will cheerful-} children the love and devotion that 
ly make over her old dresses and trim} would have been gladly given to her 

her bonnets, year after year, until}husband had she met encouragement. 

you begin to admire the more up-to-; Again the better part of her affection- 

date clothes of some other woman. ate nature is bestowed upon clubs, 
Don’t say my farm. This is a part-| charity work, educational aims or am- 

nership affair and the proper term is| bitious schemes. Sometimes Satan, 

our farm. Ask her advice on all in the guise of one who understands 
business matters. If you don’t see fit; her nature, offers a glittering imita- 

to follow her suggestions, explain your} tion of the more substantial love she 

objections and she’ll be satisfied. Let| craves, and if she has been taught to 
her be thordughly conversant with|regard indolence and luxury above 

your business and business methods,| honor and industry, her situation is 

then, if you should leave her unpro-| indeed a perilous one, but, if from 

tected, she will be less liable to fall| childhood she has been trained in a 
a victim in the toils of unscrupulous} belief that humble duty conscientious- 
estate adjusters. ly performed may bring greater re- 

Don’t go about with your lips shut| ward and joy than a realized ambition, 
and your mind occupied on matters| she stands serene and safe. 

too weighty for hér comprehension. So long as she has assurance of her 

If she timidly calls your attention to| husband’s love and confidence she will 
the merits of some new dish or im-| never grow old or discontented. Tall 
provement, don’t carelessly say: “O,|sSons and daughters, yes, and tiny 
it’s all right, if it wasn’t you’d hear] grandchildren may mark the progress 

from me.” Such comments will crush! of years, but she, living in an atmos-
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phere of love and appreciation, will; the minds and hearts of our little 

remain forever young and attractive.|ones, we shall have dowered them 

O, if we will but cultivate these lit-| with a higher education and a far 

tle tender courtesies as painstakingly] more valuable legacy than lands and 

as we do our grains and grasses! If| gold, for we will then surely find 

we will by daily effort and example that all of earth and the greater part 

sow the fertile seeds of a spirit of in-| of heaven is centered right in that lit- 

dustry, sincerity and appreciation in| tle spot called Home. 

i ADDRESS. 

Governor ROBERT M. La FOLLETTE, Madison, Wis. 

It is an honor to greet you here to-j the Department of Agriculture of the 

night in the name of the state which|"University of Wisconsin. So novel 

you are doirg so much to advance in| and extraordinary did the idea of re- 

wealth and power in the Union. It is} ceiving a degree in Agriculture appear 

a privilege to express to you the pro-| then, that the audience smiled audibly 

found interest and appreciation which| and applauded half in jest. 

I, in common..with all our citizens,| It would have been difficult to con- 
feel in the {mportant work which is| vince any one in that audience, or any 

being accomplished through this] one in the state at that time that be | 

branch of our educational system,—| fore another generation had come to 

blending as ft does the practical] maturity, the Department of Agri- 

and scientific instruction’ so valuable} culture would be one of the most im- i 

| to the leading industry of our com-|portant in the University; that it 
monwealth. would have buildings and equipment 

As I have followed the range and|equaling, if mot surpassing, any 

scope of your work, as I look over this} others; and that the graduates from 

fine assemblage of men and women,|the long, the short, and the dairy 
I am filled with wonder at the changes| courses would number nearly two 

which have taken place in twenty} thousand men. Not only this, but that 
years. This branch of University ex-|the Bureau of Agriculture would be 

tension, reaching forth over the state,| raised to the dignity of a Cabinet De 

multiplying these centers for the]/ partment of the National Govern- 

dissemination of practical learning} ment, whose first and greatest secre 
and knowledge known as Farmers’ In-| tary should be “Jerry” Rusk, of Wis- 

stitutes, have become blood and bone}consin; that, besides, experimental 

of the agricultural life of Wisconsin}stations should be established over 
in less than two decades. the country to co-operate with the 

School of Agriculture’s Great Growth. eae ce tarde eg 

I well remember that only twenty-| ciated with these and completing the 

four years ago, as the graduating class/ system, should be these traveling in- 

at the University for that year filed| stitutes uniting the practical with'the 
past President Bascom to receive their| experimental, carrying the knowledge 

degrees, the last man in the line to be| of the scientist directly to the farmer 

thus honored was William W. Brown of|in form ready for every day use in 

Waukesha county, first graduate of| the varied problems of Agriculture.
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It is hardly conceivable, that there, ly and thoroughly demonstrated, of 

is anything comparable in the history| tenets which cannot be clearly and 

of education to this rapid advance-| completely proven to the student’s 

ment in the science of Agriculture and| satisfaction, just so long will it be dif- 

its practical application to life upon) ficult to make strong, devoted, and 

the farm. enthusiastic students. The firm grasp 

e : 
% 
aa t 

& £ 

Governor HK. m. wa Follette. 

President Chamberlin’s Wise Words. | that mathematics and the classics 

Fifteen years ago President Cham-| have on our educational system is 

berlin,—whose clear comprehension of| more largely due to the perfection of 

, the meaning and importance of this|}the development of knowledge in 

vast educational movement made him} those branches than to any inherent 

: one of its strongest promoters,—said| superiority in the subjects themselves. 

to me: Now, in agriculture as soon as we - 
“The most serious obstacle to the] have a body of well-defined lines of 

complete success of agricultural col-| investigation, and show them that 

leges is the lack of a thorough-going| along these lines the complete science 

science of agriculture. So long as a|is to be wrought out, and that they 

: part of the matter taught is composed| are to be the participators in this 

ef opinions, of doctrines not complete-| noble work of construction, then will : 

| Pr
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our agricultural courses command fortunate hour for American Agricul- 

their affection and become assured|ture. Much legislation has been de 

successes whether put in competition | signed to promote this industry, but 

with other courses or not.” this measure goes forth as no other 

These words were spoken to me in| one ever has to carry instruction _ * 

the closing days of the Forty-ninth | Agriculture, of the sort it needs, into 

Congress, at the end of a hard fight} every farm-house and every field. It 

to secure the recognition which would| annexes an experimental farm to 

insure the passage of the Agricultural| every man’s land, places him next 

Experiment Station Bill. How true| door to a chemical laboratory, makes 

were those words then! What marvel- him neighbor to and a sharer in all 

ous progress has been made since| technical skill and scientific informa- 

they were uttered! Measured by the| tion, touching the business in which 

rule which he laid down, taking the| he is engaged. 

“body of well-determined facts” as a| “I believe, also, that it will help us 

standard, I suppose it might be safe-| to keep the boys upon the farm. It 

ly asserted that Agricultural Science| will more and more make the business 

f has been mainly established within|an absorbing study. More and more, 

these years. How much that legisla-] each day will be filled with mental 

tion contributed to it, I do not know,| exercise, made more zestful with in- - 

but I well remember how painfully creasing profit. Every piece of labor 

anxious respecting the fate of that| will be rendered a fresh lesson in the 

pill, were the presidents and repre-| chemistry and physiology of farm life. 

sentatives of several agricultural col-| Every changing phase will acquire a 

leges then assembled at Washington, | new interest, be fraught with peculiar 

for I was in constant touch with them| significance. The turning furrow, the 

in making the organization to insure| curing hay, the rotting straw, the re- 

its passage through the House during] plenished earth, the quickening germ, { 

the life of that Congress. will become more and more an object 

of special investigation and study. 

Thought will be mingled in many new 

A Prophecy Twenty Years Ago. ways with the sowing and reaping, the 

Looking back over the years, at allj springtime and the harvest. And more 

that has been accomplished since, 1}and more as the years g0 by will this 

recall with much pleasure the share| ultimately be felt as a powerful in- 

which I had in securing that legisla-| fiuence in giving the boys a profound 

. tion, and quote with some satisfaction] and increasing ‘affection and esteem 

from the Congressional Record the fol- for the wholesome life which honors 

lowing prophecy I then made: every man who honors it. 

“The work proposed here is to give| “And giving, as I think this measure 

to agriculture, not theories and ser-| does, precisely the instrumentalities 

mons and lectures, but facts. Facts| necessary to the complete success of 

which will further systematize farm- all agricultural tolleges, disseminating 

ing, make returns more certain and|day by day among farmers practical 

swift, insure profits, economize ex- ynowledge of priceless value to them, 

penditure and effort, and render every laying day by day new foundation 

farmer less the creature and more facts, to bring their business to a bet- 

the master of the circumstances and| ter command of natural conditions, in- 

conditions which environ him and his|to a better understood alliance with 

business. Why, sir, it is scarcely| econcmic laws, I am glad, sir, to have 

possible in language to measure the| contributed something to its success. 

real worth of this legislation to every I esteem it the wisest and best offer- 

farmer in the land. I may anticipate| ing made through legislation in many 

too much, but to me this seems aj years to our chief industry.”
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A Marvelous Development. comes an experimental station, there 

Since that time experimental work oan way to measure. the growth and 
. ‘ pansion. We see the general up 
in connection with our Agricultural liftment and are partly conscious of 
College has given a new dignity anda the 

great process of evolution which 
higher rank to that department of is so rapidly carrying forward this 
knowledge, and brought it into close noble industry. 

fellowship with original investigation . fe 
in every department of science. No < 
abler.men are today engagal along The Farm Life of the Future. 

any lines of research than those who| It requires no gift of prophecy to 
are now making our own University| foresee the changes which another 

known in every country of the world] generation will unfold. 
where progressive agriculture is| The development of this new coun- 

awakened into new life. It is the op-| try, with its privations and hardships, 
portunity which opens for advance| made life upon the farm one of long 
into the unexplored realms of the} hours, of exacting toil, anxious watch- 

science of Agriculture, as in all other| ing for results, and, often, the closest 
sciences, which has drawn young men} kind of living. There was little leisure, 

. of the highest talents into these fields/ little opportunity for reading and 
of labor in later years. Who shall) study, almost no time for recreation 

measure the value of all this to the in-/ or holiday. Yet, so wholesome was 
dustry itself, in a better understand-, the life, sé normal the education of 

ing of the soil, its foods, its rest, its}hand and brain, so exacting the de 

| cultivation, its responsiveness to in-}mands upon self-reliance and in- 

telligent treatment; in the better} dividual courage, so firm and secure 

knowledge of plant life, of animal{the moral foundations made by habits 

ee life, and their development into the] of industry and thrift, that the farm 

highest types possible for each. ae not oy the ro 

Surely the standard raised by Presf:| “atiom, but the professional and bust 
‘iL dent Ghembodh has been achieved.| 2°88 World, with its leaders of men 

The investigator has mastered prob- and captains of industry. 
lems, settled doubts, secured data, un- 
til today there is a vast “body of well- Combinations and the Farm. 
determined facts to offer our stu-} Only a few years ago one of the 
dents” and to marshal the way as they} most vexing problems was how to 

; advance along tne now clearly de] keep the boys and girls upon the farm. 

fined lines of ever-extending research.| But important and sweeping changes 
In all this marvelous development] are taking place in the professional, 

Agriculture has been enriched most] the commercial, and industrfal world. 
abundantly upon its material side. To| Consolidation and combination are 
what extent can never be accurately| rapidly narrowing the field of individ- 

known. The increasing millions from} ua! opportunity and effort, in the pur- 

dairy products may be fairly esti-| suits which a quarter of a century 
: mated. The vast sums realized in| ago, tempted ambition and rewarded 

live stock production, feeding and fit-} talent and industry. Except for the 

ting for markets by more rational| few masters of finance, he who is now 

processes may be approximated. But| counted fortunate enough to find a 

in that creat field of agricultural de|-place in the complex system of 
velopment where each new truth it-| modern business life, must encounter 

self lights the way for another, where] an abnormal strain and tension, aud 
advance in one direction stimulates to] from the very conditions of success, 

independent activities in many direc-| forego all opportunity for individual 

tions, and every progressive farm be-| and personal achievement. 

| : 

: ea ee ee ee ee ee
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With the increasing competition in; cation, new inventions will give added 

the professions and the lessening op-jinterest, larger profits, greater cer- ; 

portunity for large profits and. great] tainty of success. They will lighten 

fortunes for the average individual in| its burdens, widen its sphere, and ul 

business, contrasted with the advance timately make Agriculture the most 

ment in agriculture and increasing ad-| desirable of all human avocations. A 

vantages of country life, the condi-|new day has already broken upon the 

tions may soon be reversed and our | tiller of the soil. The new life upon 

problem be how to keep our sons and |the farm will recognize, not only the 

daughters away from the farm and| material value and dignity of labor, 

with us in business and professional] | but the increasing necessity for 

life. greater leisure and a larger measure 

f of recreation. It will not be only a 

The Ideal Life. life of industrious independence, high 

Be that as it may, it is plain that| intelligence, and great culture, but it 

agriculture in this country has a fu-| will have time for the aesthetic and 

ture heretofore unknown in the world.| artistic side of human affairs. Under / 

Farming is now the most distinctive| these influences every farm will be 

American occupation. It is the source| come a beautiful country home, pro- 

of our safest, “most conservative vided with every comfort, every con- 

citizenship and highest average of in-| venience, every rational luxury,—in 

telligence. close touch with the world, yet hap- 

Put the farm in direct communica-| pily apart from it. 

tion with the world by rural delivery, Wisconsin has been a pioneer in 

the telephone, the electric railway, the this advancement of American Agri- 

traveling library, the township school,| culture. Many of the distinguished 

the improved highway, and you have| leaders are here tonight. May their j 

given it the essential advantages of| valued lives be spared yet many years 

the city without depriving it of the} to us to see the full measure of their 

essential advantages of the country. | great service to this noble industry 

There will be left the sweet and|and the fruition of our highest hopes 

vitalizing country air, the isolation of| for its future. 

broad acres, the beauty of hill and = ¢ 

valley, woodland and meadow, and Practical Questions of Today. 

living, running water. The charm of| But this day and this hour present 

the ripening grain, coming to its mys-} some practical questions of vital im- 

terious fullness in the warm embrace} portance to every citizen and taxpayer 

of the sunshine, the honest pride in|in the state. They are questions 

the grazing flocks, and the affection-| which deal with right and justice and 

ate interest in their growing young, equality as between men and interests 

will always be an inherent and uplift-| in Wisconsin. 

ing element of life upon the farm. Agriculture has always furnished 

. he rich blessing of unconscious} the bulwark of American citizenship 

health, the joy of wholesome work, The farmers of Wisconsin furnish the 

that brings wholesome rest and whole-| majority of its voters and upon them 

some appetite, are the natural rewards rests the obligation of upholding con- 

of this out-door occupation. Near-| stitutional rights, the responsibility of 

ness to nature, nearness to God, a maintaining good government. Be 

truer philosophy, a keener human| cause they are in the majority, and 

sympathy, higher ideals, greater in-| because they own the major portion of 

dividuality, will ever be stamped upon| the visible, tangible, taxable property 

the life and character of the country|reached by the assessor, they are 

home. most deeply interested in the subject 

The new agriculture, the new edu- of equal and just taxation.
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‘ 
The Duty of the Last Legislature. ,; There was a movement for its repeal. 

There is but one right attitude on| What an epoch it marks in honest 
this question. There is but one final] elections and the purity of the bal- 
outcome to it. The plain, explicit provi-| lot! 
sion of the Constitution is that taxation| The anti-pass legislation was re 
shall be uniform. When it is demon-| sisted and fought as though the pro- 
strated that it is not uniform; that| hibiting and giving of these favors to 
there is gross inequality; that the bur- public officials was the perpetration 

: dens borne by real property are nearly|°f @ great public wrong. Its author 
twice as great as those of certain cor-| W@s the subject of personal ridicule 
porations, then there must follow aj 2d abuse, but finally triumphed. Who 
lawful adjustment. —Procrastination,| Would now dare to suggest that this 
postponement, and delay is a denial Statute be repealed? Who now ques- 
of justice. The question of inequal-| tions, in spite of its imperfect en- 

ity has now been for years before the) forcement and evasion, that it has in 
public. It has been fully discussed.| Part removed a corrupting influence 
It has passed the stage of doubt, mis-) pon legislation and has raised the 
understanding, confusion, and uneer-| standard of official integrity. 
tainty. It has found expression in 
platform pledges, in the selection ot! Raval) eration Must Come. 
tax commissions, and in their plain, 5 Equal and just taxation must come. 

| unequivocal recommendations. There! elfish interests may resist every inch 
is no longer just cause for delay]°f sround, may threaten, malign, and 

; where we have welldefined limita-|COTTupt, but they cannot escape the 
tions and established facts upon which| {al issue. That which is so plain, so 
to base a course of action. We have ok and so just will surely 

Haete at cubiect of ‘railway ‘taxation| TRIS contest would not be dificult. 
It was the plain duty of the last legis- SS eae ee eee 
lature to act. That duty was violated. the matority of Shs peoole laniecn 

fairly expressed by their representa- 
Every Advance Always Opposed. tives in the legislature. That this 

But that the legislature failed to| would have been achieved except for 
perform its duty should not be a cause} the intervention of political bosses 

for discouragement. It should but/and machine politics does not admit 

quicken the interest and make firmer] of the slightest doubt. 
the determination of every citizen in It seems to me that as a good 

the state. There should be no waver-| means to a good end, there is no ques- 

ing and no delay. i tion where the great body of the 

Every advance step in legislation] voters snuuld stand upon the issue of 

has much the same history. That] primary elections. They have little 

the interest of the state’s money] leisure. They have no time to become 

should have been appropriated by any] trained politicians. Yet it is their in- 

; official in temporary custody of the} terests that are at stake in state and 
same now seems an absurd proposi-| local legislation and administration. 

tion. Yet, the restoration of di-| The simple, direct method of select- 
verted interest was contested in the|ing all candidates for nomination at 

State Treasury cases with great bit-| one time by one act on the part of the 

terness and was the subject of a vio-| voter which will make those candi- 
lated platform pledge. dates directly responsible to the voter 

The Australian ballot was adopted| who names them is, if possible, even 
after a protracted struggle. The first} more an elementary necessity in rep- 

experiment with it was unsatisfactory.| resentative government than the priv- 

te he a ee ie
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ilege of electing men by direet vote; meet and master the political situa- 

after they have been nominated. tion as it exists today. There is much / 

If this power were now in the hands|in awakened public conscience and a 

of the people, who questions what the] full expression of public sentiment, 

last legislature would have done on put it is not enough. You must make 

the subject of taxation? one supreme organized effort, you 

To the farmers especially, with their must directly participate in the work 

lack of leisure, their distaste for po-) cf nominating candidates who will be 

. - litical intrigue, their habit of direct| faithful to their trusts. Your inter- 

appeal, simpler methods are a neces-| ests are at stake. You are in the ma 

sity if they are to maintain interest! jority. Upon you rests the respon- 

in government and wield a wise andj sibilty. 

potent influence in legislation. | The Institute adjourned till 9:00 a. . 

There is but one way for you to m. next day. | 
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THIRD|_DAY 

The Institute met at 9 a. m. Meeting called to order by Supt. McKerrow. 
Invocation by Rev. S. Jolliffe. H.C. Taylor called to the chair. 

RICH LANDS AND HOW TO KEEP THEM SO. ° : 

Cc. P. GOODRICH, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

v3 timber has grown on the land the an- 
nual crop of leaves has been deposited 
on the ground and the trunks and 

Z ee branches of the trees, one after 
| ._ another, have fallen on the ground 

. S and decayed, becoming vegetable mold. 

: oe be Occasionally a tree would turn up by 

 . —_— the roots, thus bringing up a portion 

oe rs PY, of the subsoil and setting it on edge so 
|. fe & that the elements—the air, sun, frost “+ 

Fa and rain—could act on it and make 
oo Coe he soluble and available the plant food 

. A LX. yf contained in it. 
e 4 . s 3 As this subsoil brought up by the 

a \ 4 overturning trees, is crumbled and 
¢ leveled down through the processes of 

® Nature, it buries up a large amount 

of the decaying leaves and wood that 
have fallen on the ground, and in 

3 this way the land is plowed and cul- 

tivated, sometimes very deeply, and 
decaying vegetable matter thoroughly 

: C. P. woodrich. mixed in so that the soil is filled with 
humus. Humus is not only plant 

: Every man who thinks of owning| food, but it enables the soil to hold 
land wants rich land. much more water than it would with- 

A great portion of the lands of Wis-|0ut the humus. 
consin, as well as other states, were| The trees and shrubs and some 
rich before civilized man came to|plants that grow in the woods send 

them and, in many cases, commenced|their roots deep down in the earth, 

a deliberate system of wasting the] thus disintegrating the soil and letting 

fertility. air into it, and when these roots die, 

Nature made the lands, in a great]/as they will in time, they add more 

part of our state, rich and fertile.| humus to the soil. 
How did she do it? If we study Nature On the steep hillsides the roots of 

and note how she is doing to maintain| trees, plants and shrubs form a per- 

the richness of the land and how she] fect network, binding and holding the 

has been doing to build up the soil,| soil and preventing it in a great meas- 

then, possibly, we can, if we will, stop| ure from being washed down by the 

this waste. rains and melting snows into the val- 
For thousands of years where the|leys and rivers below. Even these
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specs 
4 

| 
steep hillsides are often kept. very|much water as it could when it was 

rich in thus having an abundance of| new and full of humus. The farmer 

humus in them and producing a heavy| now tries sowing clover, but he fails 

growth of timber and other vegeta-| to get a catch, but instead of laying 

tion. the blame on himself, where it be 

On the prairie, although there are] longs, he blames the Almighty for it 

no trees, there are in the state of Na-| and says “we don’t have rain enough 

ture innumerable shrubs and plants|and the clover dies,” whereas, if the 

that send their tap roots down deep] land had been seeded to clover when it 

in the soil and perform the same|was rich and full of humus there 

work that trees do in timber land. The| would have been no failure to have | 

prairie grass has an almost solid| had a.catch, except in one or two ex- 

mass of tough roots, so tough that|ceptional seasons. Then if it had 

it takes four or more strong horses| been seeded every third year it could 

° and a very sharp plow to break it up.| have produced good crops of small 

This sod and roots also hold the soil] grain and corn two years out of three, 

on the hillsides and often the soil on| and then if most of the grain and for- 

these hillsides, on the prairie, are|age raised on the farm had been fed 

rich in available, plant food and has|to some good stock and the manure 

as much humus in it and produces as| spread on the land it would be just as 

good crops when first broken up as| rich and productive as it was when it 

the more level prairies. came from the hand of Nature. 

Work of Man. Nature a Good Example. 

But what has man done? He has| I have tried to define the first part 

cut off the timber, killed out the|of .my. subject, namely: “Rich 

shrubs and plants, and the prairies he| Lands,” and now if you have that I 

‘. has broken up, sidehills and all. The} will try to tell “How to keep them so.” 

process of making soil has been stop-|We must follow Nature. We 

ped, and instead the farmer is raising] have cut off the trees and shrubs 

crops of grain and taking off and sell-| and destroyed with the plow, the planis 

ing the fertility of his soil as fast as| whose roots penetrated deep in the 

he can. His soil grows poorer each;ground. We must put on some plants 

year if he puts on nothing. The side-| that will do the same thing, that is, 

hills give out first, with no fibrous] disintegrate the subsoil and make the 

roots and but little humus, they are] plant food available ani bring it to 

washed and seamed and gullied in a| the top where our cultivated crops can 

few years so that it is impossible to| feed on it. There is nothing better 

plow or cultivate them. and if they|now known for this purpose than 

could be cultivated they would pro-| clover and alfalfa. I would not culti- 

duce nothing; the available plant food] vate ‘the steep sidehills. Let them 

and humus have gone down into the| grow to timber and let Nature keep 

creeks below and gone forever, and| on as she has been doing holding the 

left nothing but, perhaps, a mass of} soil from washing and raising a val- ; 

stones and gravel; or it may be ajuable crop. We need a great deal of 

mass of clay so cut up with water| timber and it will be more valuable 

courses that no animal less agile| year by year. There is land enough 
than a dog could go over them. that’ is comparatively level to culti- 

The level lands hold out some longer, | vate. 

but even here the plant food and I would not wait long after the land 

humus grow less and less with each| was cleared or broken up before I 

succeeding year and it is affected| sowed clover. It is very rare that 

. more and more by drought, for the|there is a failure to get a catch on 

land can hold only about one-half _as| such land, but a great many men seem
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to think it is wasteful to sow clover, If it should happen that you had 

on land before it gets poor. both of these kinds of hay and wished 

I remember that nearly forty years|to sell some, it would be the part of 

ago, when I had just commenced | wisdom to sell the timothy and keep 

seeding to clover, I was sowing somejand feed the clover, which, besides 

seed on a field near a road when a/having more manurial value, has more 

neighbor came along and asked me/feeding value, especially for young 

what I was sowing. I told him “clover}and growing animals and milk cows, 

seed.” “What!” he said, “sow clover|and does not sell so high in market. 
on this land? This is new and rich| I have mentioned this to make a 
and will raise a good many good crops | comparison, but I do not advise rais- 

- before you will need to sow clover. I|ing hay of any kind, ordinarily, to sell 
would not sow clover as long as the|off the farm. If the farmer is to 
land would raise a good crop of grain.” | keep his land rich, he should feed the 

He waited till his land got poor with| forage and grain raised on the farm 6 

the humus all taken out of it before|to some kind of stock and market 
he sowed clover, then he had several|them in a condensed form, such as 
failures before he got a catch. Many | butter, cheese, beef and mutton. 
farmers, judging by their actions, When we buy feeds we should take 

think as this man did. into account the manurial value of the 

Not long ago I saw a field, through|feeds. You will notice that wheat 

the middle of which runs a strip where} bran and oil-meal have a high man- 

there had been a rail fence. Thisjurial value. The English farmer - 
strip had never been plowed till last] thinks he can afford to buy oil-meal in ’ 

| year, the fence having been built be-] the United States, ship it to England 

fore the land was cultivated. Last|to feed to beef cattle, although he 

year the whole field was plowed and| hardly expects that the beef it will 
sowed to small grain and clover seed.| make will pay for the oil-meal. But + 

There is no clover on this field except] he says it will make rich manure and 

H where this fence row was, and there| that, he thinks, pays him. : 
is a good stand. If the land is kept} The manure must be carefully 

rich enough and kept full of humus,| saved and judiciously applied to the 

there will be no trouble in getfing a|land if we are to get the full benefit 
catch of clover, unless it be in rare in-| of feeding out the products of the 

stances which have occurred but twice} farm on the farm. On many farms 
in southern Wisconsin during the| nearly, if not quite half of the value 

: fifty-five years I have lived hefe. of the manure is wasted. It is either 

- a thrown out under the eaves or is 

/ Manurial Value of Crops, wheeled out and dumped in the yard, 
m . The farmer when contemplating|one wheelbarrowful in a place. Here 

selling off some of the products of the| the rains wash it and much of the 
farm should consult the chemists’| valuable part goes off into some hol- 

| table of the manurial value of the dif-| low or ditch. 
ferent crops. He should keep at home| On a farm where a rotation of crops 

and feed out on the farm those that/is practiced, and it certainly should 

have the most manurial value. For} be if we are to take the easiest way of 

instance, clover hay has in a ton| keeping up the fertility of the land, I 

forty-one pounds of nitrogen, eight} am thoroughly convinced that the best 

pounds of phosphorie acid, and forty-| place to apply manure is on grass 
four pounds of potash, worth at/| land, either meadows or pastures. The 

the prices paid for commercial fer-| land should be in grass or clover at 

tilizers in the market, $7.26, while|least two-thirds of the time. The 

timothy hay has but $4.31 worth of| chemist tells us that there is about - 
these elements ot fertility. as much value in the liquid manure as 

cial aise aut 2 eae
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in the solid. Therefore we -should| children will have it and they can 

have tight gutters in our stables and| squander it and lead riotous lives in 

use absorbents, such as butts of cut| cities. The best bank in the world 

up corn fodder, straw, land plaster,| for him to put his money into is a 

manure from the horse stable, etc. rich soil. 

The best way is to haul the manure; Iam led to this sort of feeling by a . 

out every day and spread from the| visit to my old home in the state of 

wagon or sleigh when the weather| New York. Last summer and fall I 

will permit. Now, if it is on grass| went over that state where I lived as 

or clover, go on with a harrow, as|a boy. Down in central New York, 

soon as it will do, in the early spring,| where my grandfather had a splendid 

before the lumps of manure get dry| farm ninety years ago (in 1816 he 

and hard, and give it a good harrow-| came there), what is the land worth 

ing. This will make the manure fine,| now? It was somewhat rolling land 

scratch up the ground a little and mix) and those sidehills are seamed and | 

some of the manure with the soil.| gullied and washed so that you could . 

Done in this way it does no hurt in| not drive a cart across them. I went | 

the hay, the yield of hay is increased,|to my old home, where I came from 

it makes a thick, heavy sod and the|in 1846, in the Genesee district of 

. humus in the soil will be greatly in-| New York, that famous, rich country. 

creased, so that in this way we seem I went onto the farm where I worked 

to get the benefit of the manure twice| when I was a boy fifteen years old, 

over, first in the increased yield of fifty-five years ago. I walked all over 

hay, and, second, by the increased that farm. I knew every knoll, every 

richness of the soil as a result of hollow. I picked out the place where 

the heavy root growth which adds an'I piled up stone. What did I find 

extra amount of humus to the soil. wen I did not find anything grow- 

ing but wild carrots and daisies and 

American People Soil Robbers. (Canada thistles—and these were | 

That ends my paper. To relieve | stunted—and a little piece of corn 

my mind I have got to talk a little. I, which had been planted that I knew | 

cannot put my feelings upon eper ans never going to produce any ears. 

but sometimes I can let them out, The man that owned that farm had : 

with my voice. | raised wheat—year after year wheat. 

I believe that our great American|He put the money in his pocket and 

people are the greatest soil robbers | he sent off his sons, one to be a lawyer, 

on earth. They came some hundreds another an insurance agent and another 

of years ago, to the Atlantic coast and \a railroad man, but where are they 

they commenced to rob the soil there now? I made diligent inquiries to : 

of its fertility, and the soil robbers | know what had become of them. | 

. have been slowly marching westward | Every one of them had gone into the 

until they have invaded Wisconsin. | cities and had become all but lost to 

This week, in coming from Water-|the world. This farm, I doubt not, 

town and going through my own could be bought for $15.00 an acre, 

county, over land that I had surveyed | but that is more than it is worth; it 

myself when it was sold for $125.00 an|is a ruined farm. 

acre a few years ago, I noticed that} I went to another farm, only a mile 

the land is getting poor. They have|from where this was, where I had 

been raising grain on it year after| worked when I was fourteen years 

year and selling it off. The farmer | old. It was no better farm in those 

will say: “I want to. get something days than the other. When I got 

for my children.” He is selling off there I saw splendid crops. I went 

‘ the fertility of his soil and putting 2. the sidehills on that land; they 

in a bank, where, when he dies, his! were not washed or gullied. The farm
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| was owned by a “boy” seventy-one| A man who leaves to his children a 

years old now, and that “boy” said: | farm that is rich in fertility is leaving 

“IT have been offered $150.00 an acre! to them the best legacy possible. I 

and would not take it.” So you see| talked this down in New York; I 

rich land is worth something there as| have talked the same thing here. 

well as it.is here. And, by the way, I say: You old, grizzly fellows, you 

: he has been able to keep his son on| say you are working to get something 

the farm, and he was the only one of| for your children, and yet youare de- 

my old acquaintances who had done| pleting the fertility of your soil just 
so. He had kept his boy on the farm,|as rapidly as you can; robbing your 

: and sent him to the agricultural col-| children of the means of subsistence 

: lege, and he had come back a scien-| after you are gone. Oh, yes, some 

tific and enthusiastic farmer. That] of you walk around and talk big about 

farm is richer, I believe, than when|the land that you own. “My land!” 

it was new. And this was done by| “I have got a thousand acres of land!” 

raising crops that were turned back] You do not own an acre of land. There 

into the soil_—by raising clover and/is not a man that owns an acre of 
other forage crops, and putting it|land. It is not yours. It is God’s 

back onto the land, by feeding it to| earth, placed here to feed his children, 

fine stock which had brought him a|and it is loaned to you to use fora - 

good income. little while, and you are certainly in 
j duty bound to turn it over to the next 

Commercial Fertilizers. generation just ane good as it was 

By the way, they are selling com- when you took it~ It is a trust, a 

| mercial fertilizers there. I might use commed rust tae — shouit =!eep. 

a commercial fertilizer to grow some- suet ~~ eon peers to'nob Iter 
thing that I can turn under and have sot oe Tee f eee ane 

t some humus in the soil. You know I vin ere to = ea ae _ ane = 

j have talked humus so much at the}” 5 
! Farmers’ Institutes that they call me aaa ee ae 
1 “Old Humus,” but 1 am proud of the DISCUSSION, 

er Question—I want to ask Mr. Good- 

. rich if it would be a profitable propo- 
| The Best any for Future Genera- sition to buy that New York farm for 

ions. $15.00 an acre and make a farm out 
It has made me feel sad to travel] of it. 

over the state of New York and the} Mr. Goodrich—No, I think not. In 
state of Michigan and note the dete-| the first place, where there are slop- 
roriation in the fertility of the land.| ing hillsides it is washed all down to 

I tell you the farmers have been leay-| the stones and gravel. It is gullied up 

| ing a desert in their tracks and the| with gullies within two rods of each 
country cannot afford it. The popu-| other. 

lation of this country has been doub- Question—Would you go up into 

| ling once in thirty years since the gov-‘ uorthern Wisconsin? 

ernment was first formed, and if it Mr. Goodrich—There is good land 

: keeps on at that rate, there are young| here. If you will stop robbing the soil 
men in this audience who will see in| we will keep southern Wisconsin a 
the United States a population of one| Garden of Eden. [| tell you, when you 
hundred and fifty millions, and they| get up here and say that you cannot 

must all be fed out of the soil. Wel|get a catch of clover late years, I 
have but little more new lands, and| know it is a farm where you have had 
we will have to feed them out of the| plenty of humus in the soil, just as 

soils that have already been broken.| there is now in the northern part of 

1
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the state. There have only been two| great that it dried up the plant. It 

: seasons that would prevent getting a| was the only time I had my neighbors 

eatch of clover if you had kept the|say theirs was a failure. I didn’t get 

soil filled with humus. the amount of hay off that ground 

Prof. Woods—On that Jefferson} where the top dressing was applied in 

county farm you spoke of, do I under- the spring. 

stand that there is no more fertile} Mr. Coe—When did you apply that 

land? a manure? 

Mr. Goodrich—No, sir. Mr, Ezra Goodrich—I put it on about 

Prof. Woods—No more land with| this time of the year, and some even 

humus? just before corn planting. We had 

Mr. Goodrich—I did not say that. Ij stable manure that we did not need 

said there was a strip eight feet wide,| for the corn ground. 

along the line of an old fence. Mr. Goodrich—Did you have any 

Question—What was the fertilizer] hauled out in the fall? 

you spoke about, the commercial fer-| Mr. Ezra Goodrich—Yes. 

tilizer? Mr. Goodrich—How was that? 

Mr. Goodrich—I don’t know much] Mr. Ezra Goodrich—It was better. 

about a commercial fertilizer. My] We have also practiced putting stable 

proposition was not to build up land} manures on plowed ground and work 

that had gone down. I am talking] it in, in sowing oats and barley and 

about “rich land and how to keep it| other grain. 

so.” The Chairman—On fall plowing? 

Mr. Beaumont—What about the} Mr. Ezra Goodrich—Yes: 

man that has a farm that is not rich?} Mr. Goodrich—I like to put it on the 

What is the fertilizer that I want to] meadow or pasture the best. 

help that catch of clover? I have put Mr. Nicolai—What success have 

four or five hundred pounds of seed} you had, Mr. Goodrich, with alfalfa in 

on my farm and I got nothing from it.| comparison with clover? 

Mr. Goodrich—I would be glad to} Mr. Goodrich—I have not raised 

help you, but I think it is past that. alfalfa myself, but I have watched it 

Of course, you can sow soy beans and Pconsiderably. It furnishes a _ great 

cowpeas and tye,—anything that will amount of good feed for dairy cows. 

make a crowth that will turn under! it'is my opinion that it has the same 

and help bring back the humus. r @ffect as clover does, or anything else 

know there are commercial fertilizers! that sends its rcots deep into the soil. U 

that do good if you liave the moisture. Question—Did you ever apply mud 

They do not furnish any moisture. | out of a marsh, spreading it on the 

Prof. Henry—If the gentleman will) soil. 

send to the experiment station ms Mr. Goodrich—We have hauled peat 

will send him a bulletin and a list of|from a marsh. It did some good, ! 

the licensed fertilizers sold in this| but there didn’t seem to be much fer- | 

state. tility in it. | 

Mr. Ezra Goodrich—I have agitated| Prof. Henry—I know that what Mr. 

among our class of farmers applying Goodrich has said this morning has 

manures, but last year top dressing inj sunk deep into the hearts of this 

the spring upon timothy meadow was audience. There is no other man in 

really what I call a failure, it was an the state of Wisconsin who is today 

injury, but not on account of the man-| such a leader in this line as Mr. Good- 

ner in which it was applied. It was|Tich. I know that the farmers will go 

a dry season; we-did not have any| home from this meeting glad to have 

rains, and the only way I can explain| heard him once more, and glad to fol- 

it is that the heat absorbed by the|low, as far as they can, his words of 

straw and stuff in the manure was so| advice. In his preachment he was a
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little severe, but it was all right. We,in which there were logs floating 

} Wisconsin farmers do not as a rule| down past our town to another town, 

I need much scolding. Wisconsin lands| we would be inclined to stop those 

f still have more fertility than they do}logs and manufacture them in our 

right across Lake Michigan. lLast|own town. But here we are sending 
year the governor of Michigan called| down to New York and buying com- 

; attention to this fact in his message.| mercial fertilizers and shipping them 

i He called attention to the conditions}a thousand miles into Wisconsin, 

: of the two states, to the disparage-| when there is one hundred dollars 

| ment of Michigan. worth of fertilizer in a carload of bran 

t We are doing pretty well in Wiscon-| which is available to us near at hand. 

| sin. We need to be encouraged. Wel - My friends, the reason that Wiscon- 

need a word of encouragement rather|sin is where she is today is because 

{ than a word of censure. I am not! we have been putting ten thousand 

| finding fault with Mr. Goodrich, un-|carloads of Minneapolis bran over 

derstand me. | our farms. Do not worry about buy- 

Farmers, all of you are anxious tojing a carload of bran. Davenport, 

. bring up your soils. Listen to this! down in Iowa, does not think,it a dis- 

| man’s advice. He travels, he watches,| grace to buy saw logs and make 

h and he cbserves, and if you follow| lumber cut of them. If you can make 

| what he says, ycu cannot fail to make| three, or five, or ten dollars on a ton 
i your farms better. Your farms have} of bran; if you can have some butter 

value. You can get lands cheaper in| to sell and about $13.00 worth of fer- 
Michigan than you can in Wisconsin,| tility for every ton you buy, you are 

because we have followed in Wiscon-| ahead of the game. If those people 

} sin a better system of farming. Our] want to go on raising wheat and tak- 

farmers are anxious to plant clover.|ing millions of dollars worth of fer- 

; We must have the humus,—the leg-| tility out of their lands, let us be wise 

} umes and the humus. If you want a| enough to take advantage of it to en- 
i commercial fertilizer to help you out,| rich our lands. Let us take advan- 

: write to. us at the experiment station] tage of it as long as they are willing 

and we will give you a list of those| to let us. Let us stop that bran in 
which are licensed to be sold in this| Wisconsin, stop the middlings and the 

state. But do not rely on commercial] Iowa corn and send our butter, cheese 
fertilizers. The farmers of North] and eggs on east. 

Carolina pay six millions dollars per A Member—I do not want to criti- 

year for fertilizers. We buy them|cise my superior, Professor Henry, 

just as we do plows and harvesters. | but when he started he said he would A 

There is $13.00 worth of fertilizer in| hardly agitate the question of bran 
' a ton of bran, in addition to the feed-| this year on account of its price. I 

ing value in it. But bran is too high| think that at the price bran has been 
this year to preach about much. Do|selling for this year, there is no 
you know that the whole northwest,—| cheaper feed for the farmer to buy 

Minnesota, Dakota, Manitoba—in that] and feed economically than bran at 
whole territory the farmers are rob-| $22.00, when you get oil-meal at 

bing their soil of its nitrogen, potash| $30.00 and corn meal in the same pro- 

and phosphoric acid. When that) portion. 

wheat is ground up into flour there is Mrs. Tilson—They are having In- 

a hundred dollars’ worth of fertility to| stitutes in the south of Minnesota and 
every carload of bran. The wheat| they are in hopes that you will con- 

stops in Minneapolis at the mills and| tinue to pay as high a price for your 

the products go down into Ohio and| bran and get less of it. They are also 

New York. , learning something in Minnesota. 

If you and I were living on ariver| Mr. Beaumont—I do not want Mr, 

i eee
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Goodrich to think my farm is so very| acre, located within half a mile of the 

poor. I bought a farm about thirty/station. It is because the farmers 

years ago and raised my first crop | there have been robbing the soil of its 

with seven bushels of wheat and ten fertility. I was down in the state of 

bushels of oats to the acre. I kept New Jersey at the meeting of the 

that farm for twenty years and before State Board of Agriculture, and they 

I sold it the enumerator of that town told me that the little state of New 

told me I had the best crops and Jersey paid $3,000,000.00 a year for 

raised the most on the land I owned commercial fertilizers, and you can 

- of any man in the town, so I have buy land within sixty miles of New 

had some experience in renovating. York city or Philadelphia that was 

But if there is anything to help this) once good land for $40.00 an acre. So, 

wornout land, I want to know it. because they have robbed their soil 

Mr. Goodrich—Professor Henry has| of its fertility, they are relying upon 

answered that. commercial fertilizers and nothing 

Question—Do you advise applying| else to grow a crop, and they set up | 

manure in the winter time to steep| the howl: “It is so dry,” when the sta- | 

hillsides? tistics show that the average rainfall 

Mr. Goodrich—lfy practice on my| for the last twenty years was just as 

own farm, scme of which is hilly and| much as for twenty years before. 

some level, was to haul it onto the} They won't believe it. 

level land and then, later, after the Mr. Convey—I would like to ask, 

ground was beginning to thaw out, 1} Mr. Goodrich, would you recommend 

put some on the hills, but ordinarily} a young man to go east and grow up 

I do not think there is much fertility| with the country? 

washed down the hillsides. There are} Mr. Goodrich—I advise him to stay 
certain times when the ground is|in Wisconsin. 
covered with ice and a thaw comes| Supt. McKerrow—According to Mr. 

and heavy rains when it will wash. I} Goodrich, the young man better go up 

like to apply it on the grass land and| north and grow up with the country. 
the grass and stubble help to hold it. The Chairman—I hope every farmer 

There is one other thing. Professor|in this audience will be eager to get 

Henry wants to encourage the Wis-| the report of this meeting and read 

consin farmers: That is right. In| what has been said on this subject; 
my hurry I neglected to say that I be-| that we may be enabled, by a proper 

lieved that Wisconsin farmers are do-| rotation of crops, to bring up the fer- 
ing very much better than they are in| tility of our farms so that they may 

the east. I have traveled over the| be for the next hundred years inde 

state of Michigan two winters in the] pendent of commercial fertilizers. Let 
Farmers’ Institute work, and I can] us see to it that our farms are more 
buy land, just as good as the farming] and more fertilé year after year, and 

lands between here and Watertown| leave that splendid inheritance to our 

(as they were once), for $40.00 anj|children and the next generation. 

u
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| 

DAIRY PRODUCTS COMPARED WITH OTHER FOOD 
MATERIALS. 

! CHAS. D. WOODS, Director Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. 
! 

The farmer should be well nour-| of the body we will call its tissues, of 

ished. He grows a considerable part} which the chief is flesh, meaning by 
: of his own food, and can with little] this, lean flesh, muscle, tendon and so- 
| expenditure of labor and money have] called animal matter of bone and the 

; an healthful variety. The farmers of|/like. In the growing body they are 
this state, and, indeed of this Nation,| being built up and in both the adult 

i have all they need to eat, and in gen-|and the child they are being con- 
: eral more than they need, but un-|stantly worn out and _ repaired. 
: fortunately their selection of food is|The materials in the food which 

i not nearly as good as it might be.) build up the body and _ repair 
i This will be more readily understood] its waste we will here call flesh form- 
; after we see how it is that the food| ers, although more common names in 
i nourishes the body; how much nutri-| scientific treatises are protein, pro 
Bt. ment there is in the different food ma-| tefds or albuminoids. 

terials; what are the different kinds] Now we can live on bread, meat, 
) of nutritive ingredients or nutrients! milk and a great many other mate- 
| the food materials contain; what are! rials These must therefore contain 
| the demands of the body and whatltne flesh forming substances. Chemi- i kinds and amounts of food matertals| og} analysis shows us very clearly 
1 will best meet these demands. what those flesh forming substances 
; This means a lesson in physlologt-| are, and how much of them there {s in ! cal chemistry, a lesson which begins} pound or a quart of milk. Today 

i with the rudiments of the science of} wo have tables of the composition of 
nutrition. These rudiments have to| tooq materials which show the percent- 

i do with protein, fats and carbohy-|ases of flesh formers in all of our 
4 drates, with flesh formers, fuel values. ordinary food materials. 

~ dietary standards and the like. When But what are the flesh forming sub- 
these are put together, we shall be stances in food? One kind is found 
talking of the different food materials! in the Jean part of meat and makes 
as meat and potatoes, and bread andthe phasis of muscle. Chemists call 
milk, of properly balanced diet, of] this substance myosin. If we take the F combinations of food to meet the de! white of eggs and dry out the water. 
mands of different people of different] tne residue, which is called albumen, 
ages, ser, and occupation. 1s a flesh forming substance. If we 

put rennet in milk and separate out 
| Flesh Formers—Protein. the curd from water, sugar and fat. 

For breakfast this morning we had] the residue consists mainly of a flesh 
beef steak and potatoes. With these] forming substance which is known as 
were bread and butter and one or two| casein. Make wheat flour into dough, 
cups of coffee with some sugar in it.| knead it for a long while with water 
Now this food has its use, namely, to| and then remove the starch and sugar 
build and repair the bodily machine} and there will remain the gluten with 
and keep it running. The bodily ma-|a little oil and some other substances. 
chine is made of blood and muscle: This gluten is the flesh forming sub- 
and bone and brain. The frame work, stance of wheat. Compounds similar 

eee
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to gluten occur in rye and barley and steak we had for breakfast contained 

zorn and rice and potatoes, and in our flesh forming substances, but it also | 

vegetable foods generally. If these|had more or less fat. The bread 

materials did not contain flesh form- contained some gluten, but it had also : 

ers, they would have very little value starch and a little oil. The butter 

by themselves alone for food. We] which we put on the bread is a fatty 

could not live upon them unless we| substance. The sugar with which we 

used with them some other substance sweetened our coffee was a substance 

to supply fiesh formers. Certain | allied to starch. 

classes of people, including many The fats and oils, the sugars and 

tribes of negroes in Africa, and in- starches are burned in our bodies just 

: deed a large number of the negroes| as truly as coal and wood are burned 

and the poor whites in our own south- under the boiler of the engine. The 

ern states, subsist upon a diet which| men who deal in abstract science tell 

contains very little of the flesh form-| us that all of these substances contain 

ers. They live on a low nutritive| energy; potential energy it is called. 

plane. One thing that is needed for) When the coal is burned in the fur 

their elevation is a better balanced) nace or the food is burned in the body 

diet. aay their potential energy is changed into 

Chemists have devoted a great deal| other forms called heat and mechani- | 

of study to these flesh forming sub-| cal power. When the coal is burned 

stances, and find that they all contain| in the furnace, its potential energy 

a certain list of chemical elements|is transformed into heat, and part of 

which we call nitrogen, carbon, oxy- that is changed into the expansive 

gen, hydrogen and suiphur. The| power of steam which moves the en- 

characteristic element of them all is|gine, draws the railway train and | 

nitrogen. They are nitrogenous sub-|keps the wheels of the factory in | 

stances. In the laboratory we call motion. When the fuel is burned in 

them all protein compounds.  Be-| the body, its potential energy is trans- 

cause of the similarity of many of|formed into the animal heat which | 

them to the albumen of egg, they are| keeps the body warm, and into muscu- 

sometimes called albuminoids. An-| lar power with which muscular work 

other name which is frequently given is done. The fats of meat, the fat of 

to them is proteids; a more common milk, which makes butter, the oil 

one is protein, but for our present pur- which is abundant in the olive and in 

pose we will simply call them desh| the cotton seed, and which occurs in 

formers. They are the materials} smaller proportions in wheat and corn 

which build up the frame work of the| and particularly in nearly all of our 

body and repair its wastes. From food materials, are fuel ingredients 

them muscle and sinew, blood and of food. The starch which makes up 

bone are formed. the bulk of the nutritive material of | 
wheat and rice and corn and po i 

Fuel Ingredients of Food—Fats and/and the sugars, of which ee a : 

Carbohydrates. little in wheat, considerable in milk 

It is one thing to build a machine] and a large amount in the sugar cane 

and keep it in repair. It is another| and sugar beet, are, likewise, fuel in- 

thing to keep it running. For this it gredients. Chemists group sugars 

must have power. A steam engine| and starches together and call them 

gets its power from its fuel, coal or carbohydrates. 

wood, as the case may be. The bodi-| The carbohydrates and the fats or 

ly machine derives its power from the| oils are the chief fuel ingredients of 

fuel ingredients of its food. The|the food. They all consist of three 

chief fuel ingredients are fats and|chemical elements, carbon, hydrogen 

oils, starches and sugars. The beef-|and oxygen. The chief of these is
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carbon, and hence the fats and car-,ing the fuel value of different sub- 
bohydrates are called carbouacemne! stances, advantage is taken of the 
food materials. The carbonaceous] fact that it requires a definite amount 
food ingredients then are the. ones| of heat to raise a pound of water one 
that serve for fuel while the nitrog-/ degree. The heat unit used in these 
enous ingredients are the flesh form-| measurements is ‘very nearly the 
ers. This is not the whole of the| amount of heat necessary to raise one 
story; indeed, it is only a small part| pound of water four degrees Fahren- 
of it, but it is the most essential] heit. This unit of fuel value is called 
part. The fiesh formers can also| the calorie. Instead of a heat unit 
serve as fuel. A dog can live on lean; we might use a unit of mechanical 
meat and get from it what is needed,| power, as a foot ton, which is the 
not only to build his body and keep it] power that would raise a ton one foot. 
in repair, but can also burn it and| One calorie equals 1.52 foot tons 
utilize its potential energy. For that}nearly. In other words the heat 
matter we do the same thing with all] which would raise the temperature of 
the flesh formers of food. When wej}one pound of water four degrees 
get through with them for vulaag Fahrenheit would, if transformed into 
material, and, indeed, without using! mechanical power, suffice to lift 1.52 
them for building material, we burn|tons one foot. The fuel value of a 
them in the body, and they supply us| Pound of starch or sugar (carbohy- 
with heat and strengtth. In other|drates) is very nearly one thousand 
words, the flesh formers can ful-| eight hundred and sixty calories. The 
fill the two great purposes  of| fuel value of a pound of fat is about 
nutrition, the building of tissue|four thousand two hundred and and the yielding of energy. But] twenty calories, or two and onefourth 
the fats and the carbohydrates cannot| times that of the same weight of car- 
build tissue. The carbohydrates can| bohydrates. A pound of flesh formers 
be changed to fats in the body andj (protein) has about the same fuel 
can with the fats be stored in the| Value as a pound of starch or sugar. 

. —— ae an aoa ae peered = otrerent Classes of 

stored there for fuel. It is the re - ee 
serve fuel which the body keeps for| Usually foods contain both flesh ' its needs. From this fact, namely,|fTmers and the materials which 

Pi, that the flesh formers can also serve| Serve as fuel. Olive oil, butter, lard, 
as fuel, but the fats and carbohy-| Starch, sugar, and a few other ma- 
drates, or fuel ingredients, cannotserve| teTials consist almost entirely of fuel 
as building material, there is one very| ingredients and serve almost. wholly 

| important inference. We need, and| ‘© Yield energy in the form of animal 
4 for proper nutrition, must have a|POwer and heat. A few foods, such as 

- large enough proportion of flesh form-| C°d fish and white of eggs, consist al- 
ers in our food. most entirely of flesh formers with 

little or none of the materials which 
Fuel Values of Food. yield only energy. Obviously a food 

The values of the different food| which contains none of the flesh form- 
materials and of their several in-| ers will not meet the demands of the 

- gredients for serving the body as fuel| body, for while it might furnish the 
may be measured by their ability to| needed energy for muscular work, 
furnish heat when burned. Their fuel] provide fuel to keep the body warm, 
value is readily learned by burning|it would not in any way meet the 
the materials in an apparatus called a| needs of the body in building new and 
calorimeter and measuring the heat|repairing old tissues. In general, 
produced. In this process of measur-| the vegetable foods consist largely of 

stitial a ita ia ate ad
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the fuel ingredients and contain rel-|dinary meats, for instance, is prac- 

atively large quantities of the flesh/| tically all digested when it is eaten 

formers. A marked exception to this|in moderate quantities by healthy per- 

occurs in the legumes or pulse family| sons, but the same persons might di- 

of plants. The common members of| gest only nine-tenths of the protein 

this family contain relatively large| of wheat flour made into bread and 

quantities of the flesh formers.| not more than three-fourths of that of 

Familiar illustiations are found in| potatoes. The fat of meats is less 

such valuable foods as peas, beans,| completely digested. The sugar and 

peanuts, lentils, etc., some of which|starch of vegetable foods, properly 

are spoken of in detail beyond. Seeds, cooked, is very easily digested. 

including nuts, usually contain rela- ee 
tively more of the flesh formers than The Fitting of Foods to the Needs of 

do the other parts of plants. The the Body. 

vegetable oils are also mest abundant Different people have different 

in seeds. needs for nutriment. ll are alike 

The animal foods generally contain|in that they must have protein for 

relatively large- amounts of fiesh|the building and repair of the bodily 

formers. The fuel constituents of|machine, and fuel ingredients for 

animal foods are chiefly fats. With] Warmth and work. But they differ 

the exception of milk, animal foods| Widely in the amounts and propor- 

contain almost none of the carbohy-!tions they require, and even among 

drates. The large amount of flesh those in gcod health, there are many 

formers (protein) which the animal who are obliged to avoid certain kinds 

foods contain admirably adapts them|of food, while invalids and people 

for the construction and maintenance| With weak digestion must often have 

of the body. The energy needed to| special diet. 

é maintain the temperature of the body| For people in good health and with 

and yield muscular power might pos-| 00d digestion, there are two im- 

sibly be furnished by the flesh for-| portant rules to be observed in the 

mers themselves, but it is much bet-| regulation of the diet. The first is to 

ter furnished by the non-nitrogenous| Choose the things which “agree” with ; 

materials. The fat (fuel constituents) | them, and to avoid those which they 

of animal foods may be so combined | cannot digest and assimilate without 

with the protefm (flesh formers) as to| harm. The second is to use such 

meet the requirements of the pody kinds and amounts of food as will 

without waste, but vegetable foods| supply all the nutrients the body 

are especially adapted to supply the needs, and at the same time avoid 

food needed for fuel. burdening it with superfluous material 

Some of the very fat meats, as fat| to be disposed of at the cost of health 

pork, contain little else than fat, and| and strength. 

hence have little or no value as flesh| For guidance in this selection, na 

formers, but serve as very concen- ture provides us with instinct, taste 

trated fuel. Fat pork, butter, lard|and experience. Physiological chem- 

suet and oils, such as olive and cotton| istry adds to these the knowledge— 

seed oils, have the highest fuel value] ‘till new and far from adequate—of 

of all the mor&é common food ma-| the composition of food, and the laws 

terials. of nutrition. In our actual practice 

‘ 2 of eating, we are apt to be influenced 

Digestibility of Food. too much by taste, that is, by the dic- 
In general, the animal foods are| tates of the palate; we are prone to 

somewhat more digestible than the] let natural instinct be overruled by 

vegetable foods. The protein of or-| acquired appetite; and we neglect the
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teachings of experience. We needjly. It is not expected that any man 
to observe our diet and its effects| will take a table of the amounts of 
more carefully, and regulate appetite| nutriments and potential energy in 
by reason. In doing this we may be| different food materials and regulate 
greatly aided by the knowleage of|his diet so as to eat just enough to 
what our food contains, and how it|give him just the amounts called for 
serves its purpose in nutrition. in these standards. The standards 

rs are useful, however, in showing what Standards for Daily Dietaries. the best information of today, collated 
: Physiologists have’ attempted to es- in this country and Europe, indicates timate how much of nutriment is as to the general needs of the body needed per day by people of different! for diet, 

classes and occupations. These es- The fundamental principle of the ' timates are based upon (1) weighings| subject may be stated in a few words: and analyses of the food actually con-} (1) Food is that, which when taken sumed by people supposed to be well] into the body, builds up its tissues . nourished, and (2) actual experiments| and keeps them in repair, or which is 
in which persons receive different consumed in the body to yield energy kinds and amounts of food and the|in the form of heat to keep it warm effects are noted. The estimates thus| and create strength for its work. : made of the demands of people of dif-} (2) The most healthful food is that ; ferent age, sex and occupation are ex-| which is best fitted to the wants of ! Dressed in terms of nutrients and| the user. To be adapted to his wants, 
energy. The standards correspond] the food must supply the different to those that have come into common| nutritive ingredients, or nutrients, in ) use for calculating rations for domes-| the kinds and amounts needed by the ; tic animals. But unfortunately the body to build up its separate parts, to : “number of experiments and observa- repair them as they are consumed by tions made thus far with men, women constant use, and to yield energy in 
and children are much less numerous| the form of heat and muscular power. | than those with horses, cows, sheep,| The ingredients should also be sup- . 1 swine, dogs and other animals. Still plied in forms which the person can | the data at hand will suffice for gen-| easily digest, and which will “agree” 1 eral estimates. Assuming that the|with him. - If the nutrients are not H body requires enough of flesh formers supplied in the right proportions, or i (protein) to make up for that con-| if they are not in easily digestible 
sumed in the body, and enough energy forms, or if they yield material which | to supply the demands for heat and/ does not agree with the user, injury to . muscular work, the following pro| the health will result. 

: | Portions of flesh formers and fuel (3) The cheapest food is that which F : values have been suggested by Prof.| furnishes the most nutriment at the ) Atwater for the daily food of a man. | least cost. 
5 .| (4) The most economical food is . Sone tr ann. ie ata that which is both most healthful and | Pr tein Fu el cheapest. 

Seca iit Night nasser ** calories | Nutriments in Foods and Advanta- 
ce a 3,000 geous Combinations for Diet. Man with moderately hard 
muscular Work .......:.....  .28 8,500 The limits of this article do not al- r Myo es 2weulet ss 4s [low a full discussion of all these 

topics. We may, however, consider 
Of course these figures do not Tep-| briefly the amounts of nutriment in 

resent a rule or receipt to follow close-| some of the more common food ma- 

: 
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terials, and some of the ways in which | fatness and other conditions of the 

they may be combined in a fitting|animals: There is also a very great 

diet. difference in the chemical composi- 

The quantities of nutrients in altions of the different “cuts” or por 

few food materials of different classes | tions of meat from the same animal. 

are stated in the table which follows. | One important variation is in the pro 

They are taken from a compilation of|portion of bone. This is practically 

several thousand analyses of American | inedible, except as it may be utilized 

food materials.* The figures show the|in making soups or gelatin. 

amount of refuse (bone, etc.,) flesh Beef—This is the most important 

formers, and the fuel values in one| kind of meat. It ranks, however, 

pound of each. It is understood, of | among the more expensive of the ant 

cotrse, that the figures for each ma- mal foods. It is an especially valu- 

terial represent the average composi-|able source of flesh formers. 

tion, and that the different specimens Veal and Mutton.—In general, veal is 

of the same material may vary con-| leaner and mutton fatter than heef. 

siderably in composition. These var-|Comparing market prices with nutri- 

jations are wider in meats than injtive value, the cost of the nutrients 

most vegetable foods. in veal or mutton is not greatly dif- 

Meats.—Meats vary greatly in com-|ferent from those in beef. 

position with the kind, breed, age, Pork.—Pork is the fattest of all 

Chemical Composition of a Few Common Food Materials as Found In the 

Markets. 

on ee eee OOO 

| = | rea 
Food Materials. Refuse. | Water. | Protein. | Fat. nSEeeea| Ash. | value 

——— cr ec esl ena A SS TNE ee 

} 
Per cent. \Per cent. |Per cent. (Per cent.|Per cent. |Per cent. | Calories. 

Whole milk........-. -.-- ; | 87.0 33 4.0 5.0 a 325 

Skimmed milk: .:. --..---..-|---.---+- 90.5 3.4 3 3.L s 110 

WM wera. oY Roessler Ss eee Siege 3475 . 

Cheese, whole milk... .......|.. .- 34.3 | 261 33.5 2.3 3.8 1940 

Cheese, skimmed milk.:..-.|-.-...-.--) 45-7 315 16.4 g2 {42 1320 

Beef chuck, medium fat.....) 16-8 56.1 13.8 BS oe 38 735 

Beef loin, medium fat... 11 | 58.2 16.7 As se 4 780 

Beef ribs, mediumfat.. ....| 20.8 43 8 13.5 ef a 1145 

Beef round. medium fat. ... 12 60.7 18.3 Se tas). > 1.0 888 

Veal cutlet.........----- ++ 4.0 65.6 20.9 MN reece 9 75 

Weak WBS. -ass9e 5-< 17.3 51.2 16.0 aya a 9 660 

Veal shoulder... ....... ---| 195 56.8 16.2 RE ccc eres 1.0 575 

Mutton Jeg, medium fat. 18.4 51.2 14.9 | 147 = 38 900 

Matton loin...........--.-++ 16.0 42.0 13.0 Mea ose -2s om 1435 

Mutton shoulder. .-....-.| 22.5 47.9 13.4 BEB cass is 995 

Pork loin, fresh, mediumfat| 16.3 42.8 14.0 eye a 1385 

Smoked ham, medium fat... 14.4 34.9 13.3 Be: 4.0 1635 

Chicken and fowl ........| 26.6 41.2 14.0 WEG A one inee a 15 

MR cosaks Scie cas ogg ghey Sick 64.8 13.3 eae 9 660 

estes ee 48.6 40.3 98 HBR eee “1 205 

Cod fish (fresh)... ...- 29.9 585 10 6 Eh aces 8 205 

Oysters, out of shell........-|.-- i 88.3 6.0 1.3 3.3 11 230 

Corn meal, bolted... ... --.|....0..---| WA 93 24 4.9 1.0 1665 

Rolledioate........:-c-.00.++ |--2+-- 2 16.6 72 66 9 24 1355 

Wheat four......-c-5 <:ccs-]i-e-s =| 28-0 14 Li 5.1 4 1655 

Wheat bread....... 0 --ce-e--[ ---2-2 -| 35.8 94 12 53.0 11 1210 

Potatoes...... 0. --+ -------| 15.0 36.3 19 a 16.0 1 335 

aN i eee at 

*Bulletin 28 of the Office of Experiments U. §. Department of Agriculture: 

“The Chemical Composition of American Food Materials,” by W. O. Atwater 

and Chas. D. Woods. _
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meats. Salt pork, backs and other | proportions of actual nutriment are fat cuts, contain very little else than concerned, the vegetable foods differ fat. The fat of these makes on the/from the animal foods mainly in two average eighty-seven per cent. of the respects: (1) The vegetable foods weight, the remainder being chiefly generally, though not always, contain water and ash, with very little pro-}less of the flesh formers and more of tein; the latter being in narrow!the fuel ingredients; (2) the vege- “streaks” of lean and the rind. Ham | table foods are generally not as com- is leaner but it contains a good deal/ pletely digested as the animal foods. of fat. Shoulder is much like ham, | There are, however, exceptions to except that it has relatively a little these rules. The brief discussion of more bone. Fresh spare rib contains a few of the more important of the & good deal of lean meat but it is stil] vegetable foods herewith is followed & very fat food. Pork is generally|by a table showing the comparative the cheapest of meats, but it must be! values of one pound of the different noticed that it contains relatively lit- vegetable foods. : tle of the flesh formers, and in con- Wheat Flour and Bread—Flours dif- sequence can not take the place of fer greatly in their chemical com posi- lean meat, fish, skim milk, beans and|tion and their nutritive value accord- peas. ing to the kind of wheat and the pro- Fish—The ingredients of the flesh | cess of milling. Bread flours made ' of fish are essentially the same in| from spring wheat are usually richer kind as those of beef or mutton. The|in flesh formers (gluten and other chief difference is that flesh of fish] Protein compounds) than pastry contains relatively less fat and more| flour from winter wheat. Wheats 
' water than ordinary meats. The] &rown in the northwest are richer in fatter kinds of fish, as herring, mack-| flesh formers than those grown in : erel, salmon and shad, approach quite| California and the east. ; nearly to medium fat beef. As found| A pound of average bread flour con- ; in the markets, fish generally contains] tains .113 pounds of flesh formers, more bone and other inedible ma-|and has a fuel value of one thousand | terial than do most other meats.|Six hundred and forty calories. A : Canned salmon compare favorably| Pound cf read made from this flour ; with meats in composition. in the usual way would have about ; Poultry.—The flesh of chicken, fowl,| 295 Pounds of flesh formers and a 
; 

fuel value of one thousand two hun- 
| goose, duck and turkey contains con- dred calories The bread contains siderable amounts of flesh formers ae - thew the flour; a pound of ; and a fair amount of fat. They are] More ae ae = third } valuable because of their protein aa ard = aoe ig ry oi Fi well as their flavor and tenderness,| © re eiantar the aaa oe ,' and when the market price is not toa} 2Uttitive value « Dae ee: . high, are desirable sources of animal) pared with bread, welght for weight. 

) flesh formers. Bread is a material of relatively high ‘ food value. One pound of bread has | Eges.—The eges produced on the as many calories of fuel. value as | farm are easily turned into money and seven pounds of skim milk, but it has . hence do not form a very large part less flesh formers than three pounds . of the farm dietary. Eggs contain of skim milk. Three pounds of ordi- large amounts of flesh formers, and in nary wheat bread would furnish .285 the seasons- in which they are abun pounds of flesh formers, and have a f. dant and of low market value, are! tye] value of three thousand six hun- Sconomical kinds of food. dred calories, practically the flesh Vegetable Foods—So far as the] formers and fuel value needed for a 

. 

i 
OO
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day by aman at moderately hard)standard calls for. Mixing mashed 
work. potatoes with cream or butter makes 

Corn Meal, Oat Meal and Rice—(. crn} a palatable dish, tut from the stand- 
meal contains less fiesh formers and| point of nutritive economy it is not 

more starch, weight for weight, than| advantageous, «ince the potatoes have 

wheat flour. Rice and rice flour have|too much iuel ingredients and too 

much more of starch and less of flesh| little of the flesh formers. On the j 
formers than wheat flour. Oat meal| other hand, the typical New England 4 
has also a higher fuel value, while} dish of cod fish and potatoes is one 
corn meal has practically the same|of the most rational that could be 
fuel value as wheat flour. Rice and| devised, because the nutrients of cod 

rice flour have much more of starch] fish are almost entirely flesh formers 

and less of flesh formers than wheat] and supply exactly what the potatoes 
flour or corn and oat meal. lack to make a well-balanced diet. 

Beans and Peas.—These vegetable| For the same reason meat and po- 
foods contain relatively largeamounts|tatoes go well ‘together, especially 4 

of flesh formers, and serve admirably| when the meat is reasonably lean. 

as sources of these most important; put fat meat, especially fat pork, is 
nutrients. Larger amounts of these/ not a proper material to be eaten 
seeds should be grown and consumed! with potatces, unless the flesh for- 

on the farm. mers are supplied in some other way. 
Potatoes.—Like nearly all of the veg- Beets, Turnips, Cabbage, etc.—All { 

etables, potatoes have more or less of these vegetables are "important, { 

piece ae pi ese Biome fe from ae tood value and from 

3 ee the fact that they afford that change 

ry peacraoagyiy eer rig posi of diet which is so desirable for pro- 

scabby potatoes, and decreases with per assimilation of food and the maiu- 

the increase in size and smoothness. tenance of good health. They deserve 

In a number of observations made in dl ee palit amet a aer ae 
dietary studies, on tlie average about) |, s = i eee ieee oe 
one-seventh of the weight of raw po pee Se ee eee 
tatoes was thrown away in preparing the daily diet than they do in many 

them for the table. Potatoes are a aes ee 
staple article of food. They are about} Fruits—The chief value of fruits is 
three-fourths water and contain rela- not in their nutritive ingredients, for 

tively little of protein compounds, but the importance of these are very 
the starch gives them a fairly large|S™all. .They contain considerable 

fuel value. The fuel value of a|@uantities of vegetable acids and 
pound of potatoes is about the same| Salts. It is the common belief that 
as that of one pound of whole milk|these, and especially the vegetable 
or two pounds of skim milk. It would,| @cids, are very useful, though their 
however, take about two pounds of| Value is more on account of their in- 

potatoes to furnish the same amount of | direct action than on account of the 

flesh formers as a pound of whole or|®Utriment which they supply. Just 
skim milk. To furnish .28 pounds of| What this indirect action is, no one 
flesh formers for a day’s food, a man| Cal state with any certainty, though a 
at moderately hard work would re-|8teat deal has been written about it. 
quire fifteen pounds of potatoes. This| Fruits of all kinds, from small fruits 
amount of potatoes would furnish|t apples and pears, deserve to be 
four thousand eight hundred and| freely grown and as freely used in 
seventy-five calories of fuel value or|the diet of the farmer. 
one-half more than the above cited} Butter, Cheese.—Butter and cheese
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both vary greatly in composition but|improves the flavor as well. Its use 
on the average: iC in the “welsh rarebit,” ranging from 

Flesh Fuel | the simple toast and melted cheese 
formers, value, | to the complex “Golden buck,” is not 1S lories. 

4 pound of butter con- wee ss so ce apogee a Se ak Bae geese ne eae ceeee one , ndue ns 
epee Po -260 1,95 }| and although it has many ingredients, 

is really not much trouble to make. 
Butter furnishes practically none of} Cheese cakes, cheese souffle, macaroni the flesh formers, but it has a very and cheese, and cheese omelets may 

high tuel value, because of the fats}pe named as illustrations of the 
which it contains. A pound of butter] numerous ways in which cheese may 
lat is probably of no greater value for} he cooked. All cheese dishes should 
nourishment than an equal weight of be served very hot. 
fat of beet or mutton, or pors, or] Milk.—Cow’s milk contains all of the olive oil, or other oils used for food. | nutritive ingredients needed for food. 

Cheese, is in one sense, concen-| it aiso contains them in just about the trated milk, for cheese made from proportions appropriate for proper 
whole milk contains the same ingre|/nutrcion. Add to this the fact that dients as thé milk from which it is] the nutrients of milk are very easily 
made, although tnere is, of course, a] and completely digested, and we have loss in the manufacture. This loss! the essential explanations of the fa- 
consists largely of milk sugar; in}*piliar fact that milk is a “complete” other words, it is greater on the side| oy “perfect” food. 
of the fuel ingredients than on that of Cow’s milk varies greatly in com- 
flesh formers. It would take eight} position, but the average is such that pounds of whole milk to furnish the] g pound of milk contains: 
Same weight of flesh formers as a 
pound of cheese, but six pounds of} Water ........ sects ceeeees 870 ID. 
milk has as large fuel value as one| Flesh formers (Protein) ..... .033 Ib 
pound of cheese. Fuel ingredients: 

Cheese does not enter into our| Fat ...... ... setttees ceeee 040 ID. 
dietaries nearly as much as is desir-| Carbohydrates (milk sugar).. .050 tb. 
able and what cheese is eaten is for| Mineral matters (ash) ...... .007 Ib. 

: the most part eaten without being ate : cooked. There are numerous ways in TORRY o  higinis: onssinic enn Aa, 
which cheese can be cooked.. While} ‘The protein (flesh formers) consist : almost any cheese will give a good re- mainly of casein, which makes curd 
sult in cooked cheese dishes, there| when it is treated with rennet, but it 

Fi are some preparetions in which it is) has also some albumen which is very hi Particularly desirable to use skimmea similar to white of egg. With the 
milk cheese. Skim cheeses are as fat we are very familiar, in the form 

| nutritious, except in fat, as whole] of butter. The sugar of milk is less 
milk cheese. sweet, but has about the same nutri- 

Old cheese can be grated and eaten| tive value, weight for weight, as cane 
with bread. It is also a good addi- sugar. 

: tion to mashed potatoes, to oat meal] The protein, fats and carbohydrates, 
; and wheat porridge and mushes, to! in a pound of average milk will, when 
) rice, sago, tapioca, and other foods! burned in the calorimeter or in the | relatively rich in starch and poor in| pody, yield about three hundred and _' protein. A little grated cheese added| twenty-five calories. In short, one 
| to a clear soup improves it from the pound of average whole milk contains 
} nutritive standpoint and to many it! .033 pound of flesh formers, and has 

| 

| 
| 

. 
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a fuel value of three hundred andjprising. Few people realize that a 

twenty-five calories. It contains| pound of whole milk contains as much 

rather more of the flesh formers in nutriment as a pound of fish or a 

proportion to its fuel value than the| pound of oysters, and that a quart of 

standards above suggested call for.| whole milk equals in the amount of 

Eight pounds, or four quarts, of whole] digestible solids, a pound of beef, a 

milk furnish about .26 pound of pro pound of veal or a pound of chicken. 

tein, and has a fuel value of two} It is a very common notion that 

thousand six’ hundred calories, or a|eggs are a very concentrated food. 

little more of the flesh formers and] One used to hear the statement fre 

five-sixths of the fuel value which the | quently made that an egg was equal 

above standard calls for in the day’s|to a pound of beef. It takes seven or 

food of a man at light muscular work.| eight eggs to weigh a pound, and it 

Milk is generally the cheapest| takes a pound and an eighth, or 

source of animal protein at the com-| eight or nine eggs to furnish the same 

mand of the farmer. The fat which it | weight of nutrients as a quart of ‘ 

contains is, however, an expensive | whole milk. 

form of fat. A pound of butter fat Skim Milk. Even after average 

in milk, which ought to make a pound | milk is skimmed it still contains near- 

and a fifth of butter, is worth to the|ly ten per cent. (onetenth of its 

producer from fifteen to thirty cents, | weight) of solids or nutritive ingre 

according to the locality and season. ; dients. The amount of fat left in skim 

‘As compared with the fat of meat the | milk varies greatly with the method 

butter fat has a new flavor and brings| of skimming. Ordinary, open, shal- 

a higher price, but for actual nutri-| low pan setting leaves anywhere from 

ment of people in-good health and! one-tenth to one-half of the original 

with good digestion, there is no fat of the milk in the skim milk. 

physiological evidence to show that| Deep, closed setting removes the fat 

one is more valuable than the other,) much more completely, so that Cooley 

weight for weight. skim milk has from a trace to three- 

The following table compares the) tenths of fivetenths of one per cent. 

digestible nutrients in a quart of milk| of fat. Separator skim milk has 

and a few other food materials: usually less fat than that from deep 

Weights of different food materials which furnish the same amount of di- 

gestible nutrients (.26 tb.) as one quart (2.13 tbs.) of average whole milk, 
ooo 

Kind of food material. | = Kind of food material. | waees 

Beet chiack-<c--3..isccssstescass2-- --=) “20 Smoked ham..........--2+.--+0000e00+ 6 
Bool loin.......-..00se- sr oo cosesee a2¢ 38 BOWE or cvoncsyresceses ss0s)cne saceeses 1.0 

pera or Poe er as ES Ber ee ere pote 
Beef round. ....... 0 -  csseeeeseeeeee 9 Biles Babys. <5... .0002-ceecesaees: oorsere 2.5 

Meg GMA wo -ner<0- 99 gendeeenens 9 ON ern a eho reseed 24 
MgB cc .0 eae so aon 9 Oysters (solids)... .....---.-. - | 25 
Veal shoulder... .....-.--+++0---- +++ 1.2 Corn meal (bolted).... ... ++-++++++ 3 

Mutton leg.... 0... -. -- ceee eee eee 8 Rolled oats....... .--. « rarer 3 

Matton loin... 72-1... s0.eseeeeee sees 6 WEWRON MOOT 5565. 5 -oscanreceneos—nd 3 
Mutton shoulder........-...+-++++ 9 Wheat bread... ....-.-----+-+0-22 005+ 4 

Pork loin... ... ...---.eseeere-seee 7 MEINE. ae 00s soa neeinn ssi-eas | 1.5 

ee 

To one who has been accustomed | closed setting. It is not far from an 

to look upon milk as a beverage such average to say that in a pound of 

figures as those of the table are sur-! average skim milk there dre flesh
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formers .034 pound; fuel value one| value for nutriment more to the milk hundred and seventy calories, or a! than to the oysters. Bread made with little more of the flesh formers than skim milk would have much more of in whole milk, and about one-half the the flesh formers than when made fuel value. This assumes that aver- with water. A lunch of bread and age skim milk has three-tenths of aj skim milk is a very nutritious one. per cent. of fat. Skim milk with .01 Per} Corn meal is deficient in flesh. . cent. of fat would have very nearly|formers. Indian pudding, made of the.same amount of flesh formers and| corn meal, sugar or molasses and @ very slight lower fuel value, but the| skim milk, makes a nutritious and difference in the nutritive values of] fairly well balanced food. The ways the two would be very small. Skim|in which skim milk can be utilized in milk from ordinary shallow setting is,| cooking are almost endless, and, as of course, worth more for nutriment we shall see later, the flesh formers because less of the milk fat is re thus added to the daily rations are of moved. : the utmost importance. The value of skim milk as food on| There are especial reasons why the farm is not generally appreciated.| Whole or skimmed milk is more val- Taken by itself, it is rather “thin,” | uable than people ordinarily suppose. and, as people say, “does not stay by.”| The diet of people in this country is The reason for this is simple; one|apt to be onesided. Our food gen- has to drink a large quantity to get) erally has too much of fats, sugar and the needed nourishment, and further,| Starch, and too little protein—too ft is - go readily disposed of/ much fuel and tco little flesh formers. that it does not satisfy the sense of| To put it in another way, there is not 7 hunger. But when eaten with bread, | enough material to build and repair or used in cooking, it is a food ma-| the bodily machine, and too much fuel : terial the value of which is not at all|to run it. This seems to be the case appreciated by the farmer. A pound| in the food of farmers, although very : of lean beef contains about onefourth|few accurate studies of farmers’ | pound of flesh formers and has a|dietaries have been made. The fol- : fuel value of eight hundred and| lowing results of studies of the actual seventy calories. Two quarts and a| dietaries of farmers’ families in Con- half, or five pounds, of skim milk will|Recticut and Vermont are cases in furnish the same amount of fiesh for-| point. “One swallow does not make a ; mers and have nearly the same fuel summer,” nor do half a dozen. These value as a pound of round steak. Two] dietaries do not show the average quarts of skim milk have a greater|food consumption of farmers’ fami- nutritive value than a quart of|lies. But they are nevertheless in- Fi oysters; the skim milk has one-| teresting. : seventh pound of flesh formers and a a fuel value of six hundred and|Flesh Formers and Fuel Values of . eighty czlories, while the oysters con- Two Farmers’ Dietaries. tain only oneeighth pound of fiesh Flesh Fuel formers and have a fuel value of former,s ener ! four hundred and seventy calories.| , Connection fauiers on ne The nutriment in the form of oysters] , family. cee snus nD 3,770 
{ would cost from thirty to forty cents, A Vermont farmer's family 18 3,080 
: while two quarts of skim miik would Farmers are learning about well Ht have a market value of hardly more} balanced rations for their stock. They 1 than two or three cents. An oyster| know that if they are going to feed i stew made of one part oysters and | their cows profitably, they must give ! two parts skim milk would owe ite! plenty of protein. It is time they 

;
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understood that the same rule applies; sour so much the better for cake and 

in the nutrition of themselves and| quick bread making, as only half the | 

their families. For the cattle they| cream of tartar called for in the recipe 

must buy wheat bran, gluten and oil) will be needed. | 

meals,, and grow clover and other) Sweet skimmed milk can be used to ; 

legumes. For their own table they| advantage in making rice and Indian 

need more of nitrogenous foods like| puddings, custards, squash and pump- 

lean meat, fish, beans, peas, oat meal| kin pies and the like, in the prepar- 

and especially milk. And one of the! ation of chocolate or cocoa as a drink, 

best things to furnish the needed pro-| in the making of sherbets, and other 

tein is milk, either skimmed or whole.| ices, and in dozens of other ways 

There are many ways of eating milk} which will readily occur to housekeep- 

aside from drinking it. Cookery af-) ers. 

fords almost unlimited scope to utilize) There are many uses to which sour 

this most excellent source of fiesh|skimmed milk can be put so as to 

formers to the farmer. utilize it as a food for man. It helps 

. A few of the ways in which skim-|the leavening of all “quick-raised” 

med milk may be used in cooking are: | breads, griddle cakes, ginger bread, 

In the preparation of soups such as|cookies and doughnuts, and at the 

potato, celery, tomato, green pea, and|same time adds materially to the 

green corn, soups; fish, lobster, clam nutrients of these foods. Bonny-clab- 

and oyster chowders, bisques and|ber and cottage cheese are two com- 

stews, skimmed milk will equally well] mon and favorite ways of using sour 

replace the whole milk that the di-| skimmed milk. 

rections for preparing usually call Many of the ways in which cheese 

for. Skimmed milk makes as good|can be used in cooking demands a 

white soups as whole milk. Bread| “lean” or skimmed milk chétse. Very 
mixed with skimmed milk is more} much of the waste skim milk should 
nutritious that that made with| be made into skim cheese either by 

water. All kinds of quick biscuit,| itself or, mixed with whole milk, made 

griddle cakes, etc., can be made with| into half cream cheese. ° 

skimmed as well as with whole milk.|+ In the following table skimmed milk 
In most kinds of cake skimmed milk! is compared with a few other food 
will be found a perfect substitute | materials as a source of protein 

whole milk. If the skimmed milk is 

Weights of different food materials which furnish the same amount of dl- 
gestible protein (.28 tb.) as one gallon (8.5 tbs.) of skimmed milk. 

Kind of food material. Weiats, | Kind of food material. | igs 

Beef chuck. ......... ----.+++ «++ + 1.8 IE ising a vaicwssconse Woasseds 2.9 
WMS cols a oecccees, conacsh ES WM sapped ee 
MOONE 525 ococen 2 bore ee + 21 Oysters, solids... 00222... cee] 48 
eM =<. =) s54+0<eedeAicennnt nd 1.6 Corn meal, bolted...2.0200.2..02200.] 3.5 
Wesleutiet ....  .-.--.------02--+--- | 14 | Rolled oats.........-..... ++ = 2.0 
WORE BOM. oso cc0 ene snssescscee 1.8 ER eos So cnteoes mr retee roee 2.9 
Veal shoalder..... .... eevee 1.8 Wheat. bread.............. 0.0. ceeeseee 3.5 
Mutton leg. ........--c00--02 ceseeee 1.9 TUMOR a iis naka conor ececoscoctesca] Set 
MMMONR< -35... onnteseste Se 2.2 Cattle foods. 
Mutton shoulder.. .......--- ores Bo ti Cama Meal... poccvcseccesinns cossincan 4.8 . 

Pork loin... ...... ...22-0+ s-eesee oe RO ERIN. oo 53 css caeeiss oe cean 2.2 
Smoked ham..... ... .-- eae 2.2 Ground Oats.........-.0-- sos sere eree 3.1 
MI castor ok stieback ceberecesd 5 SA Cotton seed meal.-...-..... ss esse eee 38 
WRG 6 ties sneer 0cscor neesiecons seers] 2.2 : NO NIE So og ins non seca seceees | 2
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Skim Milk as a Food for Stock. linseed meal. The three rations On a large dairy farm it will not be| Which follow illustrate the Ways that Possible to use all of the skimmed| skimmed milk can be used as a part milk as food for the family—much wilt] of the ration for a milch cow. remain to be otherwise cared for.| At ordinary prices milk is the Skimmed milk is an indispensable| Cheapest animal food to be found in food for calves, an excellent food for|OUr markets. It is unwise for one pigs and poultry and a valuable food| Practicing economy to scrimp on the to use in connection with the foods| milk supply. If this is true of the Produced on the farm, which, while| man in town who has to Pay from six rich in starchy matters, are for the/to eight or even ten cents a quart for most part very deficient ‘in the flesh| him milk, it is doubly true of the farm- formers or proteid matters. Skim-|ef who rarely obtains more than med milk has about the same nutri-| three cents per quart for the milk 

Three rations for milch cows Per 1000 ths. live weight, using skimmed milk as a source of part of the protein. 2 RRs 
Foop MATErrAts. | NurRIEents. 

Weights, |/ Protein, |Carbohy-| pa, Kinds, pounds: | pounda’ a pounds. 
| i ete ee 

ree BT ooo sas secs koa ns i 72 3.6 18 ci 29 em ca NG A MG as Poh 24 41 21 SM MIN 5525559 p55 x50 cea jacéal nc iadenaapeoh bogie 2 112 12 206 EON os 4 i i0 15 12 Skimmed milk, 2 gallons..02/220 00.00) a7 | 56 9 05 | 
faze | 3 | ee 

Mae Ways oss 0s so Se ee | AT 43 18 NR OND MUONEE. (elias scans hee eta ee 10 48 33 10 BION oes en cc st breech oss a ae eotes 24 212 | EN ne nese eee a ] 50 15 2 | Skimmed milk, 3 gallons. ooo ccslcuas oa) eR ON eg 1:3 -08 
|] 2.48 12.8 BB == ——— 

Wield corn ellagese..is2. sss. ¥ss....ccqsssssseauia ews aba BIG Wes 41 21 BROOD BEY 0a: cssnn ses ccensseragas esiebiia eek BD a ae 44 116 : © COR MIEN 593 oe core cos wren ere eee, on ie 1.9 208 a be iene gp Ne oe RMU CRU DIN LT. * 125 8 06 i Sximmed milk, 4 gallons..00°000 000. 22 IIINIIDIS ae 1.12 a4 Bt) ; 
(| 2.44 12.9 -62 nam 

tive ratio as gluten meal and can be which he sells and who is often used to add protein to a ration and| obliged to pay higher for his animal make a well balanced ration. The table| foods than people living in the cities. compares skimmed milk as a source| As has been pointed out, the farmer’s : of protein with several concentrated | dietary is apt to be too wide, to con- ) feeding stuffs. It will be seen that} tain too much of the fuel ingredients, i. a gallon of skimmed milk furnishes | fats and carbohydrates. The fat of : as much protein as 4.8 Ibs. corn meal,| milk is that which determines its : 2.2 Ibs. wheat bran, 3.1 Ibs. ground| value very largely in the market. It | oats, .8 Ib. cotton seed meal and .9 b.! consists of the elements, . carbon, 

' 

| surement ne ae ial
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hydrogen, and oxygen drawn by the] ly the required amount of protein and 

plants from the air. Obviously, in| calories. 

selling butter fat the favmer is not| Mr. Convey—Does cooking have a 

robbing his land of valuable fertiliz- deleterious effect upon the digestibil- 

ing ingredients. At some times and| ity of the protein in cheese? 

in some localities it may be advan- Prof. Woods—I recommended the 

tageous to séil both protein and fat in| cooking of cheese, and the reason for | 

cheese, but ordinarily this is not the that was not to add to the nutritive 

most economical form of dairying. To value of the cheese. I doubt if cooked 

sell butter fat, to use large quantities | cheese is any more digestible, prob- | 

of whole or skimmed milk in his diet ably not so digestible, but we have to 

and utilize the remainder of the skim-| take other things into consideration, | 

med milk by feeding {t to stock, pref- —palatability and flavor. This counts — : 

erably calves, hens or mflch cows, is,]@ good deal with animals and still | 

under most conditions, the most ra-|more with man. 

tional way for the farmer to dispose| Mr. Convey—Is it not the tendency | 

of the products of the dairy. with us to overeat,—is there not an 

a increasing tendency to overeat? 

‘te Prof. Woods—I do not think the : 

DISCUSSION. tendency to overeat is so great as is 

Mr. Convey—It seems to me ine oe thought. It has been 

there has been a false standard estab-, taught that the average man over 

Ished with reference to the relative| eats. That may be true of the city 

heat value of the two articles, butter | man, of the man of sedentary habits. 

and cheese. The fuel value of one| We have made very few dietaries of 

pound of butter, as represented by men in active labors. I do not believe 

calories, is three thousand four hun-| that there is a great danger of the ; 

dred and seventy-five and the fuelj average man overeating, provided he 

value of cheese, represented by calo-|has control of himself in other di- 

ries, is one thousand nine hundred| rections. 

and forty. The fat is given for but-| Mr. Brigham—Does not palatability 

- ter 82.4 per cent. and for cheese 33.5| add to digestibility? Dees it not in- 

per cent. ‘In actual use {t seems to| Crease the power to digest? 

me that cheese will represent twice| Prof. Woods—We ‘ike to think it 

the value of butter. I would like the| does. I don’t know. : 

gentleman to explain if I am wrong. Supt. McKerrow—When high grade 

Prof, Woods—There are two things| Patent flour is baked into bread, does 

to be taken into consideration: one,|!t carry too much of the fuel con- 

the flesh formers, and the other, the| ‘Stituents and too little protein? 

fuel constituents. When you come to| Prof. Woods—Our ordinary flours 

measure a food you have to take| re not starchy foods. Wheat flours 

these two thines into account, and| made from wheat grown in this state 

that is the reason I have called your|20d throughout the northwest and 

attention to the dietary standard.|Some of the varieties in Kansas are 

For a man at moderate work, this rich in nitrogenous materials and 

calls for .28 pound of protein and these constitute a fairly well-balanced 

three ihousand five hundred calories. | Tation. 
Butter alone will supply the calories,| One other thing in this connection. 

put not any of the protein. Cheese| For the last six years quite a portion ~ 

would give you the fuel value and|of my time has been devoted to study- 

protein, but not well balanced.|ing the question: which has the 

Bread and milk are tolerably well bat | greater amount of nutriment, the ordi- 

anced and either vill give pretty near-| nary bread, entire wheat or graham
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flour? We have gone into the markets; too bad we have not time to discuss it 
and bought the very best kind of} more thoroughly. 2 
flours we could obtain, the ordinary Yesterday ‘I urged the farmers of 
bread flours, the ordinary entire wheat! this audience not to patronize the Mil- 
flour, and the ordinary graham flour.| waukee people by shipping their milk 
The ordinary bread flour contains! to them unless they got large returns more digestible nutrients than does| for that milk, and not to compete with 
the entire wheat and a great deal] each other and cut the prices of the 
more than the graham. We have also} milk until they are cutting each 
been making experiments with the| others’ throats. Do not continue to 
same wheat, specially ground into the ship to Milwaukee unless you get a three kinds of flours, with exactly the| good price, but patronize creameries 
same results. in this locality and take the skimmed 

Supt. McKerrow—Now, the questicn| milk home to use for your fowl, your 
I would raise is this: For the ordi- pigs and your cows. 
nary eater does the question of rough-| yrs, Tilson—And your chickens. age or concentrates cut any figure as Prof. Henry—Yes, and your chick- between the different classes of flour, ens. It is the men that think they 

= —the nutritive ratios? must get a dollar right off that become Prof. Woods—For a man of sean soil robbers. I am exercised to see tary habits, as you are and as I am,'this region kept back. It is so around probably he needs to stimulate the New York and around Chicago, where 
peristaltic action of the bowels. En-| they are sending the milk to Chicago. tire wheat or graham flours are well]! know of farmers in Illinois that adapted to this purpose. For the| are getting $700.00 a month for milk, average man at hard work, he will get] and I declare they might as well be less nutriment out of black bread than] in the poor house or state’s prison, so from white bread. far as anything they get out of life Mrs. Tilson—I never buy a_ solid} is concerned,—they. or their families, cheese; I always buy cheese with air- —setting up at fourthirty in the holes, crumbly cheese, and then it is morning and working until seven 
open to the action of the digestive] o'clock at night seven days in the fluids. Am I correct? week, and all the time the farms run- Prof. Woods—I can digest the other ning down, the buildings unclean. 
kind also. I think very likely it may| These things show the high value of be so. , milk. The city people can afford to 

Mrs. Tilson—My idea was to save pay high prices for their milk if they 
the cooking by buying the right kind get it in good condition. You are only i! of cheese. cutting each others’ throats when you ie Supt. McKerrow—A gentleman] sell it cheap. Don’t do it. Sell your 
wishes to ask you, Prof. Woods, to| cream to the local creamery and feea 
speak a little about the value of| the skimmed milk to your farm stock, 
fruits. unless the city people pay you enough 

Prof. Woods—The function of fruit] to buy plenty of feed to keep up the 
in the dietary is not well understood. fertility of your farm. With butter pro- 
We cannot give it exactly under the| duction you have the fertility left. 
terms protein and fuel value. Fruit] At the experiment station at Madi- 
has a medicinal effect, just as there|son we are feeding some cows on ' is something in beets and mangolds| skimmed milk and we find that it 7 we feed to stock which we cannot es-| saves part of the grain. ‘We find it | timate chemically. quite satisfactory as a temporary feed 

Prof. Henry—This subject is ap-| for dairy cows. 
| preciated by this audience, and it is| Mr. Culbertson—I would like to ask 

: 

| | 
: 

| irene iets iti asia eat alice |
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the name or title of some of the bul-) one on “Potatoes.” Those of you who 

letins printed at Washington on this] are not getting these bulletins should 

subject, Prof. Woods. have your representatives send them 

Prof. Woods—Possibly the test one|to you. Each representative has five 

to read first would he bulletin No.| thousand copies of “Farmers’ Bul- 

142, “Principles of Nutrition and Nutri-| letins” that he does not know what 

tive Value of Food.” And others en-|to do with, except to use to try to get 

titled “Milk as Food,” “Meat as Food,”| votes. Your representative will send 

“Eggs as Food,” one on “Bread” and| them to you. 

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF THE LIVE STOCK | 

INDUSTRY. | 

GEO. B. VAN NORMAN, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, lil. 

na ER ee self, after the language of General 

| Lee when he made us a speech in our 

| Live Stock Exchange in February; he 

—~ said when he came into the hall that 

asaesoisilibent | |he thought no one but he and God 
e eS knew what he intended to say,—and 

. . a ; now,—he said—‘“God only knows,” 

: —and I feel the same. God. only 

cf. al knows what I am up against and 

Oe ae where Iam at. I had prepared a 

: hae P| speech, or rather a review of the past, 

és Cire ad present and future of the Live Stock 
oh so ce] Industry of our country. I ‘have gone 

Ro A back fifty years and compared it with 

- ee | today. 
A ~ | Fifty years ago, the most of our 

° il Mm | stock in the United States was of the 
es ae scrub breed —with but few excep 

i 2 tions. The cattle of the whole coun- 

ews try fifty years ago—compared favor 
C . ably with seventy-five per cent. of our 

= z Wisconsin cattle—chiefly of the scrub 

breed. There is no state, with an 

Geo. B. Van Norman. ie of fifty-six thousand and forty 
| square miles that raises as many 

Mr. Chairma. Ladies and Gentle- scrub steers as Wisconsin and no 

men:—When I came here today and steers sell lower on the market than 

looked over the program and saw the what are called by our cattle dealers 

many orators booked for a speech and “Wisconsin Knotheads.” I do not 

every one a topic assigned to him. mean by this that all Wisconsin cat- 

and a topic for everything, from a tle are scrubs. A remark of that kind 

mustard seed up to the finest sneci- would he unfair, for we all know that 

men of animal creation, I said to my- Wisconsin has some very fine herds of 

12
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Red Polls and Shorthorns and a cow) Eapen, the five hundred pound scrub as 
Herefords, and we will concede that; compared with a seven hundred pound 
Wisconsin has a fine lot of dairy | grade. The five hundred pound scrub 
breeds, but our Wisconsin mixed}is worth three cents a pound, which 
farming is so badly mixed with the| would be $15.00. The seven hun- 
native and the Jersey and the Hol-|dred pound grade is worth four and 
stein, that for stockers and lagi a one-half cents or $31.50, making a dif- 
our Wisconsin steers fall away below) ference of $16.50 more than the scrub, 
the average both in quality and size. | and both the same age. 

If you will take the Chicago reports | Gentlemen! I can prove this by 
from the Drovers’ Journal or Chicago Mr. Jos. Adams and Thos. Blanchard 
World, you will see stockers selling and Aaron Blanchard, if they are 
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; Geo. 6. Van Norman on “Old rank.” 

c today, of five hundred to seven hun-; here, and you all know them,—they 
dred pounds average, from $3.00 to| are your cattle buyers here. I have 

$4.50 per hundred weight. The $3.00] had the pleasure of selling stock for 

per hundred weight kind are the five| all of them and they have had this 

hundred pound Wisconsin scrub ana| experience themselves. Of course, it 

the $4.50 are the good grades weighing} does not come out of the buyer, as 

around seven hundred pounds. they buy their stock according to 

You can never get a beef grade| quality. I wish every farmer in Wis- 

from a Jersey cow. 1 don’t care if} consin could be at the Union Stock 
Vi you breed to a Shorthorn, the Jersey| Yards, Chicago, for two days, say 

will show and no good feeder of beef| Tuesdays and Wednesdays when Wis- 

steers will buy a Jersey or Holstem|consin ships most of her stock, and 

steer for beef. If you will stop and| see the difference. The first thing 

figure, you will see the difference be-' they would do would be to go home 

! 7 a a i ia eile ia elie
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and get up a stock company-and buy} away below the average. You may 

some full blooded bulls. drive for a whole week and it would 

I know what your argument will be.| bother you to find a first-class saddle 

You will say: “We can’t all buy full| horse or a number one driver. This 

blooded animals,” but the smaller|is all wrong. We should have the : 

farmers can pool their interests and| best of everything, as there is no 

four farmers buy one bull and cross| state in the Union with as many re - | 

with the native cow and you would|sources to draw from as Wisconsin. | 

see a great improvement in your| Our soil is well adapted to all grass- 

stock. es and roots and if you fertilize your 

I do not wish to be understood as|iand properly, we can and do raise as | 

opposing the Jersey or Holstein for| good corn as any oiber state. We all 

dairy purposes. It would be assuming know our land is particularly adapted 

too much to come here and tell you| to grass. | 

what to do, but I do say and know it/ [| havé no doubt that some of you | 

is better and more profitable to you,/are saying in your minds: “We all | 

if you are bound to milk the Holstein| know the disease, but What is the | 

and Jersey, to sell your steer calves} remedy?” : 

for veal and raise the heifer calves for} } win tell you on my cross-examina- 

cows, but if you are doing a mixed] tion 

farming business, as many of our 8 i 

farmers in northern Wisconsin do, 1, “5 I said before,—every topic was 
would recommend you to get rid of represented by some able speaker, as 

the Jersey and Hols: in and invest I know is customary at all your meet- 

in the Grade Shorthorn and cross with ings, therefore, I will not dwell upon 

a good Shorthorn bull, and the result the other speakers’ topics, as I am 
will be very gratifying. sure each and every topic will be 

Speaking of beef grades, I mean the properly represented. I feel that the 

Shorthorn or the Aberdeen Angus, the state of Wisconsin is very fortunate 

Red Poll, thé Polled Durham, or the to have such a splendid experimental 

Hereford, but, as a general purpose department and with Professor Henry 

animal for the average farmer for at the head of the department and the 

milk and butter and for beef, I am good work the Farmers’ Institute has 

somewhat partial to the Shorthorn. done and is still doing, I believe Wis- 

They tell me the Red Polls and Polled consin in ten years will class with 

Durhams are both good milkers. We her sister states, Illinois and Iowa, 

- ll know the Angus is a poor milker, second to none. 
also the Herefords. Your chairman allowed me to select 

I have dwelt somewhat on this sub-| my topic and I wrote him I would like 

ject, as I have been prevailing upon the topic “The Past, Present and Fu- 

my customers in northern Wisconsin| ture.” I will go back only fifty years. 
to try to have them raise better Many of you remember how crude our 

stock, and last season we shipped| farming was fifty years ago. All of 
nearly one hundred grades and full) you older men remember how we cut 

bloods to the northern part of Wiscon-| Our wheat and oats with a cradle and 

sin and we will see good results. raked it up with a hand rake and 

I have no doubt the Farmers’ In-| mowed our hay with a scythe and 

stitute has been instrumental in get-| dropped our corn by hand. Those 

ting better stock. Even so, we are|4ays our mothers would spin and 

away behind our sister states. Even|weave and make Kentucky jeans 

Nebraska beats us for cattle. Our|coats and pants for the boys and 

hogs are well up to the front. Our| woolen dresses for the girls. Our 

sheep are first-class. Our horses are| farming was so crude fifty years ago,
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it is hardly worthy of mention com-; Also all our goats and hogs in addi- 
pared with today. tion to this. 

Taking the statistics as figured out Fifty years ago most of our stock, 
, by Secretary Martin of the Nationai| with few exceptions, was of the scrub 

Live Stock Association, who has done| breed. Today no finer or better blood 
nothing except gather statistics as}can be found than in America. The 
given by all the assessors of the} live stock industry is sweepstakes over 
United States and the Secretary of| all other industries. Wheu you stop 
Agriculture, in 1850 the total value of} to think how many people are depend- 
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live stock in every state in the Union| ent upon the live stock industry of 
was $1,200,000,000.00. America, you will be amazed. All 

Today it is $4,555,827,375.00, a sum| stock yard companies, packing houses, 
incomprehensible to the mind of man. commission exchanges, railroads, 

In 1850 we had steamboats and ocean steamers, are 
17,000,000 cattle merely incident to and dependent for 
21,723,220 sheep success upon the efforts of the live 
4,896,050 horses and mules. stock growers and feeders, wk'rb, in 4 Today we have turn, embraces every farmer in tha 
50,602,414 cattle United States. Live stock and cereals 
15.623.551 horses and mules, and| are the same as cash at hand. Were 
51,203,000 sheep. the live stock of the United States 
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converted into cash at present prices] long to the National Live Stoek Asso 

ana value, there would not be money| ciation. There are matters coming up 

enough in the United States by $2,]every day in Congress and elsewhere 

000,000,000.00 to pay for it. It is esti-| that need watching. We wanttosee ~— 

mated the cereal crop of the United| that there is proper legislation, partic- 

States is worth over $2,000,000,000.00,| ularly in the live stock interests and 

yet the live stock of the United States} the general farming interests of our 

is worth more than all the cereals, all} country. We want to see to it that 

metal, cotton, tobacco and lumber|Congress makes a place for another 

combined, and, as I said before, the| Secretary of Agriculture, known as | 

live stock interests represent the act-| the Secretary of the Live Stock In- 

ual value of $4,555,827,373.00. If the] dustry of America, that he may give | 

live stock men of the United States] his personal and individual attention 

were to combine, we could control|to the welfare and interests of live 

the markets of the world. stock. To show you the great neces- 

Ss : r sity of a Secretary of Live Stock, I 

National Live Stock Association. will read you a set of resolutions got- 

We have an association known as| ten up by the Leather League of Phila- | 

the National Live Stock Association.| delphia, last October 18th. 

It is only five years old. It is not 

interided just for breeders and feed-] TO THE LEATHER TRADE OF THE 

ers, but for every man, woman and UNITED STATES. 

child interested in agricultural pur . 

suits. We are looking after the in- popes ee | 
terests of the farmer and the ranch-| Gentlemen:— 

man. Governor Scofield commissioned] At a meeting of the Free Hides 

me as delegate-at-large one year ago] League held in Philadelphia on Oct. 

from this state, to represent Wiscon-} 18, 1901, representatives were pres- 

sin, to that Convention held at Salt}ent from the four branches of the 

Lake City, Utah, and I was glad of} League already organized, namely:— 

the honor. New England, New York, Philadel- 

* {was honoréd at the first session by| phia, and Central Western States 

being chosen as one of the executive} branches. 

committee in honor of our state.| At this meeting, the national organ- 

After serving in Salt Lake City, I re} ization of the Free Hides League of 

signed in favor of Mr. Harding, of| America was perfected. 

Waukesha, and placed James Martin,} It was voted that the officers and 

of Richland City, secretary of the Red]}two members from each of the 

Poll association, as his alternate. The] branches now organized, or that may 

Convention this season was held in] hereafter be organized, together with 

Chicago December 3d to 7th, and I}such appointments at large as the 

am glad to say Mr. Martin was in| president may make, shall constitute 

Chicago and Mr. Harding, from Wau-| the National Executive Committee. 

kesha, was there also, both taking an} After a full discussion and free ex- 

interest and an active part and I hope| pression of opinion from the delegates 

they did the state honor. present, it was unanimously resolved 

I tell you, gentlemen, Wisconsin| that the League devote its entire at- 

must come out of her shell and make] tention to the absolute repeal of the 

her strength known. We have the} duty on hides. 

best of material if you will shove] Reciprocity treaties with South 

them along. | America and other countries have 

Every live stock man in the state] been under discussion for many years 

and in the United States should be-!and are apparently no nearer realiza-
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tion than they were when first pro-} sole purpose of speedily prosecuting 
posed by Mr. Blaine. | the matter and accomplishing repeal. 

The possibilities of delay and defeat; To make the success of this move ~ of reciprocity treaties with the South | ment requires the support and finan- American countries sending us oie aid of all connected with the 
quantities of hides, are too great to/ leather trade. We earnestly desire make it to our interest seriously to| your cooperation and would be pleased 
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consider reciprocity as a possiblesif you would send your name to the 
plan of relief. The leather trade is} ¢eneral secretary for enrollment. 
looking for immediate relief. In order to prosecute this work in 

The prevailing opinion of the dele-|the most vigorous manner, it will be 
gates present was, that for those bur- necessary to raise some funds for pre- 
dened by the duty on hides to consent liminary expenses of the national ex- 
to reciprocity as against the absolute] ecutive committee. If you have not 
repeal of the tax, would be a great|already contributed for the above ob- 
mistake and cause delay of action for | ject to some one of the four branches, 

if such a length of time as to bring seri- | we earnestly hope you will contribute 
ous cmibarrassment and loss to the|now by sending a check for $10.00 to 
leather trade. Therefore, the national|the general secretary in enclosed ad- 
organization was perfected for the] dressed envelope. This contribution
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will constitute you a member of the South American states were deemed 

league, and you will be advised of|too uncertain and too remote as to 

, every important move made by the| time to be relied upon to secure the 

committee. Make the check payable] object desired, atid, hence, a short cut 

to Henry J. McFarland, Treasurer. for the absolute repeal of the duty on 

If you have already contributed, no! hides, without waiting for any recipro- 

further call on you now is intended. |cal benefits, which might result in 

our country generally, was declared to ‘ 

You will notice this set of resolu-)be the mission of the Free Hides 

tions is supposed to be gotten up by | League. 

the Leather League. If our statesmen, in their wisdom, 

Some one will ask: “Who is the| should determine to adopt the policy 

Leather League and what is it?” of reciprocity with foreign countries, 

Gentlemen! I will tell you. They are) the National Live Stock interests of 

nothing more than the Tanners’ Trust.| the United States will not be so self- 

They appear to be anxious about the! ish or so unpatriotic as to refuse to 

consumer getting his shoes cheap, but| bear their share in the reduction of 

don’t you know they bought up an eae protective duties as affect their 

the tanneries and closed them or run! products and bring them into sharper 

them as they saw fit and now they| competition with products from other 

want free hides. countries, but they desire to enter 

They don’t say a word about taking! their solemn protest against the self- 

off the duty on our manufactured) ish policy of the Free Hides League. 

product. Ob, no! they love the dear} We agree with President Roose- 

people, but they love the Tanners’j velt in his recent message to Congress 

Combination’ best. that we must find markets abroad for 

lll read you a set of resolutions| our surplus products. To secure these | 

passed at our last session of the Na-| markets, the President said, we can 

tional Live Stock Association. {| utilize existing duties in any case : 

presented them to be acted upon and| where they are no longer needed for 

the same to be sent to our represen- the purpose of protection, or, in any 

tatives in Congress, and they were} case where the article is not produced . 

unanimously adopted. here and the duty is no longer neces- 

sary for revenue, as giving us some 

Resolutions Presented to the National | thins to offer in exchange for what 

Live Stock Association. we have. 
To this kind of reciprocity, the cat- 

: An Association known as the Free| tle interests will most cordially con- 

Hides League has recently veen| sent, put we insist that the present 

formed, A meeting of the League was/ duty on hides is now needed for the 

recently held in Philadelphia, at which! purpose of protection as much as it 

delegates were present from four! ever was in the past history of this 

branches of the League, namely: New) country. It is the only protection that 

England, New York, Philadelphia, and| is enjoyed by the cattle interests and 

the Central Western States branches. it is as essential to the cattle raisers 

At this meeting October 18, 1901, aj as is the duty on wool to the sheep 

National Executive Commitiee was or-| raisers. 

ganized and after full discussion and| Hides are produced fn this country, 

re free expression of opinion from the but not in sufficient quantities for ex- 

delegates present, it was unanimously | port and hence, the foreign hides, 

resolved that the League devote its| which come into our country come di- 

entire attention to the asolute repeal) rectly into corhpetition with those pro- 

of the duty on hides. duced in this country If the protec-
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tion to home industry means anything, querades under the name of Free 

at all, it means that such articles as} Hides League, is going even further 

hides and wool are now entitled to pro-| than this. It is now endeavoring to 

tection as much as they ever were]rob the cattle industry of their share 7 

heretofore in the country’s history. of the protective system in order to 

further gratify its selfish greed. 

But for whose benefit are free hides} Gentlemen! I do not wish to be 

demanded? For the benefit of the}classed with the calamity howlers. 1 

Free Hides League? don’t criticise the tanners for buying % 

No! That name does not disclose} up all the tanneries and combining to 

the beneficiaries of free hides. Now,] protect themselves as to over-produc- 

who are to be benefited by placing] tion and coming to an understanding | 

hides on the free list are the persons] as to prices so as to make a reason- 

who have organized the Leather Trust,| able percentage upon their invest 

which already is poweriul enough to| ment. Every American citizen should 

control the output of leather products,| have a right to invest his money as 

and to fix their price on hides pro-}Le sees fit, but they should not ask 

duced in this country. The Trust,/Congress to legislate against the 

which is already enjoying large pro-| whole country for the benefit of the 

tection on its finished products,| few. We, as farmers, are opposed 

and which is utilizing that protection! to class legislation. When the whole 

to the fullest extent, by demanding of! country is in a prosperous and happy 

home consumers an increased price] condition as it is now the less legis- 

tor their finished products. The prop-| lation we have the better it will be 

osition to secure free hides at this| for the country. 

time means the robbery of cattlemen} What is needed most in this, the 

cf that protection to which they ars} greatest country in the world, is to 

justly entitled and which the condi-}study economy and live within our 

tions of the industry imperatively de-] means, and, above all other things, 

mand, for the benefit of a Trust which| encourage better breeding of stock. 

is already exacting enormous tribute| Encourage your boys to stay on the 

from the people. farm. The land owners of this coun- | 

Protection to home industries was|try are the happiest people on the 

established and has been maintained] earth. Too many boys have made the ' 

heretofore for the purpose of stimulat-| mistake of leaving the farm to live in 

ing home production and cheapening| the city, only to be sadly disappointed . 

domestic commodities by home com-| and wish themselves back on the farm. 

petition. The Trust has been or-| With all the modern farming and 

ganized for the purpose of availing) improvements of today, it is a pleas- : 

themselves of the benefits of the pro-| ure to farm. In former years I won- 

tection which the tariff of foreign|der that you could keep any smart 

competing products afford and to pre-| boy on the farm. In those days he 

. vent home competition by combina-| looked a lot of scrub stock in the face 
tion. year ’round.. How different you can 

The consumers of the country now | and do have it today. Grades and full- 

demand their share of the protective] bloods have taken the place of the 

system, which is, cheaper domestic}scrub and it is becoming more so 
products, brought about by stimulat-| every day and will improve more in 

ing home production. the next ten years than it has for the 

The Trust demands all the protec-| past twenty-five. Why? 

tion but prevent competition and Because the boys are beginning to 

lower prices by their combinations. demand better stock and with our ex- 

The Leather Trust, which now mas-| perimental stations at the different
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF LIVE STOCK INDUSTRY. 187 

state capitals in connection with oury is something the matter with him and 

state universities farming is becom-! not the country. 

ing attractive and a science. There| I have endeavored to give you a 

is a strife between the farmer boys to; short sketch of the past fifty years 

see who can show the finest calf, the and have compared the past with the 

finest yearling and who can make the) present. Never in the history of our 

best beef. jccuntry was the farmer in better cir- 

What would we have  thought| cumstances and freer from debt than 

twenty-five years ago if someone had | today. If we have accomplished so 

told us that in 1900 we would show a' much in fifty years past, what will 

yearling steer, ready for export,! be the result of fifty years hence? If 

weighing eleven hundred or twelve! we keep on improving our stock and i 

hundred pounds, that would sell for, methods of farming as we have for the 74) 

$1.50 per pound on feot? Whoever last twenty-five years, there will not wf) 

would have made this statement, be a scrub animal left. We are begin- i. 

would have been called crazy. | ning to realize how much cheaper and iy 

i Who would have thought that car, better it is to raise a grade or full- a 

loads of one and two year oid steers} blood than to raise a scrub. Our Ri 

would sell at twenty-one cents per} methods of farming are improving ” 

pound in Pittsburgh in 1901 and many] cvery day. 4 

ear loads at eight and twelve cents Farming is becoming a profession 

per pound? and our boys are beginning to wake up ; 

Gentlemen! the live stock industry] and educate themselves that they may i 

of our country is one of the greatest] keep pace with other professions. The ie 

industries in the world. We are| agricultural student just out of the t 

eight million in number, ail engaged] experimental college commands a 

in the live stock business, so if we| good salary. Why? Because he has 4 

were to combine our strength welsome knowledge as to the best si 

could not enly control the near mak-| methods of raising and caring for t 

ket of the world, but we could elect} stock. Every man should give his ' 

every officer in the United States from| son a course in the experimental col- i 

Postmaster to President. lege. Everybody should attend the 

We are and should be satisfied with| Farmers’ Institutes and I am sure { 

the market at Chicazo, which is the! every girl should attend the Institutes, 

greatest live stock and horse market] 2s we often see the farmer’s wife with 

in the world. 1901 was a record|as good judgment and sometimes bet- 

breaker. We received more stock than|ter judgment than her husband and 

i ever before. During the year we re|by attending the Institutes we all ! 

ceived $301,500,000.00 worth of live) icarn something new. 7 

stock. Who got the benefit of it? Ladies and gentlemen, I have en- 

Nearly every dollar of that money] joyed my visit with you very much 

went back to the country. The farmer|and shall go away from here much 

has no grievances so far as prices are| wiser than when I came. We can al- 

concerned. Hogs at six and six and| ways get some new ideas by attend- 

one-half cents a pound; cattle at $5.00|ing the Farmers’ Institutes. I am 

and $7.00 per hundred for beef steers.} sorry I cannot be with you oftener. 

If a farmer finds fault nowadays there I thank you. 

Morning session adjourned. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Institute met at 1:30 p. m. Meeting called to order by Supt. McKERROW. 
THOS. CONVEY, of Ridgeway, called to the Chair. 

MILK FEVER. 

Prof. A. S. ALEXANDER, Evanston, Ill. 

a bovine funeral upon your farm as a 

result of this terrible malady. 

Symptoms. 

ye In a few words the symptoms of 
ff * the disease may be stated as follows: 
pe The newly calved cow that has had 
S| three or.four calves in previous sea- 

“~ 4 i sons—for heifers very rarely suffer 
: i. ae from the disease—and has had an easy 

S le labor and expelled her after-birth 
5 val a | promptly, or “cleaned,” as most of you 

4 would say, suddenly becomes restless, 
7 *. i sticks her tongue out of her mouth, 

a on yy) refuses feed, steps up and down 
‘ yf with her hind feet as if they pained 

a her, gets a “kink” in her neck, “wab- 
Us bles” in her gait when exercised, 

passes a few hard balls of mucous- 
é covered manure, and finally goes down 

paralyzed, with milk, urine and ma 

nure suppressed, tucks her head into 

her side, snores loudly, becomes 
( Prof. A. S. Alexander. . | bloated, unconscious, and lies 
\j stretched out upon her side until 

i death relieves her of her miseries in 
Under the name of Milk Fever, that| from three hours to three days. Some 

disease of cows, which is technically] cows show delirium, indicated by 
called Parturient Paresis or Parturi-| wild struggles and pounding of the 
ent Apoplexy, is well known upon| head upon the ground, often knocking 
dairy and stock farms  generally| their horns off, or otherwise injuring 
throughout the country and abroad. their heads. The majority of cases, 

It has been, until recently, one of} however, are quiet—sadly quiet!—so 
the most mysterious, hence most in-| that they appear dead from the first, 
teresting, diseases of domestic ani-|and in my experience show no rise in 

. mals. All of those present, who are temperature. They have no fever; 
farmers and dairymen, are acquainted] the temperature is more often below 
with the symptoms of the disease—|normal. The term “milk fever” is 
most of your who own cows have had| therefore a misnomer. 

| .
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Causes. . have had to be milked prior to caly- 

What is the cause? That indeed is| ing. 
the question! It is one that has for] Leaving out of the question scien- 

generations puzzled all peoples, in all| tific theories as to the probable cause 
languages! Heifers are rarely af- of the trouble, it may be stated that 

fected, but it almost invariably at-| experience teaches that certain condi- 

tacks and kills the best cow in the| tions apparently make a cow of the 
herd—the deep-milking cow at the| Proper age peculiarly susceptible to 

age when she gives the greatest flow suffer from milk fever. A few of these | 

of milk. We seldom see it in cows of| aggravating causes are: hot, badly ; 

the “beef breeds.” It is peculiarly a| Ventilated, filthy stables; heavy feed- 

disease of the dairy breeds and per-|ing upon grain foods (concentrates) 

haps particilarly of the pampered right up to the time of calving; lack 

Jersey. It rarely follows abortion, of exercise; sudden plethora induced | 

easy parturition, or retention of the by new grass in spring; heredity; too 

after-birth. thorough removal of the first milk | 

Some veterinarians have thought produced after calving, or immediate 

the cause was congestion of the brain; | emoval of the newborn calf. 

others depletion of blood-supply to . 

the brain (cerebral anaemia). Poison- Natural Prevention. 

ous mattters in the womb have borne} While treatment based upon the 

their share of blame, while some have| new Schmidt theory as to causation 

imagined that a too speedy contrac- of the disease has been marvelously 

tion of the womb was the cause. Ex-| successful, prevention is of far greater 

amination, however, discloses the fact| importance, and I have little hesita- 

that the mouth of the womb is still] tion in asserting that the disease may 

partly open where the attack occurs| be absolutely prevented by the adop- 

during the first twenty-four hours| tion of simple, natural, methods. No 

after labor. The contraction in most|man need have a case of milk fever, 

cases treated does not exceed that of|in my opinion, if he follows the follow- 

the womb under normal conditions.| ing plan of prevention: Keep a record | 

Delirium indicates excess of blood to; of dates of service, so that you may 

the brain; coma (unconsciousness) | know definitely when to expect the 

the opposite condition. calf. Start six weeks prior to calv- 

There is no proof that the disease is|ing and feed upon dry hay, bran 

due to poisonous matters in the womb| mashes and a little flaxseed meal. but 

being absorbed into the circulation,| no corn, corn meal, shorts, middlings, 

put Dr. J. Schmidt, a Danish veteri-| oatmeal, gluten feed, malt sprouts, or 

narian, points out that milk fever, so0-|any other concentrate. One month 

called, may be due to poisonous prod-| from calving increase the amount of 

ucts derived from tissue changes tak-| flaxseed meal mixed in the bran 

ing place in the udder. All of the} mashes to insure keeping the bowels 

symptoms of the disease indicate that] freely open. If there is a tendency to 

it is produced by poisonous “toxie”| constipation, despite the increased 

substances taken into the blood, and| amount of oilmeal, dissolve two ounces 

the new theory is that these poison-| of epsom salts in the mash or drink- : 

ous matters are developed in the ud-| ing water twice daily. One week be 

der from substances left there when| fore calving double the amount of oil- 

the cow is “dried off’ and which are] meal daily, and give at calving, if the 

set into action by the flow of new milk.| cow is costive, from one to two 

Against this theory may be cited the| pounds of epsom salts, one ounce of 

fact that milk fever occurs in cows] ground ginger root, one ounce of salt- 

that have not dried off, but which! peter and a cupful of molasses in
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two quarts of warm water, at one ing parturition, and two drachms the 
dose, slowly and carefully from along-| moment it is observed that she is 
necked bottle. Great care must be! about to calve. Where the cow is fat 
taken to avoid choking the cow ont she may also have two drachms im- 
in order to do this her head should be! mediately after parturition. 
let down should she show an inclina- 
tion to cough. During all this time Treatment. 
the cow is to be given ample exercise Should you be unfortunate enough 
daily to keep her blood in full circu-} tg have a case of milk fever occur, 
lation, all the organs of the body in first learn the “Don’ts” of treatment. 
proper order and her muscles full and Don’t knock her on the head or cut 
strong. Mastication is not to be con-! ner throat; she may recover. 
sidered exercise sufficient to prevent| Don’t split her tail and insert garlic, 
milk fever. Exercise and oxygen are’ salt or pepper. There is no “wolf” in 
imperative. Open air life means’ her tail, and no bounty offered for its health. The range cow never dreams | scalp! 
of having milk fever! | Don’t saw her horns off. There is This method of preventive treat-} no such disease as “hollow horn;” the 
ment applies equally to the cow| horns of all adult cattle are hollow. whose calf is expected when green} fon’t bleed her. The Creator knows grass is in its “spring flush.” She| how much a cow should have in her is to be kept in a dry yard and there! veins. 
to have the same food and.care given Dont tie a chunk of ice upon her 
the cow about to calve prior to the head or hang a charm in a bag 
advent of grass. around her neck; and lastly, 

Don’t mix up a horrible dose of al- 
Medicinal Prevention. leged physic and’ pour it into her 

Experiments have recently been| mouth. When a cow is comatose 
conducted by myself and others with! she has lost the power of swallowing 
a view to preventing milk fever by ad-| and although the medicine disappears 
ministration of drugs. The results| in her gullet it may be going into the 
have been quite satisfactory as re} trachea (windpipe) and will in that 
gards preventing the disease, but milk} case certainly cause pneumonia and 
flow has been reduced, emaciation| death after otherwise good results 
produced to a greater or less degree| have followed from the iodide treat- 
and death of the fetus caused in some| ment to be described. 

7 instances. Thé drug used has been! Now as to the things to be done. 
: } the iodide of potash in doses of from} Place the cow in a box stall— Mie} half to one drachm two or three times| where a cow should always calve—or 

Y daily prior to calving. At first one/in a shady place in summer time drachm was given twice daily for a| when out of doors. 
period of six weeks before the ex- Prop her up by means of bags filled 
pected event, but this is altogether| with straw or hay so that she must 
too severe in its action and unneces-|lie upon her sternum (breast bone). 
sary, as shown by loss of calves. Un-/ Keep her head up in the same man- 
less the cow has suffered a previous|ner. She will soon bloat and die if al- 
attack of the disease, and is conse-| lowed to lie upon her side. Tap the 
quently predisposed to a second at-/ rumen with trocar and cannula if she 
tack, it will be found sufficient in aver-| is bloated when found. Now prepare 

. age cases to give her as a preventive|the udder for the iodide of potash 
one-half drachm of iodide of potash|treatment. Strip away the milk; 
twice daily for three days, then three| wash the udder clean with warm 
times daily during the week preced-| water and soap, adding zenoleum to 

. 

| ; 
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make a 5 per cent. solution: This; the cow to this treatment. That is in 

done, place the udder upon a clean| case she has milk fever. It is not 

rubber sheet to prevent soiling. By| best to milk the cow dry immediately 

means of a five-foot length of quarter-| after parturition when she is at that 

inch rubber hose, in one end of which| age when she has had four calves, be- 

has been inserted a large milking tube| cause there is more liable to be a sud- 

and the other a glass funnel, infuse| den shock to the system. 

into each teat in turn half a pint of a Question—Would you recommend 

solution of milk-warm fodide of potash | milking before calving? 

solution, viz.: two drachms of the) Dr. Alexander—Yes, that is neces- | 

iodide in one quart of freshly boiled,| sary; it is perfectly safe. We may 

filtered water. When the solution has} conclude that the cow that makes a 

been introduced, all that remains to| large flow of milk prior to parturition ' 

be done is to massage the udder well| is the animal receiving such food as 

once an hour until the licuid has been| would usually form a large flow of 

absorbed. milk. Where you give plenty of ex- 

In addition to this treatment syringe| ercise and feed her only on dry hay 

a gallon of soapy, warm water into| plus bran and oilmeal, there is no 

the rectum every four hours; remove|such tendency to form a large flow, 

the urine by means of a catheter at| but, suppose the milk does form, it 

least twice daily; repeat the infusion| can be controlled by the use of the 

of iodide of potash solution if the! iodide of pctash, given as a preven- 

cow is not up inside of twenty-four] tive, and where it is used there is no 

hours. Give by the mouth one drachm| ebjection to milking; and I would say 

of fluid extract of nux vomica in a| that it is beneficial to milk the cow, 

tablespoonful of water every six| for the reason that if you do not she 

hours. Do not milk in less than|is more liable to suffer mammitis 

twelve hours and then only if it is| (garget). | 

evident that the infusion will have to| Mr. Brigham—Is there any danger 3 

be repeated. Turn the cow partly of the iodide of potash losing its ' 

every four hours so that the hind leg] strength? 
can be pulled forward and outwards] Dr. Alexander—The solution would 

to retain her on her chest. Let her| lose strength, but iodide of potash 

drink when she can do so and feed aj kept in a closely sealed bottle does 

soft mash when she becomes con-| 20t lose its strength. Otherwise, all 

scious. Feed her carefully for a few| ‘he iodide that we use would be inert. 

days and as a rule this will be the] Do not keep it in a little paper parcel . 

last of the treatment necessary. on the top shelf, but keep it in a 
closely corked bottle. 

2 ae Mr. Hodgson—I would like to ask 

DISCUSSION. the gentleman if milking the cow 
Mr. Brown—Would you milk a cow} prior to parturition is also a preven- 

with milk fever dry, or leave a little} tive of milk fever? From whence does 

milk in the bag? this poison come into the udder,— 

Dr. Alexander—Remove every par-| whence does it proceed? 

ticle of milk before you introduce into] Dr. Alexander—Granting that the 

the udder the solution of iodide of| poison be there, Schmidt claims that 

potash. the source of the poison is the left- 

Mr. Brown—Some people recom-}over matters in the udder in which 

mend leaving some of the milk in the} chemical changes take place at the 

udder. time of the inflow of new milk at the- 

Dr. Alexander—We do not leave any| subsequent parturition. This is only 

milk in when we are going to subject|theory. He never was in there to
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look. There is no proof to any of| scious; there is no absorption taking us that the theory is correct. We place. 
know Schmidt in his treatment is suc- I want to say in this connection, cessful, but we all have little theories that, instead of a physic, copious in- of our own. I cannot say that jections are to be given per rectum, he is correct in stating that once in three hours, with one gallon there are left-over deleterious mat-| of soapy, warm water and two to four ters in the udder. We get lots of ounces of glycerine. 
cases of milk fever in cows that have Prof. Henry—Is there any need of never dried up. in cows that milk| giving a cow warmth in the winter right up to the time of calving; there time if the stable is cold? is no time for any left-over matter in Dr. Alexander—Animals were born the udder. I have seen just as many] into the world able to take care of cases of milk fever in cows that have themselves in cold weather, if proper- failed to dry up, milked right along ly treated. I believe that heated, ill- until the calf comes, and then go down ventilated stables are conducive to with milk fever, the disease, and I believe that this is Mr. Solverson—In your experience] the point Prof. henry wishes to bring what proportion of cows treated by} out. One of the aggravating causes the Schmidt method recover? of milk fever is the lack of ventila- Dr. Alexander—That depends large-| tion, and belongs with those I men- ly upon the way in which the Schmiat| tioned,—lack of exercise and overfeed- treatment is applied. If you leave] ing. Fresh air is absolutely requisite the case to the effects of the iodide of| to the maintenance of a healthy circu- potash, in my experience, 90 per cent.| lation and a healthy systemic condi- will recover; but if you think a little] tion of the animal. The warmer you something else, or a big something] Make the stable the more liable you else will help the Schmidt treatment,|™ake the cow to contract milk fever, a great many cows will die. For in-| beyond question. stance, practitioners were so thorough-| Prof. Henry—Should the cow be ly possessed with the idea that the| blanketed when she is suffering, lying cow ought to have a physic when she| down in the stable, or have extra pro- 

had milk fever that they would give| tection to her body at that time? the Schmidt treatment and then pour| Dr. Alexander—As the cow is coma- two cuarts of dope into her lungs.| tose or unconscious, you will find that That was not fair to the Schmidt treat-| there is no perspiration going on and ment or to the cow. The Schmidt] She is not sensitive to chills, the same ih treatment got in its work and the|2S is a cow suffering from other i cow died because they poured medi-| troubles. I do not think it has any- i cine into her lunes. Schmidt advises| thing to do witn her recovery, but it in his original bulletin on the subject] !ooks kind and humane and we all do to give an aloes powder by the mouth.| it- 
One mieht just as well put a corn cob] Mr. Convey—You would not recom- down her gullet as give aloes plus} mend ice water or placing the cow some other things. Before it would| where she would be subject to drafts? act in a conscious cow, digestion] Dr. Alexander—Every animal should would have to be going on in the/at all times have a sufficient supply stomach. Fven that is dormant. An|of fresh air in such a manner that it aloes powder would work after the| is not exposed to injurious drafts. fF cow got hetter and not before, and so| There is an old and mistaken idea that it is with all physic. You cannot|a barn should be kept at seventy de physic a cow when she is uncon-| grees, whereas forty-eight or fifty is
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plenty in winter time. and the cows) Question—Would you give her her 

will do better and be less liable to| own first milking? ? 

such diseases as milk fever. pr. Alexander=No, sir. That is one 

Question—How about ice water? thing dairymen must protect them- 

E Dr. Alexander—Ice water causes a selves against,—cows drinking their 

waste of food fuel, because any quan-| own milk. 

tity of ice water has to be raised to Mr. Jones—Does the Doctor think 

the body temperature, and that cannot it good for a cow to eat the after- | 

be done without a waste of fuel. birth? 

Question—Is it not dangerous to| Dr. Alexander—No, I do not. A cow 

chill a cow by giving her ice water? is not a carnivorous animal. In the 

Dr. Alexander—I do not think there domesticated, civilized state the cow 

is anybody who would give her ice cannot take care of such foreign 

water at that time. bodies; there is every kind of dif- 

Mr. Foster—There are many people| ference between the cow on the plains 

who are afraid to give a cow a drink and the dairy cow. What she can do 

after calving, for fear of chilling her.)\on the range with impunity will kil 

This is preached in the country dis-| the dairy cow in the civilized, pam- 

tricts by the old men. I think a word pered condition. I have seen it cause 

should be said in regard to her fever the death of many Cows. 

(2) even if she has not milk fever. Mr. Hodgson—I would like to ask 

Dr. Alexander—The subject is a| the Doctor if it is necessary that a 

long one. 
cow should have heavy flesh, or will a 

Mr. Foster—I think a cow should | cow take milk fever under any cir 

have what she wants to drink and it cumstances? 

need not be very warm. Dr. Alexander—Many things are 

Dr. Alexander—Yes. A cow is{said to be parturient apoplexy that- 

very apt to be thirsty and she certain-| are not. lf a cow goes down after 

ly ought to hate a drink. One of the| calving, no matter what her condition 

most practical men.I know of gives | is, and shows symptoms which are 

a bucketful of water with the chill apparently those of milk fever, it is 

- taken off plus oat meal or bran. I common to call that trouble milk 

think it is better to add food of this fever. It is not always so. The thin 

sort than to give the water alone. A| cow gets weak, frequently has too lit- 

couple of quarts of bran in an ordi-|tle strength to recuperate and 

nary bucket of water with the chill straighten up, and will stay dpwn two 

off cannot do the cow any harm. or three weeks. That is often called 

Mr. Foster—Mr. Chairman, why “drop.” It is not parturient paresis. 

should we give food when she wants Again, a cow will go down after calv- 

drink? . ‘ ing from injury to the pelvic boues, or 

Dr. Alexander—Why give her drink?| 2 failure of the pelvic ligaments to 

Mr. Foster—Because she wants ft. contract and regain their normal tone. 

Dr, Alexdander—I think if she wants I am glad this point has come up. 

one she wants the other. Jodide of potash would not save thoss 

Mr. Foster—Let her. cases, and it is often blamed for the 

.Dr. Alerander—If she does not want failure, whereas the disease treated © 

the water she will drink it for the! was not parturient apoplexy. 

food there is in it. Prof. Henry—How may 4 farmer 

Mr. Foster—She will drink off the know when a cow has true milk fever? 

water. 
Dr. Alexander—Bxactly. First of 

Dr, Alexander—Then the food won’t all, milk fevet is a misnomer. A cow 

hurt her. 
down with parturient paresis ha8 no 

18 : 
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rise in temperature. On the contrary,|is cheap and free, and nearly every- Wwe find that there is, in almost all body give the cows a drink. 
cases, except in very hot weather, a] Mr. Foster—They do not. I know fall in the normal temperature. In- people in my neighborhood that with- variably, when a cow is down, para-| hold the water for a whole day. 
lyzed from injury to the Pelvic bones,| Dr. Alexander—Well, they should there is a systemic rise in tempera-} not get a drink themselves. 
ture. Also where the disease is true Mr. Stiles—You spoke about giving parturient apoplexy the animal be- dry feed and said it should be hay and comes unconscious. You may rub your| corn fodder or bran. Would ensilage fingers over the eyeballs and she| take the place of corn fodder and be shows no sensitiveness. She is/all right? - 
comatose. That condition is not pres-| Dr. Alexander—If you use ensilage ent in paralysis due to weakness,—| you have got corn in it. I would not paralysis due to mammitis, inflamma-| object to ensilage without corn in it. tion of the womb, or injury to the pel- Mr. Stiles—You say you would ob- vie bones. ject if there was corn? 
Question—Is milk fever contagious?} Dr. Alexander—I advised bran be Dr. Alexander—No, sir, it is not. cause it was a laxative, not because it 
Question—Is not a preventive better] is nutritive; it is a nutrient also. than a cure? Bran physics the cow because it is Dr. Alexander—I have already said|itritating and indigestible, Bran so,—certainly, in everything. mashes fed for two days will come | Mr. Solveson—I understand that| through in the shape of bran mashes. ' there have been four cases of milk|Ensilage is nutritive. fever at the Wisconsin Experiment; Mr. Stiles—How is it that bran is : Station, and of those three died. Will] Worth $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00 a ton Prof. Henry explain this? when it is an indigestible food? 
Prof. Henry—I cannot give you the Dr. Alexander—If you have any explanation, sir. such questions, ask Prof. Henry. For 

} Mr. Scott—How much water would] @2ything in my line question me. I you give a cow, ordinarily, after] WOuld not like to spoil the’sale of the freshening? Professor’s book! 

Dr. Alexander—While I think she _ Slee AH: ope htakey sts would get along without any, there is : : no objection to giving her four quarts h Dr. Alexander—They will not. 2 with feed. Give her just a drink and ne ea lots of cases of milk fever yt a little later give her a bucketful. I 2 ae : eee a ae i: i do not believe that water has anything eS an ea Aes a sy ne a8 i to do with the cause of parturient se o aS ne B te stay and apoplexy. Where a cow gets a drink aoa ae ene pipes ers and then has parturient apoplexy, the Mr. Foster—Does Dr. * Alexander apoplexy is due to the usual causes rc : that produce it and not to the drink, mean to tell us for one moment that 
there is more nutriment in ensilage - but the water gets the blame for it. then le be for the bulk ? Mr. Foster—Don’t you think it is] "2" m bran, for the bulk fed? He has humane to give a drink? practically made the statement that 
there is more nutriment in ensilage Dr. Alerander—Certainly. than there is in bran. FE Mr. Foster—In humanity’s name| Dr. Alexander—Yes, isn’t that ter wouldn't you give her a drink of{ripie! There are hundreds of cases of water? milk fever where ensilage is fed, and Dr. Alexander—Certainly, water} we do not get them where bran is fed. 

: 
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If yon want to know about theif she is milked up to the period of 

nutrients, ask Ptof. Henry. If hej freshening or is dry six weeks to two 

were not here I would tell you all| months before hand? 

about it. Dr. Alexander—In most cases milk 

Mr. Hodgson—I would like to know) fever is most liable to attack a cow 

if there is any disease immediately that has been dry for six weeks and 

following milk fever, about which we|fed corn and rich foods during the 

have to be careful. dry period, because slie requires only 

Dr. Alexander—Yes, there are two| enough food for matnteaance plus the ‘ 

or three things. If you introduce| nourishment of the fetus, and not any 

iodide of potash solution into the ud- overplus which would ordinarily go 

der of a cow carelessly, introducing} to the making of the mil &. ‘ 

dirt, not have all the apparatus per- Mr. Convey—Is the iod: \de of potash 

fectly clean, you will set up a bad at- treatment good for any oi ‘her disease? 

tack of mammitis (garget). That is|I ask for the sake of the report. 

why there is so much necéssity of ob- Dr. Alexander—Iodide of potash 

serving cfeanliness in performing} has been found a specific > for lumpy 

this little operation. There is an-| jaw, but it should be reme :mbered that 

other disease. Where in mk fever it is also ruinous tempo: -arily to the 

the cow has retained the after-birth| constitution of the ani mal, it will 

and gets on her feet as the result ot| dry up the milk thorough] y, will cause 

the iodide of potash treatment, she is; abortion and some other i hings that I 

more liable to septic poisoning (metri-} might mention. It is i 1 specific in 

tis) than if she had not suffered from| the treatment of what is ¢ alled “wood- 

milk fever, because while uncon-| en tongue” in cattle, that i |s, actinomy- 

scious that matter lies dormant in the| cosis of the root of the t ongue. The 

womb; the fluids were not expelled; | dose is one drachm twice daily until 

and we frequently find that this comes| iodism is produced. Io iism means 

after the cow gets up following milk| poisoning with iodide of potash and 

fever. shows the following sym »tons: loss 

Mr. Hodgson—I want to corroborate | of appetite, weeping eyes |, discharge 

the Doctor’s statement. I had a cow|from the nose, emaciatior , scurfiness 

that was taken with milk fever. She|of the skin, with suppres sion of the 

got up all right and seemed to be re-|excreta as a tule. Two weeks is 

covering, but something of that nature| usually a sufficient period in which to 

which the Doctor describes set in and| give iodide of potash for the cure of 

she died in a couple of days. lumpy jaw. 
Dr. Alexander—You see the subject} The Chairman—If ther 3 are any 

is so large it cannot be covered in the|other questions we will entertain 

time given us. I might say that where| them for a few moments. We have | 

this condition is present and any sus-| given this subject a great deal more 

picion that a portion of the membrane| time than was assigned tc it upon the 

has been retained is held, an anti-] program, but it is very ivy, ortant and 

septic injection should be given in ad-| the gentleman has givey us such val- 

dition to the Schmidt treatment,—a|uable information that I hav ® ilisliked 

local antisepsis of the womb and/|to close the discussion. 
vagina by the use of 1-1000 solution of} Mr. Jones—Does carr, in fee, ting ‘he 

chloride of zinc in water. If that had| cows have anything to do wi th pre 

been used in your case, Mr. Hodgson,} Venting abortion? 
the cow would not have suffered aj Dr. Alexander—V/e are g: ‘ting 

subsequent attack of metritis. away from our subj ect. 

Question—Does it make any differ-| The Chairman—Y ou cannot ex, ‘et 
ence about the time the cow goes éry,la@ man to give away his entire pruf.
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sion at one dose, and I think we bet-) leave you with any wrong impression. 
ter close the subject, | hen you feel like it, do not be afraid 

Dr. Alexander—I do not want to| to give the cow a drink of water! 

CENTRAL WISCONSIN FARMS. 

L. K. WRIGHT, Sec’y, Marathon Co. Agricultural Society, Wausau, Wis. 

of northern Wisconsin where agricul 

tural pursuits have obtained a firm 

f i; footing, from the section further 

north where agriculture is still an “in- 
2 " fant industry,” I will use the term 

i, x “Central Wisconsin.” 
f My definition of this term takes in 
i ' my home county of Marathon and the 

le | 7 neighboring parts of Clark, Taylor, 
; dee “ LincoIn, Langlade and Shawano 

£ y ia f counties, a great hardwood timber 
} “9a an district, where practically all the land 

‘he 4 is good agricultural land and which is 
H uN 4 . destined to become one of the great- 

j os est agricultural districts in Wiscon- 
i t sin. 

1 ‘ | : Timber, Soil and Water. 

f Fj Seventy-five per cent. of this dis- 
i F’ |trict was once heavily timbered with 

| Fe” | forests of hardwood, principally birch, 
a y bass, elm, maple and hemlock. The 

; : — soil is a clayey loam, the best soll 
L. K. Wright. found in the northern part of the 

a state. 

iy White pine forests covered perhaps 
if Under th iis heading I am asked to|twenty per cent. of the land. This 

speak of t he southern part of that} timber was large, indicating a good 
“great secti om of the state, long known] soil, far different from the poor 

as norther: 1 Wisconsin. Geographical-| gravely sand soil on which the Norway 
ly, it is c jmt.ral Wisconsin, but the! and jack pine grows. 
people up ther. 3 have for years worked | This land makes good pasture, 
for recog gition in agricultural, educa-; without any clearing, and is good po- 
tional a jq poli tical lines, under the/tato and corn land. 
name ©’ / norther n Wisconsin, and now| There is very litttle swamp land, 
that t ge natives: “down below” have! what there is being of small extent, 

. learn’ .q that we ¢\re on the map, we| and often hemlock and other high land 
Prop’ nse to stand \ vith our tried friends | timber is found mixed with the usual 
furt’ per north and fight under the old; swamp timber, conditions indicating 
ba’ jner of northern Wisconsin. | swamps very easily reclaimed. There 

{ order to disti,iguish the portion! are none of the poor spruce swamps 

| 
: 
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found further north. The poorest lands| Early Settlement and Conditions. 

we have are the narrow sand belts in| parts of Marathon county have been 

the valleys of the larger streams. settled for nearly fifty years, and in 

The hardwood lands are often/ these old settlements there are today 

stony, generally small surface stone,} some of the finest farms in the state, | 

easily removed. I have frequently} the farm buildings comparing favor | 

seen farms where there was a good|ably with any I have ever seen. Vist- 

deal of this stone, while an adjoin-| tors to these sections, being told how 

ing farm would be nearly free from} long they have been settled, might 

stone. I have been told that the con-*conclude that it took fifty years to 
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> The Wid and the New, Town of Eastman. 

ditions in this respect are very simi-| make such farms, but we have other 

lar to those found in Manitowoc and settlements in Marathon, Clark and 

. Sheboygan counties. Lincoln counties, twenty-five years 

All of this region is well watered,| younger, with just as good clearings: 

streams are numerous and springs are and farms, but when it comes to farm: 

found on nearly every quarter section. | buildings, I doubt if there is a town- 

Cisterns are unknown, as all the water| ship in the state which can compste 

is soft, and can generally be obtained) with the old town of Berlin in Mara- 

at very little depth. A very noticeable} thon county. 

thing about the water is its purity; To understand why it took so long 

all of our streams are clear, cool and/ to clear up these cld farms, compare 

sparkling, in marked contrast to the| the conditions which confronted the 

muddy waters I have seen further early settler with those that confront 

south. 5 Ly Ys} | the home-seeker in this region today.
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The German immigrants, who made his wife, from their farm ten miles these farms, came by rail to Berlin to Wausau after flour. There was in Green Lake county. A journey of] none to be had there, so they walked 100 miles by stage or ox team took} forty miles further to Stevens Point them to the backwoods settlement at{ and from there packed the flour to Big Bull Falls, where the city of Wau-| their home. It was a rich farmer who Sau now stands. The last forty miles| had more stock than a cow anda yoke of the journey from Stevens Point | of steers. Ox teams were in general north, was made through a timber use, until after the Wisconsin Valley country, over almost impassable roads, | Railroad was built into Wausau in 
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corduroy fillings making much of the! 1876. At that time, and until recent 4 Toad passable. This part of the Jour-| years, there were no mills sawing \d ney was generally made by ox team, | hardwood and all the timber downed p hand spikes being frequently called | in clearing had to be Piled up and . into use to get the wagons out of the| burned. All the work of clearing was bad places. At Wausau the pioneer] done with the ax, instead of the saw, took his supplies on his back and con-} as it is now done, and the old country tinued the journey to the woods Germans were anything but expert where he had selected his home. Here} axemen. Another cause that made the the primitive log house Was put up,/ work of clearing move slowly and and on the clearing thus made, the} which still operates to some extent, root crops were put in. His Provi-| was the high demand for the settlers’ sions he continued to pack on his/ services in the lumber camps. ul back from Wausau. I know of one} As I said before, these farmers and of these old settlers, who came, with! their children now have fine farms; 
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most of them have money -and they|tlers. The home-seeker has the benefit 

are all prosperous. Seven hundred|of neighbors, schools and churches. 

thousand dollars deposited in the Wau-| There are hundreds of sawmills where | 

sau banks belong to farmers. They|he can sell the logs which he cuts 

are at least oné hundred per cent. bet-| in clearing his land; he can also mar- ! 

ter off than the men who left the|ket the bass wood bolts, tie timber, 

Fatherland with them and cast their| pulp wood, bark and cord wood, which | 

lot in the cities and villages. the pioneer had to burn. The saw 

In 1876 when the first settlers came| has taken the place of the ax and | 

into the northwestern part of Mara-| stump pullers and other modern ma- 

thon county south of where the village| chinery have come into use, making 

of Athens now stands, they came by| the work of clearing much easier, and 

team from Wausau to Rib Falls. From| when not employed on his farm, the 

that point W. N. Allen, of Wausau,| settler finds work at good wages in | 

and Fred Reitbrock, of Milwaukee,| the country saw mills and in getting 
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Farm Buildings, Town of Settin, Marathon Co. 7 

guided them through the forest six; out the raw material to stock them. 

miles where they picked out their|Creameries are also within reach in 

farms. Their supplies were packed| most places. The climate, too, has 

on their backs. Today their clearings,| changed as the country has been 

free from stumps, are nearly as large} opened up and the winters are not 

as those in the old settlements. nearly so long or severe. 

Present Conditions. A Great Dairy and Stock Country. 

What are the conditions which con-| This part of the state is destined to ® 

front the settler of today in this part| become a great dairy and stock coun- 

of the state? Three great systems of|try. We are bountifully supplied with 

railroads, with their branch lines, put|the first requisite, pure, cool and 

the settler down within a few miles|sparkling water. Clovers and grasses 

of home; good wagon roads lead to of all kinds grow luxuriantly, nearly 

the farm and good bridges span the| two tons of hay to the acre is the 

streams which the early settler forded. | rule where the land has received ordi- 

There is not a township in the mostre nary care. After this crop is in, @ 

mote part of this district without set-: fine second crop of clover is cut and 

’
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gcod pasturage at once springs up.; tive creameries in Marathon county 
Anywhere the timber has been cut alone, and new ones are constantly be 
clover can be sown and grows rapidly! ing established. 
among the stumps. All kinds of small The creameries, besides furnishing 
grains have been staple crops cael a market for the milk, have paid divi- 
years, oats and barley being most’ dends on the stock of from ten to 
generally grown. Wheat has a full! twenty per cent. right from the start. 
kernel, but is soft. While every farmer! At first they only ran a few months 
grows more or less wheat, I think | during the summer, now nearly all of 
time will prove it the least profitable} them run the year round and the 
crop he can plant. | amount of milk handled by each 

Root crops, peas, beans, squashes, | creamery, month for month, has about 
pumpkins, and in fact all kinds of veg-; doubled each year. I know this state etables, do well. lment is true of a number of our 
kV 
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Graded Road Between Naugert and Taegeville. 

Flint corn has always been a good: creameries and I think it will hold 
crop, but for years there was a gen-| good for nearly all of them. Last 
eral idea that dent corn would not, summer during the drought, while the ti ripen. Experience has shown that; supply of milk at the creameries in uf this is a mistaken idea; any farmer| the southern part of the state was fall- 
who acclimates his seed and knows ing off each month, the supply with 
the first rudiments of growing corn,| us was constantly increasing. 
can raise good crops of dent corn. It In the territory within reach of 
is ‘being grown more generally each| creameries, the amount of stock is 
year and will soon rank as one of the/ rapidly increasing and the land is re 
leading crops. ceiving the benefit in additional fer- The advent of the creameries tilizers; the result is a marked im- 
marked a new era in this district. In provement in crops. 
1898, only four years ago, the first Another change is taking place, but : <ooperative creameries were put in.| it is necessarily a slow one. The I think there were one or two private| Babcock testers, in use at the cream- ones before that, but am not sure. To-| eries, are teaching the farmers that 
day there are about fifteen co-opera-| there is a difference in cows. They are
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beginning to weed out their herds and) sources of the great hardwood dis- 

some are buying pure bred sires. trict under consideration. But fo take 

For a country so peculiarly adapted| such an article and apply it to the 

for dairy purposes, the common run whole northern part of the state, with 

of stock is poor, but I know that an its great tracts of poor sand land, 

improvement has set in. In a very covered with scrub Norway and jack 

few years the cattle will be on 4 par! pine and its large swamps, many of 

with the fine pastures they feed on. | them covered with stunted spruce, as f 

Notwithstanding the scrup stock | is frequently done, is unfair to the 

and the fact that our farmers are people who are induced to buy these 

novices in the care of milk, the but- lands and must also retard the settle * 

ter from our creameries commands ment of the good lands. While there 

top prices in the Elgin and Chicago is good land in all the counties of | 
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Farm Scene, Berlin, Marathon Co. 

markets. I have often heard the but- northern Wisconsin, there is nowhere 

ter makers, nearly all of them trom| ia the state a compact territory of 

southern Wisconsin, express their | equal size with as much good agricul- 

surprise at the quality of the butter} tural land as can be found in the ter- 

they turned out. It certainly is a high| ritory I have defined as central Wis- 

compliment to our water and pastures. | consin. : 

Before leaving this subject, I want to f 

add that there has never been any- State and County Fair Exhibits. 

thing approaching a crop failure from For three years Marathon county 

drought. Neither does grass or clover| has taken exhibits to the State Fair 

winter kill. which have carried off first premiums 

A great deal has been written about} in the county displays. The first year 

northern Wisconsin and its wonderful| the allowance for distance enabled 

agricultural resources which is untrue,| us to win over the southern counties. 

but I don’t think I ever saw an article; Our score was lower than it should 

which exaggerated the agricultural re-| have been, because the parties in 

|
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charge were green at the business) of in the wilted condition in which and were competing with experienced they have been shown at the State exhibitors. The last two years we had Fair, after a journey of two hundred the goods and we took the money, / milés in a closed box car. If you have beating both Waukesha and Walworth | families of boys and want farms for counties on the merits of the exhibits, | them, look over this district at the without any allowance for distance. same time and pick out farms for the The best and largest display of ag-| boys. In this way your trip will be ricultural products shown in the state} not only instructive but profitable. 
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Harvest, Tewn of Easton, Marathon Co. 

of Wisconsin, year for year, can be| Prof, Henry’s Prophecy Regarding this seen at the Marathon county fair every District. 
fall. As a general rule, the further If you cannot make this trip, read mh north a product can be successfully what a man of some reputation in age kd grown, the better the flavor, and in| ricuitural matters says of this region: F this district we successfully grow “The writer makes the prediction every product which is grown in the that some day northern Wisconsin 
state, except grapes and tobacco, and! wij] rank as the foremost cheese dis- if we tried I think we could raise to- trict in America, if not in the world. 
bacco. No one who has carefully studied the 

It may be that there are those pres-j subject and observed what has taken 
ent who think I have painted the ag-| place in other countries, and what is ricultural resources of this district too occurring in a small way at present in brightly. If so, I invite them to visit|the new north, will seriously deny the Marathon county fair, at Wausau! this assertion. The fine cheese dis- Wy on September 2-3-4 and 5 next, where| tricts of Europe and America are not they can see all the products I have! in the warm regions, but rather in 
spoken of, fresh from the field, instead! those where the nights are cool, the 
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waters pure and cold and the grasses| affirmed with emphasis that northern 

possess a high nutritious value. Such| Wisconsin can and will some day pro- | 

regions as these are found in the|duce enormous amounts of cheese, 

mountains of Switzerland and the| which for quality cannot be equalled 

cheese districts of Canada and north-; by that made further south. The most 

ern New York and our lake shore! nutritious of grasses, the coolest of 
counties, like Sheboygan, Manitowoc,| waters and the temperate sun of sum- 

also Fond du Lac, Outagamie, etc.! mer are all necessary for the produc- 
While southern Minnesota, southern| tion of milk which shall go to make 

Wisconsin. northern Illinois and Iowa! cheese carrying the purest flavors, 
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will remain the great centers of butter: and northern Wisconsin has all of 
production for this country, these dis-| these in a marked degree. This adap 
tricts cannot hope to compete with| tation to the production of fine cheese 
northern Wisconsin in the quality of| is a heritage to this region from which 

the cheese which may be produced] it can never be parted. It is as val- 
there, for the reason that in this great| uable to our new north as are the gold 

butter region the summer days are hot| mines to Colorado or the coal beds to 

and the water which the cows must} Pennsylvania, and when northern Wis- 
drink becomes quite warm; these con-| consin shall have been occupied by an 

ditions shut this region out forever| intelligent people and its cheese in- 
from entering into serious competition] dustry properly developed, there will 

with our new north in the manufacture} millions of dollars flow into this sec- 
of cheese of the highest grade. It is|tion each year from the sales of this 
not aserted at this point that goodjone line of dairy products.” These are 

cheese cannot be made in southern/the words of Prof. Henry. 
Wisconsin and even in Illinois; it is| Another “ear mark,” showing the
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faith of a somewhat celebrated south-| can sell the farm, and with the pro- 
ern Wisconsin farmer, in this sec-| ceeds pay the mortgage, buy just as 
tion, is the purchase of a large tract] good land up north and have money 
of cut over lands in the district I am] enough left to hire the work of clear- 
speaking of by a company of south-| ing done. 
ern Wisconsin men, headed by Hon.} The man working for wages on the 
George McKefrow, of Waukesha| farm can put the earnings of one year 
county. into the first payment on a forty or 
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Texas Cre amery. : 

Settiers Needed. eighty of hardwood stump iand anu 
What we need in this part of the| Will soon have » goc] farm of his 

State is mene settlers to help develop| OW. 
i the country. Wild land can be bought] The southern Wisconsin farmer who a for about ten or twelve dollars an} buys hardwood stump land, will get a 

acre. A payment of a few hundred] great deal of what will be timber in 
dollars down is generally required, | his eyes, enough to furnish fuel for a 
time being given for the balance. generation, including a vigorous 

The farmer with a large family of| growth of young trees. Hardwood 
sons, in a high-priced farming district, stumps rot out very fast and after 
can here find good farms for all the| a few years can be easily removed, 
boys. If the boy sticks to it and| but during that time root crops, 
makes his own farm, it will generally clover, grass and grain, will grow 
do him more good than if he got a| abundantly among the stumps, the 

i farm already cleared. greatest trouble being that labor say- 
The farmer with a mortgage on high-| ing machinery cannot be used in har- 

priced land in southern Wisconsin, vesting the crops. If clover is sown, 
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the stumps will be an actyal benefit.) climate. Iam one of those who dif- ! 

furnishing room to spread the crop| fer, and I would like to hear from 

while it is being cured. Prof. Henry in that regard. I will | 

state my position briefly. In southern | 

Se a I Iowa they never had much timber, 

iia en oe © | |and I believe on the whole there is 

a De — more timber there now than when the 

el ts:~—“‘COSO me country was first settled. They have 

- 4a. open winters, great droughts, and no 
tee = = sccrig sleighing as we have, and it does not 

oa ae seem consistent to me that the cutting 

Cae ts a off of the timber in Wisconsin would | 

a eee be change the climate in southern Iowa | 

eae: Fa and Minnesota. 

ee : The Chairman—That question will 

i S be entertained by the next speaker, 

< who has charge of the weather bureau ! 

2 a in Wisconsin. 

Gat a Prof. Henry—I have been an advo- 

te cate of the agricultural possibilities 

ee H | |of northern Wisconsin for some time. 

le ", | | risked my reputation some years 

| ache eee a ago, when it was a risk to say that I 

we Scat pire believed there were great possibilities 

: eee in that country. I was led to make a 

: eS See thorough examination of that country 

a and to the writing of a book, of which 

fifty thousand copies were distributed, 

A Modern Silo. by seeing’ the miserable condition of 

the settlers in western Nebraska, peo- 

ple who had pushed out to the great 

DISCUSSION. plateau where it is imposible to carry 

Mr. Nicolai—I believe the gentle] on a mixed agriculture, where the gov- 

man made the statement in his paper| ernment should never have divided 

that since the country has been settled| the land up into quarter sections, and 

up the climate has changed. Are we| where only cattlemen should reign su- 

to infer that the settlement has|preme. In 1895 I saw poor, wretched 

changed the climate? human beings who had risked their 

Mr. Wright—I think it is cutting the] all, and they had not much, and had 

timber off. Originally that whole coun-| tried to get a living on this plain. I 

try was covered with hardwood for-| saw one community that had not suc- 

ests. Now the climate has changed| ceeded in raising anything for three 

materially. The winters are mnot|long years. You can imagine such 

nearly so long. When I first went up| conditions. They had no wood; they 

there, twenty years ago, we used to| had no water except that which they 

have sleighing in November and it/ drew long distances, and not anything 

would last until the first of April. We) to eat if they had wood and water. 1 

have plenty of snow on the fields, but} came back and made a thorough inves- 

it does not stay on the roads. tigation of the northern part of the 

Mr. Nicolai—It seems to be atheory| state, and then wrote the book. 

among a great many farmers that the} I want to call your attention to two 

cutting off of the timber and the drain-| or three points in regard to that por- 

ing of the marshes changes our| tion of our state. Northern Wiscon-
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sin is extremely well adapted to the} will run toa Place because others éo, growth of grasses,—timothy, clover,| They use no brains or judgment. red and white, and alsike; Kentucky| They buy land of disreputable com- blue grass grows as naturally there panies without seeing it. There is as in Kentucky. Root crops flourish] one company doing business in the in northern Wisconsin. The pea} north which has shown people one plant is another which I want to men-| piece of land and sold them another. tion particularly in order to get it in-| In Some cases the titles are doubtful. to the report. You cannot raise a Only deal with reputable people, and good field of peas in the corn district | see the land before you buy it. of Illinois, yet there it is not uncom- Outside of this, there is a good deal mon to see all kinds of crops on one| of useless land in northern Wiscon- - Piece of soil. Now, while they can-| sin,—lots of land you would not want not raise as large ears of corn as we| at ten cents an acre, sand with a can in southern Wisconsin, or nearly|sandy subsoil—heavy roads and so large as in central Illinois, the Dea} Swamps that can never be drained. vine flourishes in a directly inverse; Then, there is some good land that is order. For illustration, the flowering| thickiy covered with drift boulders, pea which you buy of the seedsman,! boulders as thick as your head. : planted in the garden, will grow four Do not go up north and buy land un- feet high. Up where this gentleman! less you have time to go over it, and ; lives that same seed will produce a| examine it. Do not buy when the | Plant six feet high. I could not touch| snow is on the ground. Do not deal i the tops at Superior and Ashland.| with Parties that are not reputable. That same seed in Madison would not| Do not be guided by anybody’s judg- be five feet high. The pea is a legume| ment but your own or that of someone and requires a rather cool ternpera-| in whom you have reason to have con- ture. It produces thirty bushels of fidence. Take time; spend three or seed per acre. It is a leguminous| four weeks in looking over the land plant and there is much nitrogen in| and quietly visit some other farms | the seeds. It will do as a green food| and see the crops on them. Do not for cows and as a lean meat producer buy gravel ridges and do not buy for pigs. So that pork production in thickly boulder-covered areas. Do not the north is possible through the pro-| buy swamps or sand with sand sub- duction of peas and corn and barley to} soil. Be careful and you will come . some extent. I look for the produc-| out all right. : tion of bacon hogs to become very} Mr. Wright—Hardwood lands are ta common in the north, also for the| the best lands we have. Hardwood i production of a high grade of mutton.| lands are a clay loam as arule. Do . Sheep flourish in northern Wisconsin} not be afraid of white pine; there is ; and the mutton sheep will produce the] some very good white Pine land up | finest of mutton; as good mutton there, but the jack pine and Norway | cannot be grown in a warm climate;|pine generally grow on very poor t the fat is more greasy and is stronger.| land, although sometimes Norway : The mutton produced further north] pine is found on fair land. will be toothsome and highly pala-| I touched many points in a former | table. article which I read at Madison, which One word of caution. There is a|/I have not taken up here. This paper ‘ boom up there in the northern part of| can be secured from J. M. True, Sec’y | the state that has got to break. There|of the State Board of Agriculture, are always a lot of foolish people who| Madison, Wis. 
: 
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WORK OF THE WEATHER BUREAU. 

Dr. W. M, WILSON, Section Director U. S. Weather Bureau, Milwaukee, 
Wis. 

Nearly every person is sufficiently; Weather Bureau are prepared, or upon 

interested in the weather to read the| what their claim to accuracy or utility 

forecasts published in the daily pa-|to the various lines of industry is 
pers. The ice man looks for cold based. 
weather in January to make ice and, Weather predictions have in the 
hot weather in July to sell it; the coal past been so closely associated in the 

man hopes for cold weather all the minds of many with what have been 
time; the housekeeper for fair weather termed “goosebone theories” and 
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Office of Section Director U. S. Weather Bureau, Milwaukee. ' 

on.wash-days and the farmer for rain | there have lately arisen so many so- 
nights and Sundays. called weather prophets, like Hicks; 
Some read the forecasts for profit; |Foster, Wiggins, and DeVoe, who lay 

some from curiosity, and some for|claim to some occult method whereby 
criticism—to see whether the predic-| they are able to read from the heavens 
tions as published agree with the only | the secret of terrestrial weather, that 
true theory—of which he himself has,the general public can hardly be 
the key—based upon the appearance |blamed for taking any man’s state 
of the groundhog on a certain day in| ment of what the weather will be to- 
February or the dip of the new moon’s| morrow with a grain or two of salt. 
horn, but few of this present genera- There is, however, no science to 
tion have any definite understanding|day that comes in closer touch with 
of how the forecasts issued by the! the world’s great industries, or that 

‘
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has before it a larger possibility for; spheres, and we confidently trust to 
the welfare and comfort of mankind| the genius of man and the gradually 
that the science of the weather. It is| developing process of time to discover 
a comparatively new science; nearly! their operation.” 
everything that is known about it| In the few moments at command at 
has been developed and brought to| this time it is our purpose to give you, 
light during the lifetime of the pres-| if possible, some idea of how the fore 
ent generation. There are those pres-| casts of the weather issued by the 
ent who can remember when weather| Weather Burcau, are prepared; how 
lore was the undisputed province of| they can be obtained, and how you 
witchcraft and astrology. Fifty years| can make practical use of the infor- 
ago all knowledge of the laws which| mation, for we have no secret methods 
control the movements of the atmos-| which may not be easily comprehend- 
phere was held by a few scientific|ed by any person of average intelli- 
men, the names of whom could almost} gence, and we are wiling to take the 
be enumerated on the fingers of one} public into the fullest confidence, be- 
hand. Thirty years ago there was not/lieving that a better understanding 
a single, solitary syllable in any ofjof our work and a more definite 
our school books bearing on the laws| knowledge of what we are able to do 
of storms, and as late as 1870 the| for the farmer, as well as what, in the 
erudite editor of one of Chicago’s| present state of scfence, we are not 
great dailies sneered at Dr. Lapham’s| able to accomplish, will tend to a bet- 
idea of predicting the approach of|ter mutual appreciation and assist 
those great storms which sweep over| you to judge more intelligently of its 
our lakes, leaving death and disaster] merits and its utility to the great ag- 
in their wake. But rapid and sub-| ricultural industry of our country. 
stantial as the advancement has been| Before we take up this part of the 
we have not yet attained perfection.| discussion, I desire to call your at- 
Profesosr Moore aptly says: “Meteor-| tention, very briefly, to two important 
ology may never become an exact}questions which have been frequently 
science; we may never be able to] exploited in the press, but upon which 
foretell the changing weather condi-| there appears to be some difference of 
tions with that wonderful accuracy] opinion. 
with which the astronomer predicts i 
the date of an eclipse, or the occur- Change in Climate. 
rence of other celestial events, but it| The first question—‘“Is our climate 
is not conceivable that the Divine| changing?” 
Hand that fashioned the worlds and] A very general impression seems 
placed them in their orbits to move on| to prevail, not only in Wisconsin, but 
in endless cycles under laws of such| elsewhere, that our climate has 
infinite exactness, should have been| changed appreciably within the past 
any less exact in the creation of the| thirty or forty years; that the snows 
many meteorological phenomena| are less frequent and deep; that the 
which so vitally affect His highest| summers are more liable to disastrous 
work, the human race.” droughts, and that the annual rainfall 
We therefore believe that every| is becoming less year by year. Some 

breeze that fans a flower, every wind| have even predicted that southern 
that fills a sail, every cloud that floats} Wisconsin will at no distant day be- 
across the sky or rears its silvered| come a veritable desert and the only 
mountain peaks on the western hor-| source of profitable agriculture will 
izon is under the control of laws as| be through artificial irrigation. Many 
exact and unchangeable as aor statements of this nature have recent- 
“which govern the movements of the| ly appeared in the state press, and
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were undoubtedly inspired-by the al-) period of centuries is not known, nor 

most unprecedented drought which/ can they tell us the number of years 

prevailed over southern Wisconsin|since its disappearance. Geology + 

during the past season, That the} reckons time by periods, and a cen- 

_writers are sincere and not only|tury more or le._ --unts for little. It ' 

thoroughly believe what they say, but] is possible that the change in climate 

are convinced that they have made aj which caused these glaciers to recede 

new and important discovery destined} northward is still in operation, but if 

to change the complexion of the agri-| so, the change since authentic records 

cultural industry of the state, is fully! have been kept in this country is so 
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Observation Room. 

evidenced by the tone of their writ-} slight that with our present instru- 

ings. These impressions are general-| ments and methods it is impossible 

ly based upon personal recollections, | cf detection. 

the evidence of the “oldest =| I have recently made a careful study 

tants,” or insufficient data. of all the records of rainfall in this 

There is no doubt that the climate! state, with a view to ascertaining, if 

of Wisconsin has changed, for geol-, possible, whether there was any rea- 

ogists tell us that southern Wisconsin conable foundation for such despair- 

once lay at the fcot of an enormous) ing predictions of Wisconsin’s future 

glacier, while the northern part of the|2s have lately appeared. 

state was buried under a mountain of| We have a record of rainfall at Be 

ice and snow. Whether the change in’ loit covering a period of thirty-six 

climate which caused this glacier to' years. If we compare the average 

melt came suddenly or covered a/ rainfall for the first ten years with the 

5
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average of the last ten years we find] vapor-laden clouds which pass over 
that over three inches more precipi-| their summits. 
tation occurred annually during the In order that you may more clearly 
last ten years than during the first ten| understand the influence exerted by 
years of this period, and this, notwith-| the mountains of our western coast 
standing the fact that during the past| upon the climatic conditions of the 
year only about i.cteen inches of] subarid districts, I may say that the 
rain fell at Beloit, which is the least] moisture evaporated from the Pacific 
annual precipitation for thirty-six] ocean is carried eastward toward the 
years. The record at Manitowoc covers] coast by the prevailing westerly winds. 
a period of thirty-nine years and is} When these rain-bearing currents 
equally interesting. This record shows| reach the mountains they are forced 
the same fluctuations in the annual] to ascend and by mingling with the 
precipitation as is shown by the Be| colder atmosphere at the higher ele 
loit record, but with this difference—| vations ‘the moisture which they con- 
that the average precipitation for the] tain is condensed and falls as rain or 
last ten years is about two inches less} snow on the western slopes. We there- 
than the average for the first ten| fore have the well-watered, fertile val- 
years, which is exactly the reverse of] leys of California and the subarid dis- 
the conditions shown by the Beloit tricts of our western states. 
record. The average for both ten-! The truth of the matter is that cli- 
year periods is, however, less than] mate is the product of certain physical 
the average for the thirty-nine years. conditions, which so far as we know | It is impossible from these records to| are among the most permanent. The i infer that any permanent change in| heat from the sun is the one constant, 
the amount of rainfall has taken dominating force in the production of 
place, and if a change in  this| climate. Thé operation of this force 
respect cannot be detected from|is modified by the topography of the yi the daily records of nearly forty years| earth’s surface, as we have just seen, 
little credence should be given to per-| the mountains and plains, the oceans | sonal impressions. and the lakes and rivers. “We there- It is claimed by some that the] fore have Nature’s guarantee that so 
scanty rainfall over some of our west-| long as the sun shines with his accus- 
ern states, for instance western Kan-| tomed vigor and the mountains and 
sas, Colorado, and western Nebraska, | the seas abide in their places, just so 
is due to the lack of vegetation and long will the climate” of every coun- 
forests, and that by the propazation | try, state, county and township remain 
of vegetation and forests it might be} practically unaltered. 

Neel possible to increase the rainfall and Wisconsin draws its water supply b thus render our subarid regions cap- mainly from the Gulf of Mexico,- ) able of profitable agriculture. The]! through the action of the great cy- 
situation is simply that they have] clonic storms which move over the 
placed the cart before the horse. The country, and so long as the Gulf re- 
barren districts of our western plains| mains and the storms follow their ac- 
are there for the simple reason that| customed paths, just so long may we there is not sufficient rainfall to grow| expect about thirty inches of rain- 
vegetation and forest, and probably/ fall in this state, distributed through- 
never was, and certainly never will] out the year. 
be so long as the Rocky Mountains 

3 stand betwépn these districts and the Seasonal Forecasts. 
Pacific ocean, to squeeze out on their! The second question to which I wish 
western slopes the water from the! to call attention is that of “Seasonal 
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Forecasts,” or predictions of the; the moon and the planets and experi- 

weather for a month or a year in ad-| mented with electricity and magne 

vance. tism; but thus far we have found noth- 

Previous to 1870 few people in the| ing to lead us to believe that there is 

United States conceded the possibility| a possibility at- the present time of 

of foreseeing the weather, even| making even a useful, not to say ac- 

twenty-four hours in advance, with] curate, forecast of the weather for a 

any greater certainty than that at- period much above forty-eight hours. 

tained by the wisdom of the “oldest}I am aware that there are men in this 

inhabitant,” but during that year the] country, like the Rev. Earl R. Hicks, 

public was awakened to the fact that} of St. Louis, Forster, of St. Joe, De 

the United States Government had es-| Voe, and others, who claim to be able 

tablished a department for this very| to make accurate predictions of the 

purpose, and began dimly to compre-| weather for a year in advance of their 

hend that it was not only possible to| fulfillment, but so far as we are able 

predict the weather with a certain de-}to learn, their theories, which areusual- 

gree of accuracy, but that it could be ly based upon the very questionable 

done with very great benefit to the|influence of planetary and stellar 

commercial and agricultural interests] bodies, have not commended them- 

of the country. Since that time fa-| selves to a single reputable scientist. 

miliarity with daily accounts of the| In this connection I am constrained to 

verification of the prediction of|say that a foreknowledge of the 

storms, cold waves, etc., has resulted] weather for a month or a year in ad- 

in the public thought far outstripping| vance is not in possession of any liv- 

the actual advance of the science in| ing man at the present time, and any 

this respect, and the country now de-| man who lays claim to such knowledge 

mands a forecast for a season or alis simply deceiving or attempting to 

year in advance, where it once con-| deceive the public for his own gain. 

sidered it a wonderful achievement to 

predict the weather for twenty-four Obtaining Forecasts. 

hours. The method employed by the 

In pressing this demand it is said! Weather Bureau in forecasting the 5 

that after thirty years of observation| weather depends upon the fact that 

and experience the Weather Bureau|electricity travels faster than the 

should be able to furnish a fairly ac-| winds. If it were not for the electric 

curate forecast for more than one or| telegraph the Weather Bureau as at 

two days, and in truth it should, but] present organized could not exist, for 

let me say that we have not been| the forecaster must not only have be 

eget nor indifferent to this de-| fore him the conditions as shown by 

mafid. We have attacked this problem| his own instruments, but a broad view 

of long-range forecasts from every| of the weather conditions over a large 

conceivable standpoint, vigorously and| territory—the larger the better. We 

at short range. We have carried our| have under the control of the United 

instruments to the highest mountain| States Weather Bureau about one hun- 

peaks on the continent; we have taken| dred and eighty weather observatories 

our lives in our hands and explored|in various portions of the United 

the upper atmosphere by means of bal-| States and the West Indies, and by 

loons; we have placed observatorics| the courtesy of the governments con- 

in kites and sent them up to the dis-| cerned, daily reports are received from 

tance of a mile in the hope of finding| Canada on the north, Mexico on the 

something in the upper strata that|south, the Azores, and the western 

would lead to a solution of the prob-| coast of Europe, thus covering within 

lem; we have studied the influence of|our field of observation practically 
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the whole of the inhabited portions of| clusions to a central office in each 
the North American continent. Each| state, from which in turn it is dis- 
of these observatories is mannéd by] tributed to the rural districts. 
one or more trained observers, and| This is in brief an outline of the 
exactly at 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. of each method employed .by the Weather 
day an observation of the weather is| Bureau in the preparation of the fore 
made. This observation consists of a/ casts of the weather, and it is the only 
reading of the air pressure, or weight| rational method known. The forecasts 
of the atmosphere in his locality, as| are found to be correct about eighty- 
shown by the barometer; the tempera-| five times out of one hundred, even 
ture of the air and the amount of| when verified under the strictest rules. 
moisture it contains; the direction and| We are free to admit that we make 
velocity of the wind; the clouds, kind| failures, and also free to admit that 
and movement, and the rain or snow-| we have but an imperfect knowledge 
fall. To this is added as occasion re-| of the complex problems of atmes- 
quires special information in regard| pheric phenomena. The operation of 
to rapid changes in the conditions,| the laws which result in development 
local thunderstorms, frosts, ete. This] of storms or control their apparently 
observation is immediately tele-| erratic movements is not well under- 
graphed to the central offices at| stood. Neither do we yet fully under 
Washington and to other forecast| stand or appreciate all the details of 
centers and offices authorized to re-!so common a phenomenon as rainfall. 
ceive them. As soon as the reports} Enough has been accomplished, how- 

| come from the wires they are charted| ever, in the practical work of forecast- 
i on a blank map prepared for the pur-| ing the weather to justify us in the 

pose, and when they are all in, which] statement that if the farmer could 
is usually about an hour after the ob-| obtain each morning information of 

. servation has been taken, the fore| the probable weather for the succeed- 
. caster has before him a birds-eye view| ing twenty-four or thirty-six hours, it 

of the weather conditions over a large| could be used to advantage in many 
portion of the western hemisphere. If] ways. : 
there is a storm developing, like the 
great storm which destroyed Galves- Rural Delivery. 
ton, it is shown on this chart, and It has long been a problem how to 
from his experience and knowledge he| reach the farmer, as he usually lives 
is able to determine its general char-| some distance from the telegraph, up- 
acter, the direction and rate of its|on which we must mainiy rely to dts- 
movement, and it is thereforeasimple| tribute our forecasts, but since the 

fed problem in mathematics to calculate] telephone has begun to extend its net- 
H about when it will reach a certain| work of wires to the rural districts, 

point. In the same manner the trained] and the Rural Free Delivery mail serv- 
weather forecaster is able to predict}ice has been put into operation, we 
the cold waves which usually have| are beginning to be able to give the 
their origin in the British Northwest| farmer the same benefit of the 
and sweep southeastward over the| weather forecasts now enjoyed by 
western states. the residents of our large centers of 
When the forecaster has determined | population. 

what in his judgment the weather will} The method of distributing the fore 
be in each state during the following| casts to the rural districts by the 

. thirty-six hours, based upon the con-| Rural Free Delivery service is, briefly 
ditions shown by the charted observa-| stated, as follows: 

: tions and his experience and study of} The forecast for the state is tele 
similar types, he telegraphs his con-| graphed to the postmaster from whose 

|
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office the different rural routes radi-|and with the same financial gain to 

ate. The postmaster is supplied with| themselves as is now being done by 

a rubber stamp duplicating apparatus,| those who handle the prceducts of 

by which he is enabled to quickly dup-| their farms. : 

licate, on cards furnished for the pur- 

pose, sufficient copies of the forecast 

to supply the patrons of the various - DISCUSSION. 

routes. These cards are taken by Prof. Henry—I would like to ask 

the carriers and delivered to the farm- Prof. Wilson if the springs which all 

ers along their respective routes, su| over this region have dried up more 

that by noon or shortly after each| or less, and the streams which have 

farmer has in his hands an official| become more or less dry,—if we may 

forecast of the weather to be expected| expect a recurrence of moisture suf- 

during the next twenty-four or thirty: | ficient to start them up again; if this 

six hours. 
dryness is but a temporary matter. 

The drawback to this system lies Prof. Wilson—Prof. Henry’s ques- 

in the fact that in many instances the tion involves a good deal. We can 

carrier is obliged to leave before the only guess the future by our records 

postmaster can be reached with the] of the past. From what records we 

forecasts and as the value of the in- have in this country, I am inclined to 

formation depends upon the prompt- the opinion that we will have an in- 

ness with which it is distributed, it is creased rainfall in the next few years, 

practically impossible to make use of| because it seems to me that we havo 

the rural service where the carrier reached the minimum point, but there 

leaves much before 10 a. m. has been a great deal of tiling, and 

The telephone service is much more artificial drainage has been so ex- 

satisfactory and has the advantage of| extensively employed, that it is pos- 

being instantaneous. The forecasts| sible that the springs and streams of 

will be telegraphed to the managers of this kind, even in the case of an in- 

rural telephone companies, free of creased rainfall, may never reach the 

charge, provided the informatizn wiil| point that they once had. 

be transmitted to the farmers daily or Prof. Henry—You practically made 

furnished when called for. A number] the statement, or led to the inference 

of telephone companies in the state| that our climate has not changed. You 

have already inaugurated this service} have based that upon the fact that we 

for the benefit of their patrons, and it have had as many inches of rainfall 

has been the means of extending their in a given period as previously. It 

lines in several instances. Farmers] does not seem to me that such an 

have put in telephones for the special| answer satisfies us that the climate 

purpose of obtaining the forecasts of| has not changed. It seems to me that 

the weather, and consider it a guod| we can have as many inches of rain- 

investment. Heretofore, the shipper fall in a given period and yet have 

of perishable goods has been most|the climate change. Rainfall does 

benefited by the weather service, not mean climate. Formerly the 

while the producer has practically farmers in Dodge and Columbia 

been left to take the weather as it| counties discussed whether they could 

comes, but if the farmers of Wiscon-| grow corn; now that same question 

sin will make an effort to get into is being discussed in Forest and Mara- 

closer touch with the weather service| thon counties. I believe the climate 

—and in this I assure them they will has changed in the popular meaning. 

be met more than half -way—there is Mr. Reitbrock—I might bring my 

no reason why they cannot utilize the, own experience upon this very point, 

weather forecasts to the same extent | which has extended over a number 
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of years. Fifty years ago, perhaps; and frequency of the showers. A few 
fifty-five years ago, we considered] inches of moisture in the summer, 
Waterford, which is a point  twenty- properly distributed, may raise a crop, five miles south of Milwaukee, as be-| where twice the amount in one or 
ing at the northern limit of the corn} two beating storms may leave us with belt. I know men still’ living who] no crop. Do you have any evidence © 
were positive that corn never would/ that our rainstorms are less useful 

: succeed in the state of Wisconsin in| than in the early times as to times of 
the latitude lying north of Waterford: distribution? 
Nevertheless I have known corn to] Prof. Wilson—I really ‘have not goae 
succeed on the Penokee range, that is,| into that question. Prof. Henry’s re- on the Lake Superior slope of the| marks are undoubtedly true that an 
Penokee range of mountains. I agree average rainfall at opportune times is 
with Mr. Wright that there has been| worth double the amount at inoppor- ~- a climatic change going on in this] tune times, but whether there is a ten- 
way. That territory that’ I have dency to a less useful rainfall, I would 
been familiar with for twenty-five! not say. I know we have not had as 
years was all forest for one hundred] great an annual rainfall in the last 
miles in extent, east and west, and| few years as we did in the sixties and 
the sun could not get down. to the seventies, but it does not argue any- 
ground to melt the ice and snow as} thing for the future. 
rapidly as it can now, when it is inter-|_ Supt. McKerrow—We would like to 
spersed with considerable areas of] go into this matter deeper, but our | bare ground, that is to say, ground] time is limited. 

| ~ denuded of the forest. The snow! Mr. Scott—While the rainfall may 
goes off early in the spring, and my] be the same, is it not a fact, Professor, 
observation is that it warms up more] that the cropping out of the humus in * rapidly in the southern part of the| our long-cultivated fields creates a 4 State since the timber has been allj ereater evaporation and we suffer cut cff on certain areas. I really be} more from droughts than we did 
lieve in the matter of a slight change twenty years ago? 

| going on in the climate, irrespective Prof. Wilson—Ask Prof. Henry that 
of the precipitation. | question. 

Prof. Wilson—My remarks were di-| Mr. Nicolai—I would like to ask 
rected more particularly to those who this question in rezard to the tempera- 
have been trying to make us believe | ture. You have kept the temperature that the state was drying up. These | the same as you have the amount of 
local changes of climate are un-| rainfatl and the two will virtually set- wom doubtedly going on. The influence} tle the climate question. Now, has i! of the forest is great, especially in the| the temperature changed much within fe matter cf frost and even to a certain] the last ten years? 
extent in the matter of annual tem-| Prof. Wilson—I have not gone into 
perature. But as far as its influence! that question thoroughly enough to 
upon the annual amount of rainfall is} make a positive answer. I do not think 
concerned, I do not believe that it has| that our records are sufficiently re 
any influence. I directed my remarkg| fined to show any change. If there 
to that point more particularly than to] is a change (and I do not say there is 
the local changes which are shown by not) it is not to be found upon our 
the different vegetations. records. 

3 Prof. Henry—The value of rainfall| Supt. McKerrow—Before the report 
does not depend upon the mere ques-| of the committees and the reading of 
tion of total inches in twelve months.| the prize list, I had intended to call 
It depends upon seasonal distributicn upon some gentlemen in the room, 

Pe eit
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several outside men and several, school as a delegate. I will call upon 

local men, and the first I ex-| Attorney General Hicks, who is also 

pected to call on was Mr. Hughes,| a farmer. 
| 

whom I find is attending the cooking 
| 

Se | 
i 

REMARKS BY ATTORNEY GENERAL HICKS. ) 

Rone | | always running over before I have 

"| | been very long in these Institutes. 

Geasasy 2) I have an idea that the chairman 

| a) ie bi) at himeelf in about the position of 

\ | mm asd a. AWA, the clerk of the Brown Palace Hotel in | 

og we ‘| | the city of Denver, when a rather for- 

ij ‘ ois. bidding old fellow came in just at the 

4 oe edge of the evening and walked up 

be <| | to the desk and asked the clerk for a 

Bs} “ie He | | match to light his pipe. The clerk 

| = paces! very courteously passed out the * 

| © | | matches, and the man lighted his pipe 

d a i and went on his way. The next night 

| . © | |he came again and asked for another 

Ps match to light his pipe, and the clerk 

] s S| |again courtecusly passed out the 

\ Rs, ‘< | | matches. This was repeated for sev- 

eral days until one night there was a 

| congestion of traffic at the desk and 

Me | | the clerk was irritated. He replied to 

} the request that he did not have any 

1 | | matches. The fellow straightened up 

\ | in his offended dignity and said: ‘“‘Per- 

in >.>; you don’t know who I am.” 

“Well, now,” the clerk thought, - 

Attorney Gen. Hicks. venture this fellow is an old pros- 

pector from the mountains and I have 

I feel that my namesake has been| offended him.” “Well, no, I don’t 

sufficiently and successfully and| know who you are. Kindly tell us who 

perhaps rightly discredited. Be-| you are.” 

fore this audience it would be unfair} “Well, I am the man that comes 

to set out with such a tremendous’ here every day to get a match to light 

handicap, I, therefore, disclaim any re-| my pipe.” 

lationship to this celebrated weather] That is all Iam here for. I have 

prophet by the name of Hicks. While| come to absorb something from this 

I disclaim any relationship to the cel-| Institute. 

ebrated Hicks, perhaps I ought to be My countrymen, this is your Insti- 

introduced to this audience, to whom| tute. Your taxes pay forit. Do you 

I am a comparative stranger. Still,| get anything out of it? If you do not, 

I have chased up Farmers’ Institutes it is your own fault. If you come 

for many years and have absorbed here wih the right disposition, with 

much valuable information. I am here| the right purpose of heart, you will go 

now with my small dish to catch| away loaded full of suggestions. Dr 

what I can, and I confess that it is| not feel that these men are “book
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é farmers and therefore no good. They) the way from the Gulf, and we better t come from the experiences of life in| get our hay in. And so I say to you every direction and you should glad-| that these wonderful revelations that ly and cheerfully take advantage of] have come to us in these quickening | their experience and their superior in-] moments of this new century are formation. These men have spent] enough to stimulate the activities of the best years of their lives in this] every man and make him alive to the work and are bringing to you the/opportunites which these Institutes j small part of their experience that can| afford. Is your disposition right? If * be crowded into these few days, to] it is, when you go away you will ‘ take your lives better, and to make] carry with you a wealth of information better citizens out of all of us. If] that will be worth something to you in you do not profit by it, it will be be-] all the days to come. 
cause your eyes are not opened, nor We know that this marvelous Mar- your ears opened, nor your thought] coni, the wizard of the new century, quickened to grasp the opportunities] is whispering through the air, between that are afforded in this wonderful] the nations of the earth, and the only age. Many of us are standing in aj way he is able to send these mes- waking dream of wonder at the reali-| sages is because his little instrument, zation of things at our finger’s end,—| no bigger than a lead pencil, is filled the meteorological data which is of with a mysterious substance which such untold value, the wonderfull carries the word Guicker than light- means of communication which has]ning to a man who receives it with | come to us in this age in which we]a similar instrument, in complete har- | live. Do you know that the means} mony with that at the other end. My of communication between man and] friends, if you come here in tune witn man has so quickened in these later] this Institute, if your instrument is in days that we literally read at our harmony with the messages that are , tables in the morning of what hap-|sent, you will Teceive the word, aad pened upon the streets of London the| you will be better farmers and better very day before we hear from our| citizens for having come. 
own streets? No wonder that we can I beg your pardon for haying talkea learn before we start out to the hay|so long. 

! field in the morning that a storm is on 

/ [ RESOLUTIONS. 

Submitted by the Committee on Resolutions and Adopted by the in- 
stitute. 

Resolved, by the farmers in the, cf any Farmers’ Institute depends in Sixteenth Annual Closing Institute as-|a large degree upon thorough prelimi- sembled, That we express our sincere nary work and the hearty co-operation gratitude to the people of Oconomo-| of the local committee with the state woc and vicinity for their patronage organization, we would especially by way of a full attendance at all ses-| commend the committee of arrange- i sions, and the marked interest and} ments for their systematic organiza- , good will which have prevailed. tion and their most thorough atten- Knowing full well that the success] tion to every detail; their cordial re 

Fearne
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ception of workers and guests; their)from this deadly competition of a i 

: artistic decorations of city and halls; | fraudulent counterfeit. | 

their personal attentions and solici-| The rural delivery service of the 

tude for the comfort and enjoyment of! Postal department of the federal gov- 

their guests, are all marks of respect| ernment has been a great boon to the j 

to our calling wnich we cannot fail| farmers of this state. It has given 

to note and which we fully appreciate} the farmers quicker communication 

and thank them for. with the markets and brought them in | 

Recognizing true merit wherever] quicker and closer touch with the out- 

found, and, barring varying local con-| side world. : | 

ditions, placing as high a value upon] We appreciate the value of this 

the experience of our neighbors as up-| service. We thank our representa- 

on that of our own, we would extend] tives in congress who have helped es- t 

our thanks to Prof. Chas. D. Woods,| tablish it, and we ask that they con- 

Prof. W. M. Wilson, Dr. A. S. Alexand-| tinue their efforts to broaden and im- 

er, Messrs. W. H. Stevenson, Geo. B.| prove the same until every farmer in 

Van Norman, and others from neigh-} this state shall receive its benefits. 
boring states, for their valuable con-} Whereas, There is now pending in | 

tributions to the success of this meet-| congress a bill to provide from the 

ing and assure them that they will al-| money derived from the sale of public 

ways find Wisconsin’s proverbial}/lands an income to each agricultural 

latch-string hangs well out over the}and mechanical college for the pur- 

threshold pose of maintaining instruction in 

Whereas, The last legislature of the] mining, geology, agriculture, engineer- 

state of Wisconsin appropriated the|ing, roadmaking, irrigation and for- 

sum of twenty-five thousand dollars] estry; and | 

for the purpose of making an exhibit Whereas, A portion of the moneys 

of Wisconsin products at the coming| derived from the sale of public lands 

Louisiana Purchase exposition to be} can be well and wisely used for such 

held in St. Louis purpose, since the public domain is 

Resolved, That live stock and agri-| the property of the people and all the | 

cultural products should receive their| people would be benefited by the class 

proportionate share of such appro of instruction provided in the bill; 

priation. therefore, be it | 

Resolved, That the farmers of Wis-| Resolved by the Wisconsin farmers 

consin in this Closing Farmers’ In-|in annual session assembled, That we . 

stitute of 1902 most emphatically ap-| {favor said bill and urge its passage. 

prove the bill now pending in the] Resolved, That the superintendent of 

United States Senate placing an inter-| Institutes be instructed to forward a ' 

nal revenue tax of ten cents per pound| copy of these resolutions to each of 

upon oleomargarine colored in imita-| our representatives in both houses cf 

tion of yellow butter. Butter has a| congress now assembled. 

right to its own color. A counterfeit} Whereas, The United States Depart- 

, made of animal fats is a fraud upon| ment of Agriculture, Washington, is 

consumers and a fraud upon producers] the highest exponent of scientific agri- 

of an honest and more valuable prod-| culture in the world, accumulating 

uct. through its efforts data and informa- 

We commend the action of Senators} tion of the highest usefulness to the 

Spooner and Quarles in fighting the farmers throughout the land; and 

bogus butter frzud. We do not ask} Whereas, The Department now has 

for class legislation, but we do ask|no connection in recognized form 

that the great dairy interests of Wis-| with the Farmers’ Institutes of the 

consin and of the nation be made free| several states, which Institutes offer
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the most direct and potent means of, them to support legislation which will 
directly reaching the farmers; _ | aid the secretary of agriculture in this 

Resolved, That we urge the secre-| important matter. 
{ tary of agriculture to establish a dt- 
| vision or department of Institute Closing Remarks. 

work, by which the department may| Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Chairman, 
be brought in direct touch with state| owing to the lateness of the hour 1 

b Farmers’ Institutes throughout the] shall not make any extended remarks, 
United States. but will say that I am in hearty ac- 

Resolved, That we favor the depart-| cord with the resolutions thanking 
ment sending out trained men to} the citizens of Oconomowoc for all 
represent the department in In-| they have done in attending so com- 
stitute meetings held in the sev-| pletely to the necessities of tais In- 
eral states, that the farmers may|stitute. And at this time I want to 
learn by personal presentation of the] thank you all individually for your 
work and discoveries of the Reverie Toren here and for the interest ~- 
ment and in turn they may know of! that each one has taken in this meet- 
the wishes and needs of the farming|ing. We hope it may be of benefit to 

fi people. this portion of Wisconsin, and we al- 
Resolved, That the superintendent|so hope that a great deal of benefit 

of the Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes}may be received from the Bulletin 
be directed to forward a copy of these} which will be published of these pro- 
resolutions to each and all of ourj ceedings. 

| representatives in congress, urging Adjourned. 
| Z 
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WOMAN'S DEPARTMENT.’ 
—_ = } 

COOKING SCHOOL. 

Heid at Oconomowoc in Connecticn with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, 

March 18, 19 and 20, 1902. 

: 
Conducted by MRS. JENNIE A. JAMISON, Neenah, Wis. ! 

Assisted by MRS. A. M. GLENN, Janesville, Wis. and MRS. IDA E. TIL- ) 

SON, West Salem, Wis. 

Stenographic Report by MISS EFFIE M. CLOSE, Madison, Wis. 

FIRST LESSON. | | 

Tuesday Afternoon, March 18. 

»Mrs. Jamison—It is probably not 7 a | 

necessary for me to tell the ladies of E | 

Oconomowoc the object of this Cook- :f 

ing School, in connection with the Pr s 

Farmers’ Institute, because I know ‘ : 

Mrs. Armstrong was here last year nf 

and told you all about it. There are 1 

only eleven places in the state to ey 

which the Cooking School is sent each rae, . Bas | 

season, so that Oconomowoc is having i * bot 

a little more than its share in having fe ian biee 
two in two successive years. It 1s eit she i net 

-evident that it was greatly appreciated . 2 “e ex | 

last year or you would not have asked ‘ RO ca p ie 
‘ Seer. asi he 

for its return this year. eggs *S Ss 

It is with some diffidence that 1 ac- S Be hot. Ne 

dress an audience who have heard Bi Aw | 

Mrs. Armstrong, and I do not want to NY ie i Sagi 

dissipate the good impression made by A eA ct ; 

her. I hope, however, I may be able pe ee 

to interest you also. | el 

: The program and recipes for this bj Meee it 

afternoon are printed on slips, and I Fi = ib. 3 te 

will ask some of the ladies to pass > ow wa fe 

them as we begin the lesson. The ; bebe SR Be: | 

dishes to be prepared are Pot Roast, fel i sie s | 

Stuffed Potatoes, Scalloped Cabbage b iy gee 
and Cereal Coffee. | ee es 

Pot Roast. = } Seemszen sty Po 23: 
r= a eras 5! 

potaeins SRB eB 
Recipe—A shoulder roast of beef 

weighing five or six pounds makes an Mrs. Jamison. 

tie
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excellent pot roast. Sponge the meat) power to digest raw meat, and it is 

and brown it all over in some ofthe|sometimes given to invalids because 

tried-out fat. Cover with boiling water] it is easy of digestion. This being 

and simmer gently three or four] the case, we naturally expect to find 

hours or until tender. Salt when|the best results from the slightest 

half done. Thicken part of the liquid) cooking possible to develop the flavor 

for gravy. and put it in the best condition. 

In discussing the pot roast I will{ In broiled and roasted meats we get 

talk about meat in general, speaking] these results by the application of a 

of this as one of the kinds or classes] high degree of heat, either in the 

of meat. oven, the hot air over coals, or by di- 

Meat may be divided into two gen-| rect contact with a hot iron surface, 

eral classes, the tough and tender/as in the case of pan-broiling; in 

meat, and the dish I am preparing to-| this the meat is put in the hot frying 

day is a demonstration of the cooking} pan without any fat, and the results 

of tough meat. The tough and tender| are almost as good as broiling over 

meat may come from the same animal,| coals, which is not always convenient. 

the difference being in the part of the] Any meat that is tender can be pre 

animal from which it is taken. The] pared by these methods and it does 

tough meat consists of the muscles} not take a great deal of art or science 

that have the most exercise; the ten-|to prepare a palatable dish of meat 

der meat comes from the back, prin-! that is already tender, but to make a 

cipally, where the muscles are not very palatable, attractive and economical 

greatly used. The tough meat con-| dish out of the cheaper and less tender 

tains, as far as nutriment is con-| meats is where the science and art of 

cerned, rather more than the tender|the cook finds best exercise. 

meat, for according to chemical analy-} This piece for the pot roast is com- 

sis it has rather more protein. This is] monly called shoulder roast. It may 

illustrated on the chart. As you see,| be cut from either of the two sides of 

sirloin steak, which comes from the] the shoulder and it will contain the 

back, does not contain so much pro-|long bone, as this does, which isa 

tein; there is more fat usually, but] piece of the shoulder blade, and also 

not so much of the muscle-making ma-| perhaps a part of the ribs; or it may 

terial. What we want of the meat es-| be cut across the other way where it 

sentially is the musclemaking ma-| would contain a piece of the round 

terial, muscle food, or protein. pone of the fore leg. The round bone 

. The price of the tender meat is| piece has a larger proportion of meat 

usually higher than the tougher meat.| to the bone than this does, and with 

There are two reasons for this: First,| plenty of time it is just as good a 

because there is a greater demand for| piece to cook. | 

tender meat and the supply is less; The principle of which I have 

and second, because it can be cooked} spoken that governs the cooking of 

more quickly and by means that ren-| tender meat applies altogether to the 

der it more generally palatable. 1] development of flavor; but in cooking 

has no more value in the body as|tough meat the object is also to soften 

building material than the tougher| the fibers of the meat, and we find 

meat. It is of more value for people} this can be done most satisfactorily 

of weak digestion because it can be} and perfectly by long, slow cooking 

prepared without the long cooking) in water, and it retains the juice best 

that the tough meat needs. if put into water heated to the boiling 

Meat fiber, the substance of the| point. By rapid cooking the fibers 

meat, is digestible raw; that is the|are sometimes disconnected so that 

digestive fluids of the stomach have] they fall apart, and some people think
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the meat must be tender when it falls| fat; and this is one reason why these 

apart when taken from the kettle, but meats are not used so much as the 

this is no indication of tenderness. The| tender meats; they are not so easily 

fibers may not have been softened but| digested. We need to make that dis- 

the gelatinous connective tissue has tinction. They are perfectly whole 

been dissolved. The test of tender-| some for people whose digestion. is 

ness is to be able to cut across the normal and if they can be made palat- 

fiber with a silver knife, put in the| able they are to be recommended for 

meat that falls apart, if you try to cut| their economy. 

across it with a silver knife the fiber} The directions for cooking this pot 

will follow the knife and cannot bej roast advise salting when half done. 

cut through easily. This is a small| Salt draws out the .juices and also 

point but something that all do not| toughens meat, and for this reason we 

understand. 
usually add the salt when half done, 

For this pot roast, for the sake of|or quite done. We salt steak when 

flavor, we brown it, either before or}done. An exception to this rule is 

after cooking. Some housekeepers the salting of an oven roast; this 

cover the meat with boiling water,| is done at first because the meat would 

which hardens the outside so the| not get seasoned through otherwise, 

juices will stay in the meat fiber, sim-| but in putting the salt outside of the 

mer till tender, then “brown it down.”| roast we add flour, which holds the 

As a matter of convenience. I prefer | juices which the salt would draw out. 

to brown the meat first and do the| The oven roast is supposed to be ten- 

simmering afterwards. This does not| der and salt does not toughen very 

affect the flavor or nutriment, but is greatly. 

merely a matter of convenience. For| Meat is an albuminous substance, 

that purpose I am trying out some of|and the same rule of temperature 

the suet in a thick iron frying pan; which applies to meat applies also to 

this meat did not have much fat, so I| eggs and other albuminous sub- 

asked for a little piece of suet to| stances. The hardening of the surface 

brown it in. Mest horsekeepers have| of meat so that the juices will not es- 

beef drippings to use for such pur-| cape, then rather a low temperature 

poses, and some like the flavor of salt] is best throughout the cooking. An 

pork with the beef, but whatever fat) ess that is cooked at the poiling point 

you use, do not use lard. The flavors} will be hard but thé whites will also 

do not combine well. Fat tries out| be tough, and the yolk pasty; but if 

better at a low temperature. The| put in boiling water and then set 

same principle applies as to cooking| where it will not boil and kept hot for 

a soup bone, which is to put into cold | twenty to thirty minutes, the egg will 

water to extract the juice, but where| also be hard, but tender; the white 

you want to keep the juices in you will be of jelly-like consistency and the 

use more heat. When you wish to yolk crumbly instead of pasty. Or, 

use fat for frying purposes, it should| the egg can be put in cold water and 

be pretty het, so that it will sear the prought to the boiling point and al- 

outside ar give the flavor without lowed to stand a few minutes or un- 

soaking into the meat or whatever is til the water cools. 

being fried. 
In seasoning this pot roast I will 

The great objection to meat cooked| add besides the salt a slice of onion 

in this way, either browning first and and a bit of bay leaf. Other seasoning 

simmering afterwards, or simmering| may be used, such as parsley. The 

first and browning afterwards, is that| flavor of the bay leaf and onion should 

itis not as digestible as it is if| not predominate. We sometimes lose 

cooked by quick heat and without the! sight of the object of seasoning, which 

eee el a ee
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is to bring out the flavor of the article} Mrs. Jamison—A piece of meat of 
itself; the seasoning should not pre-| this sort should cook about half an 

dominate, but just enough should be] hour to a pound, it depends somewhat 
added to develop the flavor of tue] on the shape as well as the number of 

food. pounds, but that is a fair general rule. 

Now the meat is browned all over;| So it is quite necessary, if a house- 

in putting it into this granite kettle I) keeper wants this meat done for din- 

want to make a suggestion for the} ner, that she order the meat pretty 

benefit of the housekeepers, and that] early in the morning, or the day be 

is to always have your butcher cut] fore if the butcher is not prompt in 

this long bone of the shoulder. It] delivering. 

would have been a benefit if I had 
done so. Scalloped Cabbage. 

Whether or not you add the fat in| Recipe—Put one and one-half cups 

which the meat is cooked to the water| coarsely chopped cabbage into a bak- 

depends upon how much fat you have, | ing dish in layers with two cups white 
but it is always well to rinse out the|sauce and three-fourths cups cheese, 

frying pan with the water you are| finely crumbled. For the sauce melt 

using for the pot reast, as you get the| four level tablespoons butter, add four 
flavor and color from the frying pan.| level tablespoons flour, one-half tea- 

It is perfectly proper, if you have a|spoon salt and a little pepper. Then 
suitable kettle, to brown your meat in; take from the fire and add slowly two 
the kettle in which yau are going toj cups milk Cook until thick and pour 
cook it. If you have an iron kettle you} over layers of cabbage, sprinkling 
can use that nicely, iron is heavy| cheese over sauce. Over all sprinkle 

and clumsy and hard to handle, but| one cup of buttered crumbs and bake 

you can brown in the kettle and then| until hot and brown. 
add the boiling water right to it. Of} I am now going to prepare the raw 

course the cover should fit down tight.| cabbage for this dish of scalloped cab- 
A word or two more about the meat.| bage. This is supposed to be made 

I can hardly serve it this afternoon as| from cabbage that has already been 
it will take too long to cook it, but I] cooked and is to be cut fine and fin 
want to say that it will be done to|ished with a sauce, and because I 
morrow afternoon and if you come] want it cut fine after it is cooked I 
again you shall have a taste of it then.| will cut it before, which is just as 

Question—In preparing the meat I} well. 

noticed you sponged it instead of} The principles of the cooking of 

washing. Why did you do that? vegetables apply to almost all of them 

Mrs. Jamison—It needs to  be| with few exceptions; that is most veg- 
cleansed in some way, for however|etables cook best if put into boiling 

careful the butcher may be more or| water and kept at the boiling point 
less dust will settle on, meat, as well| throughout the cooking. In the case 
as everything else that stands in the] of potatoes we start the cooking with 
air. If we put on much water we lose} water that is boiling very rapidly and 

| some of the juice, and we find it bet-| very hard; we want it as hot as we 

ter to sponge hard with a little water.| can get it so that when the potatoes 
Some people prefer to use warm water} are put in they will not cool it too 
to sponge the meat. This is all right] much, but after it has started to boil 
if it is chicken, but it is not usually] again after the potatoes are in it, it is 
necessary for meat, unless it may be] best not to let it boil too hard for it 

a soup bone or something quite dirty. | breaks the potatoes too much. In 

Question—How long does it take to| cooking underground vegetables like 
i cook? potatoes, etc., as well as cabbage, 

)
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where there is a strong, disagreeabie| tion of other foods and in keeping the - i 

flavor to be drawn out, it is not ad-| system in good condition and in cook- | 

visable to save the water for any ing them we lose in the water some of | 

other purpose. In cooking the more the mineral salts. There is besides 

_ delicate vegetables, however, like the mineral salts an acrid matter in ¢ 1 

celery, asparagus, green peas, etc., it] potatoes which is slightly poisonous 

is very wise to save the water in| and it is wise to throw the water away i} 

which they are cooked, either serving|in which they have been cooked. It 

in the water or using the water for ajis really better to cook potatoes in’ | 

soup. The first part of this season| their skins or jackets as the Irishman q 

in the Cooking School I was making a| says because we retain more of the i 

scalloped celery for this first lesson| mineral of the potato that is one of 

and using the water in which the cel-| its valuable constituents while we lose 

ery was cooked for a celery soup on| the disagreeable part. 

the second afternoon. Here are the It may not be possible in a reom 

recipes: 
where the ceiling is low to cook the 

Scalloped Celery. ee Se id odor, kee = 

will not be troubled very much wW' 

» i Recipe—Cook one cup of celery oe it. There is a little secret which may 

in gmall pieces in three cups of boil- be of value to you when cooking cab- 

ing water until tender, adding one-half ce ans oF cauie whi ad . 

teaspoon of salt. Drain off the water age, or any vegetable which gives 
an odor when cooking, and that is to 

and eave it, and put the celery in a cook with the cover off and at a rather 

baking, dish. Make a white sauce of low temperature,—let it simmer rather od 

three level tablespeons each of flour th. a y idl If cooked 

and butter, one and onehalf cups an cook very rapidly. om 

milk, a scant one-half teaspoon of salt with the cover on the steam 1s con- y 

and a little pepper. When ‘hick, add densed and when the cover ie 

one beaten egg and pour if over the moved this steam escapes and carries 

celery. Cover with one-na‘i cup of all the odor possible with it. 

buttered crumbs and take about Stuffed Potatoes. 

pena minutes, or untii crumbs are| poecipe—Bake large, smooth pota- 

r toes until soft. Take from the oven, 

Celery Soup. cut a slice from the upper side of each 

Recipe—Use one pint of the water} potato and scoop out the soft part in- 

in which celery has been cooked and/|to a bowl. To six potatoes add one- 

one pint of milk. Thicken with three| half cup of cream, two rounding table 

Jevel tablespoons of flour stirred | spoons of butter, one teaspoon of salt, 

smooth in three level tablespoons of| one-eighth teaspoon of pepper. Fill 

butter. Cook ten minutes. Season|this into the skins and set on the 

with salt and pepper. A beaten egg| grate of the oven to brown. 

may be added just before serving. The next thing I am going to start 

That illustrates two very economi- is the potatoes. I shall put them into 

cal dishes, not merely because you the oven to cook and then see to the 

can use the same substance for poth,| doughnuts and other things. 

but because you can get the full value There is not much to say about 

of the celery. Cabbage, celery, agpar- baked potatoes. ‘They should be put 

agus, lettuce, and most vegetables are| into a hot oven, and they require more 

mainly valuable for the mineral salts | time to bake than to boil; the reason 

they contain; they do not contain any | probably /; that they cook in their own 

ereat amount of nutriment that is of| steam and it takes some time for that 

value in the building up of the body, steam to be developed. The princtpal 

put the mineral salts help in the diges-! point in baking potatoes is to be sure 

i a A a ae
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that they are taken from the oven and| dissolved in a little cold water, flour 

served as soon as they are done. The} to make a soft dough. Take out only 

reason we so seldom have good baked| part of the dough at a time, knead as 

potatoes is that they are not served| little as possible and cut out. Fry in 

‘ immediately. It is a good plan to|deep fat. 

pierce them as soon as they are taken I am sometimes asked if I like a 

from the oven to let the steam escape,| Dover beater and I always answer in 

it does no good to pierce or cut be-|the affirmative. It is the nicest kind 

fore putting in the oven, as they are] of a beater for whole eggs or yolks, 

goon seared over. If they cannot be| but for whites I like a beater of the 

served as soon as they are taken from| style of the Sunrise. or a whisk that 

the oven they should be broken apart.| beats more air into the eggs. Some 

Of course they do not look very well,| people complain that the Dover beater 

’ but it makes them less soggy. Baked] does not last long, it gets cranky and 

potatoes are more digestible than| does not go nicely, but I think I can 

polled because the starch is cooked at| make a little suggestion that will help 

a high temperature; the starch under] in the use of the Dover beater. It is 

the skin is almost caramalized, which| a piece of machinery and should be so 

makes it more easily digested—in| treated. You would not puta sewing , 

fact it is almost digested before going} machine in the dish water and expect 

into the stomach. These potatces|it to be uninjured. Occasionally the 

when done will be finished according! Dover beater should be oiled, and the 

to the directions on the slips. nicest thing to use is a little lard. It 

. While the cabbage, potatoes and| should always be washed or cleansed, 

meat are cooking I will begin the} 2s scon as used, in cold water, dried 

s doughnuts. and put away. I say cold water, as 

I do not expect to tell farmers’| the hot water cooks the egg that is 

wives anything they do not already|left on the beater and it can be 

know about making ° doughnuts, but|Clec7s*4 more quickly and more per- 

some points may be brought out and| fectls' with cold water. 
perhaps some of you can tell me some-| _Jt pruvably is not necessary to speak 

thing, for I have learned some things|°f the measuring cups, as you have 
since making doughnuts at Farmers’ them in your Cooking School, and you 

Institues. This recipe is a good one, also have the cups in your local stores, 

because it was given me by a farmer’s| ®° that I am sure you know all about 

wife, and is to berecommended because| them without any explanation from 
of its economy and because the dough-| ™© 48 to their advantages. The mea- 

nuts made in this way are tender and|Stre is onchalf pint, and it certainly 
not at all greasy. Cream is almost makes cooking more perfect and more 

always in the farmer’s home, it is not uniform if the measures are accurate. 

always in the home of the town house} 1am very much interested in the 

Keeper, but she can use melted butter} Work that is being done by the ladies 
in place of the cream, two table} here in Oconomowoc in teaching the 

spoons measured after it is melted will| Children the principles of cooking. 
do nicely in this recipe, using one full| MY work the greater part of the year 
cup of sour milk. is in the public schools, where I teach 

the children from the Seventh grade 

Doughnuts. up to the High School, and in my own 

Recipe—Beat one egg, add one-| town, Neenah, the work has been car- 

fourth cup thick cream, one cup sugar,| ried on for about seven years with in- 

| three-fourths cup sour milk, one-half! creasing favor. For several years it 

i teaspoon lemon extract, ir was under the management of a Wo- 

| teaspoon salt, one-half teaspoon soda] man’s Club and at first it was only in- 

f 
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troduced into the school by the cour-| Question—Do you use sour or sweet 

tesy of the Board, who allowed the cream? 
i 

children to go during school hours for Mrs. Jamison—It makes no particu- | 

the lessons, the ladies paying all the) lar difference, I sometimes use sour : 

expenses of the school, with the ex-| cream and sometimes sweet. It might . : 

ception of the fuel, which the Board| be supposed to make a slight differ- 

furnished. After two years the Board| ence in the measurement of the soda; 5 

took half of the work and paid half| it does perhaps make a little difference 

the expenses, the Club the other half,| in the texture of the doughnuts, but 

but at the end of six years the Board| no change is necessary in the ingredi- J 

has taken it all and I think it is so} ents, so use what you have, whetaer 

well grounded that there is no ques- sweet or sour. It is just the same in 

tion of its place in the school course. using sour milk for your griddle 

Neenah is not a very large city and| cakes, or your brown bread, or dough- 

the fact that it is in the school course, nuts; a different degree of acidity 

in so small a place is due entirely to) gives, perhaps, a slightly different tex- 

the determination and hearty work of ture, yet you need about the same 

a few ladies. | quantity of soda, one-half teaspoon to 

I am very much pleased to see pa a cup of sour milk or cream. 

the ladies of Oconomowoc are interest-! For flavoring I use lemon extract, 

ing themselves in the same direction.’ not because it is the only flavor, but 

and I hope you will have the same suc-| for a change. Nutmeg is the old 

cess in getting it into the crhool fashioned flavoring. Cinnamon is a 

course here. It is one of the cow:‘ng| good flavor for doughnuts, but ff dark 

departments of the public school work| ens them unless put in the lard. One 

of the future; it is already in maay of| farmer’s wife that I know puts cloves 

the schools of the state, and, as Supt.| into the lard in which the doughnuts 

Harvey says, it is no longer a fad but) are to be cooked. I have not. tried it, 

a thoroughly practical branch of edu-j but I reccommend it to you for inves- 

cation. tigation, when the lard is not used for 

In adding the soda to the doughnuts, | frying anything else. It will undoubt- 

I take what we call an exact levelj edly give flavor to the dougtnuts and 

measure, smoothing it with the edge| not darken them as it would if put 

of a knife even with the spoon. I|into the dough. Vanilla is not a 

use level measures almost altogether] flavor that blends well with articles 

because of their more perfect ac-| cooked in deep fat. 

curacy. In using a rounding spoon it For doughnuts we use more than 

is difficult to round it accurately over| three cups of flour because the sugar 

the spoon. When we begin teaching and egg count for liquid so that it re 

the children we try to show them|quires about three and one-half or 

the importance ‘of accurate measures.| four cups of flour. We cannot tell 

They sometimes say it is not neces- exactly because flour itself varies and 

sary to measure; their mothers do not|{t is so easy, unless one is trained 

measure and they cook well, and we] not to do it, to shake the cup of flour 

have to remind them that their| when measuring and in that way we 

mothers would not make measures|sometimes get more into the mixture 

without looking at them, that they/than is needed. The flour should al- 

measure with the eye, and that the| ways be sifted before measuring. 

eyes and judgment have been trained.| It is wiser not to stir in all of the last 

One of the objects of teaching domes-| flour but leave the dough floury on 

tic science in the public schools is to| the outside, it is easier to handle than 

train the eye and judgment. if all the flour is stirred in. I shall 

15
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take out only part of the dough at a/for doughnuts as it gives a nice flavor 

time, because the working of the'and it does not make them much if 

dough makes it tougher, and if the | any darker. 

same dough was worked over and over; While finishing the doughnuts I 

until all the doughnuts were worked | want to say a word about their digest- 

the last would be very tough. ibility. We read frequently in the 

I always like to use a small cutter.| papers that doughnuts are an indigest- 

I know, howevér, that is open to ob-|ible food, and pastry and pork and 

jection from some points of view, for| baked beans and oatmeal also. Look- 

‘ a farmer’s wife told me she could not| ing into this subject I have discovered 

get her doughnuts any too big to suit|that the objections to the use of these 

her husband. I imagine that some of|foods usually come from professional 

the experienced housekeepers are get-|men. I have watched farmers eat, 

ting uneasy because I have proceeded|and sometimes questioned them, and 

so far with the doughnuts and have] found that they ate all sorts of fied 

not begun to heat the fat. This is|things, and plenty of pork, doughnuts, 

something I have learned only re-|griddle cakes, baked beans, oatmeal, 

cently, though the method is not new| and those things that are really ratner 

to all. I work the doughnuts and cut| difficult to digest and yet have al- 

them out and let them rise for a|most perfect health. And it seems 

while before cooking. I heard this|safe to conclude that a man who has 

- method mentioned several times and, plenty of exercise can use a larger 

_ when IT had an opportunity to try it/am:ant of food that is difficult of di- 

myself I did so and was so pleased | gestion than a man who gets very lit- 

_ with the result that I have been trying|tle exercise, whose work is confined 

it ever since. It is contrary to the old|and especially who does not get very 

idea that soda mixtures should be|much oxygen from the outdoor air; 

cooked as soon as made. and this opinion Las been verified by 

Question—Do you do the same thing | the testimony of some of the Institute 

with baking powder? instructors, who have given me their 

Mrs. Jamison—No, I do, not think it| experience without any solicitation on 

so successful. Gas forms more rapid-|my part. One man said that when 
ly with baking powder than with sour| he was at home, working on his farm, 
milk and soda. he could make his breakfast wholly of 

Doughnuts made in this way are sur-| buckwheat griddle cakes with plenty 

prisingly fine grained and they are a|of butter and maple syrup on them 

little whiter than when they rise|and go out to his field and work hard 

quickly in the fat, and they are not so|all forenoon and never think of his 

likely to crack. Those points I think| breakfast and be ready for his din- 

I have proved fairly well. There may|ner; but while living at a hotel and 

be some other differences I have not| vetting no more exercise than speak- 

yet discovered. ing at an Institute, such a breakfast 
Question—What difference does it| worried him all morning and he did 

make if you put the sugar in the sour/not want any dinner. I could not 

milk and let it stand and soak? have a better illustration of th.s point 

* Mrs. Jamison—Some cooks prefer] of the digestibility of food, which de- 

to do so. If sugar is coarse or you|pends largely on the occupation and 

use brown sugar it is better to let the|the exercise and the amount of out- 

sugar dissolve, if of fine grain it will|dcor air. It seems to me in a family 

dissolve in the mixing. Coarse sugar|the mother should bear this fact in 

} will, if it dissolves in the cooking,|mind and shouid encourage an intelli- 

z make coarse grained doughnuts or|gent discrimination in the amount of 

t cake. Light brown sugar is very nice|foods used by the different members 

i 
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of the family, guided largely by the Question—I suppose you had to 

amount of outdoor air and exercise have dry cheese to grate and use on | 

each one gets. Or perhaps the mother anything like that. 

herself finds she cannot eat as hearty} Mrs. Jamison—To grate on a com- 

food as the father who gets so much} mon grater you do; this is not very i 

outdoor air and who breathes in such dry cheese, but as lam putting it 

quantities of oxygen encourage’ by| through the meat grinder it does not 

his physical labor. make any difference. 

There are certain peculiarities of di- Question—In cooking cabbage you | 

gestion to which different peopie are| said you left the cover off to prevent 

subject; one person cannot digest fish,| the odor. Have you ever put soda in 

another cannot eat cheese, another| the water to lessen the odor, and leave 

cannot take milk and another cannot] the cover on? 

eat strawberries without some dis-| Mrs. Jamison—Yes, I have-tried that 

agreeable result; but as a rule this} way but I find this is just as satis- - 

principle of which I have spoken ap-| factory as far as lessening the odor 

plies more or less to everyone, and| and I have a strong dislike to using 

these individual peculiarities we have soda where I can avoid it. There is, 

to discover for ourselves and act ac-| however, an advantage in using soda 

cordingly. in cooking any of these vegetables 

The cabbage now is nearly cooked where hard water is used. Vege 

and I am going to make the white, tables are preferably cooked in soft 

sauce with which to put it together, water, but in our hard water districts 

and also grate the cheese. This dish} we cannot always do so and some 

of. scalloped cabbage is a sort of| times add a tiny pinch of soda. 

balanced ration, not perfectly so but Question—In using recipes in our 

very nearly. The farmers talk about] Cooking School, taken from the Bos- 

balanced rations for their stock and is} ton Cooking School, we are told to put 

it not time we were considering soda in everything, onions, cabbage, 

balanced rations for the family? etc., about the size of a pea. 

The amount of carbohydrates is Mrs. Jamison—Do you not think 

small, as there is not a great deal of| that is more to soften the water? 

starchy material or sugar in this dish,| For wholesomeness the water con- 

but there is considerable fat -in the taining the soda should be poured off. 

butter and milk, in the white sauce and Question—Do you ever put soda in . 

in the cheese, to furnish the neces-} meat? 

sary heat and energy; we also have Mrs. Jamison—I do not know that I 

muscle-making material in the casein have used soda in cooking meat. Is 

of the milk and the cheese. A curious] the object to make the meat tender? I 

thing about it is that both the cheese would rather use a little vinegar. 

and cabbage seem to be more digesti- Question—Would you use charcoal 

ble in this combination than alone. Ij to lessen the odor? 

do not say this proves a universal} Mrs. Jamison—There is no special 

rule, but I have observed in many objection but it is not necessary. 

cases, and it is an old saying, that Question—Do you advocate dissolv- 

“cheese will digest anything but it-] ing soda in hot water? 

self.” It is a popular notion that Mrs. Jamison—For leavening pur- 

cooked cheese is very indigestible,| poses I usually dissolve it in cold 

put it is not unless over-cooked.| water; some of the soda is lost in us- 

Cheese slizhtly cooked, that is, cooked} ing hot water and you have to take 

just enough to melt it, is rather more} more than is necessary. 

digestible with most people than Question—Is there any difference if 

cheese not cooked at all. you put the soda in the flour? 

‘
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Mrs. Jamison—It 1s all right to put| This sauce has so many uses that it 

the soda in the flour if you know you is made often in demonstration work 

are using a soda that will dissolve injand in practical cooking: there is 

the mixture after it is wet. Somej hardlv a day when T am keening house 

soda will do that and some will not. I| myself that T do not use it. It is us® 

alwavs teach the children to dissolve| ful in so many different wavs. You 

in cold water and then they will be|can make a scalloped dish of cab- 

sure to have no specks of soda. bage, potatoes, celery. macaroni, etc., 

Question—Mrs. Armstrong said put using the same ingredients I have 

i all through dry and Mrs. Lincoln says used in this dish, merely changing the 

sift soda with flour. vegetable. You can make any of 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, but Mrs. Lin-| these dishes with the cheese if you 

coln grinds-her soda very fine with aj like. And you can make various 

knife before puttting it in the flour.| creamed dishes by cooking in white 

It is a matter of convenience or in-| sauce, materials like cold chicken. 

dividual preference. veal. dried beef or codfish; !t is also 

Question—In cooking green peas|/a nice sauce for fresh fish, for canned , 

and beans do you ever put soda in the salmon as a scalloped dish. or merely 

water? with the sauce poured over it. A cup 

Mrs. jJamison—A little soda to] of white sauce with a beaten egg add- 

soften the water in cooking green peas ed to it served with baked potatoes 

and beans is all right. | mukes a nice supver dish and one 

Question—Have you ever heard that euite proper to serve to children. 

in putting a little bit of soda in green| There is euite a little protein in the 

beans that it will quicken their cook-| ees. enough if they have had meat for 

ing? dinner. 

Mrs. Jamison—It makes the beans Question—Is not the white sauce 

more tender because it makes the| much the same as pastry? You do not 

water softer. In boiling dried beans| object to the white sauce, then would 

I always use a little soda in the first} von object to pastry? I think pastry 

water unless I am fortunate enough] is all right and I think white sauce is 

to have soft water. all right. 
Mrs. Jamison—And | think you are 

White Sauce. all right. The objections to these 

things are made, as I sald before. by 

I am very sure that you must have] people of weak digestion. For peo 

had this sauce demonstrated to you! ple of ordinary digestive powers white 

last year, because cooking teachers] sauce is all right. and pastry is not 

use white sauce in almost every dem-| objectionable if not taken in too large 

onstration. It is what some people| mantities or at unseasonable hours. 

es call milk gravy, but we make a 4dis-| The objection to pastry is. however, a 

: tinction between the gravy and sauce.| yery real one. The particles of starch 

The gravy is a mixture thickened/peing enveloped in a coating of fat “ 

with flour stirred smooth in cold] cannot be acted upon by the saliva 

: water, while for the sauce the flour is| put must pass into the small intes- 

mixed with hot fat. The sauce is|tines before the fatty covering is di- 

smoother and of fuer texture th n the] gested. The same is true of the starch 

gravy. If you make a milk gravy: ur-| in the white sauce, but the quantity 1s 

ing the same proportion as is given| so small that the objection to that ts 

for white sauce, you will have, unless) correspondingly less. 

you cook it a long time, a gravy with| ‘We should take particular pains in 
some fat floating on top. Sauce that/ putting the white an Let 

is ideal has no grease on it. the butter and fi-ur ‘until they
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have thickened and thinned again, potatoes are hot and then add the pep- a 

then add milk. Take the butter and|per and salt and when quite well 

fiour from the stove if you use milk} mixed put in the cream. 
1| 

cold, and stir in quite slowly at first. Question—If you have not plenty of | 

Some cooks always use the milk hot,| cream can you use me:e Lutter: ; 

and that is a goou plan if it is con- Mrs, Jamiscn—Yes, you can use a 

venient to heat the milk. little less milk if you have not plenty 

Question—Do you know any way tojof cream and more butter. The 

prevent the odor from sauer-kraut? measures of the ingredients in the 

Mrs. Jamison—I do not. Sauerkraut | mashed potatoes are only «pproxi- | 

and Limberger cheese I have not| mate, potatoes differ in size and also 

learned to deaden the smell of, unless |in dryness and the housekeeper must 

you keep away tron them altogether.| use her own judgment. We do not 

Question—Have you ever tried | give a lesson on stuffed potatoes to 

doughing it ard putting it in the|the children in the first course, but 

oven? 
after a year or two they can take 

Mrs, Jamison—No, I never have. these, as they have judgment enough 

Question—Have you ever tried put-| to season without definite directions. 

ting slices of bacon on top to prevent Question—Hew long. will they keep 

the smell? 
good after being stuffed? 

Mrs. Jamison—No, I never have. Mrs. Jamison—I think they will 

The fact is, I never experimented in’ keep better than before being stuffed, 

this direction but recommend these} just as mashed potatoes will keep bet- 

suggestions to those who are fond of| ter than plain boiled potatoes. 

sauer-kraut. 
In puttting this dish together I chink 

The cabbage and potatoes are about] it is a wise plan to put most of the 

ready to attend to at the same time,| cheese at the bottom or lower part, 

so I will give the preference to the po-| for in that way you are not so apt 

tatoes, as the cabbage will be just as| to over-cook it. 

good if allowed to cool a little bit, Question—Do you put in salt in 

but the potatoes will not. House-| cooking the cabbage? 

keepers do not always make this dis-} Mrs. Jamison—I usually do, I did 

tinction. Potatoes should be given not get quite enough in this so Iam 

the choice. The cook will prepare the| adding more as I am putting it to- 

potatoes and have them cooked just| gether. 

right, then something else will need It is advisable in cheese dishes to 

attention and she will give her atten-| use the red pepper, either the cayenne 

tion to that and let the potatoes stand,| or Hungarian red pepper, which is 

and the result is a dish of sogsy PO known under the name of Paprika. It 

tatoes. 
is not quite so hot as plain blacx pep- 

Question—Have you ever tried roll-| per, and it is considered very digesti- 

ing baked potatoes and putting in the ble, or rather it is said to make other 

oven? They will keep for an hour and| foods digestible. I have even been 

a half. 
told of persons using it on strawber- 

Mrs. Jamison—That is something I) ries. It is not strawberry season yet, 

shall be glad to try. Does it change| so I have not tried it, but some who 

the flavor? I think it is a very good have tried it say a little bit of paprika 

thing to know. I suppose it breaks up| sprinkled on strawberries will Lelp in 

the potato and it does not have aj| digestion. It is not necessary to use 

chance to settle in the same way. 1| enough to make it taste. 

should imagine it would change the| For the top of this I am going to 

flavor. 
use some buttered crumbs, they may 

I like to put the butter in while the| be either bread crumbs or cracker
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crumbs, and I am going to put them, meat grinder, not only for meat as 

also through the meat grinder for|commonly used for sausage, but one 

two purposes, one is to crumb the] housekeeper told me of using it for 

crackers and the other is to clean the| grinding sage she wanted for stuffing. 

cheese out of the meat grinder. This|I have never tried it for that but the 
is one of the nicest ways to clean any-| idea commended itself to me at once, 

thing from the meat grinfer that} because it would be a much easier 

sticks like. cheese; of course it does} process than any other form of mak- 

not do away with the necessity of|ing it fine, and the herbs you raise 

washing it, but it ddes make the wash-| yourself are much better than what 

, ing easier and it is a wise plan to use| you buy ground in the stores. Another 

a little bread to clean the meat grinder] person told me of using it for cutting 

with if suet Has been ground in it, or| the “leaf” for making lard. That idea 

anything of that kind. There are so| will commend itself to a good many 

many uses for this little utensil it}farmers’ wives who make their own 
very soon pays for itself if a house-| lard. 

keeper’s time is of any value at all.| For the buttered crumbs I melt the 

There are a few people, even in this} butter and add the crumbs to it; 

age of the world, who seem to think a} sometimes the crumbs are put on dry 

housekeeper’s time is not of very| and the butter put on in bits on top. 

much value. I heard of a farmer,—I| Melting the butter is easier and quick- 

do not think farmers are any worse! er and does not take any more. 

than men in town in.this particular,—| Now the scalloped cabbage is ready 

who told about the length of time it|for the oven and I shall proceed to 

. took his wife to churn the butter and) fry the doughnuts. 

some one suggested that it was a} Question—Do you keep turning the 

waste of time and he said, “well, she; doughnuts all the time or only once in 

might just as well be doing that as|a while? e 

anything else.” This does not speak} Mrs, Jamison—I turn them as soon 

very well for the farmer, or any other] as they come to the top and frequertly 

man who thinks his wife might as|afterwards. Doughnuts made with 
well be churning as doing anything! yeast should cook on one side before 
else. She might very much better, in-| being turned, those raised while cook- 

stead of running the churn so long,| ing should be turned as soon as they 
have been reading a Farmers’ Institute) come up. 
Bulletin, or some other publication, The number put in at a time de 

which would have taught her how to| pends somewhat on the size of the 

make butter without such long churn-| dish and somewhat also on the heat of 
ing. And a housekeeper’s time is of| the fat, if the fat is very hot more can 

value, while it may not bring in dol-| be put in than if it is not so hot, for 

} lars and cents, yet it may, if rightly| each article as it is put in cools the 

} used, bring what dollars and cents will| fat somewhat. 

' not, that is, better health and stronger I think I omitted to speak of the 

interest in the affairs of the world,| doughnuts soaking up grease. It js 

which means more intelligence for the} due either to their having too much 

wife and mother and more intelligence! shortening or insufficient egg, or else 

for the whole family. So these uten-| the fat is not hot enough or is of poor 

) sils are not very expensive when you! quality. Lard made wholly or partly 

think of it in that way, and when a| of outside fat of the hog will soak in 

farmer has various labor-saving de-| more than leaf lard will. If you have 
vices for his farm the housekeeper| such a lard you can make it better by 

should have hers. putting in a little beef suet, which is 

There are a great many uses for this | of course a harder fat than the lard it- 

j ‘ 
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self, and a little added makes a better} half cup cold water, Serve with | 

mixture. 2 cream. 

Question—Should the lard be so hot| J am not talking cereal coffee for | 

that as soon as they are. put in they | the sake of advertising any coffee, but 

will come to the top? for the ‘coffee itself. There are two 

Mrs. Jamison—Almost as soon as| reasons why it seemed wise to. put 

they are put in they should come to| cereal coffee into this year’s Institute 

the top. 
Cooking School. In the first place, 

Question—Do you put your dough-| the other demonstrators, Miss Clark | 

nuts away when they are hot? and Mrs. Armstrong and myseli, when 

Mrs. Jamison—No food should be] {I demonstrated several years ago for i 

shut away from the air until cool. Farmers’ Institutes, have talked coffee 

Question—Do you always use jard| and made coffee; and our talks have 

for frying? 
been substantially the same, and there 

Mrs. Jamison—It is not exactly | is not much that is new to give you in ; 

proper to talk to farmers’ wives of any | that line; and another reason is that a 

other fat than lard. But when tvod| great many people cannot drink coffee 

cooked in lard is tound to be indigest-] without feeling some disagreeable ef- ' 

ible it may be desiratle to fry jn some| fect, and for those it seemed quite 

other material. Cottolene is one ot] proper to suggest one of the sub- 

the best known, and one of the things,| stitutes for coffee. It has met with 

as it is made now, quite to be recom-} greater favor than I anticipated. 

mended. It is made of beef suet anu Cereal coffee is not new; some of the 

cotton seed oil. At one time it was older ladies in the audience doubtless 

rather out of favdr on account of its remember cereal coffee or hearing 

poor keeping qualities, but the manu-| about it in war times when coffee was 

facturers have remedied that. A fat|very high. It was made by brown- 

that is going to be a popular one is| ing barley and wheat and rye and 

made from nut oils. There are several} grinding them together, making a very 

brands on the market. One very great} fair substitute for coffee, which was 

advantage that these have is that they used by many people until the price 

can be heated so much hotter without| of coffee came down again. 

burning; lard burns very quickly, 80 Those interested in healthful living 

will cottolene, but the nut oil will| have been the ones to begin the manu- 

stand a long time and not burn. It| facture of cereal coffee on @ large 

has an odor that is different from lard| scale, but they have merely taken ad- 4 

and it is disagreeable to some people | vantage of the discovery of the house 

because it is different. I think these| keepers of war times. I presume that - 

vegetable oils will in time come to be| all the cereal coffees combine in vary- 

used more by those who find the ani-| ing proportions these different cereals 

mal fats indigestible. Olive oil is ex-| browned and ground; some may have 

cellent but at present too expensive. | some other ingredients, but the dif 

The potatoes and cabbage will be| ference jn flavor is largely due to the ! 

ready te serve very soon NOW. difference in proportion of the various 

grains. These coffees can be made 

Cereal Coffee. at home by getting these materials 

Recipe—Mix one cup of brown] and browning and grinding them, and 

cereal preparation with one egg and| by proper blending and cooking a very 

one-half cup cold water. Put ina palatable drink can¢be made. There 

scalded coffee pot and add six cups of| are several different kinds on the 

poiling water. Let it boil for twenty | market to suit different tastes. 

minutes or longer. Then let it stand The directions for the coffee as 

a few minutes to settle and add one-| given here are the same as the direc-
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tions for real coffee, with one exc®p-; Mrs. Jamison—I really do not think 

tion, and that is the length of time of that there is a bit of difference in the 

cooking. Real coffee should never be wholesomeness of the doughnuts. It 
boiled more than five minutes, because| is just the same as using soda or bak- 

of the tannin and caffeine it cqntains,| ing powder in other things, it is not 
but cereal coffee having no such ob-|so much a question of wholesomeness 

jectionable qualities is made better by| as convenience or cost. The baking 

cooking longer; twenty minutes is not} powder is more expensive than the 

any too much time to cook it. Egg}sour milk and soda. Doughnuts made 

may be used in the cereal coffee ard| with sour milk do not seem to dry as 

adds to the flavor, but one virtue of| quickly and the flavor is preferred by 
the cereal coffee is it is never muddy} many. 
either with or without egg. The long] Question—Do you ever use cream of 

cooking softens the grains so that) (ariar? 

ee ae a Mrs. Jamison—Cream of tartar with 

vs soda maxes baking powder, it is just 
which is not always true of real coffee. the same only that some baking 

Question—In cooking do you ever powders are not so pure as the cream 
put butter in to prevent boiling over? jot wou can bas’ Honig aera 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, a little butter keepers make their own baking 

helps to prevent its boiling over. That} ,, Gariar for diat reason. 

is one objection to cereal coffee,—it is J 
ant to ball over | Question—What kind of baking 

There is one more point I wish to| Powder do you use? 
} make about cereal, or any other coffee, | Mrs. Jamison—Any pure cream of 

and I do not mean to insinuate any | tartar baking powder, I do not care 

untidiness, but if you value good cof-| What. name it bears so long as it is 
tee be sure to have the coffee pot| composed of cream of tartar and soda 

clean. You cannot make coffee of|and not alum and tartaric acid. The 

nice flavor if the coffee pot is not kept| pure food laws of our state forbid the 

clean; it should be washed and scald-| sale of baking powder containing alum 
ed. I am frequently asked why it is| unless marked outside and you buy at 

that coffee is good sometimes and not| your own risk if it is thus marked; 

at other times. I dislike to ask if|if not marked you are probably not 
the coffee pot is washed every day,| getting alum. A good way to judge 
but it is a question that comes to my|is by the price, as cream of tartar 

mind, because it does make so much| baking powder rarely ever sells for 
difference. If you are not particular] less than forty cents per pound. It 
about flavor there is nothing untidy] can probably be made for less, though 
about using it two or three times with-| cream of tartar costs more than alum; 

’ out washing, but if you value the] but the manufacturers have to pay for 

i flavor of your coffee it is advisable to] advertising and we consumers have to 

wash the coffee pot thoroughly every| help pay that cost. If you get a chéap 

time it is used. baking powder there is probably some 

Question—Do you consider dough-] thing else than cream of tartar in it 

nuts more wholesome made from| for the acid. 

sweet milk or sour milk? 

/ ? 

i 
i
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MATRIMONY, OR HOW TO MANAGE A MAN. 

MRS, A. M. GLENN, Janesville, Wis. 
q 

Helplessness of Man. 

In the very beginning it was decided 

. 
by the highest possible authority that 

| it was not good for man to be alone, 

and we don’t wonder at it when we ' 

ai } look about us and see how muc’ some 

Fa men expect of their wives. We read 

i? B 5 Bs / | somewhere recently that “Of all creat 

So = ‘s | ures in the world a man is the most 

i ee aes FY | | helpless alone. A chicken two hours 

i bee . es ae | | out of the shell can take better care 

ia Ee aa | | of itself than a man can.” Of course 

%, 4 A Bees } | a woman wrote that and the next con- 

gee) = | | clusion is that that woman has washed 

ee her husband’s neck and ears ever 

Sie | since she has had him and has made 

} | him just the helpless creature that he 

} | is. 
| Selecting a Husband. 

| | As a rule husbands are just what 

—_— 2 you make them (of course it won't do 

to tell them this) and the better ma- 

Mrs. A. M. Glenn. terial you have to start on the better 

job. you can perform with the same 

This being a Farmers’ Institute it amount of labor. If you have a bump 

would be most natural to expect some of cheerfulness developed in your 

thing along that line, but on thorough nature, don’t marry a tombstone. Al 

investigation I discover that more together he is about as genial as an 

- people are engaged in the business of|iceberg and you will go plodding 

matrimony than any other occupation through life with him to the dead 

and it’s the hardest way on earth for|march of his own leaden thoughts. 

a woman to get a living, unless she You may be distant and dignified, you 

understands how to manage a man, couldn’t freeze him colder than he is; 

and no woman should be married until] you may love and pet him, it’s a waste 

she is thoroughly posted in this branch | of ammunition, he can’t be thawed out, 

of her education. and, above all things, don’t marry 6 

After over thirty years of expe-i- dude. He is a weak-minded, contempt- 

ence, it would be a dull scholar indeed; ible apology for a man, but God 

that could not give some useful infor) created him a man, therefore let him 

mation. 
| pass for one, but one good, honest, in-
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dustrious, young man is worth all the; don’t run the risk of trying to reform 

floating fops in the world and unless|a man after marriage. In all proba- 

they can choose wisely, or learn to bility you will be disappointed if you 

. manage a man, girls had better set do. If your husband used tobacco 

their affections on cats or poodles and| when you married him, the Bible for- 

let matrimony alone. bids all curtain lectures afterward, 

The Famil for it says “He that is filthy, let him 

° a be filthy still.” There is a bright side 
The family is the oldest and most] to everything, if you will only look till 

valuable institution on earth. It be-| you find it. If your husband smokes, 

gins properly with the first offspring.| be thankful he doesn’t chew; if he 

In reality there is no family until the] smokes and chews both, be thankful 

husband and wife can say to each] he doesn’t drink; if he does all three, 

other: “Two times one are two and| be thankful he won't live long. 

one to carry makes three.” And the], It has been said best men are 

little third party often brings the hus-| moulded out of faults, but it is not - 

band and wife nearer together than| every one that has the ingredients in 

anything else could possibly do. their make-up to do the moulding. The 
main difficulty is that people demand 

Mutual Helpfulness. of marriage all of the universal virtues 

Every wife should be a helpmeet to of a patent medicine, warranted to 

her husband. For instance, if you'cure all infirmities. The marriage 

have the pleasure of a large wasbing| ceremony does not remove @ woman’s 

before you and he has the laboricas| faults or a man’s crooked disposition. 

task of going to the city, or taking a They are exactly the same people they 

trip through the country, change work| were before they were married, only a 

with him, let him help you wash in| little more so. Do we not know this 

the forenoon and you help him ride| world? Haven’t we measured it in 

in the afternoon. A good wife will|the pint cup of our experience and 

deny herself to entertain her husbaad|found out many things which our 

(especially on wash day). But some youth and inexperience fondly dis- 

men will say: “When I come down believed? Have you ever found per- 

to that I’ll hire it done.” We find no fection in literature, weather, climate, 

fault with hiring it done, but as to} your friends, or anything in this 

coming down to help a woman, my world? Then why demand it- of mar- 

dear sir, who created youso far above | riage more than of these other things? 

a woman that you have to condescend| Behold the innocence of the young 

to come down? I know the Bible] lady who told her father she was not 

says that “The husband shall be the particular in her choice of a husband, 

head of the household,” but it also|she only wanted one who used neither 

} says that “The wife shall be a crown| tobacco, strong drink nor profane 

t to him,” and you know the crown is a| language, who would spend his even- 

little higher and just above the head.|ings at home and be wholly devoted 

Such being the case, come up, gen-| to her. “My child,” replied the father, 

| tlemen, on a level with your wives and “You're a stranger here, Heaven is 

{ assist in the home whenever you can| your home.” 

do so without infringing upon larger 

and more important duties. The New Woman. 

} 3 We hear much about the new wo- 

| Is Marriage a Failure? man of today and I am glad we have 

The question is often asked “Is mar-}| women who are not afraid to leave 

riage a failure?” We say no, if you the beaten track of their grandmothers 

don’t expect too much of it, but|and step out on a new line for them-
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selves. In former ages woman was; haps at this moment teething and 

little else than a cook and domestic of| howling in dead earnest and is per 

general housework, but she has added| fectly justified too. In another the 

to these her personal liberty and high-| future renowned astronomer is wink- 

er education. It has taken the world| ing and blinking with but languid in- 

eighteen hundred years to discover terest in anything outside the “milky 

that a woman amounts to something way,” and in another perhaps, our 

and perhaps in eighteen hundred more future great historian is lying, and 

they will be willing to give her the doubtless he will continue to lie till 

same privilege of the ignorant foreign- his earthly mission is ended. | 

er who can’t tell the English language 4 

from a porous plaster. Although wo Matrimonial Responsibilities. 

men may not care to vote, it’s just a] When I see so many people rushing 

little humiliating to know the only] into matrimony and rushing out again, . 

ones denied the ballot are the crimi-|] think of that remarkable piece of 

nal, the lunatic, idiots—and women. scripture, “Many are called but few 

Whatever the all-wise creator gave|are chosen.” Man is fearfully and 

woman ability and intelligence to do| wonderfully made, but with proper 

is positive proof to my mind that he| amount of wisdom you can study their 

intended she should do if she wanted| dispositions. There are men if you 

to and when a man has toiled step by| want them to go forward, just give 

_ step up the ladder of fame he will hel them a twitch backward and all crea- 

sure to find a woman at the top. A8| tion couldn’t keep them back. Every 

a rule women are not so very anxious} man has little infirmities of temper 

to vote, but they do want the men tojand disposition which require to be 

admit that they have intelligence} managed, prejudices that should be 

- enough to do so. avoided, fixed opinions which should 

The Wife’s Horse. be handled with care, but by careful 

study you can know him as well as 

Another imposition that is often|though you had gone through him 

practiced on the woman (the farmer’s| with a lighted candle. The best of 

wife especially), is, if there is an old,! men have their failings and married 

. ringboned, spavined, crippled horse] jjfe is not all sugar, but a wise mix- 

that is stove up generally and g00d) ture of love and kindness is a. excel- 
for no earthly use, it is kept for the|jent remedy when properly ap lied, 

women to drive, while we argue that| and every wife needs a good stock of 

in these modern days a woman should} jove to start with. Love is a power 

demand a horse that when she starts} which rules i 

for a given point her clothes won't} “all men below and saints above, i 
get out of style before she gets there. For love is Heaven, and Heaven is 

love.” 
- Training of Children. So if you would know the joys ot | 

If the hand that rocks the cradle is} Heaven start a branch establishment 

the hand that rules the world, how im-| here on earth, yourself and husband as 

portant that she cultivate those quali-| equal partners, and you will havea 

ties that are noble and grand and lead| foretaste of the “sweet bye and bye.” 

to true happiness. Fifty years hence| Most men are like water, they boil 

the cradled babies of today will be on} or freeze according to the temperature 

deck of our great ship of State. Let|they are in. So if you carry sunshine 

them be well trained, for we are going] in your heart they will soon thaw out. 

to leave a big contract on their hands.| Prove yourself a worthy and com- 

In one of these homes the uncon-| petent counselor and he’ll ask your 

scious president of the future is per-|opinion every time; sometimes
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straightforward and sometimes in a equal, study and improve your mind 

circle, but he'll ask it. A woman until you can converse with him on 

jumps at a conclusion at once, where any subject and heé will respect you 

a man would spend half a day reason- far more than if you spend your 

ing it out, and her instinct is often whole life toiling and drudging in the 

truer than man’s reason. Some men kitchen until there isn’t cheerfulness 

own it and some won’t, but they all, enough about you to even smile at his 

believe it like gospel. coming. I know it is said the surest 

If your husband has faults, be care-| way of reaching a man’s affections is 

ful how you broach the subject; some] by the way of his stomach, but I be 

5 things want doing gently, and telling lieve that plain living and high think- 

a man his faults is one of them. You| ing are better than high living and low 

would not use a hatchet to break open| thinking. 

an egg, or a sledge hammer to kill a} There’s a why for every wherefore 

fly on your baby’s forehead, so you| and the why for family jars consists 

must not expect to mend your hus-|in not knowing how to manage. Now, 

band’s faults by blowing him sky high.| we have got the best husband in the 

A cheerful wife never scolds. It is} world, and I'll wager ten to one that 

said a brain is worth little without ajif any other woman undertook to 

tongue, but deliver us from a tongue|draw the matrimonial reins they 

without a brain. wouldn’t drive forty rods before he 

We admit that women have some| would kick over traces, smash up ue 

faults, such as false hair, false teeth,| whiffle-trees, and raise Ned in general. 

false complexion, etc., but as a rule| They don’t understand the science of 

there are more good wives than the| management. You must lead, not 

world gives credit for. drive..The only way is to look humble 

ps and be desperately cunning, bait them 

Finances. with submission, then throw the noose 

Every woman should have complete} over their will, walk round the bump 

knowledge of her husband’s business| of antagonism, and pat their bump of 

transactions and although she may|self-conceit. It’s a great mistake to 

rot wear the breeches she need not be! contend with the “Lords of Creation,” 

ignorant of how they should be worn.| what can’t be had by force must be 

If she knows the exact state of his} won by stratagem. Make a silken 

financial affairs, she will- know just] rein of love and lead them where you 

exactly what she can and what she} will, but under no consideration must 

cannot afford. We often hear women} you attempt to drive or they will at 

complain of the humiliation it causes} once canter off to the farthest limit of 

c them to ask their husbands for money.| the matrimonial pasture. 

You are not a beggar asking for| Then let us have homes in which 

: charity! Are you not equal partners?| there shall be no searching blasts of 

{ Then do it with the dignity of a mil-| passion, no polar storms of coldness 

lionaire calling on his banker and not] and hate; homes refined by books and 

like a scared rabbit hunting for|gladdened by song; homes in which 

clover. wife and mother shall not lose all her 

attracting charms by unremitting toil 

The Ideal Home. and drudgery, nor the husband and 

The surest way to retain your hus-| father starve his brain and dwarf his 

band’s love is to make home happy.|soul by hours of overwork; homes in 

) Pull up your shades and let God’s sun-| which happy children shall ever see 

i shine into your homes and into your|the beauty of love and holiness; 

hearts. If you are not your husband’s' homes of culture and Lomes of love. 

IF
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-EATING TO TIVE. 

MRS. IDA E. TILSON, West Salem, Wis. 

Once upon a time a little boy from a protein. the builder of hlood, muscle, q 

peichhorine city was visitine a skin, etc, which I liken to ma& f 

Other visitors came from Tllinois who} hogany or oak. These woods will burn, 

took a great interest in him and sexed | so will protein, but any of the three ‘ 

him many auestions, till the little/is too expensive for fuel. The 

fellow wearily sighed and said: “When| starches are our great fuel foods. By : 

Iam home, everybody knows my name some constitutions they are entirely 

and age and all about me.” That is| consumed in heat and energy. Others 

the case with me. Alas, they even! store them as fat or future fuel. The 

know my age in my town, because I! animal or vegetable fats we eat can 

was born there. Though I shall a also be stored or burned in our sys- 

devin with my age here, I will give a| tems. put in the human, as in the 

little personal history. which. believe} metal machine. they are rather dar- 

me, I should not consider in good, gerous and expensive fuels and 

taste if it did not seem very neces-| should only be eaten in the rieht 

sary for elucidating my subject. proportion to lubricate our machinery. 

I am sure my mother never crowded| Generally speaking, adults, especially 

me in my studies, but she did teach/ the lean, need more starches and fats, 

me that if I was well, I could learn, while the young, and adults of obese 

earn, be happy and be useful, that, in| habits. need more protein. But my 

short. everything hinged on good) mother never heard of a “balanced ra- 

health. And I never had a really| tion.” And Dr. Gilman Thompson. of 

sick day. I do not mean that I have Cornell, says that those managing 

always felt equally strong, putleither|navy and other large commissaries 

had them so lightly as not to be recog-| have often succeeded best who knew 

nized, or else escaped the ills of child-| nothing about “food tables,” but aimed 

hood, like croup, mumps, whooping for the greatest variety consistent 

cough, etc. I taught in public schools) with economy, or, that a varied diet is 

eight years without missing a day,| apt to be a balanced ration, though, of 

and have been a public speaker stx:| course, Dr. Thompson commends the 

teen years without ever losing my! study of food tables to those who have 

voice. Have not such an education and opportunity. A stockman noted in 

such results given me a right to talk Minnesota. -when asked for his 

upon diet, even if there are people balanced ration, said everything good ’ 

here who are older and have longer) he could get hold of for his cows, and 

practiced eating? all he could balance on a shovel. ~ i 

My mother reasoned wisely that 

-Eating for a Purpose. constant variety of food would develop 

Some eat for pleasure and just) every part of the digestive tract, but 

what they fancy. Others eat from| not overwork any portion, and would 

habit. They simply sit down, shovel| prepare one not to be “upset” by any 

in the food and arise filled. Let us| new, strange food, either at home or 

consider eating for a purpose; and, as} abroad. She believed varled foods 

; a common starting ground, permit me| could do all the work required, and 

to review you on what you all know,| that stimulants were like a lash tc a 

that in foods are different elements| horse. Beating a horse gives him no 

suited to various needs. There is| strength, but causes him to put forth
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an extra effort which only hastens his| desserts are composed of fruits, jellies 

final exhaustion. She did not drink| and well-made puddings, we might 

tea nor coffee, nor allow me. As an|better dispense with some other 

illustration of the fact that my system| features. I keep no servant, and if, 

has been educated to meet changes| at table, I visit at all with my family , 

successfully, will say I was speaking| or with company, must have my des- 

in a city whose water has a bad repu-|sert near. A very wealthy lady who 

tation for causing typhoid, etc. Some| visits me, says it is delightful to 

one must have reported me to the| know, on the start, everything she is 

landlord, because he kindly took me| going to have and thus proportion her 

aside and urged me to drink tea and| appetite accordingly. I visited her 

coffee, or to allow him to provide me a] when she had three servants, who, 

little brandy. In the vestibule, as I| doubtless, never let their poor mis- 

pased on, a fellow-speaker argued|tress know what she was going to 

likewise, while on the porch a pop-|have for dinner. The first course 

ular divine waylaid me and begged me| consisted principally of olives, rather 

not to be stubborn, saying he was as| indigestible, and of cream tomato 

strong temperance as I, but knew the| soup, to which I object because to pre- 

difference between use and abuse of a| vent its cream curdling soda is usual- 

thing. To all I explained I had years| ly put in the tomatoes, thus destroy- 

been training for just such an emer-| ing their acid, which acid is a divinely- 

gency. As time went on, you ought} given liver medicine. But, my 

to have seen how sprightly I was, like| educated stomach can manage such 

a bantam, while those men grew pale| things. Imagine my disappointment, 

and peaked, till, by careful inquiries,| however, when roast beef and mashed 

I found a reputable well in the sub-| turnips came next, and me filled with 

urbs, to which I escorted my com-|that soup! Dr. Dio Lewis used to 

panions, and its owner admitted if I| abuse tomatoes because they discolor 

* was building him up a paying trade,| silver spoons. Perhaps it did not oc- 

he certainly should employ me as a}cur to him that eggs and also the 

commercial runner. atmosphere tarnish silver. 

I will admit you may have idiosyn- 

crasies, that some foods might dis- Training Children to Eat. 

agree with you, but just because you| Next, the question presents itself, 

fancy you do not like a thing is no rea-| How shall we teach children to eat a 

son you should not eat it. Nor ought| variety, and especially those things 

the ill-considered prejudices and state-| they dislike? Let me give examples 

ments of others to influence you. Do} how to do it and how not. A little 

i not, without a well-grounded reason,| boy and his mother were visiting us. 

t throw any article out of your dietary.} Our meat was codfish in cream, which 

‘ Friends of mine heard an eminent|he refused. His mother said he did 

authority on dietetics, who presum-|not like white sauce or gravy, but 

ably does not like strawberries, say| that was nonsense and he should learn 

“they are not fit to eat because they| then and there or go without his din- 

grow down where snakes crawl.”|ner. My mother, a woman of great 

But that objection, if valid, would hold} tact, shook her head at such a post- 

against vegetables, cranberries, etc.| tive declaration. But there was a 

The same authority frequently objects} scene, the boy cried, left the table for 

to desserts, because their attractive} a while, and finally had his dinner 

appearance tempts one, against his} without codfish in cream. Those par 

own good, to continue eating when he| ents often succeed best who, some 

has already had enough of other| what like “Bre’r Rabbitt” “lie low and 

courses. This is true. But when|say nuffin!” A boy who worked for
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me did not eat vegetables. I asked ; envelopes. Cook-books seem to make 

| whether they disagreed with him.| no exception for green peas, but peas 

“No,” he said, “I don’t like the looks| contain considerable protein, especial 

and taste of the mushy things.” Ire ly in their skins, which some people 

plied that as he had his own way to| cannot digest. My mother and I con- 

make, he might sometimes board with! vinced ourselves, by repeated trials, 

families who would eat principally | that green peas are both more tender E 

vegetables and he go hungry and Ij and digestible put over in cold water, ‘ 

presumed he was willing to give|thus cooking slower, after the proper * 

every in this world a fair trial. Had| fashion of protein. Fruit flavors are i 

I ridiculed or commanded, he would | 80 fine, I do not like them disguised 5 

have said in his heart, “I will not be by much sugar. Our modern tasteless 4 

bossed by a woman, and a little one,| apple and pear are improved in sauce 

at that.” I made a show of caution’! and pie by adding a little salt. While 4 

suggested he begin with a teaspoonful to every vegetable, even Irish po ‘ 

every time a vegetable was served, tatoes, I add a trifle of sugar, because } 

gradually increasing the quantity he their flavors are cruder. I do not use i 

ate; then, drawing myself up to all enough that any one dreams of sugar, 

my inches, remarked that I had great but enjoy hearing people say “You do ’ 

force of character and could teach my-! raise such nice, sweet vegetables.” ’ 

self to do anything in no time, but | : 

didn’t expect other people could be so Avoid Too Much Variety. 

strong. Of course, the boy said in his Since fruits: digest quicker than 

heart “I will not be outdone by a wo vegetables and meats are midway, 

man, and a little one, at that.” When too many kinds at one meal complt 

I thought he was equal ofly to a tca- cate digestion. Very lean people pre- 

spoonful, he was ready for a table} sumably have something the matter 

‘spoonful, and when I consented to the] with their digestion and they, especial- 

latter, he was ready for more, being} ly, better eat few sorts at one time, 

now a fair eater of vegetables and in making each meal different, thus ob- 

better health. taining their variety. Mrs. E. H. 

Richards gives as one ideal meal, good 

Medicinal Properties of Vegetables. | bread and butter, meat stew seasoned 

Let me pause a moment to speak of with oysters, and chocolate with sugar 

that very medicinal and purifying | and cream. I once visited two sisters, 

root, asparagus. We had on cur|elegant cooks, put neither of them 

farm already three beds, one a large well. At the first dinner they had, 

plot, but, last spring, my father set] so nearly as I can recollect, three 

another, so we can be sure to have kinds of pie, several kinds of cake, 

enough. The onion is a grand liver chicken pie, roast beef, vegetables, 

medicine. The reason why some| cold slaw, pickles and light biscuit. 

cannot digest boiled onions is usuaily| They expected me to partake of each. 

because they wish to bring the bulbs Whenever 1 praised their work, they 

on the table retaining their pretty, said if I thought their table was 

round shape, and, therefore, perhaps, liberal, I ought to see another sister’s, 

not done. Unlike corn, beets, etc.,|and every time they added “But she 

onions do not grow woody but tender] is sicker than we are,” yet they never 

by long cooking. The usual course, | SAW the connection and joke, as : did. 

you know, is to start vegetables in hot s 

water, because they are starchy, and, Stimulants. 

like baking biscut and popping corn, Concerning stimulants, I am willing 

we wish quickly to puff out the starch] to admit they may have a slight food 

granules, breaking the latter’s little| value, but you know they are pre
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eminently stimulants, after all, and|in this audience knows now she 

their increasing seductiveness is a shou fry with deep hot grease. 

most irresistible. I know a wealthy 
hospitable lady whe had a large Recipe for Mince Pie. . 

household and many visitors. Sbh« There are so many great and im- 

did her work and entertained he’ | sortant phases of this subject—“Eat- 

guests on coffee; till a slight stroke o‘ | ‘ng to Live,” I regret I had time only 

paralysis came. The physicians de | to treat this one matter of variety, 

clared that coffee had urged her on toc] and must now close with my recipe 

far. She did not abandon her fa] ‘or mince pie, warranted to cure dys- 

yorite beverage until a second stroke}nepsia. This is for the gentlemen. 

rendered her speechless. Do you My father, seventy-five, chopped in 

think I would tamper with anything|the woods and split fifteen cords of 

which might render me speechless? wood last winter and ten this. We 

‘Though I have no office and he is a] think he did it on the merit of those 

high official under the United States] pies. Instead of using vinegar for my 

government, I disagree with the man tartness, full. of its poisonous sul- 

f who said soda, pie and the frying pan| nhuric acid, I use canned rhubarb, a 

did more harm than liquor. Probably| great liver medicine and digester. My 

he, like others, believes appendicitis] spice is chiefly mustard, another 

is caused by soda, not berries. I have] great medicine and digester, which 

also heard there are sections where] eives a delightful warmth and bright- 

people’s faces are as yellow as their| ness, but is easily disguised by a 

biscuit, but, in this enlightened age,| sprinkling of cinnamon, ete. Too 

have never seen any. many mince pies have meat like 

Over forty years ago, a pinery cook|leather. When boiling my meat, be- 

told my mother she could not use| fore chopping, I take it off while still 

enough sour milk properly to neutral-| pinky and not done to death, thus al-. 

ize her soda and to take, besides,| lowing for a little future cooking. If 

almost as much cream of tartar assoda. | the crust is quickly baked and crispy, 

A physician’s wife once told me she; that digests easier than a soggy, fall- 

had seen, on her drives and visits| ing crust. 

with her husband, women pouring| Friends, try your medicine in a 

eggs they were about frying into cold} variety of good victuals. 2 

grease. I believe that every woman 

ph at 

.
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THE FAMILY TABLE. 

MRS. JENNIE A. JAMISON, Neenah, Wis. 

I can hardly expect to interest this; some of the rules of serving must be 

audience in such a prosaic subject as| in accordance with the position of the 

the Family Table after the bright ad-| table, as well as with the size of the 

dresses théy have just listened to,| family, the time they have for their ; 

but I will be brief and my talk will| meals and other considerations. I do | 

be quite informal. nct intend to speak of elaborate serv- f 

In speaking of the family table, I| ing or elaborate tables, but just the ; 

mean the general situation, environ- plain, simple home table. 

ment and the appearance of the table > ‘ j 

and the daily gatherings of the family Situation of the Table. 

around the table. There is no part If there can be a dining room, let it ; 

of the home life that is more sacred,| be a sunny room if possible, or if in : 

no part of the home life that lingers] the kitchen try to have the table as 

longer in the memory. Happy indeed| far from the stove as will be comfort- 

are those families where every mem-| able, and try to have the sink, filled 

per can be present at the family board, with soiled dishes and cooking uten- | 

three times a day. This is one of the) ci's, screened ffom the dining table. 

ways in which the farmer’s family are| This may require some management 

blessed more often than the city} and ingenuity, but it pays. These 

household, where the family cannot} little things, though we hardly realize 

meet at every meal because of busi-| it, are the things that are influencing 

ness engagements that break into the | our lives more than some of the great 

regular hours. | things to which we give more thought. 

Wherever the table is set or what-}It may make little difference to the 

ever its surroundings, cheerfulness} man when he comes in from the field 

should pervade the atmosphere.| jf he sits down for half an hour at the 

Groans and grumblings should never] table and looks at the sink filled with 

be brought to the family table; cheer-| dishes, but it does, make a difference 

fulness and laughter, as we have been| to the housekeeper, because she gets 

often told, are good digesters. more and more weary as she sees what 

Whether the table is placed in the] must be done after dinner, and so if 

kitchen, or in the dining room pro-| possible try to make the meal a rest- 

vided for it, depends upon the size of; ing time as well as a time for enjoy- . 

the house and partly upon the mm ment, a time for enjoying the com- 

and wishes of the family themselves.| pany of the family and also for the 

If the table is set in the kitchen it| enjoyment of good food. We have 

raves some steps, but I would make a/ been given a taste and a liking for 

plea for a separate room for tue ain vocd fcod and it is proper that we 

ing table as far as possible. While it! fnd reasonable pleasure in partaking 

may make a few more steps the house-| of it. 

keeper will almost always relish her Z 

meals better if it is set in a clean | Laying the Table. 

place and in a place that in summer | In laying the table the first consid- 

will be cooler than the kitchen. eration is the cloth, the covering of 

The situation of the table implies| the table, and if possible that should 

also something of the manner in always be white. It really is not very 

which the table shall be laid, and great economy to cover with a red 

16 

mr
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= cloth, and I do not know that it is very| asked him why he said “because there 
often done now-a-days. To a delicate| was a red cover on the table.” The 
child it certainly does make a dif-| white cover gives a better background 
ference whether the cloth is red orj for the furnishing of the table, and is 
white, and even a well and healthy | more pleasing to the eye. 
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adult is sometimes influenced by it.; If you have ‘a dining room and the 
At a hotel recently I met a man who is|table laid there, you can probably 
in Institute work; he told me he had/| keep the cloth on all day. This saves 
not enjoyed his meals at a certain/ a great many steps and saves also the 
place where he had been, and when 1| laundering of the table cloth, as it
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does not need so much care as it| blade toward the plate, it is just as 

‘would if taken off and folded each|you wish to use it, while if it is 

time. If you have a table that can| turned the other way you have to turn 

remain covered, by all means have|the knife over to use it. The tines 

under the cover a silence cloth. This| of the fork should be up so that they 

will prevent injury to the table from| will not scratch the table cloth, and 

hot dishes; it is unnecessary to have! also to show the beauty of the engrav- 

mats, if the cloth is reasonably thick; | ing, if silver. There is a reason also . 

it will also lessen the wear of the| for placing the spoons near the plate, ; 

table cloth itself and give it a better| that is the convenience, but just 

appearance. It is better to have one, | where will have to be regulated by the 

even if it is nothing but a partly worn;! size of the table and the taste of the q 

clean blanket, if you cannot afford| housekeeper. The spoons should be 

something on purpose for it. laid with the bowl up; this is the pret- 

The laying of the table sometimes| tiest side of the spoon, which is rea- 

needs to be donein a hurry, but it| son enough for doing so. The tumbler 

should not be slighted, especially it| should be placed top up at the end of 

in a room that is assigned to it. The| the knife, and the butter plate at the 

table can be laid quite a time before | end of the fork. The individual 

the meal must be prepared and it) bread-and-butter plate, which is com- } 

need not be left until the last. This | ing into general use and which finds 7 

is one of the things the children can’ advocates because of its general use- ’ 

be taught to do, and tire} need not be| fulness, should have the same place : 

very old to learn to carry in the plates| as the smaller butter plate would oc- ‘ 

and lay the knives and forks properly|cupy. The napkin should be placed i 

and straight, and to put the napkin in| at the left beside the fork. : 

its proper place, and it helps the It is wise for every housekeeper, 

mother so much and at the same time] however simple and humble her din- 

teaches the children order and sym-|ing arrangements may be, to know 

metry. “"r@| these things and work towards the 

The plates, if they are hot, as they| proper laying of her table as far as 

should be always for hot dishes,| possible, and have her children know 

should be piled in one or two piles in| what is proper. ’ 

front of the one who is to serve, pre- Let me speak of a very beautiful 

ferably the man of the house, and the| custom of a busy family who on holi- 

knives and forks should be laid on the| days have the table always set in the 

table where the members of the fam-| most elaborate fashion that their fur- 

ily are to be seated. nishings will allow, and they are 

‘While we do not want to be too stiff, | served by one of the family as though 
still we do want our things straight|they were being served by a trained 

and true on the table; the| waitress. I think it is a beautiful 

knives and forks should be laid at| custom; it is one way they have of 

right angles to the edge of the table,| marking the holidays, and it accus- 

the knife at the right with the sharp| toms the children to the serving that 

edge of the blade towards the plate,| they may meet with in this country 
and the fork at the left with the tines| almost any time in their lives, and 

up. Every housekeeper should know| they will be more easy at the table 

how they should be laid and should| where the serving is elaborate if they 

teach her children to do it properly.| have been accustomed, even occasion- 

These little details seem unimportant, | ally, to such things at home. 

but they mean a great deal, and there} The other articles on the table 

are reasons for doing these things in|should be placed with the same de 

this way. If the knife is laid with the| sign of making the table look true and
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symmetrical; the cups, saucers, sugar| think it does not make any difference, 

bowl, cream pitcher, stand for coffee] but it does make a difference 

or tea pot, should be placed near one} with some people at least. A gentle 

end of the table where the mother} man was looking for a cook and he 
sits to pour the coffee or tea, and the| came to me to inquire if I knew of 
carving knife and fork, when needed,| one. I asked what the trouble was 
should be placed at the other end of| with their previous cook and he said 

the table. It is usually more con-|she was all right in some ways but 

venient for the heads of the family to| she did not give enough attention to 

sit at opposite ends of the table, or| little details; his wife was ill and he 
opposite sides, and it adds to the) had to look after those things, and he 
symmetry of the table if the ends are| mentioned that she would bring a 
balanced by the dishes for the heavier! plate of cookies to the table with part 

serving. of the cookies wrong side up. These 

i There is one point I want to empha-| are little things, but it is just as well 
a size that Mrs. Tilson brought out, and! to do things right. It takes no more 
" that is having too great variety at one! time. 

meal. Do not have so many dishes} In setting the table, do not forget 
that they will cover every square inch| the centerpiece; a vase of flowers or 

\ of the table cloth; let it show, it is put} a growing plant in the center of the 

there for looks, and it is a pity to lose| table is attractive, even a pot of pars- - 

so much of it. Do not cover it up/ley that will furnish a garnish for 
! with so many plates of olives, pickles,/ some of the dishes will add to the 

jelly, cake, cookies, and such things,| looks of the table; or a plate of fruit; 
but leave it uncovered to show its|and I have seen a handsome empty 

\ beauty. plate on a worked centerpiece used 

Perhaps I should have spoken of| with good effect. Not too much 
the laundering of the table cloth. It! color, but something pretty to rest 
should be carefully ironed and the) the eye upon as it is lifted from the 
spots removed; a little oxalic acid will} plate. 
assist in removing spots and if used Seivi 

carefully there is little danger. You ree 

should have a saturated solution, and So much for the laying of the table, 

hot water poured on afterwards some-| and symmetry and the white table 

i times helps in removing the spots.| cloth are two points I want to em- 

: ‘Wash afterward with soap or am-| phasize most. The serving must be 

monia water to counteract the acid. done according to the circumstances 

The bread plate should be one of| of the family, their taste and work. 

1 the attractions of the table, not mere-| There are not many families of the 

ly because bread is one of the best| middle class who can take the time 

foods and one of the most common,| for serving in courses, for it must be 

but it should be of the best quality| done quickly and they have not the 
and should be cut straight and the| time for much formality. But I know 
plate filled evenly. In working with| of one family where the man goes to 

the girls in the school we find that] work at 7:00 o’clock and they get up 

most of them cannot cut bread evenly| early enough to have the breakfast 

and straight, they say at home mother| served in courses; even the young 

would never let them* cut the bread,| children are up before 6:00 o’clock so 

but they should be allowed to learn| they can serve in that formal way be- 
to cut each slice straight and smooth| cause they like it. The housekeeper 
and pile it on the plate evenly, with|in this home does not have as long 
the top crusts all one way. This| hours as the man, and she has con- 
seems a small thing and some people| siderable help in the home, and so
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does not have to count her time quite| not know how. It may be done in the 

so closely as many do. kitchen, but it seems to me a serv- 

Please consider the suggestion I} ice which the man of the house owes 

have made of teaching the children, at) to his home. The few simple rules 

least on holidays, the more formal|that cover all ordinary carving are 

methods of serving; then for every|not difficult to learn. 

day meals let one of the girls, or boys } 

if they are more numerous, clear the Table Manners. | 

table, lay the table, wash the dishes, Then just a word or two about table j 

and learn to do all properly. And even) manners. If manners ever “make the 

in the plainest serving, if possible, man,” it is at the table. I should sup- 

prevail upon the man of the house to| pose it hardly necessary to speak 

serve the meal, even if he sits in his | about these simple rules, were it not for f 

shirt sleeves. It does not take much| my experience with the children in 

longer than to pass things around and|the public schools. Scmetimes per- 

it is so much nicer to have him serve haps the parents do not know, but 

a portion to each member of the| oftener they are too indifferent to the 

family on the plates in front of him;| importance of early training in these 

then teach them, as they pass are. Such small points as rest- i 

the plate for a second serving, what|ing the elbows on -the table, toying ‘ 

to do with the knife and fork. This is} with the hair, flourishing the handker- ’ 

one of the little things that a great chief, blowing the nose, making a ; 

many people who have had good train- noise in eating or drinking, taking 

ing in other ways are not conversant] food on the knife, etc., need not be en- 1 

with. The knife and fork should be} larged upon. There is a good reason for 1 

left on the plate at one side, because avoiding these things. Sometimes the 

there is no other place for them, and} children think the use of the knife and ’ 

to hold them in the hand looks and| fork are rules of fashion merely, but 

seems rather awkward. they can quickly see when their atten- 

For serving, as I said before, the tion is called to it that the fork, being 

plates should be hot for the hot things shorter and curved, is a more graceful 

and on a cold winter morning it is not article to use in carryjng food to the 

at all unpleasant to feel that the sil-| mouth. Knowing that it is improper 

ver knives and forks have been|to eat with the fingers, they some- 

warmed. In the summer time it is| times make the mistake of attempting 

quite as important to have the dishes! to help themselves to bread with a 

cold for the cold food, as salad and|fork. Things that do not soil the 

butter. These things require a little fingers may with propriety be eaten 

thought rather more than time, but) from the fingers. Bread should be 

habit goes a long way. I know of an broken, not cut, and carried to the 

old lady who is not at all strong much mouth in small portions, and should 

of the time, but she is just as particu-| not, for obvious reasons, be laid upon 

lar to have every dish just as it should! the table cloth to be spread. Liquids 

be as if she had some one to do these| should be taken from the side of the 

things for her, but from long habit| spoon, the spoon itself should be laid 

she does it easily. in the saucer when the cup is used to 

In bringing dishes containing food drink from, and only elderly people 

to the table, be sure they are clean; I} are ever permitted to drink from the 

mean dishes which may have become| saucer. 

soiled in placing the food upon them. One point more is the guest at the 

A little care will usually prevent this.| table, and here is one reason for this 

Sometimes the head of the house} care in the every day serving, and in 

dislikes to carve, especially if he does| having our every day table manners 

.
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such that when a guest comes the) is no telling when that child from the 
children wiil not feel ill at ease but|farm may preside at the table in the 
behave in the way we wish them to.| White House, she goes with an ease 
We do not want to put on for our! and assurance won by years of right 
guest anything more than we cau do} traizing that make it much easier tor 
every day. I remember when I was/her. Of course we cannct teach and 
a child being in the family of a friend) we do not need all the rules of Wash- 
at the time of a calamity in our own| ington etiquette, but the ease of man- 
family, and “the teacher” was invited| ners that results from years of train- 
as a guest. ‘The table was set for tne|ing in the every day affairs are a 
family as usual with the plain stone-| great help when the surroundings are 
ware dishes, ete., but for the guest! more elaborate. 

, there was gold vand china and silver; There is after all no point perhaps 
fork, and these things made a great) in small things in which a person is 

) impression on the children, and 1| more quickly judged or in which his 
i vowed it should never be so at.my| home training shows more than in his 
iW table. It is no unusual thing to see| manners at a strange table, so I make 

children trying to put on better man-|a plea for attention to these little de 
ners when there is a guest than they! tails in the farmer’s home and in the 
do every day and it is just as notice-| homes of the town’s people also. No 

i able to the guest as it is to the family.} matter how simple or plain our sur- 
And the guest will feel more at home} roundings, we can have a neat table, we 
if the meal is served in the same way| can have food prepared carefully, and 
we are accustomed to when alone.| we can have it mghtly served. Things 
No people are better than our own,| need not be elaborate nor costly to 

1 there are none more deserving than| enable us to teach at our own tables 
5 the people in our own home, and why| and in our own homes the ease of right 

should we put on more for the oc-| manners which will be valuable to our 
casional guest. children everywhere, even if they are 

Then when the child goes out into! called to appear in the very best so- 
the world, and in this country there! ciety in the land. 

. THIRD LESSON. 
! 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 20, 1901. 

Mrs. Jamison—I feel sure that the] will not give you any chance to look 
ladies of Oconomowoc and vicinity | at them this afternoon as we shall be 
are very much interested in domestic] too busy, you can carry them home 
science, for no other reason than in-| and examine them at your leisure. 
terest would bring so many out for; The question was asked this morn- 
three successive afternoons. I wish] ing about the food bulletins issued by 
that you could have heard Prof.} the government, and some of the la- 
Woods’ talk this morning on foods,| dies will be interested in this matter 
the value of milk especially, I wish| also. You can get them from the 
that all housekeepers might have had} government at Washiagton by writing 
the benefit of it. I have brought down| to the Secretary of Agriculture for the 
some of the leaflets he used to illus-} Farmers’ Bulletins on Foods, which 
trate or explain his talk and they have} are free. One of the first issued was 
been distributed, and while I perhaps| “Foods: Nutritive Value and Cost,” 

®
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and it is No. 23 of the Farmers’ Bulle- | one teaspoon salt. Add two cupsscalded 

tins. In wtiting to the Secretary of | milk. When lukewarm add one cake of 

Agriculture Prof. Woods suggested | compressed yeast that has been soft- 

that you write for the first one by |ened in one-fourth cup of tepid water 

number and ask the Secretary to|and three cups of flour. Beat well and 

send the other bulletins on food ques- | let rise until full of bubbles. Then add 

tions and you would probably receive | two and one-half or three cups more of 

five or six bulletins on allied subjects, | flour and knead until it has lost its : 

as for instance one on “Milk as Food,” | stickiness and is smooth and elastic. | 

No. 74; one on “Meats: Composition | Let it rise until double in bulk. Knead 

and Cooking,” No. 34, also one on jagain slightly, shape into rolls, let rise i 

“Bread,” No. 112, and one on “Eggs,” |and bake in a quick oven. 

No. 128. These are prepared under 

the direction of the Department of Ag- The Value of Bread. 

riculture and are reliable authority as Bread is one of the most important 

far as any such study can be. Prof. | of our foods, if not the most important. 

Woods as well as our own State| First, because it is so universally 

Chemist, Prof. Mitchell, are giving a | liked, and also because it furnishes to 

great deal of their time to the study | the body very nearly all that the j 

of foods, and they are not the only [vets requires and in very nearly the ' 

ones. It is only within a few years | proper proportion. The composition 

that experiments on the value of foods, of bread is given on the leaflets by | 

for people have heen carried out scien-| Prof. Woods that you have in your 

tifically and carefully by state and na) hands, and you will find that it is com- ' 

tional Experiment Stations, and the| posed of protein, the tissue builder, . 

information given in these bulletins|and carbohydrate, the energy pro- | 

is as reliable as anything can be that|qucer, the carbohydrate being repre- 

must be studied from the standpoint| sented by both starch and sugar. 

from which foods must be studied and! There is also some fat in the wheat 

under such necessary restrictions. and more in the bread if we use milk 

The program for this afternoon is as| and butter in the making of it. You 

follows: will see that two and a half pounds of 

bread will furnish very nearly the 

Oyster Stew. amount of protein and number of 

Meat Pie. Meat Balls. | calories needed in one day. 

Rolls. Bread, perhaps, worries the house- 

Coffee Custard. Caramel Sauce.| keeper more than any other one thing 

The first thing I shall prepare is the} she makes. So much depends upon 

rolls. This dough was sponged this|jt and it requires so much time in 

morning about 9:00 o’clock and about} making, and she feels that she must 

half past eleven I kneaded the dough | have good bread whatever else may be 

and now it has doubled in bulk and is| jacking or inferior; and so from the 

ready to be shaped into rolls. This|time the bread is started until it is 

is made exactly according to the|paked and put away it means care 

recipe given on the slips, with the ex-| and attention on the part of the house- : 

ception that because the room was 4| keeper. 

little cold this morning (and of course I am sometimes asked what kind of 

I was very anxious to be sure of MY/ four I use and what I would recom- 

bread) I used a larger quantity of| mend. I might say of flour as of bak- 

yeast. ing powder and other manufactured 

Rolls. products, that we cannot say that any 

F Recipe—Put into a bowl three level| one manufacturer makes the best of 

tablespoons of butter, two of sugar and! the kind, because there are several
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brands of many food products on the] and are the chief cause of unreliabil- 

market which are equally good. This | ity. 

is especially true of flour. Question—Is this true of the dry 

The test of good flour is, first, the} yeasts? 

color, which should be somewhat yel- Mrs. Jamison—I have supposed it to 
low or creamy. Second, it should be|be true of all dry yeasts that are 
of such a texture that it feels grainy| manufactured with the care that is 
or sandy as you rub it between the|given to the compressed yeasts. 
fingers. If you rub corn starch Question—How long will com- 
through the fingers it feels smooth] pressed yeast keep fresh? 
and leaves the impress of the finger, Mrs. Jamison—It will keep fresh at 
but good bread flour does not hold] least a week in cold weather. In sum- 

| the mark as it is pressed with the| mer time it will keep a week in the 
, hand, but will break and separate. ice box. I speak from experience, for 

4 in making bread for my small family 
+ Yeast. cne yeast cake does for two bakings 
' In making bread I prefer the com-| and makes as good bread the second 

pressed yeast for several reasons. It baking as the first. 
is, in the first place, more reliable than Question—If people do not live 
any other kind of yeast, and you may | where they can buy as often as that 

| be reasonably sure if you set your} they could rict very well use it. 
bread with compressed yeast and give Mrs. Jamison—Very few live so far 

f it at all a fair chance that you will] put that they get to market at least 
have your bread raised in the time you] cnce a week and if they get it oncea 
expect, and have uniformly good re-| week it will last for two bakings. 
sults; hence it greatly lessens the! There is difficulty though in getting it 
care and worry. If haste is necessary | in small places. (A lady in the audi- 
or conditions unfavorable, the quan-| ence volunteered the information that 
tity of yeast may be increased with-|in small places arrangements can be 
out impairing the flavor of the bread,| made through the grocer by which even 
or if it is desirable to set the bread] few housekeepers that care for the 

! over night, a smaller quantity may be| compressed yeast may be supplied. It 
used, which will lessen the danger of| they will club together and deposit the 
souring. Another advantage of the] mcney in advance the yeast will be 
compressed yeast is that it does not] sent them once or twice 2 week. It is 
require as hich a temperature for} alsc somtimes sent by mail.) 

: raising as the dry yeast does. Question—Have you ever tried put- 
! The active part of all yeast is a lit-| ting it in a fruit jar and putting it in 
| tle germ of the vegetable order, which | a cold place to keep it? 

in growing produces in the bread the] Mrs. Jamison—I have never tried 
carbon dioxide gas, which renders the|the plan but have heard it recom- 
bread light and porous. It differs] mended. 
from the ordinary plants to which we Question—Is your bread dough dif- 
are accustomed, in that it produces! ferent from rolls? 
carbon dioxide gas instead of absorb- Mrs. Jamison—Yes, this is short- 
ing it from the air as plants that grow] ened and sweetened more than the 
in the soil do. This little plant lives| bread. The only shortening in the 
in the air in a wild state and it is be-| bread is in the milk. 
cause of this fact that I like the com- 
pressed yeast; the wild plants from Plain Bread. 
the air are kept out of it by the chem- Recipe—One pint scalded milk, one 
ists who manufacture it, while in the| pint water, one rounding teaspoon 
yeast we make ourselves they grow| salt, one rounding tablespoon sugar, 
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one cake of yeast softened in one cup; them a bread lesson to have the water 

tepid water, about three quarts of} of such a temperature that they do not | 

fiour. Put milk, water, salt and sugar | feel it when they put the finger in, | 

in a bowl, and when lukewarm add the/ that is, to have the temperature of the 

softened yeast. Add about half the | water just about the temperature of 

flour and beat well, then add the re-; the finger. i 

mainder of the flour, or enough to Beat the batter smooth and then add | 

make a soft dough, knead about} more flour to make a dough that can | 

twenty minutes. Let rise four hours, | be turned out on the board and 

then shape into loaves; let rise again | worked. It is difficult to make the | 

and bake about one hour. 'measure of flour perfectly accurate, 
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Making Doughnuts in a Puslic School Kitchen. . 

Tables supplied with gas plates on which most of the cooking, except 

baking, is done. Pantry beyond furnished with cupboards and swinging 

fiour bins. Shelf over sink used for aprons of class because of over-crowd- 

ed condition of curtained boxes at the left. The three little girls are from 

the deaf school learning by observation. A full class. 

For plain bread I recommend the jas the flour varies and the cooks vary, 

method of working hard at the begin-| but usually it requires about three 

ning, as it saves time and trouble and! times as much flour as liquid for 

gives a fine-grained, nutty-flavored | bread. Then the bread should be 

- bread. It is better that the water in| kneaded until it has lost its stickiness, 

which the yeast is soaked be rather} is smooth and elastic, and covered 

cold than too warm; if warm the bread , with blisters on the outside. This re- 

is .aore likely to taste of the yeast, | quires. about twenty minutes, some- 

and [ tell the children when giving | times less if the flour is of very good
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quality. This kneading makes the]to rise several times is that it will 
bread even and fine-grained and is|be whiter. When raised only twice 
really all the Iabor that is necessary 1m | less of the flour has been used in the 

making bread. fermentation and the flavor of the 
Question—May I ask why it is some | bread is much more like the flavor of 

cooking school teachers object to|the wheat than if the fermentation is 

sugar im bread? Mrs. Rorer does. repeated several times, because in 
Mrs. Jamison—There are several|that case the flour loses much of its 

reasons. The sugar and the shorten-|rich, nutty flavor. This is an ex- 

ing retard somewhat the a¢tion of the | periment within the reach of all and 
yeast if put in in considerable quan-|I would suggest that you try it. 

tity—that is cane sugar—whick is one I also think that in allowing the 
i reason why we use more yeast and set | bread to rise so many times and the 

' a sponge for the rolls;—the yeast | fermentation to be repeated over and 
4 | works on the sugar it forms from the | over that more of the nutritive prop- 

| starch in the flour. There is also | erties of the flour are lost. Of course 
i | some objection to sugar in bread from | we know that the yeast feeds on the 

| a dietetic standpoint, but this is one | starch of the flour and that the carbon 

| of the things that must be studied by | dioxide gas and alcohol are formed at 

the housekeeper. Some do not like|the expense of some of the nutritive 

the flavor of the sugar, it is not a|value of the flour. It-is a very small 
necessity, nor is the salt, unless you amount and without wealth of food 

|| like it, and salt retards the action of | materials perhaps not worth consider- 

the yeast also. ing, but when better results can be 
Question—When you sponge the|/obtained with less work it is a good 

bread or rolls do you beat very much? ]}enough argument for working the 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, [ like to beat | dough out hard at first. 
until it is perfectly smooth, beating Question—Do you knead the bread 

breaks up the yeast and scatters the | very much when you put in tins? 

H tiny plants throughout the dough. I do Mrs. Jamison—Only enough to 

i not break up the yeast in little bits as |thoroughly break the bubbles caused 

{ some do, simply because I do not like Jin rising, about three or four minutes, 

to handle it. I put it in tepid water to | according to the quantity of dough. I 

soften it, then put it in the dough and | knead the whole “batch” quite a little, 

{ in working the dough it breaks up suf- | then each loaf enough to shape it nice- 

ficiently so that the plants are scat-|ly. The only harm in the long knead- 

tered through the mass and do their |ing is that it takes longer to rise if 
| work of growth in that way. Oxygen|kneaded very much. For Parker 

hastens the growth of the yeast. Beat-|House rolls I think it advisable not 

ing and kneading expose the whole |to knead the dough very much. The 

mass to the oxygen of the air. more quickly they rise the better they 
Question—When you soak the yeast | retain their shape. 

do you let it come to the top of the Question—Do you ever put potatoes 

water? or potato water in your bread? 

Mrs. Jamison—No, not always. I Mrs. Jamison—If you like the flavor 

let it stand until it softens and spreads | of the potato and the texture it gives 

out a little perhaps, as is convenient. |the bread there is no objection to us- 

Before speaking of the baking of |ing it. I do not advise the use of po- 

bread, I want to speak of my reason |tato water, unless you are willing to 
for letting the bread rise only twice’ take the pains to par-boil the potatoes 

instead of sponging it and allowing it/and throw away the first water in 

* to rise three or four times. The reason | which they are cooked which contains 
some sponge their bread and allow it 'the poisonous, acrid. flavor, and then 

$
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p.tting on fresh boiling water finish | must get a high temperature to the ' 

coking the potatoes. This water | center of the loaf to be sure that every id 

you can use in your brea‘ if you like. | germ has been destroyed. { 

Question—How do you test to find 
Baking Bread. out if the bread is done? | 

There are severa! objects to be at-| Mrs. Jamison—-I always bake by i 

tained in the baking of the bread.| time myself, but there are tests which 

First is the cooking of the starch of | some housekeepers learn from experi- 

the flour, which, of course, is neither} ence. Some put the hand on the loaf 

palatable nor digestible  umnless| and if they do not feel the steam es- 

thoroughly cooked. Second is the| caping consider it done, others test by 
driving off of the gases which are|the singing sound which very nearly 

formed by the fermentation, the car-| ceases when the bread is done, and 
pon dioxide gas and alcohol of whicn | there are some other tests, but there 

I have spoken. Third, the destruc- | are none more practical than the time 

tion of the yeast plant, the germ which | test, provided your fire is all right. In 
has formed thése gases, and fourth,| our modern ranges, with any reason- 

but by no means least, the production | able amount of care, you can keep the 4 

of the crust of the loaf which ee fire exactly as you want it. I some- ‘ 

the outside of the bread more easily | times am led to make the statement q 

digested than the inside. I spoke on/ that there is nothing but weather on 

Tuesday of the value of baked pota- | which we can put the blame for poor 4 

toes over the boiled potato2s from the | suecess in cooking. We cannot talk 

fact that the starch was cooked at a} about “luck,” for with the high grade 

higher temperature and that the} of materials, utensils, and stoves now 

slight caramalization of the outside of} on the market, we caunct blame ma- { 

the potato rendered it more easy ot terials, we cannot blame utensils or 
digestion, and for the same reason the | the stove. 

outside of the bread is more easily di-| Question—Do you prefer sheet iron i 

gested than the center. Toast is|or tin pans? 
recommended where bread not cate Mrs. Jamison—I prefer sheet iron 
cannot be used. | pans, especially the “smooth finished 

To attain these results in baking,| Russia sheet iron. 
the bread should be baked at a high Question—What is the cause of 
temperature at first; the oven should | cracks in the bread? 
be hot enough to brown the bread in} Mrs. Jamison—Probably uneven bak- 
ise first fifteen minutes, after that the| ing at the very first. It is usually - 

heat should be decreased by lessening | wise to turn each loaf as it begins to 

the fire or opening the oven door a lit-| bake. 

tle later in the baking, or by cover- We cannot give accurate rules for 

ing the bread with brown paver, as is| baking the bread. If we could bake 

often done, to finish at a lower tem-| with a thermometer in the oven it 
perature. would simplify matters, but we can- 

Question—Is that for bread injnot do this usually, though some 

leaves? ranges have an oven thermometer; 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, for bread in| still it is not difficult to learn from 
loaves. Fair-sized loaves should bake | experience. 
at least an hour, rolls about thirty I spoke about destroying the yeast 

minutes. | germ. It has been stated on good 

I wish to make an appeal for bread | authority that if the yeast and other - 
baked in single tins where there is aj germs are not killed before they get 
crust on six sides, because of the more into the stomach they find there just 

thorough baking of the bread. We|the conditions necessary for growth
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and they produce there a fermentation Question—Do you pierce it to let the 
and cause one form of indigestion. One} gas escape? . 

chemist said more harm was done by; Mrs. Jamison—There is no virtue in 
yeast breads than baking powder| piercing to let gases escape. If I 

breads, because of their being poor-| were asked to take my choice of loaves 

ly baked. But there have been vast| of bread that stood side by side, one of 

improvements in the baking of bread| which was pierced and one not, I 

in the last eight or ten years. The| would take that which had a smooth 
bakers are making improvements as| surface, for it is just as good and 
well as the housekeepers. This is | looks better. 
evidenced by the method employed by Question—What do you think of 
the majority of bakers in kneading by | graham bread? 

machinery and baking in tins that give Mrs. Jamison—We are being taught 

a crust on all sides. Of course bak-| new things all the time by the experi- 

ers’ bread is by no means ideal bread,| ment stations. The old idea was that 

but I speak of it because it ismore there was more nutrition in graham 

’ nearly uniform than the home breads | bread than in the white bread, but this 
that we may take from here and there.| idea has been quite thoroughly ex- 
Question—Should the bread bej|ploded by scientific experiment on 

covered after taking from the oven? | human beings, much to thegratification 
| Mrs. Jamison—After taking from! of the highest class of millers, who 

the oven it may be covered a little to; claimed they were putting the very 
keep off the dust, but it is not wise to| best of the wheat in the white fiour. 

wrap it, if wrapped the gases and} Whole wheat may analyze more pro- 

steam do not escape as readily but|/tein and more mineral than the 
are retained in the loaf and the bread | white flour, but the system is not able 

| does not keep so perfectly. to extract from the graham and whole 
: wheat bread as large an amount of 

protein as from thé white flour, so that Care of the Bread After it is Baked. in apite of the theories wilell-wé have 

It should not be put away until it) urged, (I have talked whole wheat 
is perfectly cold, and the best utensil} bread myself), we have learned, from 

in which to keep it is a stone jar or @| experiments carefully made in several 
tin box with a tight fitting cover, and| parts of the country, that the white 

in this the bread should not be wrap-| bread is the best for nutriment, but 
ped. Of course it is not necessary to| the whole wheat is to be recommend- 
say that the jar or box should be) ed for the larger proportion of phos- 
washed and scalded frequently, and) phates. 

perhaps sunned too, to keep it sweet. 7 
There is no better sanitary agent Meat Pie. 
than sunshine and none more free and Recipe—Use any cold meat except 

easy to use. salt meat. Cut in small pieces, put in 
, Question—Do you wet the top of|a baking dish and cover with a slight- 

your loaves of bread before putting| ly thickened and seasoned gravy. Set 
in the oven? it on the stove to heat while the 

Mrs. Jamison—No, I do not. That,| crust is being prepared. To a pint of 
too, is a matter of personal preference | sifted flour add four level teaspoons 
only. If bread is moistened it makes] of baking powder and one-half tea- 
the crust of a different texture. If|spoon of salt. Mix thoroughly and 

: you moisten before putting in the} work in three tablespoons butter. Add 
oven it makes the crust crisp, if you] about three-fourths cup of milk, or 
moisten after it is done it makes the| enough to make a very soft dough. 
crust soft. Spread this over the hot meat and
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bake it in a rather hot oven until the | liquid and shortening to suit the case. 1 

crust is done through and browned | For baking powder biscuit the dough 

on top. is just stiff enough to handle, or 

I will now start the crust for the| rather roll, it is better not to handle it 

meat pie. This meat pie crust is a| at all, but merely turn the dough out 

type of baking powder doughs. I use| on a floured board and pat it out suf- 

baking powder in preference to the| ficiently thin to cut out and not touch 

pastry dough because of its greater{it with the fingers until the first lot 

wholesomeness, it is more easy of di-| has been cut. 

gestion than the pastry crust and I Question—Do you object to lard in 

think, if carefully made, so it is tender | your pie crust? 

and light, it will be found generally as Mrs. Jamison—Yes and no. Lard 

palatable as crust that is made with a| makes the pie crust more tender than / 

larger amount of shortening and no if made wholly of butter, butter helps : 

baking powder. In using baking|to make the crust flaky so that it is ‘ 

powder we find for plain doughs, | well to use part butter and part lard, ‘ 

which we sometimes call baking pow-| the butter for crispness and flavor and 

der biscuit doughs, that a good pro-|the lard for whiteness and tender- | 

portion of baking powder is two level| ness—if you do not object to the { 

teaspoons to each half pint of flour. flavor of the lard. { 

That proportion often astonishes the This shortening has been worked 

older housekeepers who are in the habit | into the flour and in that condition it i 

of using the rounding spoonful, but if} will be all right to leave and I will fin- 

they would measure they would find] ish the dough later. You can do the 

they are using as much baking powder | same thing with baking powder bis- . 

themselves. It is quite proper though | cuit and add the milk and roll out the 

in using a large quantity to lessen the} dough after, perhaps, you have 

proportion of baking powder some- changed your dress and prepared some 

what. Also in a dough in which eggs} other parts of your meal. 

are used, a less quantity of baking Question—Have you ever tried let- 

powder is needed, about one and one-| ting baking powder biscuit stand be- 

half teaspoons to one-half pint. fore putting in the oven? 

We find the best way to mix the] Mrs. Jamison—Some do. I do not 

flour and baking powder is to sift| know just the effect it has, but im- 

it; sift first into a bowl, then into a} agine the biscuit would not be of quite 

clean dish, then back again into the/so fine a grain. You could do that 

mixing bowl, then the bowl or dish} better with the sour milk biscuit. 

that has been used for the flour may Question—How do you make dump- 

be merely wiped and is clean for other | lings so that they will not fall? 

purposes. Mrs. Jamison—Make like baking 

Baking powders were discussed | powder piscuit without shortening, 

quite freely on Tuesday and I pre-| have the dough soft enough to dish 

sume there need be little more said| out with a spoon and have the stew 

about them now. boiling when you put the dough on. 

This class of doughs, like the white | Keep the cover down tight and do not 

sauce mixture of which I spoke on| cook too long. Some cooks are so 

Tuesday, represents a variety of dif-| afraid the dumplings will fall that they 7 

ferent dishes. You can make dump-| let them cook too long and then they 

lings, either for meat stew. or fruit,| are sure to be heavy. They should : 

baking powder biscuit, crust for meat | cook about twelve minutes tightly 

pie, and various kinds of puddings, covered. 

short-cake, etc., from the same in- Question—Do you ever put an egg 

gredients, varying the amount of|in the batter?
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Mrs. Jamison—I sometimes do, it|into this pan with hot water around 

makes a little richer dumpling. You| them. x 
can use a little shorténing with the The time of serving a custard should 

egg. I shall let this stand until ready | be considered. It should not be served 

to bake it before adding the milk. at the end of a hearty dinner. If your 
I am breaking the eggs now for the| dinner has been made up of food that 

custard. It is a small thing to speak | lacked protein or muscle-making ma- 

of, but I have found some of the eggs | terial, for instance if your meat for 
furnished for some of my demonstra-| dinner was salt pork, a desert contain- 
tion work dirty on the outside. Those | ing eggs is very good to finish the din- 

who send eggs to the market should | ner with; but it is not so advisable to 
take pains to send them clean, they | follow a dinner of beef or other protein 
bring better prices than if the shells|food. I prefer to strain the custard, 

i are dirty. Who would not rather pay} though it is not necessary, and the 
' more for clean eggs than those that|time spent doing it might sometimes 
| are soiled? They are more wholesome | be put to better use. 
| when clean. The shells are not im-| Question—Do you recommend cus- 
1 pervious but porous and the dirt on|tard as a dish for supper? 
} the outside will taint the eggs. So Mrs. Jamison—Yes, it is good for 
' for the sake both of appearance and| supper if carefully made and care 

healthfulness it is wiser to have the|fully cooked. Eggs always require 

shells clean. careful cooking. The albumen of the 
* One object. in presenting this cus-| egg hardens very quickly in hot water 

tard is to show what can be done with | and cooks better at a temperature be- 

coffee that is left over. If I were| low the boiling point. It is wiser to 

using cold coffee I should warm it| cook custard in water; if put in a hot 

slightly before making the custard, or| oven it will cook too quickly and will 
if making the custard of milk I should} be tough and probably will whey. An 
warm the milk, as it makes a smooth-| ideal custard is smooth and of fine 
er custard if the liquid is warm. Re-| grain. The ideals of these things some- 
heated coffee can be made palatable| times vary, however, as a gentleman 
as a drink if in heating it the second | said to me not long ago that he liked 
time it is allowed to boil. the kind of custard that his mother 

used to make that had lots of nice 
Coffee Custard. “juice” around it. 

Recipe—To three slightly beaten Question—About how long would 
eggs add one-fourth cup sugar, one-| you cook the custard? 
fourth teaspoon salt and one cup each} Mrs. Jamison—Cook until a knife 
of strong coffee and cream. Strain] can be inserted and comes out clean, 
into cups. Set in pan of hot water] or if it clings shows that the custard 
and bake in moderate oven. Serve! is not cooked. 
cold. In this recipe for custard more 

Question—What is the object of put-| sugar is used than for a custard made 
ting coffee in the custard? entirely of milk, because the coffee 

Mrs. Jamison—Merely for flavor, or| needs more sweetening. The usual 
to use up coffee “left over,” or to save| proportion is a rounding tablespoon of 
milk, or to furnish variety. Perhaps| sugar to acup of milk. If to be 
it is not to be recommended from the| baked in one dish more eggs are re- 
standpoint of health, but coffee in this | quired to thicken it sufficiently. 
way is not specially harmful if it is Question—Would you advise skim 
taken in small quantities. milk for custard? 

This custard is to be strained into! Mrs. Jamison—Only as a matter of 
cups and baked. I shall put the cups! economy. It is better to make of cream
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and coffee than milk and coffee, ty morning there is no reason why meat 

makes a richer, more nutritious cus-| fat is not as nutritious as butter fat, 

tard with a nicer flavor. But I should | but to most of us it is not as palatable. 

rather use skim milk than water in a| The gravy for the meat pie will be 

good many places. made with a fiour thickening. The 

Question—Do you beat your eggs} difference, as I stated Tuesday, be- 

very much? tween gravy and sauce is the gravy is 

Mrs. Jamison—No, very little; if you | made with flour stirred in water, and 

beat very light the custard will not be | the sauce is made with flour cooked in 

as smooth. fat. The former needs longer cook- 
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Interior View of a Public School Kitchen. 

Showing table with zinc rounds to set hot dishes upon. Tables furnished 

with knives, forks, spoons, measuring cups, tin pans, salt and soap. Mould- 

ing and meat boards in upper part, wood and gas ranges, the latter with 

side broiler. Tin cupboard in corner; sink near middle of room for better 

light. iz 

Question—Do you need a hot oven? jing. A word perhaps might be of in- 

Mrs. Jamison—No, eggs cook best| terest on the making of thickening. 

at moderate heat. Use a bowl with a round bottom, the 

There was so much fat on this gravy | spoon fits better. Do not add any 

that I am skimming part of it off, it| more water than just enough to wet 

not allowed to cool you can with care; the flour, about the same quantity of 

remove part of the fat with a table-| water as flour at first. Stir this smooth 

spoon. We do not wish our gravy | and then add water to make thin 

too rich, though Prof. Woods said this | enough to pour.
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Question—In making gravy do you] given on the slips, but as they are 

ever use milk? simple I shall omit them. 
Mrs. Jamison—Yes, milk is suitable 

for gravy with chicken or with veal, Meat Cakes. 
it is not so nice with beef. 

The mixing of the gravy is one of} Recipe—Season two cups of finely 
the things taught young cooks in the} Chopped meat with salt, pepper, finely 
schools quite early. Their attention is} minced onion, sage, thyme and lemon 
called to the fact that flour does not] ju‘ce if liked. Add one cup fine soft 
mix very readily with water but that it] crumbs, one egg and water or stock 
will mix more readily with a small|to moisten. Shape into cakes and fry 
quantity than with a large quantity.| rather slowly until well browned on 

Then as they progress in their work| both sides. Use butter and lard 
\ they learn to make muffins, griddle} mixed, or use beef drippings. 
' cakes, and popovers, and their atten-| Just a word more about the meat 

{ tion is directed to this same fact, and] Pie, and that is to insure the thorough 
| they are taught not to add the liquid| cooking of the crust have the meat 
} in too large quantities at first, but to} and gravy hot before putting the crust 
’ make a smooth mixture with a small|Cver it. This is a little thing and 
' quantity of liquid and then add the| ome of these little things I would be 

rest slowly. quite reluctant to bring up but have 
' Question—Do you make gravy for, been asked about them by cooks of ex- 

roast beef that way? per-ence and intelligence and 1 myself 

Mrs. Jamison—A better way to make| have learned from other cooks, so 
gravy with roast beef is to reserve in| that I have gotten past the stage 

q your baking pan only enough of the} where I am ashamed to speak of the 

fat which has dripped from the meat | little details or ask questions about 

and put no water with it, but stir the|them. For example, a cook of con- 
‘ flour into it the same as for white | siderable experience, employed in one 

sauce, only allow the flour to brown | of the nicest of homes, asked me what 

after you have stirred it in, then add| Was the matter with her. meat pie 
sufficient boiling water and seasoning.| Ciusts, they were so often under- 
Question—Do you ever brown flour| done. I asked her if she heated the 

and keep on hand to use for gravy? meat before she put the crust over 

Mrs. Jamison—I have not found it| ‘t- She had not and had never thought 
convenient for myself. Some like it] Of it. It was just the suggestion she 
very much, but brown flour does not| needed. 
thicken as much and I like better to} This gravy has in it onion and bay 

| brown the flour with the fat. For] leaf put in for seasoning and probably 
white sauce it is sometimes con-|there are bits of bone in it also so 
venient to cook the flour and butter] that it is advisable to strain it. I am 
together and put it away, it will keep| cing to add the milk to this mixture 
in that condition quite a while and will| of flour, baking powder and shortening, 
be all ready to use when wanted. stirring in quickly and stirring it as 

In cooking the gravy the flour| little as possible to blend the in- 

should cook at least eight minutes} sredients and I am sure that no one 
when mixed with water, to make it| here who heard Prof. Woods’ very 
digestible and palatable. In hot fat| eloquent appeal for milk would ask if 
it cooks more quickly, because, of| We could use water. It would be good 
course, the fat is hotter. with water, but it would not be so 

This meat was prepared Tuesday in| nutritious. 1 am convinced that if you 
the pot roast. I usually make in this} had heard him you would not think 

lesson meat cakes, recipe for which is| it extravagant to use milk in griddle 

'
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cakes or anywhere that it could be| due to your recent fires. I was glad 

used, even if it was skimmed milk. Ito see a number of the High School 

Question—What is the consistency pupils come in to hear Prof. Woods 

* of the dough you have? | this morning. While I am speaking of 

Mrs. Jamison—You might call it a | school children I want to make a plea 

drop dough, it is too soft to handle and | to the Oconomowoc people to work 

too stiff to stir easily. 1 shall spread | towards the introduction of Domestic 

it roughly over the meat and gravy | Science and Manual Training in the 

and bake it at once. High School when you erect your new 

This way of making meat pie crust | building. It is always possible for the 

may be new to some possibly, but it is | women to do these things. Persuade ’ 

not’ new for I learned it from my| the Board at least to leave rooms that 

mother. I think you will find it more | can be used for this purpose. Al 

tender than the rolled baking powder | most all of the new high school build- 

crust. It is a good idea to have an| ings in the state have made such an 

opening in the meat pie crust, but | arrangement and where they are not 

when put on in this way it is not nec-| prepared to occupy at present they 

essary as it is almost impossible to| are leaving a room to be used for 

spread this all over. With a large Domestic Science and Manual Train- 

amount of gravy the meat will not:ing in the future. Oconomowoc, I 

hold up the crust and it will sink ‘am sure, wants to fall into line with { 

under, but do not mind for if your "20 | the other cities in the state. It is not 

ing powder is gocd it will come up.| confined to the larger cities, but the 

You see it looks rough now and not! small ones as well are introducing it, 

very inviting but it will look all right} Wausau, Grand Rapids, Marsh- 

when it comes out of the oven. field, and others. In several 

Caramel Sauce. places the Women’s Clubs are | 

Recipe—Melt one-half cup sugar ina working for these branches in con- ' 

frying. pan, stirring to prevent burn- nection pean the school work, and the 

ing. When melted add one-half cup Woman’s Club here, with their classes 

hot water and simmer until dissolved. in housekeeping, sewing and cooking, 

For this I put into the frying pan a has done more than enough to earn 
cup of sugar and stir the dry sugar from the School Board a recognition | 

over the fire until it melts. This is of the value of the work for the chil 

a true caramel and not the so-called | 27”. and I hope it will not be long 
caramel used for frosting and filling before the ladies succeed in influenc- 

for cakes. After this is melted ana| '™® the Board to make room for this 

it must be stirred constantly to pre- new branch of education which ap- © 

vent scorching, I will add an equal | PCars to have come to stay. 

cuantity of boiling water. It takes To return to the candy of which I 

some time for this to melt and while spoke. In the course which [ am pur- 
I am stirring it I want to speak of a suing in the schools at Neenah, begin- 

candy that can be made of this. I am ning with the seventh grade, I give a 

always glad when I can give this talk lesson in candy making in each course 

to the school girls but the mothers just before Christmas. This nut 

here can take the message home. In| °#™4Y made of the browned sugar and 

a number of places where I have peanuts is the first candy the girls 

spoken this winter the teachers have| !¢4’? to make. 
sent the school girls to attend the Peanut Candy. 
cooking lectures, and I presume such Recipe—Crush three-fourths cup of 

an arrangement might have been made | shelled peanuts and have ready a but- 

here but for the unsettled condition| tered tin. Putinto a clean frying 

17 
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pan one cup of granulated sugar and | rice, and for griddle cakes. It does 
stir over the fire until melted. Stir | not candy in standing as the plain 
in the crushed nuts and pour out at} sugar syrup. 
once into the buttered tin. It may be 
cut into bars when partly cold. Oyster Stew. 
We are learning lately that sugarisa| Recipe—Put a pint of oysters in a 

food and a valuable one, the objection | colander and pour over them one- 
is it is taken at the wrong time or in| fourth cup cold water. Pick out the 
too great quantities, or it is adul-| oysters with the fingers and put in a terated to such an extent sometimes|Sauce pan. Heat three cups of milk 
that it is harmful. I have been told| over hot water; strain into it the 
that there is being shipped from the | liquor from oysters and add three level y northern part of this state a mineral | tablespoons butter, one-half teaspoon H earth by the carload to the Chicago|salt and a little pepper. Heat the i candy factories. Comment is un-| oysters by themselves until they are 
necessary. | plump and the edges curl; add the hot 

Candy, or any sweet, should be) milk, bring to the boiling point and : taken with the meals and not between |-serve at ance. 
; the meals, as it is not as harmful| In preparing the oysters I find the ‘ then. | most satisfactory way is to pour over 

q Question—Are you using granulated | the oysters, unless there is consider- 
i sugar? able liquid, a little cold water, ana 

Mrs. Jamison—Yes, I am, but either | then after taking out the oysters, one ' brown or powdered sugar can be used, | at a time with the fingers, we are very the brown does not work quite so sat-| Sure there are no bits of shell, which 
isfactorily, the powdered is very nice] ate co disagreeable if found by the and makes lighter colored syrup or| teeth. The girls in the Cooking School 
candy than the granulated because it| usually object to this proceeding and . melts more quickly. hang back until they are told that This is full of lumps, but they will| Pearls are better before they are all dissolve. If you were working | cooked, and it is a good illustration of 
on it you might think there was some-| the effect which our minds have on 
thing wrong, it clings to the pan and| What we are doing. One thing, I think 
spoon, but it will be liquid when ali|makes housework such hard work 
melted. The frying pan must be|for some women is that they think 
scrupulously clean and free from! too much about what they are doing grease or the syrup will not be clear. | that is disagreeable, while in another 
Question—in making the peanut| direction there is not enough thought 

candy do you use just sugar and| Put on the work. But the monoto “water? nous, every-day work can be done 
Mrs. Jamison—No, just sugar and| Without much thought, as washing nuts, no water at all. dishes, makitig beds, and such work as 
For the sauce or syrup I add water| must be done regularly. When the 

and I like to pour it directly from the| habit has been formed, such things 
tea kettle rather then measure it,|¢am be done with very little thought 
for that cools it a little. and, even| and our minds can be filled with some- 
when poured from the kettle, it is not| thing of a much pleasanter character, hot enough to prevent considerable] much more helpful and less depress- 
commotion, the melted sugar being|iig. My sister and myself learned much hotter. You can make a syrup| ™any a poem over the ironing, and it 
about the color and consistency of| is not a bad plan for a housekeeper to maple syrup and with good flavor that | have something she can interest her- 
can be used for plain puddings, boiled| Self in as she goes about her work,
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that perhaps will take a minute or, pasteurizing the milk, and if I were 

two of her time, and a few minutes | buying in the city and was not sure of 
of pleasure will rest her and give her|the source, I should certainly do so 

something to think about as she ines | for babies, but perhaps not for people 

_ up her next mechanical duty. I heard cf ordinary digestion. 

once of a young housekeeper who | To the milk I will add the butter and : 

disliked very much to mould bread, so, the pepper, but I will not add the salt | 

much in fact that she rather slighted | until I am ready to serve the oysters. 

the operation and the consequence | I always add to the milk the strained 

was she did not always have the best | liquid from the oysters, straining it to : 

of bread. One day when she had| get rid of all tiny bits of shell or 

some unusually good bread her hus-| fine sand. Oysters are one of the al- 

band asked her why it was so good.|buminous or protein foods that re- 
She said she did not know unless she} quire to be cooked at rather a low 
forgot herself. She said “you know | temperature. By cooking the milk 
you brought me that beautiful Tose | and oysters separately you are sure 

this morning, and set it where I} to get them both cooked just right, the < 

could look at it, and while I was mak-| milk heated enough and the oysters 

ing the bread I looked at the rose and| not too much. Hot milk with cold 
thouglit of you and did not know how| oysters in it is not very palatable, 

long I kneaded the bread.” Perhaps | neither is a stew that has been slight- 
here is a hint for the husband too. ly scorched. With care it is not al- 

The recipe suggests the cooking of| ways necessary to heat se,urately, but 

the oysters and the milk separately.|if the stew has to stand and you are 
The reason for this is that neither the} not quite sure when you will be ready | 

oysters nor the milk is over-cooked,| to serve it, it is safer to cook sep- ' 
but each cooked just as it should be.| arately. | 

The milk should be heated over hot! Oysters are a valuable food for the 

water, when possible, then we are! reason they furnish variety and are 
sure it will not scorch. If made for | casy of digestion, but they are not an 

a person of weak digestion, or, as it/ economical food. We were told this 
is often prescribed for an invalid or! morning that a quart of oysters was ' 
a convalescent, we should be careful | equal to two quarts of milk and there 

not to allow it to boil, because for | is considerable difference in the cost. 
many people milk is more indigestible| Quyestion—Do you put anything with 
after it is boiled. the oysters? oF 
Question—Should milk be boiled in} yy. Jamison—In heating the 

using for most purposes? 
Mrs. Jamison—No, scalded. A good oysters in the sauce-pan, I put in noth- 

= ing but oysters, with jtst the little 
plan, if doubtful of the purity of the li 

iquor that clings to them, and as they 
milk, is to sterilize it, or, more cor- ‘% . eat a little will exude and will pre- 
TCs Se cents vent their sticking if shaken occasion- 
heat almost to the boiling point but ally. z 

not boil it, a temperature of 160 de- E 
grees to 170 degrees continued for| Question—Could you use water in- 
twenty to thirty minutes will kill all | Stead of milk? 
active germs it may contain. But} Mrs. Jamison—There is no objection 

even then it should be used within aj} to using half water and half milk, or 

few hours. | all water if you like it and are making 

Question—Do you advise scalding | it for taste and not for nutriment. It 
milk to drink? [s more nutritious if you use all milk. 

Mrs. Jamison—Not if you are sure Now the oysters are ready to serve. 
it is pure. Some people advocate | I hope some of you do not like oysters,
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for I fear there are not enough to{questions asked show t&at the ladies 
serve even one apiece, but there is |of Oconomowoc, and especially those 
more of the broth. in charge of the local cooking school, 

Before the ladies begin the serving | are wide awake on domestic science 
I wish to thank the audience for their | topics. 

manifest interest. The intelligent 
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“THE STORY OF A PIG. 

Prof. W. L. Carlyle. 

The accompanying photographs il-,mates did not survive the first night, ] 

lustrating a very interesting “side” ex- | the other three lingering for some time, 

periment conducted at the Wisconsin | were kept warm in a box by a stove 

Experiment Station will interest the jand fed carefully on warm sweet cow’s 

younger readers of the Institute Bulle- ‘milk svery few hours. At last only 
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, “Ikey,” six weeks old, Baby Helen 2 yrs. 

tin, if it does not add materially to the ‘this cve lonely little piggy was left in 

knowledge of-their elders. | the box. 

One of the photographs shows my | He was early *given the name of 

small daughter, Helen, two years old | “Tkey” and as he appeared to be well 

feeding her pet pig his ration of milk | and bright and the litle girl Helen 

from a nursing bottle. The pig is a | very attentive in caring for him, the 

pure bred Chester White, that with | herdsman Mr. George Little, a true 

seven brothers and sisters were left | lover of stock as well as of children, 

orphans at birth. Four of his little | asked to be allowed to care for him
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and to oversee his feeding and educa- the Passages and alieys of the hog 
tion. It was surprising huw much we barn at will during the day and oc- 
all learned about pigs’ habits in gen- cupied a bed of straw in an inverted 
eral from this wee youngster that box into which he passed through a 
weighed barely two pcunds. He was small.door cut in its side If he was 
not yet forty-eight hours old when he in the box and heard steps approach- 
began to insist on being fed every ing on the floor he would immediately 
two hours night or day. In this he come from his bed and approach the 
persisted and when comfortabi: filled visitor with nose in the air until it 

Paap Ae 5 
Pig A UReeS oe 
eosin aay ee ee Cpe a pone Bake 
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4 ce os in gg acai 
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a ae Bs 5 a aes ee ees i qh PAS ESR ener ae i se WR pe ae ee ae MTR gts ah ee 

— 4 ’ e (ates mF 
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; mi} Ba <a Aa . Se ae ae 

. me 7 RRS —s ; i : <= eS = : 

a “coy,” 7 mos. old. 
} a 

wvuld seem perfectly nappy until an- came in contact with the shoes or 
other two hours rolled by wher his | clothing. He never failed to recog- 
vcice might be heard in the night with nize the working shoes cf the herds- 
2 persistence and volume that would | man or the stockings and dress of the 
doubly discount an “intermittent” | baby girl as only those two were al- 
alarm clock. He sccn grew very |ijowed to feed him. 
-knowing and exhibited an pice His feed for the first month con- 
that was perfectly astonishing in an sisted of cow’s milk ee a 
animal so young. When about two! cach morning and evening and always . 
weeks old he could recognize the | fed sweet and carefully warmed while 
herdsman and the baby girl from | he was very young. An ordinary nurs- 

: among a number of visitors. This he} ing bottle supplied with a rubber nip- 
aid mostly by his 42nses of smell and | ple was the means resor‘ed to in feed- 
hearing. He was allowed to run about | ing this milk and Ikey soon came to
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recognize the bottle and manifested | visiting the University on their annual 

great interest in the preparation of his picnic excursion. 

numerous “dinners.” He very early The second photograph shows Ikey 

learned to recognize his name and| when he was about six months old and : 

would respond with a cordial grunt weighing 180 pounds. Shortly after 

azd come running briskly when it was this photograph was taken he became 

cailed. At four weeks’of age he began | very cross and fretful, did not enjoy 

to nibble at whole oats or ground corn visitors and was frequently quite surly 

that were occasionally scattered about | to his two old friends. No good rea- . 

the floor so that at this age his feed| son could be found for this condition 

was changed to a thin slop made of | of affairs until some little time later 

cil meal, wheat shorts and skim-milk; | he began to refuse his feed, then grew 

to this in a few days were added finely | quite sick and finally died very quietly 

ground peas and corn. When four-| one evening. An autopsy disclosed 

teen weeks of age he weighed forty-| the fact that he had been suffering 

six pounds having gained as much as| from chronic digestive troubles. 

nine pounds inasingle week. At this In conclusion let me say for the 

aze he had consumed of new milk, 50| benefit of all swine raisers that Ikey's 

pounds; shorts 10 pounds; oil meal} career was a convincing demonstra- 

10 pounds; ground peas 10 pounds; | tion to all who knew him that hogs, 

ground corn 10 pounds; skim-milk 91] both old and young, are possessed ofa 

pounds. From this time forward his| surprising amount of intelligence and 

growth and development were very it was a perfect demonstration of the 

rapid yet he always seemed to remem- further fact that may be a surprise to 

ber his early friends and they ap-| some, but is well known to many, 

peared equally fond of him. namely, that hogs are naturally one of 

The herdsman never grcw impatient | the most cleanly of animals in their 

at the mischief Ikey did, though he be- personal habits. No matter how filthy 

came a veritable genius at getting into quarters may be, the hog’s bed will 

“ places that he should not be, while | always be found surprisingly clean and 

Helen came several times daily ta rub| dry. This we found to be markedly 

his back and feed him a few kernels ltrue of Ikey, no small household pet 

of corn. That he had perfect con-| could be more immaculate in its habits 

fidence in them I had ample proof.) of cleanliness than this small orphan 

One day when he was about four| pig. It is true as he grew older and 

months old on going into the hog-|the weather warm he longed for some 

house I found Ikey in a large tub of | means of cooling his hcated body and 

water, he was resting his fore feet| since nature had denied to him as to 

and chin on the edge of the tub, while | all others of his kind any sweat glands 

the rear portions of his body were sub- in his skin so that the temperature of 

merged in the water, his attendants | his body might be lowered by evapo- 

meanwhile giving him a vigorous | ration he would enjoy a roll in a dirty 

scrubbing with soap and brush. He pool of water and the more muddy the 

seemed perfectly content and appar-| better as the coating of mud served to 

ently enjoyed his bath quite as much | retain the moisture on his body for 

as he did the reception he held the| some time. Hogs do not frequent 

following day when attired with a nice| stagnant podls and filthy mud baths 

silk cardinal ribbon and bow about his | because they enjoy the filth and dirt, 

neck, and a smaller green ribbon | but only as a means of keeping their 

with bow at ‘his tail he grunted a | bodily temperature reduced by the 

welcome to several hundreds of | evaporation of moisture from the 

farmers and their wives, who were! surface of their bodies.
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While Ikey has been dead for al-; thing or class of stock. This we at- 
most a year his memory is still very| tribute largely to the impressions 
fresh in Helen’s mind and she yet has/ made on her mind by her associations 
a greater love for and interest in hogs | with this small pig. 

of all ages than for any other play- | : 
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W. C.& CHAS. BRADLEY 0 i y eo ak Hill Poultry Yard 
BEBEDEES OF— The home of the Barred Fisnouth iste 

i M ti ne e fe ie Jersey Cattle, Shropshire Sheep and) irtcned' broedine birds a specialty. Bees in | 
season: also Home Made Incubators and Brood- 

Poland China Swine ers built to order. Write for what you want 
Strofg, handsome, productive stock that gives| Lean please you. 

satisfaction. C. E. MATTESON, Prop., Pewaukee, Wis. 

GEO. W. H. HALL, | 

— meet a B MGIGNUOG UlcMhsty ntl os 
Scotch Short Horns One of the finest in Wisconsin, 

is at Athens, Marathon Co., Wis. 
Edgerton, Wisconsin 

Herd headed by the Imp. Bull “Gi ’ : pues headed by the Imp. Bull “Guardsman's) ~FR=D RIETBROCK, Prop., / 
103200 bred by Mr. Wm. Duthie, of Scotland. Milwaukee, Wis. j 

PGucensey nano /McLoy Bos.” Clydesdales : GUERNSEY HERD | le | i 
in 1902 at Wisconsin State Fair. The leading stud of the dav with an j 

alls foc sale. unequaled Prize Winning Record. ' 

S$ ‘ SHORT HORN CATTLE j 
JAS. H. BEIRNE, of aristocratic lineage, up to-date conformation \ 

Onkfeld. Wis. Address, Janesville. Wis. | 

ww M. NISBET A. J. C. C. Jerseys 
—BREEDER AND IMPORTER OF— = , = y 

. My herd is a business herd headed by two | 
Large Yorkshire Geeiiges uf che acest Grikdis Lae. 1 call val? 

ers that make good cows. Prices moderate. { 

and Tamworth Hogs! ggo. 4. BUCKSTAFF, 
Richland C:nter, Wis Oshkosh, Wis. 

A. H. KROUSKOP. E. D. JONES. «BE. JONES. 
Rihiank Genter wis, B,D Ange oe 

—BREEDER OF— . BREEDERS OF 

Scotel § Scoteh=Copped | Sotch aai Scotch- Topped Shorthorns | 
SHORTHORNS. and Poland Ghina Swine. | 

Imported Nestor of Dalmeny and Earl of Rock-| p Young stock for sale at prices that aré right. 
rides se Hoel ottae Met be ecg: Wie, ea 

KEYSTONE DRILLERS... . RILLERS... ,.| Geo. McKerrow & Sons, 
ald ® fA any depth; oil and SUSSEX, WIS. 
igi ees y, fas wells, test wells Breed the best of 
RD eg for all minerals; self ihe bes' 
ears ee BSS Many sizes, ‘ised ali SHORT HORN CATTLE - 

FF eesti ien e| OXFORD DOWN AND 
. ~__ drilling wells for rail- 

rs Ae tet Te aioe et| SOUTHDOWN SHEEP. 
dress Keystone DrillerCo.Box N. Beaver Falls,?2 PRICES RIGHT 
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ij ee ee ore eC | 

JERSEYS/Ayrsbi I s yrshire atthe 
A few choice young Bulis Improved Chester White Swine 
and Heifers for sale and Piymouth Rock Chickens. | 

Breeders and Shippers. m 
F, H. SCRIBNER, FRED TSCHUDY & SONS, 

Rosendale, Wis. Monroe, Wis. 

GEO. WYLIE, Morrisonville, Wis.| GEO. W. SMITH, 
BREEDER OF Burnett Junction, Wis., 

—BREEDER OF— Poland China Swine 
\ aap Shorthorn Cattle 
i) Sbortborn Cattle. and POLAND CHINA HOGS 
| Write: Young stock for sale at prices that are right 
{ So Te Se pee Re at Sot 1 

4 | | THE AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST 
él] é6ntS OP d ame Is the only Agricultural paper edited 

} - and printed ona tarm. 
We want 100,000 names of active dairymen Our farm of 650 acres ene commonly kxown as the 

i) and are willing to pay ten cents a name to| EPITOMIST EXPERIMENT STATION, 
anyone interested. Send us the name and | where experiments are constantly being carrie’ on in all lines o' 

i post office address of four of your friends ac-| Acriculture, Hort culture, Perieultare, Live Stock and Poultry 
j tively engaged in dairyins. together with ten | Seluing, of of which ozs soporte (hsough the column st > HE 
} cents to pay postage on sample copies of sny formes, «x anyone, can really ‘derstand, ail oki 
! Dairy and Cre -mery. and letters which we | terms foreign to the mosses, Our contributors and correspond. 

will write them, and we will send you DAIRY | ents, numbering over sixty. consist of practicsl farmers in all 
: AND CREAMERY, which is a practical semi- | parts o! the United States. Sul scription Price, 50 Cenis—worth 

monthily newspaper devoted to the dairy in. tua times this amovot fo any practical, prsperous and tpt 
justry, for one year free. e want all who | ““We""'U-T YOU Por Three Months. fend us your name and 

want the best to know how good our paper is. | aatress ona petal card. nil orser The Acsiccltaral Lpitowiet 
; se ou for one year If at the end of thi onths you do not 

DAIRY ANO CREAMERY, Sou atone. ip a poles el ead ee moet 
' atourexp nse. Otherwise send rs 50 cents ad The Epitomist 

50 Cents per year. will be continued for nine months longer to complete the year. 
/ » Agricultural Epitomist, Epitemist Ex. Sta- 

7-228 ast egied =o ee, tn tion, Spencer, Ind. 
TY tee eee eee eet Agents wanted—Write fogierms. 

Send ior Sample Copy cf as THE 

e 

Hoard’s Farmers’ Review 
e D CHICAGO, ILL, 

a i ry m a hi Is the Only Agricultural Paper which 
. = makes 

The leis Stenographic reports of 
_ Dairy Journal in the United States, Wisconsin Dairy, Hor- ° 

—To— ticultural, etc., Meetings 

W. D. Hoard Company, A Trial Four Months’ Subscription, 25¢. 
Fort Atkinson, Wis. SAMPLE COPY FREE. 

eae ee ei ea ee 
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About. Telephones . 

We have an interesting offer to make to — 4 F ‘ 

farmers of this country who are interested Oe} _ 

in the telephone question. It your farm ‘ 2 

is not connected with the markets by tele- a 

phone, or if there is not a telephone sys- i ae 

tem in your neighborhood, you will find i 

it to your advantage to write us. a t 

We have published a_ book ‘‘ Facts i | | 

About Telephones”’ and will send you a a 7" 

copy FREE. 
| 

t explains all about telephones, how to & H 

put them up, what they cost, ete. Write 

for a copy today. \ 

’ 4 as 

Telephone Supplies — 
We. carry everything in telephone sup- SS 

plies and will be pleased to quote you = 

prices on anything you may require. oo Ee 

; —————_}j/ 
Julius Andrac § Sons 20., "i 

50 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Beis Se Andrae Peepa ue 

a a A FAMILY DOCTOR 

i oe Such is the ANDRAE medical battery, 

ety Hy the wonder of the age. it cures a num- 

Taare L i ber of universal ailiments, such as Rheu- 

atta Gur or finned Vege’ 
| ee Other Medical Batteries for $1.15, 

i — a 5 al $3.50, and up. Send for bouklet 
ae | Remember, we are leaders in 

awa ELECTRICAL GOODS 
te Soe Ss a> - We carry a most comp'ete line of 

Gi) 2] 6 Ses . 

= See => Telegraph Instruments, Electric 
— xa ) 

eo (—= 

ee : Bells, Toy Motcrs, Ete. 
SS Everything in Electrical Supplies. 

Sa SS - Write f f Electrical 
. aiticece NO. 10 Suppties. 

2 

Julius Andrae & Sons Co., 
50 West Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

RSE A DO 
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— eS 

To a large number of Points in 
: Northwestern Iowa, Western 

Minnesota, Northern Wiscon- 
‘ sin, Northern Michigan, North 
i Dakota, South Dakota, Nebras- 
: ka, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, 

; Wyoming, Idaho, British Co- 
lumbia, Manitoba, Montana, 

: Oregon, and Washington, call 
; on agents for dates of sale and 

full particulars. 

a 

Chicago & North-Western 
RAILWAY. | 

———SS>S>——————————————_— 

PEEP RSE Eee rE 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Stila 1 x 

‘ 
Ths i 

- } 
KC.& N.W.RY | 

The Pioneer Line West and The country in whic! these new : 

Northwest of Chicago.... towns are located is unsurpassed for f 

————____—————————_ richness and fertility, and is thickly ; 

settled by an industrious and thrifty class of farmers, who have hitherto 

depended on ‘distant railroad towns to market their produce. ’ 

Tributary to each of these new towns is a territory comprising about 

twenty-five thousand acres of rich farming lands. Each will be a market f 

for over half a million bushels of grain, and will be the means of distributing 

to the neighboring farmers over a quarter million dollars annually. 

Thousands of Acres of fertile lands, capable of raising the finest qual- 

ity of farm products in Juxurious abundance are for sale, upon reasonable 

terms, in Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska and Wy- 

oming. Reference to reliable statistics will demonstrate the fact that the 

pursuits of agriculture, stockraising, and dairying in these states are at- 

tended with profitable results. . 

The North-Western Line with its 8 903 miles of standard railway 

—s and its unexcelled passenger and freight 

service offers excellent opportunities for the manufacturer, business man 

and home seeker. 
This company also has for sale nearly one-half million acres of Splendid 

Timber Land available for farming and stock raising in Wisconsin and 

Michigan at very low prices. 

For prices of lots or lands and all information, apply to 

Ji Ff. CLEVELAND, 
Land Commissioner, Chicago, Tl. 

ee 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’? when writing to advertisers. 
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ry —s 

e a e Along the Line of the Wisconsin 
e e Central Railway in Northern 

’ e 

Wisconsin & #& # # # 

The timber is hardwood, he=Zock, elm, basswood, maple, spruce, 
tamarack, etc., of good quality. 

if 

The soil is a clay, loam and very productive. 

: 
d The climate is unsurpassed, a healthy, dry cold in winter and 
i plenty of rainfall in the summer. 

: The water is pure and in abundance, 

: The roads are good and there are many of them, 

Schools and cherches arz well distributed, 

Lands can be obtained at a low price arid on easy terns. 

Do not forget to write f-r Mags and Pamphilcts containing further 
information to 

W. HsKRILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

. MILWAUKEE. WIS. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute pee oe when writing to advertisers,



CENTRAL RAILWAY 

—_ BETWEEN____ | 

CHICAGO : 
MILWAUKEE : 

- MANITOWOC : 

HURLEY IRONWOOD 

BESSEMER ASHLAND | 

SUPERIOR DULUTH 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Paes Agt. 

Milwaukee, Wis. | !
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. + Ka 
INOIS MISSISS| Parla > ll 

RAILROAD 

| Efficiently Serves a Vast Territory. 

5 By through service to and from the - 
d povng iic —————————— / 

. Chicago, II. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Omaha, Neb. New Orleans, La. 

| Minneapolis, Minn. Memphis, Tenn. 
st. Paul, Minn. Hot Springs, Ark. 
Kansas City, Mo. Louisville, Ky. 
Peoria. III. Nashville, Tenn. 
Evansville, Ind. Atlanta, Ga. : 
St. Louis, Mo. | Jacksonville, Fia. 

Through excursion sieeping-car service between 

Chicago and between Cincinnat ————— 

And the Pacific Coast. | 
Connections at above terminals for the 

EAST, SOUTH, WEST, NORTH. 
Fast and Handsumely Equipped Steam - Heated 

Trains .* Dining Cars »% Buffet-Library Cars 3 

Sleeping Cars » Free Reclining Chair Cars, 3% 

| Particulars of agents of the mu- A, Hy HANSON, Gen, Pass. Agt., 
ee Se vest eet CHICAGO. 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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NEW LINE-FINE SERVICE 

< CENTRAL > i 

a a 
MISSISSIPPL->< VALLEY 

| 

Lana 

FROM CHICAGO TO 

* a a 

Minneapolis and St. Paul. | 
Fast vestibule night train leaving 

Chicago daily at 6:10 p. m., run- 

ning via Rockford, Freeport, Du- 

buque, Waterloo and Albert Lea. 

; Stateroom and Open-Section Sleeping Car 

Buffet-Library Car and © 

Free Reclining Chair Car Through 

Without Change. 

Dining Car Service en route. 

A. H. HANSON, 
General Passenger Agent, - CHICAGO. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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e < e “ Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. eae SS Ne a Se eee Ree E 

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT. 

: T= lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company é 
gridiron the country between Lake Michigan and the Missouri River, 

a territory which, on account of its varied raw material, coal supply, 
markets and central position, is well adapted for manufacturing. 

vi In addition to its vast agricultural resources, mineral and other resources =~ 
abound. The railway reaches the copper country of the North, and also 

; the iron mines which supply Pittsburg, Milwaukec, Chicago and other z 
: great iron manufacturing centers with iron cre (ore docks at Escanaba). 

Coal mines, lead, zine and graphite mines, hard anu: soft wood timber, 
; cement rock, building material, and other resources are adjacent to the i 

track and in course of rapid development. ‘The manufactured products . 
e on the line are already of great volume and range from pig iron to pear i 

buttons. 

A glance at any map of the United States will show the advantageous i 
position of this territory for manufacturing. In itself it presents a market ¥ 
backed by great purchasing power and enterprise; the Eastern and South- 
ern markets are within easy reach, while beyond it isa vast territory ex- 
tending northwest, west and southwest to the Pacific Ocean, an area nearly 3 
two-thirds of the United States, in the infancy of its development, consti- 
tuting an ever-growing field for the disposal of manufactured goods, 

The trend of manufacturing is westward. 
z The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company seeks to increase 

the number of manufacturing plants on its system, either through their 
creation by local enterprise or the influx of manufacturers from the East. Z . 
(For obvious reasons it takes no interest in the removal of factories from = 
one point in the West to another.) The company has all the territory it i 
traverses districted in relation to resources, adaptability and advantages = 
for manufacturing. Profitable locations can be found. Parties contem- 
plating the establishing of an industry can secure information either by 
applying to the company’s agents, who will take up the matter, or they 
can write direct to the undersigned. Manufacturers’ inquiries as to loca- é 
tion, are treated in strict confidence, and reliable information furnished. = 
Address 

i 
LUIS JACKSON, 

Iodustrial Commissioner C., M. & St. P. R’y, 
i 660 Old Colony Bidg., CHICAGG i 

Boraneanennen *AARD 249 RAARBAN! RABRAAAR 12927239 AARABRAR ARARARB: AM BAHAR 
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Stock Grazing in 
; e @ 

Northern Wisconsin 
i! offers the best opportunity for making money. 

P THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF 

FINE GRAZING LANDS 

can be obtained on most reasonable terms. 

| Eas, 

Tr | 

affords easy access to the best markets. 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute — when writing to advertisers.
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The Only NE Oe a 
y~NE = 

— Coe See ~ é 

Double Track — : 

Road between Chicago 2 Oe ae i 
IN SEE i 

2 *PD: ee Ses : 

And the Missouri River Qo.) 
sees { 

The Chicago & North-Western Railway announces —— Sd ‘ 

‘ the completion of its new double track between Chicago S it 

and the Missouri River at Council Bluffs. . es 

Three fast trains each way daily between San Francisco and ' 

Chicago, and two per day between Portland and Chicago, provide ’ 

for passenger traffic between the Pacific Coast and the East over 

this transcontinental highway. These through trains are operated on i 

fast and convenient schedules. They are drawn by powerful loco- ; 

motives and carry an equipment of Sleeping Cars, Reclining Chair 

Cars, Observation, Dining, Parlor, Library and Buffet Cars of the 

most approved type. | 

The perfectly ballasted roadbed of heavy steel is maintained in the 

highest state of efficiency, equipped with automatic block signals, inter- 

locking switches at railway crossings, and all devices for the safety 

and comfort of passengers known to modern railway management. 

i The 8,903 miles of railway embraced in the North-Western System 

penetrate to every point of importance in Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, 

A Northern Illinois, Northern Michigan and Southern Minnesota, with 

x eastern terminals at Chicago, Peoria and Milwaukee. 

The Ocerland Limited, daily between San Francisco and Chicago, via the 
Southern Pacific, Union Pacific and Chicago & North-Western railways, is the 
most luxurious train in the world. It possesses the most gered arrange- 

& ments for the comfort of passengers and is operated on fa8t and convenient 

"4 schedules,—less than three days en route between the Coast and Chicago. 

G W. B. KNISKERN, PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER, CHICAGO, ILL. . 

4 
‘ 

r SLES Ee eer) ITE 
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AL SSE TSS 7 SCS BSS ES ES 

By paying $50.00 down a settler can get a contract for 40 acres 
of land from the Wisconsin Central Railway Company and 

‘ when clearing this tract for cultivation from the sale of tim- 
ber taken from the land and outside employment can both 

i support his family comfortably and have enough besi/es to 
p! pay for his land in full, 

iB eo) te ee Oe a ee ee 
iit 

There are saw mills, planing mills, stave, heading, and hoop 
} : factories, and tanneries at the different stations, always 

offering ready employment at good wages. 

The logging and bark camps pay good wages, and give oppor- 
tunities for work both winter and summer to those desir- 
ing it. 

I ti ns em NS RO ue eae ee 

A poor man who obtains a small farm in this country has every 
chance to get ahead. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
: Land and Iadustrial Commissione 4 Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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SHEEP LANDS IN .2 # 

Yo 
| 4 

The following is an extract from an article by Col, L. .. 

D. Burch, editor of the “American Sheep Breeder” in i : 

the September, 1899, issue of that paper: ! ' 

“The region visited lies about 350 miles north of ' 

Chicago, along and tributary to the Wisconsin Central } 

Railway, and embraces an area of about 3,500 square I 

miles, covering the Counties of Price and Ashland and 

contiguous portions of Bayfield and Iron Counties. 

This great district forms as nearly an ideal sheep 

country as any the writer has seen in a quarier 

century of almost ,constant travel between the great | 

lakes and the snowy range, and from Manitoba south- } 

ward to middle Texas. 

Men interested in sheep raising are requested to write for further | 

information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Lend and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Raitway Co. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

De ES 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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EVERYBODY. WANTS ’ be , Breeders’ Gazette, 
A = ; 3 

ru i Poy ile q | Best Farm and Live Stock 
Oe ee Paper Published 

PUBLISHED WEEKL ME BREEDER AND “Feeder’s Corner,” in cha: of Prof. Recuwtleed ee Breedir yn agg .| W.A. Henry. All best feeders in the coun: ae cnent ad the toa d Bireds of nick.” | try contribute to it. All about stock breed. a tec eae Be ing and the management of the stock farm. Special Departments for Complete reports of all the great shows and Draft and Coach Horses, sales. * to 56 pages weekly. Profusely il- 
The Beef and Dairy Breeds of Cattle, Sampis ‘copy free. 

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and the Dairy, —Address— 
By able Live Stock Writ. d Breeders, with th beet from Homeand Foreign pa sets J. H. SANDERS PUBLISHING CO , Progress in Live Stock Hus dry. 358 Dearborn Street, - CHICAGO, ILL. Our Live Stock Market R. d. % " i Handromely printed and ieee hee teAgents Wanted. i No Stock Farmer can »fford to do without it, ; Published weekly. Subscription price only $1.00. 
ae wanted in every county. -_ i rite for sample copy. Address i 

fl THE LIVE STOCK JOURNAL i 394 E. 56rv st. cHicaco | ANG YOU Interested in Poultry? 
. Tf so, it will pay, you to tell us so by postal. 1 ’ Your name and sdaress plainly written, and : Rural Mail Box Free a free sample copy of 

i! We offer to Club-Raisers a s 
Year’s Subscription to the ommercia Ol ry 

‘ “The Poultry Paper that ts Different? 
F will be sent you. It is practical and concise i y in ar eee of poultry fer. =e 4 number is really wot e subscri: ion And a. Regular Standard price for one year. Comes twice : spe, ) Mail Box, approved by the 50 cents a year. Do not forget to send for | U.S. Government, for $1.00, the — copy and see how good it is. 
/ the price of the paper alone one 
\ COMMERCIAL POULTRY, } Write for particuiars to * 324 Dearborn St. Chicago, Il). 

| FARM, FIELD AND FIRESIDE, 
; CHICAGO, ILL. RDF ae ae ap ee eee 

° | : The Farmers Voice 

; NATIONAL RURAL 
Indianapolis, Ind. appeals especially to those agriculturalists 

6t Pages Weekly, | to be puccessiul® tauet emotes tenn 0 ie ‘SS! + 10 to 24 ges Y: ciemtific methods, and that brains and ‘a 
jeage vihat 1: oing on in ie worl 60 cents a year. are an feanisite to ‘successtul farming as to 

any other profession or business pursuit. 

Now in its 58th year, and held to be] I gummary of the tmportant news of the 
one of the best conducted and edited es ara Ber th price 
farm journals in the United States. Sample copy on “pplication. = J 
Write for a copy to Indiana Farmer THE FARMERS VOICE, 
Co., Indianapolis. 45-47 Plymouth Place, Chicago, ee a eee ee 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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Fitting Sheep for the \The Michigan Farmer, 
DETROIT, MICH. 

Y There is no larger, more practical or better 
Show-ring and N A7KEL| edited weekly Farm, Livestock and Home Jour- 

s nal Fe than the Michigan Farmer Its 

‘This valuable sheep book by. William J.| undivided attention to the interests of its read- 

Clarke covers a wide Tae of information | ers is manifest by their dopaley, to “our nape” 
of daily use to practical sheepmen. Price Every opportunity to bene it its readers by time- 

$1.50, including one year’s subscription to | ly Piste —— z sujees ze tions oe 
taken advantage of. 6 prospects and condi- 

Woo! Markets and Sheep. tions of crops and markets every where are made 

Send 10 cents silver or stamps for trial sub-| tions are published weekly. Yeisen allvound 
scription, 4 issues of WOOL MARKETS AND | yp-to-date farmer's magazine in every particular 
SHEEP and see what a splendid paper it is. ‘The Price is but 60 ts a ¥ 
Sample copy free. Address, va aoakee os seats: ee : 

copies) sent postage paid. Sample copy free 
Agents wanted. Increased commissions allow- 

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, | s<'sssnts Adtros MER 
A ’ 

Chicago, Ill. Detroit, Mich. ' 

Me Gb Saws oe absn ig hehe ua ee 

THE ~Q#ARMER | 

ae THE 

Ce CLEVELAND, OHIO. ; 

ens, Leading : 
a a 6o cents a year. Two years for $1.00 ' 

ae Farm Pai : 4 PET) acknowledged to be the leading weekly farm 
A ad IN pepee of Amarica, Twenty pages every week . 

4 i M oe ee we ogee eee a a ' 

4 Be | gees and the } clean in reading an f 

4 ¥ 4 innesota); vertising columns. Devoted to all the inter 
4 ———S—— SS =~ of aes, his ae and — = 

S order anything else until you get oar list of low 
“ BIGGEST | Oriced elub offers with all leading papers and 

By BEST magazines. also | 

N i 3] Most Practical. FREE sAMPLE COPIES. ' 

ee The Ohic Farmer always stops promptly at 

N — of ae, 
N \ Y Only 50c a year, gents Wanted—Hustling agents can make 

S 7 21st year. good wages. We furnish free everything neces- 
Sa sary for the work. Write us for terms. 

Pror. Tus. SHaw, THE FARMER, 
Editor The Farmer. St. Paul, Minn. 

a ae eee 

i aE 
No Field Like the Wisconsin 

Agricultural Field p RAIRI F FARMER, 

5 Published at Chicago, 
is edited for exact farming. Its readers are 
invariably money-making people, for the 

9 | reason that they are business farmers, dairy 
men_and stockraisers in every sense 0: ie 

MADISON, WIS., word. Any reader of the Bulletin pie tave 

Covers this field completely. The paper | & — = copy by merely sending a 

is published weekly and goes to the best| PS fo 
class of farmers and stockmen in the state. THe 

Its cobinas ae Shed wie ae Lp Prai F 

Agricultural News and its advertisin: 
contain only the cleanest of advertising. rairie armer 

Write for sample copy and its card Publishing Co., 
of advertising rates. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

4 RE So ese ae a ceca 

; Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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HOMES FOR TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE : 
IN WISCONSIN. 

Ta view of the present condition of affairs in this country it is the highest wis- dom for those who have never had a farm ora home of their own, and who are dependent upon weekly wages, to make a determined effort in their own behalf and find some padi! locality where they can build a pleasant home for them- eo selves and their children. be) it¢has been many years since such special inducements as are now being offered served to attract the people of limited means to leave the city, where expenses multiply on every hand, and make a place for their declining years in the . country. Life in town is a hard and never-ending struggle for the poor man. Wages are low, and, besides, every avenue of labor in the cities and manufacturing 
centers is already over-crowded. ‘For this reason thousands can scarcely earn suf- ficient money to supply the actual wants of life and are, in consequence, glad to ' turn to agricultural pursuits, 

> Tn choosing a farm it is of primary importance to select a location that will i insure for the crops a ready access to the surest and best paying markets. 
i 
; : 
} = 
> 
, 

: 

} 

| 

; 

A Wisconsin Cabbage. 

On the western shores of Green Bay, an arm of Lake Michigan, and extending for many miles west and northwest, there is in this area hundreds of small lakes of clear water, and containing many sparkling streams that course their way down to Lake Michigan. Several years ago this entire district was an almost nubeaieia forest, but the axe of the lumberman ha3 steadily cleared away the larger timber, and many fine farms have sprung up in the wakeof the lumber industries. Today . there are thousands of acres of unoccupied land there, of wonderful fertility and purchasable at a small price and on ter ms suitable to those in search of homes 
The greater part of this lacd had the large pine timber removed from it in earlier days, leaving the smaller timber to grow, while the hardwood, tamarack and cedar timber has been untouched, as in earlier days it was not considered worth cutting. At the present tise, however, cedar is, if anything, more valuable than pine, and it and the other kinds of timber and wood left on the ground afford plenty of work during the winter season for men and teams getting out railroad ties, shingle bolts, match bolts, posts, telegraph poles, piling and various other things for which timber is now used. All these products bring good prices when delivered at the railway station, thus enabling the farmer to earn money in winter to improve his farm during the summer, 
Gain a i 
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All kinds of small fruits are raised successfully in this district. strawberries in 

particular growing luxuriously; and, as the location is a little north of the Michi- 

gan fruit belt, these products come into the market at a later date and, 

consequently bring better prices than if they were marketed during the 

height of the season. 

Blackberries, raspber- 

H ries, gooseberries, 

| ‘ \ cherries and plums all 

\ \y , \ 3 3 yield well. The woods WN i ) Ni N Kj / are full of wild berries 
NN KN MAYA N\\ (|, of various kinds— 

\ \ Ny Hy AN Fisa\\ / blueberries, blackber- 

\\ }) ‘A\ ANS H)\\ N/a N/A W// vies, and raspberries AS ANON ANNONA J171/;: Scpcciatty ‘being 
AY VA uN NY WA ee Hy) especially being in j 
\\ HY AN i LY . yh Ny Ny | iy great abundance. \ EY NY ey NS wih I) \e : b// Cans was ie. } 
\\ ey ANN’ y BN n a i] iS ie) yy) barley, oats and other | 

\ weal NGA Dae d/) fK i Re, Ys cereals are raised suc- f 

\e A LIN : MN } Wi iN Ny iy) cessfully. Potatoes, } 
"i Ny aK ) NIN we Bi lt a “ip turnips, beets, onions | 

\ ae “3 WX a IN : ANN \/ i) and other vegetables ' 

\ ue ALIN si ba IN x ANN fy yield abundantly, j 
‘ \“\N 1 By y N 4 i] \ Ne ‘ Wy while the hay crop is | 

N\\. rw) \ vi \ \ CEL, i) AN Wii)// probably the most 

WH yy / YW 4 AM te } iN Nz) + profitable of any that 
AZ En RV \\ rey : 
NU; \ p) N Pe \ ey can be raised, as the 

WY MN Se ¥* Uy \ iy) lumber camps have to 
: Y Se? Neat ray) \\ Neg - ship in thousands of i 

\ ry \ oH) ; i tons of hay annually | 
Nes ‘ or to feed their teams 

\ i working in the woods; 

| in fact the markets for 
1 | i all kinds of farm pro- 

\ | duce are of the best. | 

Onz of the Products of Wiscousin. = 7 stock raising and 
dairy purposes there is | 

: 
NO BETTER PLACE TO BE FOUND. | 

The grasses are sweet and grow luxuriantly during the summer season. Nearly i 

everything in the way of crops can be raised in this country and all can be sold at 

the highest market price from the fact that the vast lumbering interests require | 

much more farm produce than is at present produced or will be produced for many 

years tocome. Thousands of carloads of farm products are annually shipped into | 

this part of the country, consequently the farmer who takes advantage of this 

opportunity will be able for many years to dispose of his crops almost at his door 

at the highest city prices, without having the trouble of shipping them to the 

larger markets. 
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C 1 f f 

" © 7 F ‘ ACA yOrnia y 
f E oe Admirable train service is at the traveler's 8 
4 E RT command from Chicago, with three trains 
i‘ Ey rT Att to San Francisco and Los Angeles every & 
‘ = : day, via’ the Chicago & North-Western, 

, ={ Union Pacific and Southern Pacific Railways. The = 
, 2 route is across the fertile fields of Illinois and Iowa, 6 
, &{ through Council Bluffs and Omaha, Cheyenne and & 
2 3 Ogden, down the valley of the Sacramento to the 

Ef Golden Gate, and via the San Joaquin Valley or over = 
, =} the beautiful Coast Line (where for a hundred miles = 
4 ==} the road lies along the shore of the shining Pacific) to 
i 4 Los Angeles. = 

j zg The Overland Limited, the luxurious electric-lighted train, = 
, F=} leaves Chicago daily at 8.00 p.m. Less than three days en route. 3 

= Two other daily trains leave Chicago at 10.00 a. m. and 11.30 p. m. = 

= For tickets and reservations = 
RS ‘ Se 

Nt ij apply to any Ticket Agent. Ay iy 

Mi/j, THE NORTH-WESTERN LINE\WY 
f a shih Pe ee he 
RS FO AMIR 00s Tir WCbiVind » GME ID 
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Personally Gonducted Tourist 

Excursions Each Week 
—====—==—_—[—[—_|} 

Daily and Personally Conducted Tourist Sleeping Cars to 

San Francisco, ‘ 

Los Angeles, : 

Portland 
—VIA— 

tas 

Ae 
mw my 

ra aaah 

Any ticket agent will tell you about these excur- 
sions and how comfortable they are and how 

inexpensive a means they form in reaching the 

Pacific Coast. Three through trains a day to 

San Francisco and two to Portland. * 

—— 

The Only Double Track Railway to the 
Missouri River. 

Mention Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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IETS SUS 

Rich F Lands 
—_—SSSSSTTSIONS TE aE éC*f 

A ~~ : 

goo 
| I: 

| 
y 

: 

| j It Ste. Mari Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie 
; e 
; T | Railway. 
, 

F Excellent Hardwood Timb:zr Lands, with 
; Rich Soil, Clay Sub-Soil, Close to Sta- 
4 tions on a Trans-Continental Railway in - 
} 

| Northern Wisconsin 
, At $5.00 to $12.00 per Acre on Easy Terms 
. 

. 

; These lands will produce as many dol’ars per acre as lands in older ; settled sections of the coun'ry valued at $50.00 { to $100.00 fer acve. 

A Natural Grass Country Clover, Timothy 

A Grand Dairy Country Beck ee 

For Sheep oir iigasisnrzcued Anrwnere 
: SSS For iustrated bookiet write to ————— 

D.W.CASSEDAY, 
Land and Industrial Agt. “Soo” Line. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

SE TTR 6 AS 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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en All progressive Creameries and Cheese Factories now use some 

Drm Commercial Starter to secure uniform ripening, perfect flavor and 

Pen keeping quality. 

‘ H | Chr. Hsnsen’s Lactic Ferment is the leader. Being a dry pow- 

3 der, it will keep indefinitely and is always safe to use. s 

FCs The Columbian Butter Color {s the strongest and cheapest in 

= the market. 

Chr. Hansen’s Danish Rennet Extract, Liquid Cheese Color, Butter Color, 

Rennet Tablets and Cheese Color Tablets, the [Marschall Rennet Test. all first- 

‘class articles, manufactured only by 

CHR. HANSEN’S LABORATORY, Box 1143, Little Falls, N. Y. 
ee 

vse NITRATE OF SODA FoR 
by 

Money Crops | f 
‘4 

Sugar Beets, Oats, Grass, Corn, ‘ 

Truck, Wheat, Rye, Barley. 
_ You GET YOUR SHARE OF PROFIT when you use this ideal predigested Ammo { 

niate as plant food. For formulas and other valuable information, write | 

WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director. 
Chilean Nitrate Works. 12 John treet, New Y ork 

pens a hme ic acres meenarnmnnnennet aires 

| 

scan ey Stet HAY PRESS} | = 
ko 1 FOUR +| 

NOT A.COG Send for circular. Z | @ 

Nouri, 7 On BS }| | (hd “9 

— GO ve FE. 7 st 3 J ead 
Simplest oh FA aah Stall “ene °° Gourd 

Made. Bu F otk Sieh Fy os some tore ULTURE 

AAS we es coo as an a 34 | a N D y fe 

ce Gy Sabo" * AUTOMATIC TAYE 

F eo yo PLUNGER DRAW. } | FOR Say 
500 E. Broad i 

DAVID BRADLEY MFG, CO., sranzey, mut. a 

PE a ee 

SELF OPERATING LITTER CARRIER ay mt M i a S 

MOST gieeme, SERVICEABLE | 

Dos 4 Se Canes They are four good books on 

a ae3 | cultivation and fertilization. 

Z eT P1898 25° We mail them free to any 

: 3 \ No troable a aN a5 | farmer who will send his name 

z Instructions with each ma- §2 and address. 

| 5 5é \ chine; 2004. ob $16.50 Be Another good friend is : 

= '2 ae 

“Ee | DRE’. 

: ee as agit GERMAN KALI WORK: 

a 3 z SS REW en Nae vor 

WATERLOO, WIS. ELEVATED CARRIER CO. 
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CENTRAL RAILWAY | 

| ——BETWEEN___ 

| CHICAGO | 

: MILWAUKEE 
, MANITOWOC 

- $T. PAUL cons 

MINNEAPOLIS —“= 

JAS. C. POND, Gen. Pass. Agt., 
Milwaukee, Wis. ;



SHEEP RAISING IN.#%- 

9 
K 

Prof. John A. Craig, Professor of Animal Husbandry t 

in the Iowa State College of Agriculture, in writing of “ 

the possibilities of Northern Wisconsin makes the fol- q 

lowing statement: 

“If l were a man of capital with a farm in Southern 

| Wisconsin or in any of the corn growing states, I 

would buy as much of the cheap land in the Northern 

pari of Wisconsin as I could and stock it with sheep’ 

for the purpose of raising feeders to be fed on the 

home farm. I cannot conceive of any business being 

more certain in its returns than the lamb feeding busi- 

ness conducted in this way.” 

' 

THE ABOVE IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO FARMERS WHO 

WISH TO FIND OPENINGS FOR THEIR SONS, OR YOUNG MEN 

LOOKING FOR GOOD OPPORTUNITIES a a a a 

Do not hesitate to write for further information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute —— when writing to advertisers.



Dairy Products in Wisconsin. 

HE word “Wisconsin” in connection with creamery products 
=—4 is Synonomous with “excellence” in the butter and cheese 

GEE] markets of the world. The State is fortunate in comprising 
ameng its agricultural population a large body of thorough dairy farm- 
ers from this country and Europe, conversant with the best methods 
and ever ready to adopt improvements. There is hardly a state in ~ 
the Union where the people do more to encourage agricultural institu- 
tions bent upon promoting the spread of knowledge of correct methods. ‘ : 

| 
) fo ee eee Res ot 
: Ba Sg ee ea A eee DSRS SRE eee ea RS ie Le eng cat Opa | ae ea ce ee al ; a oS eae rth a 

: wee be 
: > flee < o : 7 

1 i |) 
: it er * gl ces Cee hi 
} ea ] i == ‘ a 

. a 7 7 : 4 See aa , 

1s be pn gy te 
, } v 

5 —— 

ner eie Papo se — = é 
7 Sas aac eS = Bee : 

| Along the lines of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. 
PAUL RAILWAY COMPANY dairy farming is reaching the 
highest perfection. 

The efforts made by Wisconsin dairymen during, recent years to 
avail themselves of the richness which nature has bestowed upon the 
State have been untiring, and as a result Wisconsin butter and cheese 
is today famed far and wide. For further information, address 

F. A. MILLER, 
Gen’! Passenger Agent, C., M. & St. P. R’y, 

CHICAGO. a ee 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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PERTINENT POINTS : 

WHY ONE SHOULD BUY LAND IN WISCONSIN. 

Be 

Tf we are disposed to give advice we should say, don’t rent; but 

if you do, work your father’s farm. What he leaves you may balance 

the rent. 
as 

In Italy about ten per cent. of the population own the real estate 

and seventy-five per cent. beg. Their grandfathers were renters. 

z a ; " 

Our cheap land is the last avenue of escape from the deplorable t 

conditions prevailing in all European and some Americen countries. 3 

ae ‘ 

We are in the field to sell lands and furnish hories, and every sale ' 

produces the same joyous result that was felt by the ancients when the 8 

one-hundredth sheep returned to the fold. 
j 

ot 
. To own a nice quarter section of land is worth a whole eternity in ‘ 

bondage. Remember, that if you continue to turn your neighbor's ; 

grindstone all the time, you won't see anything but the stone, and that ; 

isn’t yours. 
‘ 

ts 

To the laboring man who can lay aside a portion of his wages, 

nothing is so safe and sure as a piece of good land. You “lay a nest 

egg,” the land will do the rest. If you wait till you get able to pay all i 

cash, you will never have a farm. 
tt 

; 

The rent that accumulates on the humblest dwelling while you are 

hunting work will make the payments on enough land to support your 

family. 
ae 

We know of only one advantage in being a professional renter. 

He usually has no taxes to pay. 
es 

The renter is the only musician who fiddles and then pays for the | 

music. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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. Hardwood Farming Lands For Sale 
IN MARATHON COUNTY, WISCONSIN 
The soil is 4 fine clay loam extending down to soil water, which is found at a depth from twelve to twenty feet, and productive of every variety of grain. grass and vegetable com- mon to Wisconsin. tis one of the best clover and blue grass sections in the middle west. The country is well opened up with good roads. ‘There is a population uf about 6, 000 people in our settlement. Athens, in the geographical center of our territory, has a grist mill, : three saw mills, heading and stave factory, four churches. good graded schools and about ten stores. Land from which the oldest log timber has been ent sells for from $10 to $15 an acre. We aim not to sell to speculators, it is actual settlers that we want. eos ea Dee acai alihtrhn SO 
RIETBROCK LAND & LUMBER CO., ATHENS, WISCONSIN 

SESE a Te a 

i J- FISHER, EASTMAN, WIS. 
; SSS BREEDER AND SHIPPER OF 

i, WIS. 
ee eee Chester White Swine h i ae 

r 7 b Th I make a specialty of breeding the } Pare kk j Chester white hog, and feel that I have 
ae eT ss 5 oie ae something of superior merits to offer } PF a | you. I always try to keep pigs on hand 1 ————— | nail for sale, and they are priced for what 

? (: : 3 they are worth. Come and see them or 
Le eT ae ee oe eee write for description and catalogue. 

i ee eee } x Es 
' ! 
: 

| aie ee 
GALESVILLE, WISCONSIN. 

— REGISTERED— 
| . Shorthorn Cattle, Berkshire Hogs 

. ‘ and Lincoln Sheep. 
Also White Holland Turkeys and Barred Piymouth Rock Chickens 

of all Ages For sale. 

My cattle are fine milkers. This breed has the best record for Seng on common stock for the general farmer. My hogs weigh when one — old about 400 lbs. and when matured from 500 to 800 Ibs., smooth and even fleshed, stand- ing well on their feet. Prolific breeders and good mothers. The Lincolns are the largest and best wooled of the mutton breeds. 
Correspondence solicited. Farm one mile from C. & N.-W. depot. 

. ALEX A. ARNOLD, Proprietor. {<1 
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Is pays for it It Ss 
M 

self on the first 
a 

crop srown & preads anure, 
after its "se. ~ ut 

Lan _ngiisee, wet, dry, lumpy, caked, strawy, fall of corn 

oie 23 ee Sey walks. ste., better than it can possibly be 

f san eo jeagerRiste done by hand, Spreads lime, ashes, salt, 

N ees rate Fase: -ompost, etc. 
cae xh erie =<. 

Oa Pe es THE IMPROVED 
Ve ma TT pies: 

Wat pat) [ad pee Kemp Manure 

NE cor apa Spreade 
will save more hard labor, more tiuk, mivre money aud bring about better results than any other machine that can be em| 

ployed on the farm. It trebles thy value of even @ small amount ‘of manare. It is the only thing that can successfully top} 

ployed cat in the spring, meadow lands, pastures, etc. Can be hauled onto any land easily and without injury to land 

las wheels have broad tires. Cun be turned on the ground it stands on, as front wheels turn entirely under. It is strong and, 

faurably mae of good material and with ordinary care will last ‘ndefinitely. Greatly improved for 1902. Send for new illus 

trated eatalogue aud ‘How to Grow Big,Crops’’—Free. 
ed catalog that the only original and genuine Kemp Manure Spreader is made by u 

KEMP & BURPEE MANUFACTURING CO., BOX 31, SYRACUSE, N. ¥. 

a a 
en 

tt 

Sh th C ttl MILL BROOK stock ARM or i 

REGISTERE! SHOKT HO SATTLE OF % 

shor orn a @.  The'nest FAMILIE: 
} 

ee eee 
x 

= —— 
q 

2. ; ca WM ; | 

. =e AUT mn 

P= 4 | \ AW Mi 

— =| Nee i 
‘ NOMEN LAN ORO 

Lord Witiam stovso bred by arthur dvnD- 

ston, Greenwood, Ont., at head of herd. 

= gicnoice young bulls and females for sale- Po- 

land Chinas of the choicest strains. Stock 

. Srey well bred and good individually, for sale at 

4 SSS Spices that are right. 

hn. Bb. DRARL G OUN, ‘geaver Dam, Dodge Co., Wis. 

pt ef cates Cire nee. Se ee 

or Goodrich 
a - —*. : - oo ricn. 

Pte | = The new town in Taylor Coun- 

: | ty on the Athens branch of exten- 

F sion of W. C. Ry., offers the best 

r | inducements to settlers. Good 

} clay loam soil, good climate, good 

/ 
| water, good hardwood timber 

I a and good markets for everything. 

| 
For particulars write 

| RIB RIVER 
ae | 

eee |=} AND CO., 

Highway near Goodrich on Rib River Co’s lands. Medford, Taylor Co., Wis. 
Se ee 
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| ly ie 
TAA ae! 

By its system of 8,903 miles of road reaches the finest sections of 

, . e e e e e illinois, Wisconsin, Northern Michigan, 
; 

| lowa, Minnesota, South and North 
: 
: 

¢ | Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming, 
| and by its traffic arrangements the entire 
: territory of the West and Northwest. 

It has on its own line the greatest Water 
: Powers, Iron Ore Ranges, Hard and Soft 

Lumber Districts, and Coal Fields, serv- 
ing more industries than any other west- 

: ern railway. 

Manufacturers contemplating moving or establishing 
_—_—— branch factories in the west are solic- 
ited to inquire what inducements can be offered before 
locating elsewhere. . 

MARVIN HUGHITT, Ir., E. D. BRIGHAM, 
Freight Traffic Manager. General Freight Agent. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to advertisers. 
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d Pare 
Wh eensy 

offers the best transport:tion . f 

facilities in reaching the stock f 

markets. & & & & 

SHEEP RAISING 

In Northern Wisconsin is grow- : 

ing rapidly. It is a profitable | 

investment and the grazing lands | 

are peculiarly adapted for this | 

industry. & % # | 

Fe ang Sa ee ene ee ee ee ee
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| THE HARDWOOD LANDS OF: 
| NORTHERN WISCONSIN wz 2 

A GREAT DAIRY SECTION w 

| The great adaptability of the soil for clover and grasses makes 
pasturage perfect: 

The nights in summer are cool. The climate is bracing through- 
) out the year and keeps animals in the best of health. 

: There is an excellent local market and Proximity to St. Paul, 
: Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Chicago; gives an ever con- 
| stant and increasing demand for the entire product of every 

creamery and cheese factory located on the line of the Wis- 
consin Central Railway. 

The snow protects the grass throughout the winter, giving early 
spring pasturage and the plentiful rainfall keeps grass green 
throughout the season, making a longer pasture period than 
in states further south. 

Write for Pamphlets and Maps to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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Prof. W. A. Henry, University of Wisconsin, says: if 

“Timothy and red clover flourish amazingly, oats o 

yield as well as in the southern part of the state and tf 

field peas give much larger returns than further south.” 

Prof, John A. Craig, Iowa State College of Agricul- 

ture, says: 

“It is naturally the best clover district that I have 

seen, and further, I do not know of any single fod- 

der or grain crop that I would rather have for all 

kinds of stock than clover.” 

Prof. Thomas Shaw, University of Minnesota, says: 

“In the timber which grows upon this land, and in ' 

the character of the soil and subsoil, we have in great 

part at least the explanation of the marvelous adap- 

tation which it has to the production of timothy and 4 

clover, of blue grass and orchard grass, and indeed of 

almost every kind of grass that will grow in a 

northern country.” 

——— 

' 

For furiher information write to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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‘S ”B ilk T The “Sweepstake”’ Babcock Milk Tester 
| Ball Bearings--The bottles are at the bottom-- 
: H The most practical, highest speeded, easiest 

& } Z\ running tester madz--We handle everything.in 
ao i the Creamery Line--Write us for Catalogge 
7 fl} and descriptive matter. 2 2 3 st ot 
x SHS 

Used by dairymen, farmers, in hotels and restaurants, and 
>| in the laboratory. It does accurate work, and with the 

(ess H instructions furnished any one can do perfect testing. The 
WY Sweepstake is built on a new principle. The cans are 

Ni placed on the bottom and the gear wheel above. This per- = ; mits of great speed with no danger of the hand coming 
in contact with the cans as in the old style machine. 

a ————- 
EE 

——>——. The Best Hand Tester in the World and 
} The Swoenstate is furnished with 2 Endorsed by Leading Dairymen as such 

GENERAL AGENTS FOR ALPHA-DE LAVAL SEPARATORS. 
Boilers and Enzines| Rennet Extracts. Stearns’ Style Spruce Tubs. Wells, Richardson & Co.’s Improved Butter Color, Climax Heaters. Fairchild’s Creamery Cleaner. The Taleott Improv- ed Pasteurizer. Hanson’s Butter and Cheese Color. _ Sanitary Ideal Milk cae Farrington Ripeners Disbrow Combined Churn & Worker. Elgin Style White Ash Tubs. Fairchild’s Kno- Germ Odorless Disinfectant. The Ideal Tester. Victor Engines. Spruce Tubs. Cadillac But. ter Salt. Simplex Combined Churn. Refrigerating Machines. Potts Pastourizers. Lusted ; Printers, Australian Boxes. Penn Wood Split Pulleys. Parchment Paper, Etc. = 
GREAMERY PACKAGE MANUFACTURING CD., ® ** Suttstunston st | Brancues: Kansas City, Mo., Minneapolis, Minn., Waterloo, Iowa, Omaha Neb., and 

Cowansville, Quebec. 

. CLOVERS, 

RED, WHITE, ALSYKE, CRIMSON, ALFALFA, 

TIMOTHY, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, RED TOP 

BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, 

ORCHARD GRASS, 

BUCKWHEAT, FIELD PEAS, BEANS, POP CORN, 

DWARF ESSEX RAPE, BIRD SEEDS, 

FLAX SEED, ENSILAGE CORN, 

COTTON SEED AND LINSEED MEAL, 

GRAIN BAGS, ETC. 

WesT TAYLOR ST., AND THE RIVER, 

CHICACO, ILL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Stewart's ‘#*s' nt Shearing Machine 
| Pri rice 

ay Se ant I 8.50 

a ‘ A Superior to Anything Previously 

a BS Ae cS ca : 

We { Ss (3 Manufactured for this Purpose. 
P ; eee eee 

a: Each machine will be fitted with the 
| A df 3 wonderful Stuart Shear, same as supplied 

4 a with the $65.00 Power Machine. No owner 

by | - <3 of 10 sheep or more can afford to shear by tt 

. 1 LF A hand, even though the work be done for i 

i? ks nothing. Don’t butcher your sheep. Shear j 

E aes Renee with machine and get one pound wool ex- 4 

a is AK eae tra per head. Will more than cover the 

a aes fs I 4) 8 whole cost of shearing. Send today for val- 

: Sear’ ye A uable book on shearing. It is free and will 
=| save you money. 

CHICACO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO., 
173 Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

The Largest Manufacturers of Sheep Shearing Machines in World. 
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ae ee i eee a re 

Bec catcD emacs onareacealp octet aemnerse cement ote ee 

Se Sea een naar naan niin menknstttininimael 

‘The Cyclone Fence as constructed by our method is put up where you want it, when 

you want it and as you want it, at the minimum cost for labor and material. An almost 

unlimited variety of designs, heights and styles of fence for farm, lawn and railroad or 

cemetery, in fact anywhere where a fence is needed. Our wire prices are always interest- 

ing. We can ship you promptly from Waukegan, Til. Z 

e 

Cyclone Woven Wire Fence Co. 
HOLLY, MICH. 

Si ee 
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K Short Line 

Green Bay & Western Railroad 

THE 

POPULAR ROUTE 
BETWEEN 

: Green Bay, Winona, La Crosse, 

| Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, 

And All Points in the West and Northwest. 

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western R. R. 
THE 

SHORT LINE 
TO 

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 

; Washington, Buffalo, 

Detroit, Toledo, 

Car Ferries Across Lake Michigan both Summer 
and Winter. 

J. A. JORDAN, W C. MODISETT, 
General Manager. General Freight & Passenger Agent. 

. GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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SS SSN ! 
‘ S esr 

Is a sixteen-page Illustrated monthly I 
| journal. Its aim is to furnish, In an [if - 

fi Interesting way, Information about the | : 

agricultural resources of the West. H 
} Many renters of Eastern farms, many | 

young men who wish to establish 

homes of their own, and in fact any Hl 
farmer, will do well to iH 

25c. FOR ONE YEAR 
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE. I] 

: | Address, with cash or postage stamps, // ; # 

THE CORN BELT fj 
\,. 209 Avams Sr., CivoAgo, ILL. 

ie 

‘ SS LET 

BP333333333F FSSA SSIS TSS 
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: SOME REASONS 
WHY 

WISCONSIN SHOULD BE SELECTED FOR A HOME. 

Abundant rain fall. 

The climate is perfect. 

Convenience of location. 

The air is pure and bracing. iS 
Grain worth Chicago prices. 

F The country is well watered. 

The soil is prolifie and easily tilled. 

The most healthy location to be found. ' 
. The land is rolling and easily cultivated. 

No time wasted—employment at all seasons. 
An abundance of pure soft water easily obtained. 
The best prices can be obtained for farm products. 
The crop yield is large and prices are remunerative. 
An abundance of fuel always obtainable without cost. 
As a dairy and stock raising location it is unsurpassed. 

6 3 There is no better location for the raising of small fruits. 
| A man can earn as much in the winter as in the summer. 

The State is advancing; the value of property increasing. 
Work can be obtained the year round at remunerative wages. 
All timber growing or standing on land when cut brings cash. 
The land produces sugar beets yiclding a very high percentage of 

sugar. 

A home market right at the farmcr’s door for everything that he can 
raise. 

The large near-by manufacturing towns and cities require a great 

amount of farm products. 

Forty acres of land can be bought for a trifling sum, which in a few 

_ years will be worth a large amount of money. ; 

M: ation “Farmers? Institute Balen when writing to advertisers.
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Wisconsin Homes 
Are not to be had for the asking ~ 

but they can be secured for eee 

VERY LITTLE MONEY 
SL 

| as AS ~ a0 

eee 

Fine Climate, Fine Land, Fine Peo- 

ple, Good Crops, Good Schools 

. and Good Churches, 
AND BEST REACHED BY THE LINES OF THE 

Ghicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. ' 

F.A: sete colton: Pekaiinies tagees: CRROADD: ILL. 

eee ee nnn nn ee emmaEEEET a
 NTT SETS TST Pee ee onal 
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Hallock’s 
meee et A Successe 
= x . 

in At aPims Anti - Clog 
g weg z ah ae by, r t [ 

TATA NLL eeder VA LIU ING WA LLM : LLtLiond « e-« 

Sulky Weeder, width 12 feet. (We also make a Walker.) Cc u | t ivato r 

The greatest labor-saving tool ever introduced to ‘the 
farmers of this country. Can be used to cultivate corn, 
potatoes, wheat, barley, oats, and any growing crop, and 
will increase the yield from 5 to 10 bu. per acre. Thous- 

7 ands of farmers who are now using them would as soon 
: think of doing without a plow as not to have a Hallock 

Weeder. o* * oe oe * * oe 

| THE JANESVILLE MACHINE CO., 
Janesville, Wisconsin. 

WESTERN MANUFACTURERS, Send for Prices and Circulars. eee ee neseesseespeeeionenenaimseseneootact enero; 
WISCUNS N GROWN, 120 ACXES, TRUE TO2N4ME, 

| 

This shows a part of one block of our 3-year apple ready for delivery in spring of 1903. " 

ANNOUNCEMENT. 
CH three nursery firms formerly going business here under the names of Coe & Con- 

vers*, F.C. Edwards and J. M. Edwards & Son, are now incorporated into a stock com- 
pany under the name of The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

We now have GROWING HERE, the largest and most complete stock of Fruit, Shade 
and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens, Shrubs, Vines, Small Fruit Plants, etc., of any nursery 
in Wisconsin. | We want your order, and if honest goods at reasonable prices will get it 
we are entitled to it. Catalogue free. Good agents wanted. Write to 

The COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS CO.., Fort Atkinson, Wis. ee ee ee ernrene snin ate eek AS eee 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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6 YES ee ee ca Be eee: ° 39 ee ; i 

3 We make more drag saws than all other firms combined. 

Seven sizes. Capacity from 25 to 75 cords per day. The pres: 

3 ent high price of Coal will make a great demand for wood, $ 

and machines will pay for themselves in ten days’ cutting. 

3 We also make Sweep and Tread Horse Powers, Circular Saw ; 

Machines, and 12 sizes of Fodder Cutters. Snapping Rolls 

and Shredder Heads can be furnished on our larger machines, ; 

Thus a combination of three first-class machines can be had at 

the usual cost of one. Our shredders will work in any kind 

of corn, even in Silo filling. Send for catalogue and special 

introduction prices. 

Smalley Manufacturing Company, 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 

$ SOLE MAKERS SMALLEY GOODS 

& 
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| WHY PAY RENT: | 

—_————_——_— FJ 

Start Now 

* 

Thousands of Acres 
Of fertile lands, capable of raising finest 
quality of farm products in luxurious 
abundance, a Pd a Pd wt 

Are for Sale Upon Reason- 
able Terms on . . . . 

Writ 
is LINE 

rC.& N.W.RY | 

In Northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, South 
Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska and Wyoming. 
Reference to reliable statistics will demon- 
strate the fact that the pursuits of agricul- ) 
ture, stock raising and dairying in these 
States are attended with profitable results. 
Correspondence solicited from intending 
settlers. Send for free copy of Taz Nortu- 
WeEsTERN Home SEEKER. 

H. R. MicCULLOUGH, W. B. KNISKERN, ~ 

3rd Vice President. Passenger Traffic Manager. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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HE CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY is offering 
a large tract of lands suitable for agricultural purposes, convenient to thriv- 

5 ing cities and villages, heavily timbered with elm, basswood, hemlock, 
cedar, maple, birch and other timber. 

The settler finds a ready cash market for all timber cut in clearing his farm, 
and for all farm produce, enabling him to make a home with small capital. 

These lands are particularly well adapted to general farming. All grasses, oats, 

wheat, rye, barley and corn thrive; potatoes and all root crops yield large returns. 

Dairy, Sheep and all kinds of Stock Raising are carried on with 

success. 

Water is abundant and pure. 

Railroads leading into the mining and lumber districts furnish a ready market 
for all products. 

These lands are for sale on 

Long Time, Easy Terms and Low Rate of Interest 
ee 

to actual settlers. School accommodation is good and ample; taxes low; climate 

healthful. Timber for manufacturing is unlimited and of the best quality for 

Stave, Heading, Hoop, Veneer and Furniture Fac ories, Saw Mills, Pulp Mills 

and Tanneries, x i 
Apply to 

J. F. CLEVELAND, 
Land Commissioner, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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: nr FACTS CONCERNING zs LANDS 
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| OF THE WISCONSIN CENTRAL 
| RAILWAV2es222222248 

Ht = = = = See ES ST 

Clover never freezes out but sceds itself from year to ycar. 

: All grasses grow luxuriantly. 

Oats, wheat, rye, bas'ey and rcas give very large yields, 
While potatoes, bzets and other root crops of the best ]- 
quality are produced, 

; 

se 

; A plentiful rainfall keeps the pastures green throughout the 
season. 

; 

Everything points to Northern Wisconsin as the coming sheep 
and dairy section of the United States, 

Don’t forget to write f-r further information to 

W. H. KILLEN, 
Land and Industrial Commiss‘oner Wiscons'n Central Railway Co., 

TMILWAUKEE, WIS, 

Mention ‘‘Far-uers’ Institute Bulletin” win eaiiity to advertisers. 
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Prof. W. A. Henry, Dean College of Agriculture, Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, says: 

“No region on earth excels Northern Wisconsin 

for profitable sheep raising when proximity to markets, 

cheapness of land and the natural resources are con- 

sidered.” 

“There are tens of thousands of acres of land in } 

Northern Wisconsin more or less completely cleared 

by forest fires which can be purchased for a small 

sum, that can at once be seeded to tame grasses with 

no other cost than seed and sowing, and on these 

cheaply made pastures sheep will thrive from the be- 

ginning.” 

“Everything points to Northern Wisconsin as a 

region in which the pioneer settler almost without 

capital, and men with large business interests as well, 

| can find profitable and safe returns for every dollar 

| judiciously invested in lands and sheep.” 

Further information will be gladly given to those writing to 

W. H. KILLEN, 

Land and Industrial Commissioner Wisconsin Central Railway Co., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

CO nO ila 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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Our Implements, Light Vehicles and Farm Wagons 
are especially adapted to the needs of 

The Wisconsin Farmer 
There is no room here for details, but the Goods are Good, 

We Guarantee them Fuily. Write Us and we will tell you about them 

H " 39 Z Eclipse ‘‘Stone Dodger’? Plows. 
. No Stopping for Stones, No Broken Points on Plow, High Spring Lift, No Sore Shoulders on Horses, Easily Handled. 

‘ y, 

= 
oe 

ee a me 
OP A si = 

we | 2 WY : 
Pa y teen err My, 
4 1 ate i. 40 

OF gE Se EEN al ON 

| Sas oe ev AZ 
AF bee a Wy Af as ? ‘ : § ai r {af ) KT \O PK 
oz j 7, ( 4 

SO semi |, NV fo ef awe Mi) 
« XS ere 

ETE 
Light Draft. Uniform Depth. Solid Frame. 

We Make A Fall Line of — 

Agricultural Implements and Anti-Freeze 
Gasoline Engines, also Farm Wagons and 
Light Vehicles. 

Some things you should ask us about: F, & J. Force Drop Corn Planter; Universal Cul- 
tivator, with or without Tobacco Hoeing Attachment: Bemis’ Tobacco Transplanter; Self-balance Cultivator; Western Riding Weeder, &c.. &c. 

We shall be glad to send you circulars, and write you fully about them all. Address, 

Fuller, & Johnson Mfg. Co., Madison, Wis, 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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the leading question is the replacing Hi 4.2 QUESTION fon 

of worn out implements. It_it’s a ess 

Plow, Lister, Harrow, Culti- NE Nes 

A wator, there is no question at all i : ae rm 

in the minds: of many thousand far- Y . NY] | 

mers. It will bea Fa a | ' 

VWJohn D aw 4 ohn Deere, ~ 4 Me 
of course, fuse as with Mr. R. F. Stockton, of oe Di (ca eee 

Maywood, Ills., who says, © yd a3 

- “We used the old, reliable John Deere Plow for 25 “ma | 

-years on the farm, '‘Itstands second to none. When par § 
T go back to farming, which I hope to do soon, the R 

John Deere Plow will be my companion.” Ny 

‘When you decide, why not choose the best. We AN 

make Plows of every description, for every purpose, Q) sf 

for every section. Walking, Riding, Disk, caer = Ne 

single and in gangs, Middlebreakers, Harrows, Pul- ‘I 'e 

verizers, Walking and Riding Cultivators. The most — ft 

extensive line in America. 
= = ; 

The John Deere Plow Has Been the Stand- sg”. \ 

ard of Quality for Nearly 60 Years. ye 

If you wish to see how a plow is made in the oldest and largest > 

steel plow factory in the world, send for handsome illustrated 
ook, "From Forge to Farm’ —free if you mention this paper. <= 

<n 

DEERE (@ CO., Moline, Ills. = 

re aa ae 
ge 

é NORTHRUP, KING & CO.’S 

' 

nae | ti J 
wud | Ole oe 

Fon oe 

iis 
Pisa a La SaaS S c F D S 

- aii 45) 

—ARE THE— 

: Best Obtainable Anywhere at Any Price. 

we sold under this brand a ly i vh =) 

SEEDS ease is onsinal sealed packazes. 2! 

We are re-cleaners of Grass and Clover Seeds, growers of Vexetable and Field Seeds, 
Importers of Flower Seeds and Bulbs 

OUR CATALOGUE (ready January 15th) is mailed free on application. It represents every- 

thing as it is without exaggeration, either in description or illustration. 

NORTHRUP, KING & CO., 

SEED GRO ‘ERS, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
TVA RO Cie eaene ee oe 
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A GREAT RAILWAY. 

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway , 
Company now operates over sixty-six hundred 
miles of thoroughly equipped road in Illinois, 
Wisconsin, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, South Dakota and 3 
North Dakota, of which 1,647 miles, or one- 
fourth of the entire system, is in the State of 
Wisconsin. 

It reaches all the important trade centers of 
the State, and through the wages paid its army 
of employes, and for the supplies necessary to 
operate the road, distributes an amount of mon- 
ey every month that is an important factor in 
the general prosperity of Wisconsin. 

It owns and operates all equipment in service 
on its lines, including Sleeping Cars, Parlor 
Cars and Dining Cars, maintaining an excel- 

: lence of service unequalled on any railway in 
the world. i 

It has been a Pioneer in the North-west and 
West in the use of the block system in the ope- 
ration of its trains, in the lighting of trains by 
electricity, heating by steam and many other 
progressive methods, which have added safety, 
comfort and luxury to travel. It is always the 
leader in that direction. 

The PIoNEER LimiTeD TRaINs between 
CuicaGo, MILWAUKEE, St. PauL AND MINNE- 
APOLIS have the costliest and handsomest 
Sleeping Cars in the world and the best Din- 
ing-Car service. 

J. H. HILAND, F. A, MILLER, 

Traffic Manager, Gen. Pass. Agent, 
CHICAGO. 

Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| THE CHICACO, 

| MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL 

OWNS AND OPERATES OVER | 

6,600 Miles oF Thoroughly Egipped Road | 
Iowa . * : 3 . 1,804 miles 

Wisconsin . . Z - 1,670 *“ 

South Dakota. < ia : 

Minnesota. . R —aaee. 

Illinois ‘ “ . . 360 * 

Upper Peninsula of Michigan 160 “ ‘ 

Missouri . . . +. 46 “* | 

North Dakota. ; i 118 *« | 

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TRAINS. | 

Equipment and Service 

Unequaled. 

Time Tables, Maps and Information , 

_Furnished on Application to 

F. A. MILLER, 
General Passenger Agent, CHICAGO. 

. Mention ‘‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’? when writing to advertisers. 
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to use less posts, save labor, and still have a better 

woven wire fence, you can do so by using the Page. 

If you really believe that Page Fence is the best, 

| don’t let the trifle difference in price keep you from 

buying it, because that is many times over made 

up in the lasting-quality. 

More farmers have bought Page Fence a second, 

third and even fourth time than any other. ’ 

| Page Woven Wire. Fence Co., 
| Bice Adrian, Michigan. 

CURRIE’S SEEDS ) 

: Sa it ARE STANDARD 
—= Saat KS Bafa —For the— 

SG ies 
SSS Sa < “== Garden and Farm 
SA A xe “ HEADQUARTERS 

— RN Al OR, p\. For the 

cS N\ } NN True English Dwarf Essex 
, a) ‘ Rape, Turkestan Alfalfa, 
Kx anh Sand Vetch #*% #& 

oe . Choice Recleaned Grains, Grasses 
and Clover 

CURRIE BROS., 
SEED GROWER,’ AND DEALERS. 

Illustrated Catalogue Mailed Free. MILWAUKEE, WIS, 

~“Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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The U.S. Gream Separator 
ee 

Winner of Gold Medal at Pan-American Exposition | 

i 
| 

Averaging for 50 of one 

i Ee consecutive rans -0138 per cent. 

‘ts a Besides being the cleanest skimmer 

Woy The 

. |g — 
YA | 1 1 

ot 
. \ 
2 I) ———__ 15 THE 

A 7 | 

4 \ 

J \. Most Durable 
SF — For proof of which read the following letter. 

CoLFax, WASH., Sept. 10, 1902. 

Hazelwood Co., Spokane, Wash. 

‘GENTLEMEN :—In reply to yours of the 9th inst., will say in the last four 

years there have been something like 75 U. $ Cream Separators sold from this 

greamery and ail the extras that have been furnished by us are as follows :— 

One crank with handle, cost $2.75 

ot shaft, oo 15 
Express on same, 2.3 

This covers all extras that we have any knowledge of and we wish to say 

that it was no fault of the separator that these parts gave way; it was the 

fault of the party who had been running said separator 

JERSEY CREAMERY, by E. H. Hincuciirr 

————
—— 

For other points wherein the U, 8S, excels, write for Catalogues. 

Ut. Farm Machine Zo., Bellows Falls, Ul. 
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: 350,000 i 
a Machines In Use. an 

a Ten Times All Other Makes Combined. a 

Ah tne Standard of All That’s Best in Dairying in Every QS — 
AN Country in the World. avs 

: That’s the history of the ; 

= Cream Separators? | W W 
Ww which possess the patent protected v 

oh, 66 5 a : " iy y Alpha-Disc”and Split-Wing” Improvements :2 
W AND ARE AS MUCH SUPERIOR W 
<A to other Cream Separators as such <7 

\(V7 other separators are to gravity setting methods W 

W ae W W Send for new “20th Century” catalogue W 

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR 60,3 
Randolph & Canal Sts., 327 Commissioners St., ¥ ‘(7 ORIOAGO. General Offices: ——— \ 

VJ ruiLADertiis. 74 Cortland Street,  ™*ggifark Strest, yy 
yy sarements, NEW YORK. ws ncpernss sree W 

ee es 
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| f f awh Count the cost of repairs on un ordi- 

Wi cf CHeaae nary Wire fence. Count on @ lon; life- 
" “ em  * eof wear outof the 

oT aN 

Pp AMERICAN 
I aa FIELD 

onal” ih Horie 

Ahn 
iim 8 Fi, the cost of trying fence ex ‘ie 

ie ments and you Will see the sense Of 
mil oa ee my buying the fence that fences. It is Cheap- 

Him est and Best. Every rod guaranteed. 
W a Every user satisfied. Sold everywhere. 

ri het If Your dealer hasn’t it, write to 

i — AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO., 
rg | v a Hy ie Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Denver. 

i 
| Rein ree 

POMBO 0 sa 8 

Best and Cheapest. 

OR eT 
qj <=> A 7 Ti rn * "i Z — = al NM \w D , U0 

Yaat SOOO AAAAAAAAAAAAAAN NA 
i = SSIES ISS 

TTS son, Strength and security are combined in ELLWooD rs 
\ MAMAS FENCES. Made of best steel wire, heavily galvan- a7 
AY vat Hh 9 ized. Small mesh at bottom, larger mesh at top, A\ 
a i , ~Y make them secure for large and smallstock. Farms, 2 S 
A i’ * @eg} ranches, orchards, nurseries are safest fenced with ~ i) y 

oa” ELLWOOD Si: FENCES J (“<7 Ls Wire N ig? 

i \f ‘The standard of strength, durability and economy in wov@ wire PY > 
. af fences. Heavy steel wire, heavily galvanized. Six heights; styles for ie Veg ¢ LG 

all purposes. ‘Sold everywhere. If your dealer hasn’t them, write to i! \ w 27 ' 

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE C0., S6%isto' sion gh POP A — SPE | 
: A Pie | 

i S/N <7 \\| | 

a ere gee re eS ee | 
i | 

These Fences are Guaran eed absolutely Satisfactory for all Purpos:s. 

' IF YOU CAN'T FIND THEM AT 
YOUR DEALER'S — WRITE TO 

s ° 
American Steel G Wire Co., 
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. : SAN FRANCISCO. DENVER. 

fc 
: 
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BELOIT, WIS. 
ANGUS CATTLE, 
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP 
SWINE ,conce'stamworrs. ANE 
ALL ANIMALS PUREBRED & REGISTERED. 
AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR 
WISCONSIN FARMERS. 

ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS ARE MADE FROM 
ENGLAND & SCOTLAND & BY BREEDING& 
PURCHASE WE ALWAYS HAVE A LARGE NUM- 
BER OF DESIRABLE ANIMALS FOR SALE. 

VISITORS WILL FIND MORGAN FARM AN 
OBJECT LESSON IN THE HIGHEST DEVELOPE 
“MENT OF MODERN FARMING. 

CORRESPONDENCE WILL RECEIVE CAREFUL 
ATTENTION. « 

a e 

~ : Tl i p | ses ‘ay > s 

a ‘prea vannes>careniee Wits A, Vase ll aeaee aa | 
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This book may be kept ; 
; FOURTEEN DAYS 

A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 
: for each day the book is kept overtime. 
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